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FOREWORD
Allan Brooks (1869-1946) was a remarkable Canadian known to few Canadians. Naturalist,
artist, soldier, sniper, hunter, scientist, his goals were to excel, his achievements therefore were among
the best. English to the core, he was Canadian more than he knew, and home through most of his
life was his beloved British Columbia.
This book is at once a biography and a record of early British Columbia history and science.
Here are details on early British Columbia landscapes, on the role of wildlife in the pione:er society
of the frontier, and on the growth of ornithological knowledge in western North America.
More than most moderns may think proper, this is a story of guns and shooting and killing.
In today's late 20th century times there is increasing opposition to these things, mostly from highly
urbanized people. But the historic fact remains that there were wars with soldiers, some of them
snipers; and there were also frontiers where the gun was the means of life as well as a means of
entertainment. On today's frontiers, incidentally, not much of this has changed. The fact also
remains that the science of birds-ornithology-began and matured with the shotgun its most
important and heavily used scientific instrument. This is true despite the fact that it was often difficult
to know when the needs of science had been served, and the possessiveness of the collector alone was
carrying on. This problem is still with us, and is by no means confined to those collecting birds.
Any collector of anything can catch the habit.
It is also true that the shotgun can still be a most useful instrument when carefully used in serious
studies of birds.

As a boy in Toronto I grew up with Allan Brooks' paintings of birds. They were even at times
printed on some of my scribblers. And for some years I haunted Yonge Street's second hand book
shops, most of them between Bloor and College, on a long hunt for issues of the National Geographic
that held the remarkable colour plates of North American birds that Brooks painted for the National
Geographic Society during the depression years. He was then my world's most important artist, and
to the rapidly increasing thom.ands of people in North America who were then interested in birds,
Allan Brooks was a patron saint.
This account of a man with much accomplishment is written by an author who had many
similar interests. In a sense the two walked through parts of their lives together, side by side, good
friends and partners in discovery. So if this tale seems dominated by birds, it is because of two
conditions; first, when birds touch many people they often cause a pronounced mania, and second,
when two such victims come together not much but birds is worth discussing.
So this biography has a biased author; but then the life described enjoyed the same joyful biases,
which when combined with an artistic talent was able to convert many followers into the same happy
and consuming interests.
Allan Brooks sowed some of the seeds that have resulted in today's millions of people around
the world who are interested in birds.

R.

YoRKE EDWARDS

Director
British Columbia Provincial Museum

ILLUSTRATIONS:

The sketches reproduced in this book were selected from the many sketch books Allan Brooks
filled in his lifetime. Some coloured sketches from these same books are also shown-in black
and white.
Many family photographs were supplied by Allan Brooks (Jr.) while the others are from the
author's personal collection.
The paintings produced here in colour are from the collection of Allan Brooks (Jr.).
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Chapter I
THE OKANAGAN
The term "Okanagan" has so long been associated
in my mind with Allan Brooks that it is impossible for
me to think of one without the other. Through many of
the early years of this century I had been told so often,
"You must meet Brooks," that I had firmly come to
believe it; yet somehow our paths never crossed. That is
why on May 6, 1922, I was up early facing the new
spring day with great eagerness, for that day I hoped to
meet both Brooks and his Okanagan.
The previous evening I had come down from Penticton to register for the night in Oliver, then but an embryo
town in a newly opened, fruit-growing project. The
instructions from my chief, P. A. Taverner of the
National Museum in Ottawa, had been to meet him in
a camp at the north end of Osoyoos Lake. Allan Brooks
would join us there.
I liked everything I saw of this famous valley en
route down but had little time for investigation after my
arrival. Yet I made a start, for at 7 p.m. when I put
away my diary and rushed out to investigate a sudden
clangor of Canada Geese, my host told me a pair had a
nest in a pine a little distance toward the river. There
was yet time to see them.
It was a grand sight. A pair of Canadas in the
background were winging high down the river and, in a
lone ponderosa pine, I found the nesting geese. The
picturesque site had been chosen originally, and the nest
built, by fish hawks. It was the usual big flattened structure and must have been nearly 100 feet from the
ground. Both geese were home but in the failing evening light were not conspicuous. The: goose crouched
low on her eggs, her head depressed. Beside her, more
erect, stood the gander on guard. So the geese did nest
in trees in the Okanagan!
As I returned in the dusk the frogs were cheepering
strongly in the night silence that had settled on this

sweet-faced land of lakes and ponds, grey rolling hills,
and little mountains.
Next morning I was astir early. It was clear and
spring was abroad. There were touches of faint green
here and there on the slopes that contrasted with the
sober grey of the benches; and down by the river new
leafage on aspen, birch, and willow also showed tender
ve:nal tints. There was something in the air that remmded me of a prairie spring morning-a lift I never
felt on rhe easygoing coastal slope.
About the buildings I saw four Tree Swallows swirling excitedly and one entered a knothole in a house wall
-the largest birdhouse I ever saw. The morning air
tinkled with bird sounds and I paused by a big willow
clump on the river bank to listen. They were mainly the
voices of White-crowned Sparrows-a dozen singing
males were in the shrubbery; and a Red-winged Blackbird, hidden in the willows, chanted "Konker--ee!" I
heard the thoaty "huroo" of a Sandhill Crane distantlyplainly grounded. A pair of Canadas went overhead up
the river, the smaller bird leading, the gander, her devoted slave, following close. As I stood digesting the
sounds on the morning air a movement in the deep
water below my willow clump caught my eye. A big
trout had come up for a look at the weather and I have
the word of my diary for it that he was as thick as my
forearm.
After breakfast I caught a lift to Osoyoos Station on
the border. Then, armed with my binoculars, I took to
the sagebrush flat and, keeping in sight of the lakeshore,
turned back northward on a camp hunt
Birds were everywhere, on the ground, in the water,
and in the air. At Osoyoos Station I heard the chatter
of a Western Kingbird and one swirled by overhead. A
Sparrow Hawk (American Kestrel) followed. Two

get information there. Skirting a shallow pond en route
I was delighted to see two pairs of Cinnamon Teal-my
first meeting with the species. When I reached the cottage and tapped on the door it was opened by-Taverner.

Turkey Vultures circled high in their weightless way.
Two pairs of Ospreys were noisy near their nest sites in
solitary ponderosa pines, the most picturesque nests of
this hawk I had ever seen. A Meadowlark flushed from
the sagebrush. Every copse or tree-clump was in possession of White-crowned Sparrows and noisy crows, but
two unknown sparrows flew into low cover and escaped
identification. Down on the water I caught the gleam of
goldeneye ducks; a loon rode at anchor and I could hear
from that quarter also the discordant plaint of a Rednecked Grebe.

The camp was already established. The cottage was
on one of the two winter ranges of the ranch holdings
of Val Haines and was now in joint possession of Charles
de B. Green, naturalist-oologist, and his longtime friend,
Allan Brooks. Green, from Marron Valley, was now
pasturing his sheep there for spring range.

Up near the head of the lake adventure crossed my
path when my eye ca~ght the glint of a pond in the grey
sage. A canny peek into the place revealed five great
swans and a pair of Baldpate (Wigeon) ducks. This was
worth a careful stalk. The swans were undoubtedly a
tag-end party of the Trumpeters-my first!-that wintered on the Vaseux Lake Sanctuary and had not yet
gone north. From cover I watched the great birds as
they tipped for food, only their black heels showing
against their white rear ends. Once I made an incautious move and a black-billed head nailed me and
reached up in alarm. But my prolonged '"freeze" allayed
suspicions. I had a great hankering to rush them and
put them into the air hoping to hear their voices--which
as yet I had only read about. But I could not bring
myself to spoil the scene, so crawled away and left them.

My first glance inside landed on a crown as bald as
a china nest-egg and the owner below it busy at a table
turning a bird into a specimen. Taverner launched into
introductions. He coasted over Hamilton Laing without
a hitch, but at Major B-B-B- his speech impediment ran
into a bottle-neck that grew embarrassing. The bird
skinner dropped his task, popped up straight as a 'phone
pole, and with "I'm Brooks" extended his hand.
"Brooks!", exploded the liaison, letting out pent
breath and tension. For Percy Taverner was no quitter;
once he had put his shoulder to the wheel of speech it
just necesarily had to tum even if a bit late. So our
paths crossed at last; and on this remarkable day in
which I met Brooks, the Okanagan, and two new birds,
there began a friendship I was to cherish for about a
quarter of a century.

Late in the forenoon I had reached a point considerably north of the lake without sighting my objective, so
I climbed the ridge westward to a third-level bench and
took a survey toward the line of woods indicating the
course of the river. It was different up here. Two flocks
of American (Water) Pipits went over in their jerky
flight. I saw an Audubon's (Yellow-rumped) Warbler
and several Orange-crowned Warblers at a thicket where
serviceberry (Amelanchier)-my old friend the "Saskatoon"-was in plenteous bloom. A Sharp-tailed Grouse
rose cackling from the sage; and in the silence far below
I heard the crazy cry of a Sora and the crowing of a
cock Ring-necked Pheasant. While there was still no
sign of Taverner's camp, I had at least seen a bit of the
birdy Okanagan of Allan Brooks.

On our first meeting I was a little let down, knowing
his big game hunting reputation and something of his
war record. I had expected a strong, tough man-of-thehills. He was not.. Already past his prime, he struck me
rather as the retired army colonel, which in truth he was.
His straight back, and his hands, both bespoke a man
who had never endured much hard physical work. They
were the hands of an artist or a musician or surgeon and
not yet fully recovered from the bums they received
when Brooks tried to save his guns in a cabin fire the
previous year. There was nothing of the weather-beaten
toughie about him; his colour was high. But there was
a self-confident, determined cast to his features and the
glint of his blue-grey eyes-the eyes of a riflemanhelped to explain both the big game heads we were to
see shortly on the walls of his new studio, and the Distinguished Service Order of his war record.

Then I saw, a mile off and near the river, the gleam
of a cottage in the trees. It was the only sign of settlement in that direction, so I cut across country hoping to
2

White-crowned Sparrow, ca. 1920.

In the next 24 years I was to see a good deal of Allan
Brooks. Though he invaded the four corners of America
on his collecting trips, and had wide acquaintance with
American ornithological workers, I probably saw more
of him during those years than any other naturalist. I
saw him at work and play and we often shared both. I
watched him make his on-the-spot colour sketches of
soft parts and also many of his larger pictures, some of
which were painted in my house. For 18 years he was
my winter neighbour at Comox where ][ saw him almost
daily. His vast store of bird lore was ever at my service
for he was generous to his friends almost to weakness.

lectors make a crowd, he took either Taverner or me in
tow, roughly on alternate days. The:se were red letter
days for me in which I was introduced to the Brooks
prowl; his clever use of decoy calls, particularly owl
notes; and his general field magic. We had a day up
Sawmill Creek when we climbed to the larch groves at
the summit to find Williamson's Sapsuckers; two climbs
to the falcon cliffs for Duck Hawks (Peregrine Falcons)
and Prairie Falcons; another climb for White-throated
Swifts. They were days whose evenings taxed my time
and ability to get more than half the experiences recorded in my diaries.

In this first camp near Osoyoos, Brooks was on such
familiar ground that he knew exactly what bird material
we should find, and where and when. Since three col-

The diversity of the terrain made this region biologically fertile beyond belief. From the shade of the cool
larches on the skyline to the desert at the lake--where
3

pocket mice dug holes under the antelope brush (Purshia) and Lark Sparrows flirted their long tails in the
heavy sagebrush--there were dozens of habitats tucked
into nooks and turns, each with its own particular avian
associations.
The bold-faced cliffs, breaking abruptly over the
valley, were home not only to Peregrines, but to Canyon
Wrens and White-throated Swifts, the last two found
nowhere else in Canada. A dozen birds of the hawk
family, from Sparrow Hawk to Osprey, and both Bald
and Golden eagles, were an almost daily occurrence.
The meadows, marshes, and pot-holes were as prolific
of waterfowl as on the prairie. Brooks told us that
normally he had close to 40 species of birds nesting on
the little sanctuary at his home. By now it was plain to
me why a man possessing the abilities of Allan Brooks,
should have associated himself with the Okanagan. Its
attractions for a naturalist could be duplicated in few
other places in America.
On May 19th we broke this idyllic camp where each
evening white-tailed deer and a pair of Canada Geese
came to the meadow nearby to feed and a Sandhill Crane
came to dance, where the Screech Owl and Poorwill
tootled in the dusk and the splunge of the beaver broke
the quiet of the night, and we moved up the valley to
another of the Haines ranches. There we were close to
the Vaseux Lake Waterfowl Sanctuary which was mainly
in possession of about 60 pairs of nesting Canada Geese.
In the top of a giant ponderosa pine in the yard a
pair of Ospreys had what must have been the most
lofty nest in the region. It was more than a gunshot
from the earth. We were told that early in the spring
the nest had been appropriated by a high-minded pair of
Canadas, but when, later, the fish hawks returned from
the south the geese lost the battle for possession.
This noble tree, locally called bull pine, was the
tree of the Okanagan. In the eye and heart of Brooks,
artist and naturalist, ever questing for the picturesque
and beautiful, Pinus ponderosa held an abiding place.
It was his favourite tree.
Toward the end of the mouth two bird-minded visitors joined us, Frank Farley of Camrose, Alberta, and
George Gartrell of Summerland, B.C., the latter an old
big game pal of the Major. On May 30th, Gartrell

Vaseux Lake Party, 1922. Back :row-1. to r., Allan
Brooks, P. A. Taverner, Frank Farley; front row-H.
"Mack" Laing, George Garten, D. Allan Sampson.
4

Haines Ranch. 1922.

On the morning of the June 10, we walked down the
mountain in advance of the truck, we saw a small hawk
topping a large bull pine. From its dark colour we were
sure it was a Pigeon Hawk (Merlin) and not a Sparrow
Hawk, so we turned aside to get it. Taverner presently
fired and dropped it, then we stood and gloated. It was
a black adult male Pigeon Hawk, the coastal form, then
considered one of the rarest North American birds in
museum collections. We were standing in the dry belt
where a pale-coated Richardson's Merlin might be expected as a stray from the arid plains, but this slatey-blue
beauty! We both had the same thought at the same

drove our party to White Lake in Marron Valley where
we scattered over the sagebrush slopes in quest of Sage
Thrashers that had be'en reported here by De B. Green.
No one found any. But like every other day in this
interesting land, I saw much birdy territory and resolved
to return.
On June 7, Brooks left us to return home. Taverner
and I, leaving Alan Simpson, our student assistant,
moved a light outfit up to McCuddy Cn~ek on the summit of Anarchist Mountain. What a wondrous change at
3,000 feet! New scenes, new birds, frost in the mornings
and lingering snow patches in the hollows of the woods.
5
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time, what will Brooks think of this, for the pursuit of
this dark form on the coast had been his Holy Grail.

but adult males were rare takes even there. Again
Brooks played the odds as naturalists are wont to do.

It is my considered opinion that Taverner was the
luckiest man who ever packed a collecting gun afield. He
turned up the most unexpected things, not by special
skill but by sheer blundering luck. To prove my point,
next day at base camp near Vaseux Lake he returned
from a short walk at midday with a Dickcissel, a bird
that anywhere west of Manitoba could be called a rare
take. This was a new record for British Columbia!

The victim was at his desk after lunch when Taverner
came over to lay the two birds before him. It was almost cruel-I saw the Brooks colour mount till I began
to hope his arteries would be equal to it.
"You got those after I left?"
"Yes."
There was no further parley. Words were useless
but I had the uncomfortable feeling that an ornithological Pope doesn't appreciate having his leg pulled. It
was Taverner who had once declared that what American scientific bird study needs most was an ornithological
Pope and he had elected Allan Brooks to the Holy See!

It was too good to slur over. For over a month now
we had been babes-in-the-wood on the Brooks stamping
ground; we decided to spoof the Major. We were due to
visit him in a few days at his home so we enlisted the
help of young Alan in pulling the Brooks' leg. By now
we knew his pet aversion: folk who asked the identification of birds seen but who supplied no vestige of sound
observation to work on. So Percy gave our camp assistant a briefing on Dickcissels.

A week later, after several expeditions into the
immediate neighbourhood securing specimens not found
to the south, after an appraisal of the populous bird
sanctuary while enjoying the new home with its ample
studio-workroom complete with big game heads on
every wall (Brooks himself had mounted them), and
after a hasty survey of the amazing sp.ecimen cabinets
with the stamp of perfection on every tray, we left for
the coast and Vancouver Island.

On June 15, we broke camp. When next forenoon I
reached the Landing, my chief and Alan had already
arrived at the Brooks' bachelor home. At lunch the
host gave us the perfect lead. He had just had a visit
from a lady who had brought the maid along; and to
show what a good job she had made of coaching the girl
ornithologically, on returning from the walk said: "Now
tell the Major what you saw!"

We were not the first to go to Comox on a Brooks'
recommendation. Ronald M. Stewart, an early friend
and hunting pal of Brooks in the Okanagan, had come
to the coast at the same prompting to make his home
and now was our new guide and mentor in our new
stamping-ground.

The lass reeled off five or six pro babies she had seen,
but when she reached Grasshopper Sparrow she was
interrupted by an abrupt and slightly rude:
"You did not!"

At that time the thought that I should ever be called
on to be Boswelll to Brooks never occurred to me; but
he is a wise man who can peer 50 years into the future.
Time marches at the double. No men live today who
knew Brooks in his youth, and not many intimates of
even his later years survive. Of our brave little party of
bird enthusiasts who that June day in 1922 sought Sage
Thrashers at White Lake I alone remain. The rest have
crossed the Big River on the one-way ferry.

It was then Allan took his cue and said:
"Major Brooks, I saw a bird at our last camp after
you left, and I'm sure I never saw one like it before."
He followed with an accurate description of a male
Dickcissel, and lied a little that the bird had been on the
phone wire singing a funny sizzling song. "Could it
possibly have been a Dickcissel?"

"No, it wasn't a Dickcissel!" declared our mentor.
Here Taverner came out with his problem bird. He
had had a good look at that Pigeon Hawk on Anarchist
Mountain and he was quite sure it was the black form,
and a male. The Major said "No, not in the Okanagan."
He said we might get them when we went to the coast,

I hope that in these chapters I can give for the Brooks
I knew a proper appraisal of the man, the naturalist, the
artist, along with a suggestion of his work. He was
easily the most striking character to share part of my
life.
6

Chapter II
THE TWIG IS BENT
It is difficult to explain genius. But if we search
for causes of the effect usually we fintd two important
conditions: first breeding; second, the early start so the
twig can be bent young. The rest may be rightly
ascribed to hard work and persistence, and perhaps a
little to that "divinity that shapes our ends, rough hew
them how we will." A review of the life of Allan Cyril
Brooks shows he was no exception. Scion of a naturalist father, William Edwin Brooks of Newcastle-on-Tyne,
engineer by profession but ornithologist in heart, young
Allan had the blood. His mother was Mary Jane Renwick. His grandfather, William Alexander Brooks, was
a noted harbour and canal engineer who died in Panama
in 1878 on his third sojourn there under De Lesseps.
Allan was born at Etawah, in Uttar Pradesh, northern
India, on February 15, 1869, the third son; there were
two girls in the family.

Among his friends were other greats like Jordan, Tyler,
Blanford, and Oates.
It had been the wish of W. E. that one of his sons
should be a naturalist and fortunately young Allan
showed interest early, indeed very early. There is an
old photograph showing Allan, at about three, holding
a large bird specimen. So the father evidently believed
in bending the twig early. Instead of teddy bears to
play with, he gave his son bird specimens. At least we
have Allan's own word for it that even as a baby he
handled bird skins with care and discretion!

So Allan seems to have climbed out of the cradle
into an environment that in his tenderest years followed
a course that through life never wavered. Destiny
marked him for ornithology. In a short biography
(Brooks, 193 8) by his wife, we leE:rn all the salient
points about Allan's early days. Everything indicates
that he was born with genius for ornithological study,
an intense thirst to know, and the physique and determination to use his talents.

Allan must have known his mother very little. In
the many years of our acquaintance I never heard him
mention the maternal side of his house, though he often
spoke of his father. To me, he had the air of an only
child. I had known my friend 20 years before I became
aware he had a brother living in the West Kootenay; it
was much later and from his son I learned that he was
one of a family of eight, three of whom died in early
childhood.

Because India was considered unhealthy for European children, young Allan at the age of five was sent
to England to his Brooks grandmother and maiden
Aunt, Caroline, to get his schooling. There, in Northumberland, in a day school for boys, through the next
eight years, he acquired his only formal education. As
for these school-days, he has left little information
except that he considered sports a waste of time and
he spem all available time scouring the countryside,
usually alone, acquiring a good knowledge of English
birds.

W. E. Brooks was a keen student of bird life and
collected extensively while employed in India as a civil
engineer with the East Indian Railroad. These collections are now in the British Museum. The engineernaturalist was a contemporary of the pioneer ornithologists of that era, his greatest friend being the amateur
ornithologist Allan 0. Hume after whom he named
Allan Cyril. W. E. was an Honorary Fellow of the
British Ornithologists' Union with Alfred E. Wallac1e.

Unless school sports were compulsory, it is certain
he took no part. His knowledge of cricket and soccer
seemed rudimentary. He never learned to throw a ball
7
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Allan Brooks, age two, with a specimen of a bird.
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like most others. In later years I saw him several times
using his "gimmick" for retrieving floating dead birds
from the ponds of the Okanagan. This was a roll of
fishline wrapped on a stick. Reeling off some line he
threw the stick beyond the victim, corrected the angle
and hauled in. But his range was limited; he always
threw with no relation in his wind-up to the throw.
What he learned on those extra-curricular days he
considered much more rewarding, for he met with his
father active naturalists such as Canon Tristam, Henry
Seebohm, and John Handcock. Of these workers,
Handcock had the most influence on the budding
naturalist. He taught Allan egg-blowing, butterfly collecting. and some taxidermy. Without doubt the skill
young Brooks was to display later in mounting his own
birds and big game trophies had its inception here.
In his school-years the youngster was probably a
caged bird. For those who came to know the man
intimately in his later years, it was easy to know the
eager enthusiasm with which, as a boy, he must have
rambled the moors of Northumberland and the tidal
areas about Tynemouth where his Aunt Caroline spent
her summers.
In 1881, W. E. Brooks, at the age of 54, gave up
his work in India and brought his family to Canada.
His wife had been in poor health and the more bracing
climate of Canada had been recommended. However,
the move came too late; she died on reaching Quebec
and was buried there. But the husband carried on with
the original intention of farming in the new country and
settled on a 200-acre farm near Milton, Halton County,
Ontario.
Here I offer a quote from Brooks' son, Allan (Jr.),
in regard to his grandmother: "Though my father saw
little of his mother, he was devoted to her and her early
death at the age of 42, when he was only 12, was a
heavy blow to him. He regarded her as a fine character
and years later he told Marjorie Brooks that he looked
upon this parent as a very intelligent, musical woman
who possessed ideas far ahead of her time. She was
not a typical Victorian like her husband."
American ornithological science was an entrancing
field of study open to both father and son, though

Drawings (Jackdaw below) by Allan Brooks, age 5.
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also of the local scenery. Where this talent came from
there is no more than a hint. Though his father had
some talent (as noted in a letter of January 26, 1895)
the inspiration came mainly from the illustrations of
birds in his books. It grew into a valuable adjunct to
specimen making, this ability to record the correct
colour of fast-fading soft parts that, in many birds, is
fugitive immediately after death being partly lost when
bills and feet dry and complete lost in the eye.

doubtless it was one that did not mate too well with
pioneer farming. The father seems to have been content to let his youngest son follow his natural bent and
there could be no doubt on which way the twig was
leaning. So the lad studied birds a great deal more
than he did agriculture. For a short time he attended
the local school but it was co-educational and he did
not like it. ln a few months he persuaded his father
to let him leave it. There seemed no further thought of
school.

He made many of these colour sketches and was
still adding to them when I met him in 1922. In our
camp at Vaseux Lake that year, when his friend Gartrell brought him in a freshly shot specimen of a male
Longtailed (Yellow-breasted) Chat, Brooks' first move
was to get out his colours and sketch pad. He drew
the bird as I watched, with its gape wide. Years later
I met and recognized that chat again in a painting
where it was singing from a bough in a thicket-alive!

Though Allan Brooks in his later life was known to
friends as "the man who never forgot anything" and
must have had memories of these impressionable days,
I scarcely heard him mention them. I suspect his lifelong distaste for farming probably began at Milton.
Later Ontario kindled no nostalgia in his heart and,
much as he respected his father, he never forgave him
for "having always wished to farm like so many Englishmen who know nothing about it." Of these years
at Milton I quote Marjorie Brooks (Brooks, 1938):
"It was here that Allan came into direct contact with
collecting and making up of skins. The only American
textbooks he had were, first, Jardine's edition of Wilson's 'Ornithology' and later, a copy of Baird, Cassin
and Lawrence. The misidentification in five years, of
only one bird, an immature Cape May Warbler, proves
the excellent use to which he put these books.

In those early, eventful years at Milton, Allan
became a game hunter, and this is more easily understood. The English have a lot of sporting blood and
William E. Brooks was no exception. At Milton, wild
fowling meant waterfowl hunting, for ducks were numerous. Not only did the woods of Ontario then harbour
a long list of the smaller birds, but the northern shore
of Lake Ontario was a migration haven for waterfowl
and Burlington Bay was famous for its duck shooting.
Under the tutelage of his father, the youth began his
wing-shooting career, a sport he never relinquished
while life lasted. He was to give up big game hunting
early but in his last year he went afield after both upland game and waterfowl in his Okanagan with the
enthusiasm of a boy.

"While at Milton the family was visited by the wellknown European ornithologists, Henry Seebohm and
Major G. F. L. Marshall, the latter of Indian oologist
fame and the author of several treatises on eggs and
co-author on a monograph of the barbets. Allan made
many field trips with these men. In 1885 he: visited
Thomas Mcllwraith, the veteran bird man of eastern
Canada, at Hamilton, Ontario. Here he learned the
value of a well made bird skin, a quality that was not
demanded by European collectors of that day.. While
at Milton he saw many passenger pigeons and collected
both adult and juvenile plumages, besides discovering
in 1886 a nesting colony at Campbellville only a few
miles from his home. At the end of five years he had
become a rapid skinner and a fairly good shot . "

At Burlington Bay he met also the shorebird tribes,
then in great numbers. Some, such as Golden and
Black-bellied Plover and yellowlegs, were rated highly
as game but the ,Brooks team was interested in the
waders ornithologically. They were a tribe of birds
Allan became very fond of and later painted especially
well. His son, Allan, has a sketch of Golden Plover
made in these te:enage days. In his Milton years it is
safe to say that the highlights of Brooks' life were the
trips to Burlington Bay with his father, in spring or fall,
game being legal then in both seasons.

It was in these years, Marjorie also records, that
Allan began making sketches of the birds taken and
10

Allan Brooks, 8 years old, at Newcastle-on-Tyne, ca. 1877.
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A whole new empire of big game lay nearby. From
his first day wht::nhis first devouring gaze had swept up
the great slopes of Cheam northward, or Slesse southward, and his restless feet had carried him to Sumas
Prairie and Lake, he adopted the west. He knew he
·was to become part of it. It is more than probable,
considering his years, that by now he felt master of his
fate, the captain of his soul, and nothing could change
his course.

The meeting with Mcllwraith, when Brooks was 16,
had considerable influence in shaping him as a field
collector. Somewhere, early in his life, his feet turned
into the path of the perfectionist. What he did he
hankered to do well. He had the pride in himself that
compelled him to try to excel beyond the work of
others. It was Mcllwraith who impressed on the young
bird skinner that in the make-up of a specimen, quality
counted ahead of speed, setting Allan on the way to the
perfection for which he was to become famous.

Just why W . E. Brooks sold the Chilliwack place in
1891 to return to Ontario and another farm at Mount
Forest in Wellington County is rather obscure. The
new location was a rougher, wilder spot than the first
home at Milton.. Undoubtedly the fact that none of his
three sons, Cecil, Ted, or Allan, showed any interest in
farming had much to do with this decision. W. E.
intimated also that he wanted to be near Toronto and
the musical world.

In 1887, William E. Brooks moved his family to a
new home on a farm near Chilliwack, British Columbia.
He bought it from the old pioneer Charlie Young on
the Chilliwack Central Road, a property better known
to some as the Cruikshank place. He brought with him
his farming equipment, the implements and vehicles,
and two teams of horses, one light draft, the other
heavy. His new site was at what is now Sardis in the
fertile Fraser River Valley, close to the now famous
Edenbank Farm.

If we read between the lines of letters and diaries,
the story comes out that there was dissension in the
William Brooks home. A strict Victorian, he believed
his sons owed Jirst allegiance to their father. He had
intended to run a farm by the sweat of the brows of his
sons. Two farms that produced almost nothing, and a
fire at Chilliwack that necessitated a new home, had
changed his mind.

Young Allan Brooks, now 18, no more leaning toward farming in the west than he had at MHton, found
at his door a whole new world of natural history ready
for conquest. After his six years in Ontario he had a
good grasp of eastern ornithology; with zest he was
ready to attack the problems of the west.

Hardest hit was Cecil, Allan's favourite brother.
Before coming to Canada, Cecil had wished to be a
civil engineer, had in fact done part of his study. Now
he was stranded. The only help given the family was a
nmsical education for Bertha, the youngest daughter.

Almost everything he had come to love in the east
was here, extended and expanded, but the west also
held many things new that formerly he could only have
dreamed about. Rising from the fertile valley, the
slopes of virgin timber lifted to where they met the
open alpine meadows, gleaming under snow more than
half the year, a new world up there to conquer. Close
by lay shallow Sumas Lake with marshes and meadows,
a paradise for breeding waterfowl in summer and, in
autumn, a point of call for a vast array of ducks, geese,
swans, and cranes. Here was a shooting ground the
like of which he had not known. Burlington Bay had
been but an apprenticeship for this promised land of
game and fish. He may have known too (if not he
was soon to find out) that this fertile valley floor and
the nearby mountain slopes, harboured a surprisingly
rich store of small mammalian life.

To the sons another adventure in Ontario farming
was unacceptable. In vain Cecil tried to dissuade his
father. But he must have gone east with him for Allan's
letter mentions Cecil cutting winter wood at Mount
Forest. But soon he left home, just disappeared, and
a, letter he wrote to his father suggests that he had
worried himself into .a nervous breakdown. He turned
up at Tacoma,Washington, and wrote again to plead
with his father to abandon the new idea or to try eastern
Washington where conditions were better. But W. E.
was not a man to take advice from his sons and held
to his course. So the oldest son was never heard from
ocgain.
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Allan, favourite son, was ground fine between the
millstones of two alternatives: to carry on alone at
Chilliwack with natural history, which he loved as his
life, or to return to Ontario to the farm life which he
hated. He chose to try the latter but it is of interest
that the young naturalist did not return with his father.
For some time he had been in touch with William Brewster of Cambridge, Massachusetts, who had encouraged
him to stick to his drawing and field work in the west;
Allan may have thought he was of stature to stand alone.
It was a grand year of collecting birds and some
small mammals and hunting game, and always there
was a little drawing and painting and taxidermy. But
this fine freedom ended when he returned to his father
in Ontario at the end of the year. In the Marjorie
Brooks' biography she says he "had" to return. Judging by Allan's letters to his father, he thought a great
deal of him and we may safely infer that he returned to
help get the new place on its feet.
At least we have Allan's word for it and corroborated by his brother Ted (letter February 1, 1946) that
he remained three years on the Mount Forest farm, in
which time bird collecting and hunting played a muted
second fiddle to farm work. He left his heart in British
Columbia. But he could not neglect birds completely
and his father knew better than to expect him to; he
made what collections he could.

Redpoll by Allan Brooks, age 16; drawn at
Milton, Ontario.

and goings of the birds; he collected many of them.
One note (February 18, 1893) says: "Lots of pine
grosbeaks around. Have caught seven with a horsehair noose on a long stick." Doubtless he skinned
them all carefully. By 1894 it is plain that he was
doing more collecting than farming. He was very active
in September and October collecting the small mammals of the neighbourhood and he was keeping in touch
with some of the naturalists in tl1e eastern United
States, particularly William Brewster. Of agriculture
he says not a word.

In one of my cabinets is a beautiful skin of a Blackburnian Warbler, dated 1893, a gift and keepsake Allan
gave me shortly after we met. H shows careful, clean
workmanship but not the perfection he showed later.
Could it be that his first gift of an Ontario warbler
c01me easier because of the geographical location on
the label? Perhaps it reminded him of agriculture at
Mount Forest. He always looked back with horror on
those three years as time largely wasted. It was one of
the few times in his life that he worked at anything he
did not want to do. What work he did on the farm is
not on record, but knowing the man later in life I cannot see Allan Brooks, even as a young man, pushing
on a pair of plough handles among the hardwood
stumps.

In the fall of 1894, both Allan and Ted, with a lot
of wasted time to make up, returned to ChilliLwack in
time for the cluck shooting, taking up quarters in a log
house on Sidney Ford's land close to the former Brooks'
farm. Allan's bondage to agriculture-truly Pegasus
hitched to a plough-was ended forever.

His diaries disclose that through those years he kept
his nature records faithfully. He noted the comings
13

morrow-(Monday)-1 will have to skin all day at
the Museum. I intended to sell my two Marmots at
the Museum but don't suppose I could have got more
than $12.00 for them. Made up in a nice case with
two Eastern Ground Hogs they ought to sell well in
Toronto.

"I have been to the Japan store and looked through
one box. There is another box with a few skins that I
have not gone through. I invested $2.70 and got the
following, all pretty good skins-they have lots more
of each species: 2 Garrulus japonica, 1 male European
Teal, 1 Woodcock, 2 Painted Snipe, 2 Van Shrenck's
Little Bitterns, 3 Tree Sparrows, 2 Parus species?, 6
Leucostictes, 3 handsome Pied Wagtails, 3 Coturnix
japonica. The only other birds they had were Pheasants, Mandarin Ducks, 50¢, Egrets, $1.00 and J?eewits;
they had dozens more of all the birds I got. The Wagtails were all in full summer dress, but all the same
kind so I picked only three good ones.

"Mr. Bayne wants me very much to go to Alberni
for a few days but I won't have time. Stanley and the
next two boys are there and seem to like the country.
Deer are very plentiful and easily killed.
"With a bush on the farm there will be no difficulty
about the fire-wood. I have done a lot of sawing on
the Ford place and with a good cross-cut will soon saw
enough for wint,er's use before the end of December
when the snow comes in Ontario. They seldom had
much before that in Halton, and as Cecil cut the trees
down in summer, they will be nice and dry. I hope
the grafts were not frost bitten in going over the
prairies.

"I expect to leave here next Wednesday or Thursday (19th or 20th). I will have to stop one day in
Vancouver as I have a case of birds for sale there. The
man who told me to bring it to him when finished
refused to give me the price he offered-$60.-in fact
refused to take it at all. I found out he was a friend of
Holman, which explains it. I left it there at the store
for sale and will have to see to it as I go through. . . .

Your affectionate son,

" . . . I want to shoot a pheasant before leaving
Victoria and will make a try for one on Tuesday. To-

Allan C. Brooks."
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Chapter III

"I AM THE MASTER OF MY FATE"
In regard to the historic campsite mentioned in the
previous paragraph, in the summer of 1927 while completing a mammalological survey of the Sumas Prairie
(the lake now drained to farming acreage) I heard that
E. A. (Ed) Wells, then owner of Edenbank Farm,
Sardis, was planning to ride up the newly opened trail
to Liumchin "Park" on the skyline southward. I
visited him and asked if I might tag along. Ed Wells
and Allan Brooks had been boys together on the
adjoining farms. On July 20th, toward evening, at
about 4,600 feet elevation, as we broke out of the
heavier timber into the magic circle of the Liumchin
Basin with its myriads of wild flowers, I met Brooks'
early mountain stamping ground. Not far from a little
jewel lake tucked into the alpine firs, Wells stopped his
mount 'till I came up and showed me the record tree.

In the fall of 1894, when the Brooks brothers, Allan
and Ted, returned to former haunts at Chilliwack to
surfeit their hungry hearts on duck shooting and collecting without inhibitions imposed by agronomy, it would
seem Allan had laid better ground-work than on his first
break for freedom. In a letter to me dated February 2,
1946, Ted recalls that his brother, in Jl894, had advance
orders from the eastern United States, Boston he
thought, for small mammals and some birds from British Columbia. This undoubtedly came from his connection with William Brewster. According to Marjorie
Brooks (1938) "His collections (ail this time) were
sent mostly to Outram Bangs and Gerrit Miller, the
surplus going to dealers."
Of his trip westward in 1894, Allan's pocket diary
says:

Thirty-two years earlier that alpine tree had been
flattened and on the face incised "A. Brooks" and "E.
Brooks," the year "1895." There had been other names
but they had been hewn off. Probably this was the third
ascent. Judging from letters to his father, Allan's first
trip up this mountain was in September 1891. Few
white men could have seen the place earlier than that.
This back-packing game was rugged collecting. It was
a steep climb even without a pack and few modem
biologists made in colleges would, I imagine, care much
for it.

October 12th: "arrived Vancouve:r. Shot 4 Murrelets" [Marbled?] He had broken and cast away the
shackles of agriculture forever. Next day he and Ted
arrived in Chilliwack, where after three days of grouse
shooting they began to rebuild their shooting shack.
The Ted Brooks letter mentioned above reveals
some of the young collector's first wanderings in which
Ted shared. In May 1895 the brothers "took a trip up
the Chilliwack River to Summit Lake and crossed the
line into the State of Washington. Allan did no collecting that time. In the late summer we took a trip up to
the Liumchin [spelled also "Lihumption"] to the campsite you mention in your letter. The three Ford brothers
were with us but stayed but a couple of days. Allan did
some collecting and we pulled out in a few days. I
think it was the next Autumn about the end of August
we went up again and stayed a month collecting mammals and birds."

In this same letter Ted said that his younger brother
had taken to drawing and painting when "just a boy,"
but mentioned no source of instruction. However, he
credited Sidney Williams with giving first instruction to
Allan in mounting birds when he visited the Brooks
farm. But the young naturalist gave up very early
making mounts in favour of the scientific skin.
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Looking east from Sumas Prairie, 1894.

The Liumchin Mountains, 1891.
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" . . . . I am in better health than I have been for
years. Good appetite and no sore eyes now that I have
got away from that excessive reading. I live well. For
dinner today I had rich soup, stewed duck, Graham
biscuits and really good cake and plum jam, all of my
own cooking. Ted can make good bread but he is not
much at fine work. We get fresh eggs, milk and butter
right along and always have game or fish to eat. Yes,
I would very much like one of Hayes' sketches. Will
write again soon.
Yours afft. son, Allan

Two letters by Allan to his father in Ontario in 1896
are revealing:
April21, 1896
"My Dear Father:
"Your two letters to hand with the very welcome
Munsey. I got Blanford's book some time ago and I
am carefully digesting it. I see he is hampered by
Oates' classification based on plantar tendons. This is
a very poor idea and leads to very erroneous results.
The palatal bones too I find very perplexing and show
affinities that do not exist and divergence where there is
close affinity. External structure, moults, nesting plumage and nidification and color of eggs ought to be
enough to classify birds without descending to muscles
and tendons which bring the Cuckoos among the Gallinaceous birds and the Pigeons among the swimmers.

P.S. By the time this reaches you, you will have got
some fishing. Let me know about it."

. I have been trying hard to get another
gyrfalcon on the Prairie, but he has gone north now
and I will have to wait till next Fall. I waited under the
lone cottonwood and tried everything but he was too
wary and I never got a shot. I told Brewster I would
make him the plate of the Redpolls for $4.00 and he
wrote back that Ridgway would not make it for Jess
than $15.00 so if my plate was good as Ridgway's work
he would give me the same. Isn't that good of him?
I will take care the drawing is a good one, as it may
bring me a lot more work.
"I am going to stay here another year, enlarge my
cabin and do some clrawing. Brewster says he can sell
pictures such as the one of Wood Ducks I sent him, for
$5.00-$10.00 apiece.
"I will make several collecting trips also, one over
the Hope Pass with a pack horse in August, and in the
fall fish for salmon trout till 15th of October and then
shoot ducks till Winter. I have a good market for
ducks now and trout sell readily on the boat at 8¢ a
pound. Some days it is no trick to catch 50 lbs. or
more.

Song Sparrow, 1905.

Again in the autumn of the same year, son Allan
wrote to his father. This missive heads the page with an
antescript: "Have you had any fishing? I have had
two good days at the Vedder. One day I got more than
I cared to carry home-none over 5 lbs. though."

"Next year I will go somewhere else, either Vernon
or Quesnelle-I am among such good friends here that
I must not be in too great a hurry to leave them as long
as I can make money here. . . .
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Field sketches made in the Liumchin Mountains
in 1891.
Above: "Camp on fire".
Right: "The man who set the camp on fire".
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ever-3 /eucolema and another about the same size but
dark and richly colored. It looks too big for strigata,
more typical of alpestris*. Also I got a Black Merlin.
Of other birds I have got only common things so far
except an adult Goshawk.

October 6, 1896
"My Dear Father:
"I have got time to write to you just a few lines.
Our fine weather still continues though we have had a
shower or two. I went down to the lake a while ago
with the rifle for geese and cranes and did not get a
decent sitting shot, the nearest being 300 yards away.
I got several nice flying chances if I had had the gun, at
both geese and cranes, and I saw Shore Larks, a Prairie
Falcon and other desirable birds, so decided to take the
gun next day. I did manage to get a bullet through a
flying crane-a cross shot at 90 yards and he flew quite
a long way before he fell dead. . . .

"I am going down to the prairie to live for the next
six weeks or so. Sidney Williams sent me another
exilipes (Hoary Redpoll nearly typical; will forward it
later). We had some good Wood Duck shooting here
lately. We have shipped quite a lot of these and grouse.
One afternoon I put Ted in a good place with decoys
and started to hunt the ducks up. We got 33 between
us in three hours, of which Ted shot 16. We lost about
a dozen others in the brush. All mine were shot flying.

"Next day I had the old ten bore and could get
nothing but nice rifle shots at 100 to 150 yards. It is
always thus. I got my Shore [Horned] Larks, how~~These

"Shooting accidents seem the order of the day now.
One man reaching for an apple in a tree with the butt

are races of Horned Larks C= Shore Larks).

Hunting camp at the head of Short's Creek, Okanagan, November 2, 1897.
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of his gun, shot himself dead. Young Everall shot
himself through hand and shoulder while pulling his
gun through some grass and brush. Bert Chadsby,
using a crazy old gun with enormous loads, let it slip
while standing on a log and both barrels went off
striking up through the lower abdomen into the vitals;
death must have been instantaneous or nearly so. This
last was probably due to carrying the hammers down
on the strikers as most fools do when the gun has not
got rebounding locks. Chadsby leaves a young widow.

must have paid in a subscription for me as I have
received an extra copy from the publishers as well as
yours for the last two months. If they don't continue
][ will let you know. I wonder who my kind friend is.
Your afft. son, Allan
P.S. Many thanks for the 'Mails' with all the interesting
news. I will send you some gooseberries."
The years covered by this chapter are best told in
Allan's Sumas letters to his father. They hold much
human interest. The diary of these years, in contrast,
is composed mainly of lists of data on what most interested him at that time, bird and small mammal collecting, game shooting, some mention of painting. He finecombed the country from the Sumas fiat lands to the
alpine slopes of the Liumchin, from Summit (Chilliwack) Lake to Stave Lake. And what must have
pleased his resolute independence, he was standing on
his own feet, making his chosen way of life succeed.
He was captain of his soul.

"The kind of exercise books I need are the kind you
got me once for 15¢; the thick 10¢ one I used for a
diary, but anything near the size of this sheet or twothirds as big will do. The more pages the better. I
enclose another stamp as postage will be more than 5¢.
"I am glad to hear you have money in the bank.
You would never have had that much if we had kept on
farming and we would all have been miserable and
hard-worked. When your subscription for Muns,~y ends
let me pay for the next year as I don't want you to do
it all. Don't send me any more for a while as some one
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Chapter IV

THE SUMAS LETTERS, 1894-95
The general tone of these son-to-father missives is
DRIVE-the lust for a tomorrow that shall be better
and fuller, more knowledgeable than.today. Though he
never allows himself a backward glance of doubt, we can
read between the lines that he pulled oar against a tough
current. But he held that childish faith in the future of
real fishermen and hunters who see in every purling
stream a place to catch big trout, and on every deer trail
steaks and cutlets waiting at its end.

snow, a black bear to be tracked to his den or a blacktailed deer to be stalked to help out a meagre larder. The
wooded mountain slopes had shady forest temples where,
in spring, the great Blue Grouse cock roused the echoes
by his "Boomping." And above that green belt lay
those high meadows, flower fields of an earthly Elysium
with new birds and mammals not :found below, where
the Golden Eagle stopped for his grouse or the "coney"
of the rock slide, and the calliope whistle of the hoary
marmot shrilled from the peak across the alpine silence.

He never shows doubt of his ability to win and his
self-assurance reminds one of the young Francis Bacon
who said he had "taken ALL knowledge to be his province." From catching fur to fine art, wildfowling for
pleasure and profit, from taxidermy of birds and mammals to their taxonomy, from pitting his wits against the
canny Gyrfalcons to taking the measure of those big
Vedder River steelhead trout he is going, going! If not
sure where he is going, he at least knows he is on his way.

Always there was the struggle evident to get food for
himself and, what was more important, food for his gun
which,. from the necessity of stretching his pennies, he
bought in bulk: powder and shot by the pound to reload
his brass shells. There is the impression that if in a pinch
it was a choice of guns or butter, the guns won. There
were far too many more interesting things to do than
waste time on creature comforts, though he expressed
some justifiable pride over the new little cabin he and
brother Ted built of split logs and lumber from a demolished shooting shack on the prairie, probably built by
his father who, in his short stay, had enjoyed the Sumas
duck shooting also. Why not a little pride? The shingles
to roof it cost $3 and it was the first home of his own.

These letters seem to show the basis of the life that
followed. They explain what was to come, the naturalist,
the artist, the hunter, the soldier, the man. The foundation for this most unusual life was laid on the Sumas
Prairie and the mountain slopes that looked down
upon it.

Time! Time! There never was enough of it. Time
to seek new birds, to skin and mount them; to set traps
for small mammals and tend them and skin their captures; to do some taxidermy for others and to make
sketches; to hunt the marshes and fish the river and get
a full measure of sport and some profit from it. Time to
live life to its fullness, the unusual kind of life he had
chosen for himself and to pursue it despite obstacles in
his path. The days were far too short. Half his missives
ended similarly-"In great haste," or began-"There is
just a few minutes to write a line to thank you for your
last and Munsey etc."

Seemingly wherever Brooks the young naturalist
cast his eye in the Fraser Valley, he met a challenge.
The Sumas fiat and its prairie and lak1e had grassy fields
with abundant small mammalian life to be explored;
muddy lake margins where the Limicoline waders pattered; the open water areas to bring numerous waterfowl
for study, sport, and winter profit; th(~ tall cottonwoods
-perches for the exciting Gyrfalcons of winter. The
Vedder River had riffles and pools where "salmon trout"
lay to challenge that lust in the fisherman to catch an
even bigger one. The green forest at hand had, at first
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But market shooting then was common in both
America and Europe. On the southeastern Atlantic
coast, in California, and especially in the lower Mississippi states, thousaJ~ds of market shooters made a living
shooting waterfowl. In the late '90s, as far north as
Winnipeg, wild geese and ducks were offered in the
public markets. One of my Manitoba neighbours went
to Lake Manitoba each fall when the threshing was over
to shoot ducks for the city market. Until provincial law
stopped him, he also shot Sharp-tailed Grouse for the
same destination.
The Brookses, father and son, seem to have been in
almost perfect accord. There was strong filial attachment or such letters as Allan's could not have been
written. W. E. Brooks plainly would have stripped off
his shirt for Allan. He had wanted a naturalist son and
saw in his youngest the man he would have like to have
been himself. They evidently had parted without rancor.. The father shows that he himself was still wrapped
up in ornithology, as indeed he had been at Sumas to the
detriment of his farming, though when he sold the Mount
Forest place he retained the orchard, and almost every
lett•er makes mention of apples, grafts, gooseberries, or
other fruit matters.. Allan went to any length to get his
father grafting scions from the old place. He even went
farther, for he got instructions from him in the techniques of grafting and tried his hand at grafting apple
stock in the Ford orchard. This labour of love must
have been his single concession to agriculture after he
left Mount Forest, where now his father carried on with
tenacious enthusiasm, if not much luck, as an orchardist.
They shared by mail each other's sport, reading matter, and scientific theories in ornithology. Sometimes
half of Allan's letter is given over to the fishing in the
Vedder and he gloats over his father's triumphs with the
brook trout of Ontario, urges Pater to keep on fishing
and in season to hunt grouse and hares as it would be
much in the interest of his health. They exchanged also
new theories and ideas concerning Pigeon Hawks. Much
letter space is taken up on the subject of the characteristics separating the two forms: Richardson's Merlin of
the plains region eastward and the Black Merlin of the
coastal strip. Allan here takes over instruction and
warns his father not to publish his views from incomplete material. Allan promises that as soon as he can
get across to collect in the dry interior (Okanagan) he

What was the fuel that fed this drive into so many
directions? The mainspring of his clock was undoubtedly
the urge to pry out of nature the obscure secrets that she
had hidden in wild life as expressed in birds and mammals, secrets about which at that time few men knew
more than a little and most men nothing. The science
of mammalogy, as applied to the smaller creatures, was
then in its infancy. He describes in wonderment a new
mammal he had trapped: "between a shrew and a mole,
a nose like an elephant's", which was Neurotrichus, the
mole shrew about which almost nothing was known. It
was fascinating. He must have lost sleep nights wondering about the luck of his line of small traps set in the
many habitats of the region, especially when their success
supplied his main source of the "sinews of war". Many
races of small mammals then were unknown to science
and he was the discoverer of several. And those grey
Gyrfalcons were mystery birds that made the Sumas
Prairie one of their few regular wintering grounds.
Falco on his roost must have been Allan's last waking
thought of the night!
In the bird hunting season he describes to his father
the exactness of a Colonel Harry Hawker the' details of
the kill: the place, the kind of game, distances at which
it was downed, the number of birds to number of cartridges expended, etc. He was undoubtedly a splendid
shot, but perhaps like Colonel 'Arry, Allan too was
telling his own story and was human enough to lean a
little heavier on his pen over the hits than the misses.
As he admits, there was an extra incentive to be deadeye
when he was shooting ducks to sell and provide a winter
grubstake.
Regarding game matters, we must keep in mind the
period in which these letters were written. Conservation
then was expounded by Teddy Roosevelt or Gifford
Pinchot or Dr. William Hornaday, or G. 0. Shields in
"Recreation" magazine was but a seed planted in very
sterile soil. When they talked to Americans of the waste
of wild life resources, they were voices crying in the
wilderness. Had "Coquinna", the old Colonel who
owned and edited "Recreation", known that the artist
who sent him the fine drawing of waterfowl was market
shooting, it is very doubtful that he would have used
them as gifts, let alone paid the $6 that Allan, in one of
his letters, says he received.
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'"Flower field of a skyey meadow o:f the Liumchin".

will get the Richardson's Merlin and make his way of it
all plain to Brooks senior. Forty years later he was still
looking for it in the Okanagan and h2.d found but one
record.

their creditors. He misses nothing. He quotes prices
for hay and farm produce, sometimes; like "local fruit
unsa!eable"; eggs and butter are practically given away;
business in the stores is possible only on a barter basis.
"How fortunate you are that you are not on the old
place!" "Everyone envies you that you got away." He
takes pains to see that Pater does n~t turn nostalgic for
Chilliwack.

Through all these exchanges ther:e runs out from
Allan a thread of satisfaction, perhaps a little triumph,
over his escape from the enslavement of a life on the
land. He saws away with a strong bow and vibrant
tremolo on the tune of blue ruin to farming on every
occasion offered. The threat of new and bad floods, as
in the flood years 1887-94, the long drought in summer
of 1895, peaches killed by the winter of 1893-94, the
settlers that had quit, discouraged, or were sold-out by

Where there are arguments, we are handicapped by
hearing but one side of the story, for e:vidently Allan did
not pay the compliment of keeping the paternal letters.
On one subject only is there absolute disagreement.
Plainly, W. E. Brooks, a Victorian and fundamentalist,
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was a staunch supporter of the Church of England,
accepted the scriptures as the express word of God, and
did not accept the Darwinian explanation for the creation of the world's life. This paternal view the son was
frank in denying. He believed in evolution and saw its
truth every day. In Allan Brooks the appreciation of
the scriptures evidently had died. He thanked his wellmeaning parent for the testament forwarded to him
along with Munsey and the papers to break the constant
famine in reading matter; but it is certain that in the
matter of reading entertainment hl infinitely preferred
Munsey's Magazine, and for solid study, Blanford. In
fairness perhaps his attitude toward these matters should
be told in his own words.

father had good weather for the sale (the farm machinery and livestock at the Mount Forest farm) and that in
this farewell to farming things had "gone off well." He
will send for his boxes of bird skins as soon as cash is
available; expects money any day from Brewster and
anyway the duck season opens shortly and he will soon
earn some money. He gives instructions re the sale of
some mounted trophies he left at Mount Forest. ''Tell
Scott to hurry along with those rifle sights-this is urgent." "The grafts you put in for Mr. Ford are now
covered with russets." Then, and I sense some triumph:
"Everyone here now is cutting crop-some of them
green for ensilag,~. We are having very nice weather,
fine and warm, the trees still all clothed with leafage."

These letters are really a sketchy diary of the years
they cover, 1891 to 1898, with the gap of three years
that he spent farming at Mount Forest with his father,
a gap that largely must be filled by the imagination. The
dates of letters are scattered irregularly but usually are
at intervals of about two weeks, oftener if there is excitement to record or something is wanted, for his father was
the curator of his small collection of bird skins left in
Ontario. The missives all begin: "My dear Father," and1
close: "Your aff't son"; and one feels that the term of
address was far more than mere old fashioned formality.
They hurry along in a short, clipped sort of style, the
fewest and shortest words to carry the idea, modern
diction ahead of its time.

In the second missive dated 2nd November '94,
after discussion of the sale of the Mount Forest
livestock, Allan describes his trip west. "We had a very
pleasing trip across, no hitch anywhere and very pleasant
companions -an old Sotchman who had been through
th,e, American Civil War; a Captain of Marine Artillery
going to take sen1ice with the Chinese; an Oxford man;
another very fine young Englishman; and Mr. James
Kipp of Chilliwack, the last a very good fellow. All
these travelled Colonist, as well as a lot of emigrant
families-Swedes, Norwegians, Russians, French, and
Germans all being represented in the one car, which was
not crowded at that.
"It was very cold coming through the North-west.
At one place (Regina) they had nearly two feet of snow
and there was a sprinkling everywhere. The prairies
were awfully burnt up last summer. Not a vestige of
green right through to Calgary. Only twice saw ducks.
Prairie chicken very plentiful, and near Brandon, Man.,
we jumped two fine deer within 80 yds. of the train.

These missives were from one naturalist to another
and the layman almost needs a bird key; but I think the
\)'riter lapses into the jargon of the professional ornithologist rather for brevity's sake than affectation. Thus he
shot a "buccinator" rather than a Trumpeter Swan
because he save three letters; a young "Garrula" rather
than Bohemian Waxwing, to save seven letters; and a
"Scops" owl because it is two letters shorter than
"Screech." He never wrote "and" but used the commercial symbol simplified to a mere wiggle. Perhaps in his
nomenclature he used what came first to tongue or pen.
At any rate these missives give us an insight into the early
life of the naturalist and artist that we would otherwise
never have known, and they show us a son-father attachment that would be difficult to match.

"We are now in our little shack doing all our own
cooking on a little camp stove and enjoying wonderful
health. I can eat four enormous meals a day and am not
satisfied then and I sleep in proportion.
"At present we have quit shooting for market as
prices were too low-Mallards down to 20¢ a pair.
Lots of swans now but none so far secured. . . .
Titere is only one falcon on the prairie (Prairie Falcon).
Eagles very plentiful; I counted 10 sitting on one sandbar in a row. . . . Things are very dull here now.

The first letter on his return to Chilliwack dated 16th
of October 1894, is mainly business. He hoped his
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The old ranch could be bought for 6-· or $7,000. The
high water killed all the grass on flooded land but did
not hurt fruit trees except cherries. J[ must close now
as I have a goshawk to skin and a deer head to mount."

"Hawks are very scarce; only two on the Prairie, a
Prairie Falcon and a fine adult Gyrfalcon. Both very
wary, though I had a good 50- or 60-yard sitting shot at
the latter with ten bore and never touched him. The
Gyrfalcon swooped several times at my wounded birds
and I fired three longish shots at him but never seemed
to touch. I never felt so disgusted with anything in my
life. There was a choppy sea and our little craft rocked
very much.
"We are going to the prairie again tomorrow and will
try to get one of the falcons. I am giving the ten bore
another trial; this time all my shells are loaded with 4
drs. and 1 Ys ozs. in paper shells as brass ones are too
risky and shoot no better. Probably the gun is bored too
tight for No. 9 or No. 8 wads.
"I got a good bird here a few clays ago, a lovely
Hawk Owl, one of the handsomest raptors I ever handled. I also shot two Long-tailed Ducks on the lake a
week ago.
"I can call Mallards up with a duck call very well
now. You never called right. It is quite a knack and
requires good lung power. Geese and swans I ,can call
with voice alone; fetched them right over my head
several times."
He attends to the agricultural details that will please
his father, takes a short whirl at social news, then for the
financial report he paints a dull outlook. His debtors
are slow to pay and money is tight. "'Neither Brewster
-whose bill is $90.-nor Miller have sent me any word
of their bills yet and I am waiting for their money
anxiously as we are very low." But with grand optimism he finishes: "I will be sending some animals to Bangs
soon and then I will get some money but it will not be
for 2 months or so. By all means give the birds to
Walker if Scott does not want them. I will be satisfied
with $8 for the lot-$2 for the Deer head, $2 for the
Eagle, $1 for Fox and $2 for the Goosgander [Goosgander=Goosander=American Merganser].
"I am now in an awful hurry and will write when I
get time again.
"Your old farm is advertised for $8000.
"Preservative [for bird skins] is simply two-thirds
arsenic and one-third alum, either dry or wet.
"Lots of redpolls now; two sorts I believe."

A healthy P.S. follows in the morning.
"In a letter from Outram Bangs he tells me the hare
I sent him from Chilliwack is an undescribed species.
He wants a large series at $1. each and Merriam and
others will also want plenty so I can dispose of 100 or
more." After which weighty news it is rather startling
to find young Sir Galahad dropping down to the level of
a little scandal and gossip, a horrible matrimonial mesalliance in Chilliwack, followed by: "your old friend Edwards is now on trial for felony. He owns a farm on
Vedder Creek and as the water was doing great damage
he tried to blow up the log jam at Kultus Lake Crossing
and send the water down Luckakuk [Creek] and Wells
had him and his accomplices hauled up, as it is a criminal
offense. The trial has been going on for a week. A.C.B."
On the 17th November '94, Allan begins with a
strong opinion on the audacity of "that Willie" who evidently had tried to borrow W. E. B.'s gun, a good
English 12 I take it, the equivalent of some ragamuffin
asking leather-stocking for the loan of his beloved "Killdeer," and then he gets down to home-making.
"We have been busy this last we,ek putting up a
split-log house back of Sid Ford's place for winter quarters and tomorrow we are going to have a shoot on the
Prairie and then knock down the rest of our shack and
finish up the house with the lumber. It is 20 by 12
inside, shingle roof (all shingles 2nd. class) for only $3.
and will be something like this sketch when finished.
This will be much warmer than a frame house and give
us lots of space.
"The ten bore did not do well at all: I did much
better with the Hewson" [12 bore] and he follows with
a long paragraph of grief with the heavy gun that broke
down under the punishment of getting heavily loaded
brass shells extracted. "Hardly any ducks on the
Prairie at all. I did better with my rifle at geese, killing
them up to 700 yrds., single birds at 200. [Rather tall
shooting in any man's country.]
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Red Fox, 1893.

The next letter, 5th December '94, Allan clears the
decks of business first: "I am awfully obliged to you for
the $6 order-it will come in handy." But I suspect
this is British understatement, for he has received nothing as yet from Brewster or Bangs and only $2.50 from
Miller, and he follows with: "Keep all you can make out
of the birds etc. I left, as this [$6] is more than I ever
expected to make from them."

"We have been on the prairie several times since I
wrote last but had not much luck. I had some pretty
good decoying [on ducks] for two days. Using Ted's
gun I did quite well and one night we had a row of
twenty-three Mallards in our shack, besides other ducks.
I saw the Prairie Falcon several times and Ted saw the
other one [Gyrfalcon] but both were unapproachably
wary.

"We will be into our new house in a day or two and
very comfortable it will be. It has a nice grove of
birches right behind it with lots of Redpolls in it. I shot
one to see if they were the common one and it was. I
will send you anything good.

"I got the rifle sights and mouse traps all right; the
latter is a nice little trap but not hardly big enough for
the Arvicolas [Townsend's and Richardson's voles]. I
have got some good mice, some of which will probably
be new. One is an enormous Arvicol [Richardson's
vole] almost as big as a water rat.

"I went out yesterday with Sid to look for a bear
he knew the nest of; it was in a log near the Vedder
Creek," and to make a long story short, as they neared
the log they came on a deer and Allan shot it through the
heart and ended the bear hunt. "It was a small buck in
good order, weighing about 80 pounds dressed and I
carried it all the way home on my shoulder without stopping. You said I would not shoot a deer within two years
and I said I would get one before Christmas. Now who
was right?

"How did th<e cats like the new place? I am afraid
you will have trouble in keeping them from going back."
[This suggests that when W. E. Brooks sold the Mount
Forest place he moved nearby to a new home.] "Let
me know what I can do for you here. I will write again
when I am not so pressed for time as now."
The usual Brooks' optimism gleams out of this missive in several spots not quoted: he expects to hear from
Brewster any day; some of the rarer Redpolls will soon
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arrive; he intends to get another buck right away; he :is
going after that big falcon with his rifle.

"1 hope you have recovered from your attack. It
doesn't do to over-lift or over-work yourself at your
age. Always keep brandy in the house."

Next letter, 17th December '94: "We have been
getting settled in our new habitation or I would have
written long before. We are now comfortably fixed and
I am starting to collect again. I got the money from
Brewster ( $97) and have been enabled to fit ourselves
out for the winter. Our cabin is very snug with a big
cookstove and we have lots of firewood. . . .

In the next missive, 29th December '94, after assuring Pater that the grafts he sent are the correct apple,
he says:
"I have been devoting most of my time mammal
collecting and especially to getting the new hare. I have
now got some new specimens as well as some other
interesting animals, little striped [spotted] skunks and
some good mice, etc., which I am going to ship right
away. Then I will try to get some good birds. Only
bird I have got lately is a fine adult Buteo montanus
[Red-tailed Hawk subspecies?] which I took off the top
of an enormous fir with my rifle (Remington). This is
just the thing for large birds-doesn't spoil them at all;
you can hardly find the bullet-hole." [Undoubtedly .22
caliber and perhaps the slide-action .22 Remington repeater he used a great deal, later. He was using this
model in the 1940s as he prowled the Vancouver Island
beaches in winter in quest of rare ducks.]

"Mr. [Outram] Bangs is delighted with the new
hare [Washington hare]. He writes me that it is a really
good species, but you must keep it secret till he gets out
his description which he will do as soon as he gets a
good specimen with a perfect skull. I have two good
ones now which I will send off in two days when they
are dry.
"I have not been able to get one of the falcons yet
but they will stay all Winter. . . . We now have a
few inches of snow and pretty hard frost-about +24°
[F) I think. The present snow is 'scrumpy' to make the
walking noisy and no use for deer-stalking. We hear the
wolves howling every day.

The next paragraph brings a surprise in that the
Brookses, father and son, are chess players. A new
English neighbour who plays the game has settled nearby
on the prairie and rates himself a good player. Allan
asks his father for the order of his first six moves, to
refresh his memory: "Please let me know in your next."

"I am in good off-hand rifle order now. . . .
tried a shot at a small spot at sixty yards yesterday and
drove the nail first shot (off hand). Ted's Colt turns
out to be a wonderful shooter, as good as my Remington
I believe." [Colt made rifles then as well as short-arm
"civilizers."]

But Allan asks for no help in the rifle match. Good
rifle shooting calls for two necessaries: the ability to find
the bull and also to find a plausible alibi when you miss
it. Alan was a capable rifleman. He says: "There was
a shooting match here last week and I got three geese,
doing the best of anyone. I would have done much
better but for my rifle fouling terribly on account of bad
powder. It is different altogether from what I got
before, near worthless in a rifle." [They were using
heavy rifles and evidently Allan had been loading his
own rifle shells.]

Now comes a half-page discussion on hand-loading
shells for a 10-bore cover gun to be passed along by his
father to an Ontario hunter of rabbits and foxes-precise
details handed out with the assurance of a gun editor
in his column.
"We are among good neighbours here; get milk for
our porridge, fresh butter etc. quite cheap. In fact
prices have come down a great deal. There is a new
man at Chilliwack who sells things for cash at Eastern
prices: socks 15¢ a pair, boots 85¢ up, good buckskin
gloves with all the fingers and beautifully made, S 1.50
etc. I got a pair of rubber shoes-for wearing over two
pairs of socks-for 75¢; just the thing for deer stalking.
He takes game at good prices in exchange." [The climax of this paragraph is undoubtedly in the last sentence!]

"You seem to doubt the reality of Judy's new teeth,
but they are real, the four big canines. Her last kitten
is a beauty but it was very ill with distemper a few days
ago, discharging from nostrils, eyes obscured by membrane etc. and Lickman cured it in a day with a weak
solution of turpentine. He swabbed down its mouth and
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to see if he has come back. It was such a comfortable
nest in a hollow log, made of prairie hay-a big pile of
it like a monster bird nest and all the holes plugged with
the same."

nostrils. I saw it both before and after and the change
was wonderful."
He closes this exchange by paying his compliments
to the tough farming conditions, no market, with cash
for produce almost unheard of except for butter and eggs
which find ready sale at 25¢ a pound and 35¢ a dozen,
respectively. "A great many are leaving or have left for
the North-west Territories. Taxes are higher than ever
now and everybody growling. Dykes, railroad etc. all
fallen through."

Under date of February 25th Allan is having falcon
trouble: "We were working all day yesterday and the
day before after a big Gyrfalcon on Sumas prairie-a
splendid blue-grey bird, but we could not get him. I had
two shots, one :at not over T5 yards which should have
been a dead pot with the ten bore. . . . I am going
after him tomorrow and if that fails I will go for him
with a rifle. The only trouble is that I might hit him in
the head. In the body the bullet might not spoil it
much."

For 1895 there are 24letters, many of them lengthy.
Thus I am compelled by the demands of brevity to include but a few cogent quotes. Their content covers a
broad field: early local history of the Chilliwack region,
pioneer problems, and of course much natural history of
birds and mammals. The letters in full are material for
archives and museums. From the verbatim passages of
the letters from the preivous year, the reader's imagination must supply missing details to get the general trend.

March 7th brings more falcon news: "The two
falcons still rule the prairie-an adult Gyrfalcon and a
female Prairie Falcon and Ted and I have tried for them
day after day with the only result that we both have had
very bad colds from waiting under the cottonwood for
hours together. I have had several pots at the big one
with the ten bore at ranges from 60 to 75 yards but have
never hurt him. It is lamentable how this gun has failed
me.

In his first letter of the new year (1895) Allan
crows over taking the first Harris' Sparrows west of the
Rockies. In his next of January 26th, '95 he has two
bear stories for his father concerning a black bear, and a
grizzly, and promises a hunt for the latter next spring
when the quarry can be found grazing on the alpine
slopes. On the 1Oth of February one side of a sheet of
foolscap is taken up with the futile discussion of Merlins,
now seemingly almost an obsession with both father and
son. Then Allan gets on firmer ground of reality:
"Brewster wrote to me yesterday about some drawings
I sent him; he advises me to go into this sort of thing
and praises them highly. He wants to pay for them
when I sent them to him for nothing. . . . I have been
trying the fishing in the Vedder which is now full of great
big salmon trout (the pale fish with the large pink spots).
They are splendid eating, like red salmon and average
about three pounds. Some of these weigh up to ten and
twelve pounds. A thing that would be a great prize to
me if you can spare it, would be the bright nickle-plated
[Devon] minow you have. I wish you could have a day
or two there now, you would enjoy it so much.

"I got disgusted at last and took my rifle to him.
On the first day I went out with it I saw nothing of
Gyrfalcon and so I went on to the lake and here I saw
some swans and managed to get within 200 yards of
them and got a shot at one and laid him out. Such a
monstrous bird (buccinator) [Trumpeter] not americanus [Whistling Swan]." There follows a long description of the great bird that he thought weighed 40 pounds.
'·'After getting the swan I struck home and what should
be in the lone cottonwood but the Gyrfalcon. I got up
within 150 yards but he gave me a very poor chance.
He was sitting up against a limb like this [sketch]. My
bullet struck the limb that sheltered his body and went
singing off! I was fearfully disappointed."
Allan's missive of March 19th, '95, is as full of meat
:as a filbert. After some preliminaries he gets down to
ornithology and collecting: "The only good bird I have
got since I wrot,e last is a woodpecker, very like the eastern Hairy Woodpecker and quite different from the
western form, harrisi. I never saw one here before.
[Probably D. v. monticola.]

"I turned a fine big bear out of his nest a week ago
but could not get a shot. We are going back tomorrow
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Rocky Mountain Whitefish, ca. 1895.

"Worthen, dealer in specimens, has written me twice.
He wants only good things, however, such as falcons etc.
which I can dispose of at better prices than he can afford
to pay. As it is I can sell all my mammals and rarer
birds and get cash at once.

"It has been a beautiful winter and spring but no
birds are coming in so I expect hard weather yet. Bear
also seem to be laid up yet. Don't be afraid on my
account about these animals. I can take good care of
myself. I am getting a new rifle, which though cheap is
a wonderfully hard hitter-a .45-100-450 Winchester,
shotgun butt, and though a single shot, will paralyze
anything. [This was before the small bore, high-powered expanding bullets had come into the field.]

"Well, I have been out again twice after Gyrfalcon
but I am afraid he has gone North. Sidney Williams
writes me that he got one at Boundary Bay this Winter
and has mounted it, so it is a regular visitant to southern
British Columbia. He wants me to join him in a trip to
the Queen Charlotte Islands to collect birds for the
Provincial Museum and expects to get all expenses
paid. But he has to be back before the middle of May,
which would be too early to get any good eggs. I don't
think I will go as I don't like collecting things for a little
trumpery museum [!], but will make a trip on my own
account later.

"I intend to go up to Stave Lake in a week or two.
I may be: up there three weeks so don't be alarmed if you
get no letter for awhile. I am going for small mammals
principallly as I have got most of the ones here, though
now we are getting a very curious animal something
between a shrew and a mole, with a long elephant-like
trunk and hairy tail. This must be rare. [Neurotrichus,
the shrew mole.]
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"We have both been confined to the house with very
bad colds-a regular epidemic here: headache, high
fever, heavy cough and running nose and eyes. A good
old lady (Mrs. Mathew Hall) gave us a big bottle of a
mixture made of raisons (sic), linseed [oil?], lemons,
liquorice and sugar. [Which sounds more like a dessert
than a remedy, but it must have worked.] It \vas very
soothing and nice to take and cured both of us.
"Many thanks for the wooly aphis instructions.
will get you one of the beasts."

April 7th, '95, after discussion of the late spring, its
effects on bird mi1gration and the danger of another high
water in the valley: "I was out after Blue Grouse as I
heard them hooting on Chilliwack Mountain. I took my
.22 Stevens [pistol] as I knew I would have some hard
climbing among those bluffs. I got onto three hooters
and nailed them all with the little toy at from 80 to 120
yards. No shotgun would have got them as these grouse
stick very close to the limb leaving only a small object
to hit. No. 2 shot would hardly carry close enough to
hit them at 80 yards-about as close as one can get as
the trees are so fearfully high; and if one pellet hit him he
might go half way down the mountain before touching
the ground and so be lost. The .22 kills them dead and
they fall straight. They are such splendid birds; must
weigh about 8 pounds a pair.

I

P.S. March 27th:
"I have seen the big falcon again and am going to
make another try for him. I got five Redpolls the other
day, all typical linaria, but very purely coloured and very
light-four of them red males. These are for Mr. Brewster who asked me for a dozen or so. There was a flock
of about thirty and I had my rifle but also my little pistol
in my pocket with which I collected six in six shots. One
bird I could not find. This pistol is a most useful little
weapon. I carry it without the skeleton stock in the
pocket of my game coat and shot it like a pistol. I have
killed all sorts of things with it from the size of Blue Jays
down." [Undoubtedly using shot in it; .22 shot shells
first appeared about this time. Brewster would scarcely
have cared for bullet shot Redpolls.]

"We are now living on a big honker that I killed with
my Remington at 170 yards. I am certainly well used to
this gun now but it is too good a rifle to take up the
mountains and rather small in bore for big game.
"I have not seen the Gyrfalcon last two or three trips
and am afraid he is safe till next Fall. But next year I
intend to get him if it takes a month. I am now looking
for Merlins."
After advising his father to try to exchange the
Mount Forest property for a small fruit farm farther
south, Allan makes one of his "blue ruin" pronouncements: There has been nothing done about the proposed
road through the old place, "and there never will be; no
money in the valley-the 'Tommy shop' system worse
than ever; hired men unable to collect their wages; the
Reeve cutting down on expenditures, etc.

Now he took a paragraph to explain Pigeon Hawk
ranges to his father; then: "Has the B.M. [British Museum] got only one Falco mexicanus [Prairie falcon]?
They have acquired a lot of birds since the catalogue was
published.
"Henry Kipp has lost his job owing to change of
government. They have more cause for an inspector of
cattle here than of apple trees. The real tuberculosis is
rampant here among the badly fed cattle on Sumas
Prairie. Great lumps of matter in lungs, liver and kidneys when some of their fattest cattle are cut open, and
the poor ones dying all the time and nothing done to
check the disease.

"Now don't talk of sending me your gun. You can
use a gun well yet-far better than ninety-nine out of one
hundred men of your age; and if you only get down to
southern Ontario you will kill lots of game."
The next letter, May 1st, is short and mainly chitchat covering weather, the disappointing scarcity of
hawks and half a sheet of shotgun ballistics, but he has
weightier things on May 28th: "I have just come back
from a long trip in the mountains and find I have two of
your letters to answer. I am very sorry to hear you have
had trouble with your heart, but delighted to hear you

"Many thanks for the newspapers and cuttings. I
am getting some nice things in the mammal line. Ask
Sharp what is wanted in this line by the B. M.-shrews
and moles especially. Dr. Dobson is the English authority."
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are beginning to get the big fellows [trout] and hope you
will get many more. Stick to the fishing; this is the thing
to keep your health and spirits up.

I took to be trailli, which I shot in that little cedar swamp
at Ready's. I want you to look up this skin and send it
to Brewster (145 Brattle Street, Cambridge). It is the
only Empidonax labeled trailli. This is a most important
matter as Brewster wants to see it."

"The trip we have just returned from was up to and
beyond Summit or Chilliwack Lake at the source of
Vedder Creek (Chilliwack River). Our party consisted
of a Kansas man called Williams who was our guide, a
first rate fellow and a professional hunter, Dick Ford,
George Hall, Teddy and myself. Summit Lake was
reached on the fourth day. A fine sheet of water about
seven miles long, but one and a half broad; rugged
mountains rising up on all sides; the water level of the
lake about 2500 feet elevation and the mountains rising
from 5000 to 7000 feet.

By June 3rd there was better news: "The water did
not come up very high this year and is now down though
it might rise again. There is plenty of snow in the
mountains yet.
"Last week I was out to Sumas Prairie in a boatnearly the whole prairie is under water-and I was
surprised at the numbers of ducks etc. I saw Mallards,
Pintails,. Widgeon, Shovellers, Gadwells, Green, and
Blue-winged Teal and Cinnamon Teal, Redheads and
Scaups, all numerous. You can fancy how plentiful they
were when I fired at some Redheads and killed two other
ducks by accident: Pintail and Widgeon, both old males.
I saw also Bonaparte's Gulls, Grebes and many Ospreys
and Bald Eagles. No waders at all.

"I went principally to get goats as Mr. Bangs begged
me to try to get some. We got up into goat country all
right but not knowing their habits at this season, looked
for them right up on top among the snow when they were
really down in the valley. Then bad weather with snow
came on; our provisions ran out and we had to scurry
home. We saw one cinnamon bear in rough country
when our rifles were unloaded. Ted got a shot at a
running deer and missed. Williams missed a bear and
his cartridge stuck when he tried for another shot. I
shot and killed an otter that sank in deep water. That
was the sum total of our sport."

"Yesterday Ted shot his first head of big game-a
yearling deer. I went to help him skin and pack it out
and on our way back we picked up a wee fawn in a ditch.
It was such a pretty thing and in such miserable plight!
These ditches across the cranberry marsh are so narrow
and deep that they trap the fawns. As it was bound to
fall in again if left, we brought it home and tried it with
cow's milk, which it now drinks greedily right from the
pail. It is such an affectionate thing-comes right into
the house and sits down, can't bear to be left by itself.
. . . I don't like the idea of wild pets but I guess we
will have to raise this one and turn it loose. It is a doe."

The bird news was more exciting and he listed for
his father the birds encountered on the trip. The most
interesting detail was the finding, despite the snow, of
the nest with two eggs of Varied Thrush, a rare take at
the time. It was the only highlight in a long week's
work.

The missive of June 27th is long. I shall skip the
description of the wonderful trout fishing of Cultus Lake
at that time (trolling from a boat with the spoons his
father had sent him) and give place to the scientific item:
"I got some nice animals during my recent trip, including
three I never took before-a large black bat, a Redbacked Vole (Evotomys) and two 'Mountain Beavers'
[Aplodontia]. This last is a curious burrowing rodent
about the size of a large muskrat, with enormous whiskers and a very short tail not an inch long. It is nearly
blind; spends most of its time underground. I got also
Pikas, shrews and Blue Grouse."

This week Allan's blue ruin message is: "Here the
high water is coming up and things are very blue generally. McGillivray assigned a few days ago. Both the
Miller and Atkinson places have been lost to mortgages.
Another even moderate high water wiH ruin half of the
remaining people.
"Before I close I must ask you to do me a favour
though I am afraid it will put you to considerable
trouble. There is a flycatcher in my collection [at
Mount Forest] which turns out must be either new or
quite out of place in Ontario. It is the small Empidonax
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to see that at last Canada has got the Queen's prize
[the Bisley Shoot].
"We had poor luck up in the mountains as far as
big game went as there was none to get. But we made a
great haul in small animals, all different from those found
down on the [Sumas] flat. We got four different kinds of
Arvicoline mice alone, if not five, one of which must be
m:w-an enormous animal as big as an English water
rat. The biggest Arvicola found in America so far is
A. macropus Merriam described a few years ago from
Idaho. This is about 8.25 inches long. My animals all
go over ten inch~s. A. townsendi, the common species
of the valley, is a big animal but looks a pygmy beside
the mountain species. [The term "Arvicola" has long
been discarded in favour of "Microtus" fcir the various
meadow mice or "voles." These 10-inch "water rats"
were Microtus richardsoni which in peak years were
common in the Liumchin Basin where Brooks did most
of his early timberline trapping.]
"I got very few birds up on the mountain and nothing
ne:w. The only observation of interest that I made was
that the common breezing Buzzard was Buteo swainsoni
[Swainson's Hawk] and not montanus [Red-tailed
Hawk]. Also I shot two species of waders, Red-backed
Phalarope [Northern] and Solitary Sandpiper."

Then there was Allan's trip up the mountain with
the Kansas man named Williams, also an old Indian
from the Thompson River, said to be ninety years old.
Though still hale and hearty this last proved somewhat
less than a good guide.
But the visit to his old home is different and perhaps
I sense a trace of nostalgia here: "I was through the old
place [former Brooks farm] yesterday and saw a man
take two boxes plus two pailfuls of big white cherries to
market. Some of the trees in the young orchard look
splendid, others not so good. A plum tree set in the
corner of the hazel bushes is loaded with big plums, but
there do not seem to be many apples. There is a splendid
row of cottonwood trees now along the ditch bank from
the wire fence to the road in front-what you used to
call the 'bund'; otherwise the place is not improved and
going to rack and ruin except for the orchards."
Then his letter before leaving for the high country
outlines his plans: "I am going up next week for a month
and hope to do well on small animals. Ted will stay with
me up there. The Ford boys will come up with us but
return in a few days. I intend to get a couple of sacks
of flour packed up for us. This will cost us only three
dollars a sack and do away with a lot of hard work."
For bird news to please his father he announces the
taking of a Semi palmated Sandpiper (Ereunetes pusillus)
"which is not supposed to be here" and for padding to
make up for his coming month of silence, has drawn a
sketch and given a description of his newest mammal,
the mountain beaver. As for the sketch, his artistic
genius that day must have been burning low, as the only
thing correct about the beast is the "tremendous whiskers."

For several reasons I find this letter of particular
interest. As noted before, in 1927 I spent most of the
month of August working the Liumchin Basin in the
interests of the National Museum of Canada, camping
alone in this favourite stamping ground of young Brooks
in the '90s. I found changes. Instead of "lots of marmots" I found very few and these so wary I had to stalk
them for days to get a single good specimen. The four
kinds of voles were found but the big Richardson's vole
was at dead low, their holes and old runaways unused
and only one adult specimen could be secured.

There is also a paragraph on the mischievous habits
developing in a pet crow of which he seems to have
grown quite fond; and another of his bad luck in trying
to raise a family of nestling Sharp-shinned Hawks: "I
kept them some time but they were troubled with a
parasite that killed them-a kind of worm that got into
their ears and heads."

On the other hand instead of "no big game to get"
I saw deer several times, black bear almost every day,
one so bold that I had to dust him with bird shot to
teach him to keep out of camp, and I found goat tracks
on the slopes of "Baldy." One day a fine billy walked
into camp right to my fireplace within a few feet of me.
Another day, looking across the canyon of Slesse Creek
to Slesse Mountain, I watched a small flock of these
interesting mountaineers.

August 24th, '95: "We have just got back from the
mountains a few days and I found your letters and the
papers waiting. Many thanks for the latter. I am glad
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Deer Mice and a small shrew, ca. 1895.

Spotted Skunk, 1896.
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Probably Brooks in his letter did not list all his small
mammals. He made no mention of two kinds of weasels, jumping mouse (Zapus) common, Cooper's chipmunk, flying squirrel common, or Gibb's shrew mole up
there. He seems not to have been impressed by the
huge size and long tails of the local white-footed mouse
and ignored his long-whiskered new friend, the mountain
beaver, of which I found two small colonies at no great
distance from the historic campsite. The Solitary Sandpiper, however, was still at one of the pools.
Allan continues: "I am going to write to Sclater and
ask him what he would give for a young goat, also ask
how to handle it. I think we could take evaporated
cream when we went after one. As far as carrying it is
concerned, we would have no difficulty as I would engage to pack the biggest kid on my back all day over the
roughest ground. I would go to Hall's Lake west of
Harrison Lake for them as the ground is better adapted
for bringing them out in good shape.
"We had quite a job getting out of the mountains as
we could not see anything for thick smoke. The only
thing I had to guide me was the roar of the Vedder, 6000
feet below us. [He had no map; the basin rates only
4,600 feet.] We both had enormous packs too and Ted
made some great tumbles.

him away as he was too mischievous. A neighbour has
him now, but he had to clip his wing or he would have
come back. He seems to have almost human intelligence. He knew me at once after I came back from the
mountains and came up to be tickled.

"It rained hard last night, the first rain we have had
in six weeks. Crops on high land are fully as bad as our
worst at Mount Forest. Leaves are falling and many
trees are dying. However, fruit is a good crop, especailly plums; but there is no sale for them-you can't
give them away.
·

"I will be getting more Merlins soon and I will let
you know what they are like"

"We have another pet now though we make no effort
to keep it, a Turdus ustulata [Swainson's Thrush] in first
plumage. He is flying around the cabin now, catching
flies, and he comes in at night to sleep. I saw him fly
right away into the bush two hours ago but now he is
back again.
"Another animal that made our shack his habitation
was a little skunk (Spilogale latifrons) [spotted skunk].
He commenced to steal specimens, however, so I rigged
up a deadfall trap and killed him without smell.
"I enclose a sprig of heather from the mountains,
also one of heath; the former has a white bell flower, the
latter a bunch of pink ones at the top of each stem. A
plant I was much interested in up there was a species of
willow, Salix reticulata, which formed dense mats of
green on top of the most barren rocks, growing only
about an inch high and running along the ground. It is
one of the hardiest forms of plant life. It looks very
pretty with its vivid green leaves in such desolate places.

The many-sidedness of Allan Brooks is best shown
in his letters. In a long one of September 1st-two full
pages of foolscap closely written-his sporting blood is
given the reins. After he has lambasted the newly
formed Chilliwack Fruit-growers Association: "Just a
swindle of some smart fellows to milk the growers of
their produce"; then has done a spot of blue ruin on local
economics and 'extolled the virtues of his new .38 calibre
miniature shotgun; he lets himself go on the fishing: "I
had some sport at the Vedder and got some beautiful
fish of three kinds: 1st, the big silvery trout; 2nd, the big
trout with the large, round pink spots; and 3rd, young
spring salmon. The two former species are always of
good size-1 to 3 pounds; the last were pretty little
silvery fish, 1;4 to V2 pound. It was most exciting playing the fish in the deep, clear water. All the biggest of
course got off, one monster that doubled up my rod like

"I was down to the prairie as soon as I got back, for
Merlins. I saw only one and he came over me like a
thunderbolt. I had barely time to cock one barrel and
drop him. Only a columbarius, better luck next time."
[More likely Falco bendirei; columbarius would be a
rare take at Chilliwack.]
"A friend of mine went fishing at the Vedder yesterday and caught a bagful of trout. He said they were
throwing themselves out of the water in all directions.
I am going to have a try next week. I will remember
your way of baiting with small minnow and try it.
"Yes I recovered the pen knife [eaten by a pet crow].
The crow either passed it or threw it up. We had to give
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described as a new subspecies. Another mouse has still
to be described, also a bat of my collecting.
"I am in a great push so must close."
October 24th Allan is still fishing, for he is putting
salmon trout down in salt for the winter. Most of a
page of foolscap is the chatter of one fisherman to another, a man thoroughly enjoying his job. I have a
well-founded suspicion that he enjoys taking those sixpounders out of the Vedder far more than he will later
taking them out of the salt. A tale of tight lines, bent
hooks and broken leaders, it is the fishing we modems
do only in dreams. "They almost pull a fellow off the
logs!" But not so many big ones get away since he has
taken to using a gaff.
There is a dark Peregrine on the prairie; local money
is scarcer than ever; no rain this fall as yet and there is
no duck shooting; he is planning another trip up the
valley of the Chilliwack taking with him Mr. Hurlburt
the Ceylon tea planter and another Englishman. But
just to show that natural history is not to be crowded
out, he concludes: 'Three animals I got were described
in the 'American Naturalist' for this month. Several
others have still to be described."

a bow as he took the bait but was not hooked at all as a
previous fish had straightened out my hook and I had
not noticed it. After a time the really big fish will be
running, the big pink-spotted trout (Steelheads) that I
saw caught last year, running from 1 0 to 15 pounds.
They take a spoon bait but not as well as the silvery
trout."
He closes this epistle with a candid reply to his
father's "sermon."
September 23rd he is still reporting the fishing and
hunting news: "I have been having good fishing lately in
the Vedder but find great difficulty in landing the fish as
they are too heavy to lift out and when you are fishing
on a log-jam this has to be done. I lose all my biggest
ones. I am going to make a landing net. A party of
four of us went out the other day and got some beautiful
trout (both kinds) up to five pounds or more. I had my
hook straightened out again so this will give an idea
how the fish plunge and pull, taking the line through the
water zip-zap from side to side.
"I am going to shoot this Fall from a cabin boat with
an old duck shooter named Cramer, a Yankee 76 years
old. He cannot walk much so does not do anything but
decoy work with the duck call. He has been pressing
me to go in with him since last year so I will try it this
fall for a month or two. Cramer has shot ducks every
year since the Civil War. I hear he got thirty ducks the
day before yesterday so it is time for me to join him.

The report on November 1st is long and can be
but suggested: "I have been away on the trip with the
two English 'swell' sportsmen and am back just two days.
We went up the Chilliwack back of Cheam Mt. near
Summit Lake as they wanted to get into grizzly bear
country. They took so much useless stuff with them that
they had to hire two extra men to pack for them. I went
only to show them the way and after two days came out
by myself. Hurlburt was thoroughly noisy and is so excitable I did not care to stay any longer-he packs the
rifle you used to say was just the thing-a double barrel
with low sights, .577 Express [elephant guns]. Dick
Ford is going up tomorrow to bring the two sports back
to civilization.

"Of course I will pay more attention to hawks and
ducks but they are always found together. Cramer
generally keeps the house boat moored in McGillivray
Creek among the big cotton woods where you shot your
falcon."
October 7th, '95, the letter writer reports: "He is
still fighting big trout; there is a Peregrine on the prairie;
duck shooting is off colour due to fine dry weather,
Cramer has given him a new duck call that pulls the birds
out of the sky; the ten bore is shooting all right again;
and he reserves the natural history cream for the climax:
"The big Arvicola [vole] has been named Microtus
principalis; also another mouse taken on the same trip,
a wooly, furry-like animal, has been named Phenacomys
aramontis. The Chipmunk I got up there also has been

"Hurlburt took some tea with him that he brought
from Ceylon-such delightful stuff that I am going to
try to get you a little packet of it to try. I know it will
be such a treat to you.
"Ted and I were out to the Vedder yesterday," and
there follows half a long page of fishing adventure
almost unbelievable where in season today fishermen
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in the lone cottonwood together! I killed that day three
geese with the ten bore, right and left, the only shots I
had. We had a cold snap and the ground is still white
but it is thawing now."

This is the last letter of the year; but there are no
Christmas greetings or good wishes for the New Year.
Very probably both were to be celebrated with Business
as Usual.

Short-tailed Weasel and Mink, 1896.
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ChapterV
MORE SUMAS LETTERS, 1896-97
Of the many historic letters covering these two
years, I have selected, where available, one from each
month.

"I have not been on the prairie for ten days as I
have had a bad cold in the head. I am all right again
and will look for the Gyrfalcon as soon as possible.
I am sure to see him. I saw him last time. He had just
killed a pintail duck, the remains of which I found; and
though I got within 60 yards, I did not get a shot as a
thick willow bush was between us andl I feared to wound
him only. I will kill him the next time I shoot at him."

Sumas, January 5th, '96
"I got your letter of the 25th De<;ember yesterday
and the one before that enclosing the $2 also came duly
to hand." No mention of Yuletide festivities but it is
significant that the father was thinking of his son on
Christmas Day, and the money may have been a gift.
Allan protests the generosity but admits that it will come
very handy as he is: . . . . "rather short just now. I
have not sold any birds or largish mammals yet. I am
waiting till I get some wildcats and coons and then I
will send off all my collections and will have plenty of
cash. Recently we have been living on the proceeds of
mice and shrews but have kept ahead all the time.

He comes now to a detailed description of the
Redpoll plumages in the series he has built up for
Brewster, then in a long postscript continues: "I am
pretty well situated for birds and small mammals. I
can shoot grouse and hares from the door of my cabin.
When I started this letter I could see a grouse in a tree
picking buds, but I do not shoot on Sunday. [Could
this be a concession to wishes of his father?]
"I am a good deal bothered by little Striped Skunks
[spotted] which take birds and mice etc. that I set outside to cool. I have trapped four of five and thought I
had cleared them out, yet I still missed birds occasionally so I put a trap on the shelf in my porch and three
nights ago I caught a Scops owl, [Screech] so this is the
thief.

"I don't know whether I told you but Ted left me
some two months ago. He went down to Stave Valley
to spend the Winter but will be back in the Spring. He
is restless and never satisfied long in one place. He
will not go to the upper country though, says it is too
cold for him. I might change my plans and go down
to the Island [Vancouver] for a year or so as I will
have to work that locality some time. I will have lots
to collect there and can iive cheaply in the big cities.

"The crow is still alive and wonderfully cute. I gave
him to Sid as I am often away from home; but he always
shouts at the top of his voice when he sees me; even if
I am a hundred yards away he knows me. When I go
up to him he always droops his wings, and pointing his
bill toward the ground, rocks himself backward and
forward making a queer chuckling noise just like a
human laugh. When doing it he looks like this [sketch].
He has almost no tail, otherwise he is in beautiful
plumage. He never goes away though he has perfect
freedom.

"As you say, it is too bad that Cleveland interrupted
the putting down of the 'unspeakable Turk,' to meddle
with a trumpery little power like Venezuela. He is not
thinking to get the Irish vote for the next elections."
[Allan seems not inclined to allow doubts to clutter up
his opinions whether on ornithology, world politics or
religion; and here he gives a reply to his well-meaning
parent who again evidently has been trying to induce
him to enter the fold of ecclesiastical orthodoxy.]
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reached out for it and cocked it. Now I very slowly got
my head and shoulders out and saw him right over my
head but an enormous lot of branches in the way.
However, by lying on my back and holding the butt of
the gun on the biceps I managed to get a decent shot
and knocked him down.
"Yesterday I got three White-winged Crossbills:
1 female, a salmon-pink male and one beautifuly rosy
male, about the prettiest finch I ever saw. I am sending
you two Redpolls. When you have examined them I
wish you would forward them to Mr. Brewster. However, if you want them badly, keep them yourself.

"I am sorry to hear of Seebohm's death; he was a
keen naturalist, whatever you may say.
"The last time I was on the prairie I got within
60 yards of four geese; I killed two on the ground and
another as they flew. This shows the old gun [ten bore]
is shooting all right.
"I will get the plants you want when I can. Let
me know if there is anything else you need. I hope
that your next letter will contain news of Harry Swan's
recovery. I did not know that scarlet fever could be so
serious in an adult person. Byron remarks aptly on the
man who scoffs at doctors:
" 'This is the way physicians mend or end us,
Secundum artem, though well we sneer,
When ill we call them to attend us
Without the least propensity to jeer.' "

"I wish I could see Blanford's work. What does he
say about small races of peregrinus? I suppose he will
not be able to treat them as neither occurs in India.
"It is refreshing to see an English ornithologist who
is not an indiscriminate 'lumper.' I think Ridgway a
be:tter cabinet ornithologist than any in England, living
or dead. His Raptor work is first class. Nomenclature
is where American ornithologist go wild but they are
to be commended for sticking to a rule so well.
"The only other Raptors on the prairie now are
a few Harriers [Marsh Hawks] and lots of eagles. I
saw one [of the latter] that had white shoulders (scapulars) as well as white rump and tail. Could this have
been pelagicus? The head was dark, the size very large
-much larger than an immature leucocephalus [Bald]
that was flying alongside it. [The 1957 Check-list of
N. A. Birds lists the Asiatic, Steller's Sea Eagle: "Casual
to Unalaska Island of the Aleutians and Kodiak Island
in Alaska".]

Poetry flowing from the inkwell of Allan Brooks is
quite startling but the signature following is undoubtedly
genuine.
Brooks' son, Allan Cecil (Allan (Jr.)) assures me
that his father was fond of poetry and in his early days
had read and memorized much of it-Shakespeare, the
Rubaiyat, etc.
February 4th, '96
"I have just received your letter of Jan. 26th. As
you will see from the enclosed sketch I have got the
remaining Gyrfalcon. I am convinced now that I killed
the one that I called up with the duck call and fired at
with both barrels. I saw this one shortly afterward and
thought there could not be two of them. This is a young
bird in first plumage.

"I never saw so many ducks as are now on the
prairie-10,000! Mallards are too 'salmony' to be
eatable, and there is hardly any other species there now.
The day I was in the hollow tree I called ducks up close
to me repeatedly. They were completely mystified.

"I got it at the lone cottonwood. I was out near
the lake when I saw a storm coming and I was undecided whether to make for home or for the lone
cottonwood and get inside it and chance the weather
clearing. I decided on the latter course as itt would
give me a chance at Gyrfalco. I had been in about
half an hour and had been amusing myself counting
the ducks going by-all one way; had got to 119 in
three minutes when I saw the falcon coming directly
for me. My gun was leaning against the tree outside
and I had no time to get it so let him settle. Then I

"I find the [gift] gloves the most comfortable thing
imaginable and just the thing for handling a gun."
March 26th, '96
"I just got back from Stave Lake last night and
Ted will be back today as he has to go around by Mission. My first 1thought was of the gooseberry cuttings
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Oregon Junco, ca. 1904.

and I send them off today-together with one of the
McKeever apples you might want to show to your fruit
cranks. On no account return the postage.

St. Peter. I should say it is 11- or 12000-feet high;
lots of glaciers on it. We went about half way up and
were stopped by snow and bluffs and had quite a time
getting down again. We saw no goats but at the foot
,of the mountain there was nice open country and quite
'a few deer. Ted shot a nice buck and as we then had
plenty of meat we did not hunt any more, but confined
ourselves to trapping. We got only a few marten, which
we wanted mostly. We also got little Striped Skunks
[spotted], Flying Squirrels etc., also two mice and a
shrew that were different from anything I ever got
before--probably new species.

"I wrote a letter just as I was starting for Stave
Lake. On my return I found it lying on the table
unposted, so I'll put this in it and send both along.
"For about two weeks Ted and I were up to the head
of Stave Lake (20 or 25 miles north of the Fraser).
We found another lake over a divide and saw that it
opened into Pitt Meadows. We were up that big mountain you see from New Westminster on a fine day, Mt.
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Blanford's book. He has certainly made some changes,
[in classification] especially in Buteo. He makes a huge
mistake in putting Erythropus close to Falco, and separating Aeslon from that genus. . . .

"Of birds there were hardly any, a few Winter
Wrens and Ground Thrushes [Varied?] being about all.
Such lonely woods! with no sound but the soughing of
the pine branches and roar of cascades. Timber principally was White Pine, Cedar and Hemlock with a
considerable sprinkling of Yellow Cedar, a very fine
tree. I saw a Yew that grew to about thirty feet highno deciduous trees.

"Yes I lose a lot of my little tin traps. I am sending
a dollar with this for some more. Get Scott to send
them as soon as possible. I put a wire on the trigger
to lengthen it and then sprinkle oatmeal around the
trigger or put the trap across the runway. [Only those
who have natural history in their blood and have packed
a bag of traps on a trapline for small mammals in virgin
territory can know the fascination of this game Brooks
was playing.]

"Marten are such pretty animals, like little shortlegged foxes with furry feet [soles] like a hare.
"We left this cold, gloomy locality to find that during our absence Spring had come to the valley. Swallows were flying about and trees were budding. I was
anxious about the gooseberry cuttings but found them
less advanced than I feared they might be."

"I will send you the Redpolls soon; please forward
them to Brewster."

Appropriate letters for April, 1896, are in Chapter

June 6th, '96

III.

"I have not written to you for some time, but you
know how lazy][ am about writing [a self-depreciation
not warranted, surely.]

May 4th, '96
"I got three Redpolls from Williams, 2 exilipes and
5 linaria [and there follows another discussion of these
controversial birds].

"I got the traps all right a few days ago. I was
going to make a copy of Keulemans' [Falco] richardsoni
plate today with the alterations you want but it is a
fearfully dark day-too dark to make a good job of
delicate colors. Pouring all day. We have had very
queer weather this Spring; about two weeks ago we
actually had frosts at night and very cold days which
have kept the water from rising to anything like high
water, but it may do so later.

"The other day I was goose shooting in a pit on the
mud flats when a flock of geese swung over me from
my back. I wrenched myself around and covered them,
when I saw three white birds following them, so shifted
my gun on the leader and knocked down my first Snow
Goose [Lesser]. My position was too awkward to let
me do anything with my left barrel. This was a very
small goose, a good deal smaller than a Hutchin's
Goose. As soon as it was shot I laid it beside my
smallest Hutchin's and it was much smaller, though the
neck was thicker and the bill and feet larger. [Rather
meaningless, as then the term "Hutchins" was applied
loosely to several races of the Lesser Canadas.]

"I have found the lilies in flower at least and will
send you some roots in a few days. It has no bulbonly a mass of roots. I am quite sure of this as I have
gone down to sand and gravel several times and found
nothing but roots.
"Also I am going to send you some samples of tea
from a Chinese merchant at Chilliwack; it is far better
and cheaper than anything to be got from Ashwell.
You can get a 5-lb. chest (unopened) for $1-far
better tea than Ashwell's 60¢-a-lb. stuff. Some of their
higher grades (Chinese) are still better; the leaf when
soaked uncurls to its original shape-a small leaf of a
light green color, not broken pieces of big leaves, with

"On the same day I saw a small falcon (young)
and a Curlew. [No clue to the falcon, but the: Curlew
probably was the Hudsonian, a fairly common West
Coast migrant.]
"I will make you a picture of the merlin, F. richardsoni, you want. I have very nearly got through
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no smell, mixed with chips and sticks like Ashwell's
stuff at 80¢ a lb.

July 6th, '96
The Fraser River is in flood. "I intended to write a
postscript to my last letter of July 3rd when I got down
to the Corners and saw how the water was, but I made
up my mind I had better wait and write more fully when
I got back.

"I am busy all the time now collecting small mammals and do not do much at birds. I shot a Black Tern
at Sumas out of three, the first I have seen, also a Grey
[Black-bellied] Plover in fall plumage. The other day
I was walking along the lake shore when a Bald Eagle
rose and as he showed inclination to drive down wind
over me, I got down and when he was over me I killed
him dead with No. 3 at about 45 yards. This shows the
old gun is all right yet. If it only had a longer stock
I could wish for no better duck gun. The same day I
also killed a Velvet Scoter. [Probably a White-winged
Scoter.]

"The water is now higher than it was in '76 and only
20 inches lower than in '82, but it will take another
3 feet to make the '94 height. But still it will ruin all
the Sumas Prairie people leaving them in worse plight
than in '94. The water has been rising steadily at about
6 inches in 24 hours. Evans' new dykes are aU gone
and his fine crops under. $3000 would not cover his
loss. The water is just coming into his house.

"Four days ago I took the ten bore after pigeons
[Band-tailed] but I did not do very well as I got only
ten with twenty or more shots, as the trees were too tall.
This did not pay so yesterday I went out with my .22
and killed twelve, losing several hits. This is a pretty
good rifle practice as a pigeon looks a very small thing
on the top of a big fir tree.

"On the road the water is up to Lickman's old house
and cattle are constantly being driven through to terra
firma. We cannot sleep at night for the bellowing of
bulls. Wild animals are also flooded out. Yesterday
bears were twice seen within a few hundred yards of our
cabin. A pack of wolves make night hideous with their
howling. They started in at 3 o'clock this morning in
good shape close to our cabin but the light was too dim
for shooting. Ted and Sid Ford have gone to town
today in a boat. When they return I may add some
[flood] news to this letter.

"I caught some trout with a minnow baited your
way; but they do not seem to take very well yet in Lewis
Creek.
"Recently I was out with a friend and his two
hounds after bear. [To abbreviate a long story: Allan
saw one half-grown bear, but dimly in thick brush, was
afraid to fire lest he shoot at a black hound, and two
different bears ended the hunt by running away from
the dogs.]

"When last to town I looked over our old ranch.
No water then was on it at all. The place was entirely
neglected, the gate down in front, the fences in all directions and the town cattle were pasturing on the placeneither hay nor crop-and cattle in both orchards. The
fruit trees looked better than any around there; owing
to isolation from bush they were less affected by the
caterpillars. Apples and the big white cherries were a
good crop; no plums. The house was just as we left it
but buildings in rather bad shape-doors down etc.
The owner could not rent the place and it is now an
epitome of farming in B.C. [Allan simply could not
pass up an occasion for a slam at agriculture!] Reece's
and McCutcheon's places are nearly all under water.

"I will return the 'Ibis' and Blanford's book in a
few days." [The Ibis mentioned-a British journal-is
undoubtedly the number for April 1896 in which W. E.
Brooks, against Allan's advice, went ahead and published the Richardson's Merlin. The text has ali the
errors of the letters and the illustrative plate by Keulemans, which W. E. B. now had been asking his son to
recolour and was probably drawn in th'~ first place from
specimens of F. c. richardsoni taken in Colorado.]

"There are some little alder trees about twenty feet
high in front of our old house. They have seed cones
on them now. Are they English alders? They are pretty
little trees. [Probably the coastal red alder, a very rapid

The postscript after Allan's signature says: "I send
the lilies today. Though they may look it, they are not
quack grass, but the real jam."
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Long-billed Marsh Wren, 1905.
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growing tree.] There is a great tangle of Brambles or
Thimbleberrie5 to south of house. Japanese roses are
still there as also are dark, claret-red roses in full bloom.
No Larkspur. House unpainted just as we left it."

P.S. July lOth. "I have not had a chance to get a
letter mailed now when I am going to town in a boat.
"Water now keeps just about at a stand. Weather
keeps very hot and has been for a month; no rain for
six weeks. Mosquitoes are very bad now and are
going to be something fearful-far worse than anything
we ever saw before. I am glad I am not tied down to a
ranch.

July 7th. (This is the promis,ed postscript.)
"Ted brought your last letter yesterday. The flood
is still coming up. They rowed their boat right down
the trunk road and tied up at the school house. Branchflower's place is going under water now, and the Chilliwack is backed right up to Skow Lake. This will kill
the Fraser Valley. [Yet ~e lived the necessary 50 years
to see the Fraser tamed and the valley to comprise the
finest agricultural area in the Province and one of the
world's great airports laid down on its flood plain.]

"I got a Jetter from Jim Patterson who went to the
Upper Country (Cariboo) for a trip. He wrote from
Horsefly, June 25th, that the trees were barely leafed
out and the lakes too ice-bound to trap in on June 1st.
This will give you some idea of the lateness of the season
there. Blackberries (trailing) are getting ripe here and
I will take care to get some seed, and also of Lupine.

"I will be glad to get the 'Mail' with the election
returns and hear that you voted against the government.
I think it would be hard to find a worse lot of rulers than
the past ministry."

"There is very little news at present and the only
thing I am doing is trapping mice etc. To date I have
noted 57 species of mammals in the Fraser valley or on
the surrounding mountains.

But though the Fraser country may be ruined and
agriculture gone to the dogs, optimism bobs up again
in regard to Pigeon Hawks: "I think this is going to be
a good Merlin year, but I will be up in the mountains
in August, the best month. I will take a shotgun along
and may get some up there. [Young birds are taken
mainly in August; of seven pairs of adult Merlins in my
collection, five pairs of the black race, all carry labels
of late autumn and winter.]

"Let me know how the gooseberries turn out."
August 4th, '96
''I got the two papers yesterday with the accounts
of the Bisley shooting. Many thanks for them. [It
might be a safe surmise that already he harbours a
hope to try his eye and nerve in a Bisley match.]

"I have rather a curious story for you. I have been
giving away some mounted hawks to be used in keeping
birds out of cherry trees, and these have been very
successful. The last one I put up was only a little
Sparrow Hawk and to enhance the effect I tied a
dead cedar bird· [Cedar Waxwing] to the branch at his
feet. Another hawk came along-from old Mr. Ford's
description, I judged a Cooper's Hawk-and when next
I saw the scare hawk he was almost torn to pieces and
only the head of the cherry bird [Cedar Waxwing]
remained. I wish I could have seen the hawk's astonishment at the way the little fellow stood punishment!
"I don't think the tea I sent is 'green tea.' I asked
the Chinaman and he said: 'One man say green tea;
one may say black tea; I dunno; but he heap good
tea!'"

"We had a pretty good rain a few days ago which
cleared off the smoke and killed a lot of the mosquitoes.
The first real rain we have had for seven weeks, though
once a light thunder shower barely laid the dust. B.C.
is getting drier every year. You would be surprised at
the crops this year. Even at Mount Forest in a drought
they could not head out shorter than here. Lots of oats
8 or 10 inches high. One piece of rich new peaty land
which on an ordinary year would have given seven feet
of straw, this year has a crop heading out when only
about a foot!
"One: good thing the flood did was to restore the
orchards and bushes to their original greenness. In
many places the change seemed almost instantaneous.
The moment the water came up around the trees, they
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"Birds were r<emarkably scarce as it was molting
time. I saw one grand sight in this line. I was going
across a park from our camp to get a piece of deer meat
from our storehouse in a snowbank when I heard a
hurtling noise, ;nd looking up saw a Blue Grouse
dropping down from the top of a peak about 2000 feet
higher than our camp, closely followed by a Golden
Eagle, which in turn was followed by a Red-tailed
Buzzard [Hawk]. All three were going at lightning
speed with closed wings; through a gap in the trees I
saw them twisting down into the valley far below me.
I could not see the finish. I think they must have
dropped anyway 4000 feet without moving a wing.

burst into leaf and in a day or two the bush around
Murray's turned from reddish to tender green.
"I sent a sketch of a group of Redpolls to Brewster
as a design for the picture he wants me to make and
he was very pleased with it. He is going away again,
he says, and cannot send me the skins to draw from till
late Fall.
"Today I am going to get you the Lupine and
Bramble seeds and will send them with Brewster's three
Redpolls. Send these later to Brewster in October.
"I have got a few sandpipers, Scops owls and other
ordinary things lately, but no good hawks.

"Many thanks for the budding instructions. I saw
a man doing it last Spring and was going to try it myself
next year. I will keep your letter in a safe place.

"We start for the mountains in a few days, about
the 8th I guess. I have made arrangements with two
Siwashes to take us up the Chilliwack in canoes which
will save a lot of hard work. They want to fin:ish the
haying and that is what we are waiting for. [Here he
gives detailed plans of the back-packing relays and
concludes:] We will then be provided with a month or
so's grub."

"I got a letter from Williams [at Port Essington]
about the young goat. It is dead, so you will not have
any trouble. If you could have got me instructions as
to how these things should be treated, it might still be
alive. Get Sclater to ask Bartlett for instructions and
the next one may be saved. As to food: how to stop
diarrhoea, what sort of milk and how to doctor cow's
to suit it, etc. I am sure to come across more or
Williams is. He is now gone on a year's trip into the
interior, mining and trapping with two companions;
willl be back in July. He writes that till then he will
not see a soul-not even Indians. He is a great daredevil, and though clever, I doubt he ever comes out
alive.

P .S. August 11th. "Have now got 125 pounds
packed up half way. Tomorrow we start with last
packs. Only Ted and I are going. I am sending Redpolls and seeds today; will send more seeds later if
possible-berries are very scarce this year. Later I
will send seeds of the mountain Lupine. Don't expect
a letter for a month or more."
September 12th, '96

"Patterson in the Cariboo writes me quite often.
1 sold him my big rifle as I found I had no use for it.
He is immensely tickled with it; says he knocks everything endways.

"I find I have three letters to answer, two which
were waiting for me when I reached home a few days
ago and one which I got today dated Sept. 2nd.

"I was in the cranberry marsh this afternoon after
deer but saw nothing except two sandhill cranes. They
were about 200 yards off, just going to fly and I had
barely time to screw my sight up as I raised my gun
and fired a quick, offhand shot at one, but hit him fair
and killed him.

"We had fine weather throughout, and though mice
were not so abundant as last year, I got about all I could
skin and bring out. In all I collected 20 species of
mammals, viz. 1 species of marten, 2 of weasels, 1
species Pika, 2 Chipmunks, Douglas Squirrel, Mountain
Beaver, Marmot, Gibb's Shrew Mole, 3 species (possibly 4) of Shrew, 1 Setomys [Peromyscus], 1 Zapus
[Jumping Mouse], 4 Arvicoline Mice [Voles] and Blacktailed Deer.

"No rain yet. Only one shower since June! Mosquitoes are on their last legs. Apple crop this year is
much affected by a small worm which threads its way
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not know wf:.~re to look for a companion in such a
rough place and at last it pitched on a rail sticking up
about twenty yards or less away. Here after taking a
good look at rrie with its big black eye, it went on its
way. I was greatly pleased with this success in calling.

through and through the apple giving it the appearance
of dry rot and spoiling it. What is this? [Perhaps the
codling moth had arrived to add to the delights of
orcharding in the valley.]
P.S. September 14th. "I have not had a chance
to post the letter so add a few more lines. I enclose
some seeds from the mountain top. The seeds are
Mountain Lupine and a species of orange Tiger Lily.
The latter has a sweet scent; it colours the hillsides
orange in places-not a great big thing, but makes a
nice display, sometimes as many as nine blooms on the
stalk. The Mountain Lupine is shorter and stockier,
with more blooms than the valley kind, is generally
more blue and not so purple and has a large white
center. These seeds are mixed as I just put them in my
vest pocket.

"As I was coming home I also called up a Pygmy
Owl from about a quarter mile. He came and pitched
in a huge red fir top far too high to shoot; then after
three minutes more of answering each other he dropped
down and skimmed over my head at a yard or so and
I shot him. They cry almost exactly like a coon. I
used to think it was coons at Kitchen's place and wondered why I couldn't see them." [Coming from Brooks,
this: "exactly like a coon" is remarkable. In my opinion, these animals have no call note. The "quavering"
cries in the night so long attributed to coons are made
by Screech Owls. My opinion is founded on the 38
years I have lived at Comox with coons practically at
my back door. Most of these years I slept out of
doors where every night sound was available. Coons
can growl and snarl wickedly; and I have often heard
the noisy, hoarse caterwauling when two are together,
which I suggest is more liable to be a flirtation than a
fight, but as for any owl-like note, the verdict is yet:
"not proven." To confuse the issue, there is very little
similarity between the calls of Pygmy Owl and Screech
Owl.]

"I was out today (Sunday) taking a look at the
Vedder for deer sign and tried a little fishing with the
troll and got 4 nice fish. The largest was about 4
pounds. I had a very light hazel rod not thicker than
this-[ which refers to a sketch which meas,ures 3 millimetres]-at the tip end. It was fine to see it hooped
up nearly to a circle. One big fellow made a rush but
did not take hold. He would be 8 or 10 pounds or
more and I wonder if I ·would have been able to hold
him with such a toy rod.
"I wish you were here for a month now. Grouse
and wood ducks swarm. I kill at odd times all we can
eat and give away more than we use ourselves. I can
do good work at the Wood Duck with the Hewson with
2-% drs. and a scant ounce of No. 6. I get some one
to keep stirring them up and I keep ahead and kill them
with right and left as they come over. Will generally
drop about eight ducks to 10 shells. I will change off
soon to the old ten bore. I have Lyman sights now for
the ten bore and will get McCutcheon to put them on
this week. [Though why a man with the eye of Brooks
could want "two ivory beads 12 inches apart" lined on
the midrib for sighting, is not plain.]

From the tone of the preceding paragraph, I feel
that this may have been the first attempt of Allan to
make use of the Pygmy Owl call, a trick in birdcalling
at which later he became wonderfully proficient.
A letter for October 6th, '96, is quoted in Chapter
HI.

November 1st, '96
"I have been so busy lately that I have not had time
to answer your last letter. People keep dropping in
just as I am fairly started and I have to put it by." [He
then replies to what had evidently been a new sermon
from Dad on spiritual matters.]

"I was at Sumas yesterday; no Black Merlins; but
another Prairie Falcon that kept worrying the Grey
Plover [Black-bellied]. I will get it pretty sure. I
called a Grey Plover down as I was crossing a field
grown with high weeds, grass and oat stubble. It did

"We have had a splendid run of fine weather this
Fall but it broke four days ago and now there is enough
water to bring ducks around. Yesterday I had a chance
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to try the new sights on the ten bore. I got out to the
prairie by 10 o'clock and rigged up a little bough house
near a shallow pool I saw the ducks were frequenting
and in a few hours killed (and bagged) 34 and three
geese for the expenditure of 4 7 cartridges. Most were
flying shots at fast flying birds (you know how they
swirl in). 19 were Mallards, the rest P'intails, Widgeon
and Teal. This was largely due to good calling. Without this accomplishment I would have got much fewer.
I can also bring up geese from long distances with no
call but my mouth. Cramer, the old Mississippi duck
hunter, taught me the trick.

fishing. Lost my two biggest fish, one a monster of
about 7 pounds that carried the line twice around a
little overhanging branch before I could check him, and
he shook himself loose.
"The other big one I had utterly exhausted on top
of the water when his jaw gave out and he was free.
He lay like a log on top broadside, helpless, but I had
no gaff. In such places ordinary tackle will not stand.
For instance, suppose you are attached to a big fellow
in a hole in a log-jam, say 4 feet by 8, there is no room
to play him. The only thing to do is keep him in the
rush of water till he is played out, and as often as not
the boil of water and his struggles combined break
either the hold or your line. Salmon trout are much
the easier played (the big pink-and yellow-spotted
fellows).

"I was much amused with the artide in the 'Mail'
on the California wildcats. It is the most awful rot I
ever read. I have seen quite a bit of the animal and
it is brave enough to frighten only a rabbit. It is a
species of lynx (Lynx rufous) and not a cat [?] at all.
I caught a big one in a trap the other day and she
showed no fight at all. Her half-grown kitten which
I got next day was far more savage. But a mink or
even a barn rat would show more fight than either.

"The ordinary mountain trout like what we used to
get at Lewis Creek bridge, when big and fresh run, is a
fearful fighter. Instead of boring down like a salmon
trout, he comes to the top to roll over and over, leap
four feet in the air and make sudden and violent rushes
for the logs etc. Not one out of three over 4 pounds is
landed if hooked in a bad place. [This must have been
willow pole fishing at its best.]

"I was away for quite a long time lately on small
expeditions, the last one to get a pair of Mountain
Beavers for the Victoria Museum. Another reason why
I have not sent you the gooseberries was that I had
them in John Ford's garden and we had a little contretemps with him owing to his shooting our pet crow a
month ago. He said he thought it was a wild one, but
I believe he saw the poor bird steal a hen's egg and
deliberately shot it. He is penitent about it now but
I am afraid it is too late for the gooseberries but I will
send them early in April without fail and they will be
more sure to grow.

"In the Vedder there is another very good eating
and fighting fish which runs from lh to 4 pounds or
so. The Siwashes call them 'Herring' but I think they
are a kind of shad. They have small mouths like a
shiner and very big bright scales. They are very good
eating and hardly any bones. [A marginal identification
on the page here: "Whitefish, Coregonus williamsoni
A.C.B.",. doubtless correct.]

"I believe now your apple is the Yellow Newton
Pippin. Apples are a poor crop this year, rough and
scabby and small. Ontario apples are now coming in.

"You are mistaken about Ted's coolness; he is the
most excitable of men at either game or target shooting.
He is not improving at wing shooting, having no confidence in himself and aims too long.

"I was very pleased to see you still cared to go
around with the gun. I wish you were in a good
shooting and fishing place; some day I hope you will be.
"The troll I
big and showy.
have started to
will take them.

"I saw a big hawk yesterday, either a Goshawk or
a Gyrfalcon-you know how alike they look. I tried
to call him in but his crop was bulged out and he was
making for some tree to digest his big meal. I will get
him if he is a falcon as I will be down there the coming
week or so. I will write you again soon and report."

use is a Pfieuger luminous spoon, very
It is no good, however, once the salmon
spawn; roe then is the only bait that
A week ago I had a few hours good
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bour Ashwell paying a fine for harbouring Scotch
thistles. But there is not a mention of Christmas or a
wish for the New Year.

December 31st, '96
"The last time I will head a letter '96!
"I have been out to the prairie and have just got
your last letter. . . ."

January 31st, '97

There follows a discourse on apples.

" I read your sermon through dutifully and wish I
could be as interested in it as you would like me to be.
I have filed it away for future reference.

"At the prairie I saw no raptors save eagles ( 1
Golden) and a Kestrel [Sparrow Hawk] but the Gyrfalcon is still there. I am going to wait for him soon
at the lone cottonwood tree. All I got was two honkers
and a gull.

"I will get you the grafts before the buds swell,
never fear. Kitchen is getting better.
"I had my first chess game with Unsworth, the
Liverpool expert, last night and was horrified to find
I had almost lost my grip of the game." Perhaps some
of his grip came back for he finished a page of the battle
with: "The game ended in a draw, nothing but our
kings left. I play him again on Wednesday. He is a
good player-a very slow one-much better at defense
then attack, bur rusty like myself.
"We had quite a cold spell for a week but now it is
mild again. I hope we have no more of those horrible
N.E. blows. I know you will be glad the 'awful January' is over and you will be looking forward to first
spring birds (Shore Larks) when you get this, if they
have not already come. I am glad to hear you are
keeping your health and had no bad colds.
"There has been no eastern mail for some time
owing to snow in the mountains. You will not have
you gooseberry bushes broken down by snow this year
and I hope you will have a good crop. Nowadays an
orchard pays better than a farm. If however, you do
not have good luck you must please let me know as you
must not deprive yourself at your age and I will have
plenty of surplus cash soon.

"We are still having very mild weather. Today last
of the old year was a perfect day, bright sunshine and
not even a white frost this morning. However, it does
not agree with the people as nearly everybody is down
with La Grippe. I never knew what it really was till
now; it is really a fearful disease. About half the people
are in bed! Charlie, Dick and Jack Ford are all very
bad, Charlie and Jack in bed, Sid pretty seedy and Dick
probably the worst of all as it has given him an abcess
of the ear and reduced him in six days from a picture
of health to a hollow cheeked, hollow voiced invalid.
I got off very luckily and was soon all right again. It
mostly affected my throat, hindering my swallowing
and my cough was only a slight one-my lungs, I am
glad to say, are none the worse for the congestion at
Mt. Forest.
"Ted had rather a bad dose of Grippe but is about
all right now. He had a fearful cough and lungs loaded
with phlegm. I kept hot linseed poultices going on his
chest till he could stand no more and I gave him
Northup Hyman's Balsam and Aniseed as an expectorant, and lemonade to keep his fever down, and cured
him in good shape. Because of it, Mrs. Lickman and
Mrs. S. Ford are the nearest things to living skeletons
I have ever seen. Dr. Henderson recommends tobacco
smoking as a cure for it [!].

"I will quit writing for tonight as I hope to turn in
early. I have a big day's work for tomorrow: a Bald
Eagle and Eagle Owl [Horned?] to mount and a Hawk
Owl, Pygmy Owl and Weasel to skin." Indeed, quite
a day!

"Many thanks for the offer of the strawberry plants.
Old Mr. Ford would be delighted to get some if not too
much trouble."

February 3rd. "I've got through my skinning at
last. I also had 5 Leucostictes [Rosy Finches] that Ted
brought me yesterday, one of them the Rocky Mtn.
form, tephrocotis and not littoralis. The former has the
cheeks chestnut instead of greyish white.

This letter closes at the level of local near-scandal:
Red Edwards giving his creditors the slip; the dictatorial
Reeve Kitchen trapped by his own by-law; and neigh52
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"I beat Unsworth last night. He had the first move
and adopted the old K. Kts opening.

has saved most of the orchards in the immediate vicinity
but at Chilliwack iit has been like a fire."

"Am just off to the prairie. Sid posts this today or
I would wait to finish when I come back.

June 19th: "How is this for a fish? [Sketch]. I
wish I had him on a line. Some Indians have been
around with salmon at 50¢ each. They were very nice
sized fish and they told me they were 'Konaway Quoqwa' i.e. 'all same size', but I saw a broad looking tail
showing below the others and pulled out the above
beauty and paid my 'Four Bits'. The wily Siwash told
me I 'delate cumtuxed' or 'heap sabed' as a Chinaman
would have said. It will weigh about thirty pounds;
it is 36 inches long. The above sketch is drawn to scale,
a Spring or King Salmon, Onchorhynchos chanica [tschawytscha]. I wish I could give him to you.

June 17th, '97
"Many thanks for papers, Munsey and Recreation,
especially the last. I am going to take it in; would you
care to look at it? If so let me know and I will send
money for subscription and you can send it on to me
when you have looked it through.
"I went on my last trip to Chilliwack ten days ago
and am now back and preparing for the Upper Country
[Okanagan]. I went to Kultus Lake again and had
some more good fishing. Such nice trout, regular little
salmon (one of them was a small spring salmon) and
such good eating!

"For the last two weeks we have had the wettest
weather I ever saw in B.C.. It rained steadily once for
40 hours. However it has knocked the flood on the
head for this year [bringing cool weather] and crops will
all be saved [from the river].
"McCutcheon had a fine piece of crop which another
foot [of flood] would have ruined. But it began to fall
and he was happy.

"I went to get some little Rock Rabbits (Pikas) for
Dr. Merriam but got only four as it rained the last three
days, which also spoiled our fishing. Also I got some
Wright's Flycatchers, a bird I have been looking for for
some time.

"Vedder is the new M.P. to take poor Kitchen's
place. An opposition man defeating Higginson (Govt.)
-what a treat his speeches will be!"

"The caterpillars have been something fearful. Except for the Large-leafed Maple, the bush around our
cabin is as leafless as in Winter and in most parts of
B.C. it is the same. They are simply black on the trunks
making the trees look like cork-barked elms. Spraying

[Signed as are all of these
missives]
"Your afft. son, Allan"
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Chapter VI
EARLY WANDERINGS AND COLLECTING, 1897-1906
It was in the early summer of 1897 that the itching
foot of the eager Brooks-he was now 28-took him
into the dry belt country of the Okanagan. He had
worked out his claim at Sumas; and this move was really
the small beginning of an expanding ornithological invasion of the continent that in late years was to reach its
culmination in a round-the-world trip. He had been
through the dry belt at least by train and his eye missed
little. He liked what he saw. The open country of the
ponderosa pine intrigued him. There were no annual
floods there; it was a better place to prowl.
Also the lure of big game hunting, of which he was
inordinately fond, drew him with a pull he could not
resist. Most fields for big game lay eastward. He
remarked in one of his Sumas letters that he was
ashamed of his big game record in the Chilliwack country. For all his skill with the rifle he had never succeeded in getting a good Coast buck (black-tail) with a
decent rack of antlers.
There were reasons other than ornithological that
called him from the Chilliwack region. One was that
the coastal jungles did not lend themselves well to the
Brooks prowl. He was no man of the green woods as
was, say, "Cougar" Smith, the panther·-hunter of Comox
whom he was later to meet, whose happiness was in the
shadows of the big timber. Such woodsy gloom oppressed this artist-naturalist. Also, and this was a
heavy factor, the Sumas prairie and the Chilliwack area
generally, before drainage of the lake in 1923, were
known for the abundance and ferocity of their mosquitoes. In early summer they were terrible, at times
turning field work to misery. Allan always dreaded
these pests; and undoubtedly this was the main reason
he never made an expedition into northern Canada.
In the Marjorie Brooks biographical sketch (1938)
Allan is quoted as saying that he went to the Okanagan

in the spring of this year ( 1897) but a letter from Sumas
dated June 17th states that then he was preparing to
leave.
"July 1st. Arrived here [Okanagan Landing] last
night. Camped on the lake shore_" Which site is
identified as 2 miles south of the post office.
There is no letter covering the move; and he went
shortly to Vernon. His first letter from there follows:
Vernon,. August 3rd, '97
"My dear Father,
"I was very glad to hear from your last, as I was
afraid from your rather long silence that something
might have happened you or you had an attack of your
old enemy [heart trouble].
"I think I answered your question regarding orchards
etc. in my last.
"Ted is back at Chilliwack again as he did not like
the fishing. He is working for C. Ford now. I forwarded him the part of your letter relating to him and
I know that he will be glad to know that you still think
of him, as I long ago found that Ted is a sort of Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde and has two natures. It is only
when overmastered by passion he says things he does not
mean. He has told me this more than once. We are
all alike in this respect more or less and I often think
with regret of quarrels we used to have to which I was
always a leading contributor.
"No I won't go back to Chilliwack except on a visit
maybe. Victoria or near it is my coming home, at which
I hope to settle down in a year or two. The sun is too
hot here, though the nights are cool.
"Dick Ford and I are off on a trip to higher levels
where we will be cooler and I want a good collection of
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mice from timberline region as this is always where they
are most numerous. We are going with one packhorse
eastward up White Valley across Cherry Creek to head
waters of the Kettle River about forty miles away.
"Tell Challoner I will write when I have killed some
big game.
"It is too bad your gooseberries turned out so poorly
this year but fruits usually come good and bad on alternate years and next year will be the bumper crop.
"I wish I knew whether you are short of cash. I
have about $50 on hand now after paying for the horse
and supplies and could spare you $20 easily as it keeps
coming in; I would put it in here if I could only register
the letter but can't do this as we start first thing in the
morning and I will have to get some one to post it for
me. Will be back in three or four weeks anyway and will
then have your reply and also probably the full amount
for the gun to send you.
"Many thanks for all the papers."
Your afft. son Allan.
Of the trip with Ford to the Monishee area, August
5th to 31st, a pocket diary shows that he had a very
successful small mammal trip, got some goats and mule
deer, and in the forested terrain saw some signs of
caribou.
But by now, August 1897, Brooks was not captivated by his new location. He had come too late for the
Okanagan spring with its grasslands abloom, the geese
and cranes clanging and hurrooing on their way northward up the valley. Nor had he yet seen October with
the cottonwoods and aspen poplars along the lakeshore
screaming in colour and splashing their yellow and gold
in the draws of the sagey slopes where the sentinel
yellow pines with glowing trunks stand unchanging. He
had not hunted the magnificent Blue Grouse across
those sage-grown slopes among the scattered pines, or
the Sharp-tailed Grouse from the aspen thickets, or the
ducks of the pondholes up on the Commage, nor discovered Swan Lake, later to be his happy wildfowling
ground. He had not tasted the red-cheeked Mclntoshes
of which he was later to boast.
It was just "too dry and hot." He was reacting to his
English blood that called for the equable coast climate

A day's bag by Brooks, ca. 1905. Photo by
Allan Brooks.
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of southern Vancouver Island, then, even as now, often
spoken of as "a little bit of England." From Victoria
to Cowichan had been the retiring ground of the captains
and colonels of the imperial forces for years. Here they
found a climate better than most of England and salmonfishing that was not a privilege of the wealthy few. In
regard to fishing, the Colonel's lady and Judy O'Grady
were on equal terms here and a fellow did not have to
own the rights to a whole river in order to toss a fly or
spin a Devon. Yet I feel that despite what young Brooks
said about settling there, he had some second thoughts
about it. In the letter to this writer from Ted Brooks in
I 946, Ted states that his brother spent winter, or part
perhaps, at Quamichan Lake, Duncan, Vancouver
Island. An old-timer there that I have managed to find,
Mrs. Florence Whittome, of Duncan, has some information on this. Brooks had stayed with Louis Knox (mentioned later in the elk hunt, 1904). Also Knox had
brought Brooks to her home for dinner and bridge
several times, and the Whittomes receiived a gift of six
early Brooks paintings, still in the family. The date of
this visit seems lost in the fog of the years but it is
significant that A.B. did not settle there as he had
intended.

around here; but for all this neither of us got a shot at
a sheep as they were on the steepest parts of the hillsides
where our snowshoes would not work. One splendid
old ram seemed to challenge us to come up to him as
he stood silhouetted on a ridge two-thirds of a mile
above us, but it was as much as our lives were worth to
attempt it, so we left him alone.
"They should have been down in the bottom of the
canyon at this time of year but the great number of
cougar tracks explained their keeping to the bare open
elevations where they can see the crawling cat afar and
make off.
"Deer were very numerous; we saw seventy-three.
The hillsides were all cut to pieces by their zigzag trails
and we saw where several had been killed by cougars.
We refrained from shooting them as the meat would have
been wasted. I killed a small one for camp meat and
when we came out we killed close to the lake and
brought them out home. These gave me a chance to
see how the little rifle works. . . .
"We saw Golden Eagles and Ravens up there after
the animals killed by the cougars.
''We have had a spell of mild weather but now it is
rather cold again. However, the days are getting longer
and the sun gaining power every day which is a great
comfort as we have a very short day here. . . .

There are evidently letters missing in the series here,
The one last quoted shows marks of fire. Plainly it has
gone through ~ne of the three Brooks fires, one at Chilliwack, two in the Okanagan. The sheet is cut and
charred on the seam and mended with transparent tap.e.
The next one, from Vernon though not stated, shows
much water damage and is barely decipherable.

"I send a leaf from "Recreation" I have just received
showing a pair of my wood ducks. The editor asked for
some copy to accompany each sketch. This I did not
feel up to; but in the future, however, I will furnish some
notes to prevent a repetition of the twaddle that goes
with this picture.
Your afft. son Allan"

The diary fills in some missing details here. There
were three hunts in late '97 for Okanagan bighorn sheep.
Of the hunt October 5th he gives few details and I
suspect he was alone. On the second attempt he was
accompanied by Dick Ford and they spent 12 days,
returning December 4th. They shot four sheep and two
deer, but as there are no details of a good ram it is a
certainty he did not get one. At the end of December
he was back again on the same quest. Of this hunt he
writes his father under date of January 2nd, 1898:
"My dear Father,

The next letter is dated March 1st, '98, and there is
more than a suggestion that he found the winter long.
He probably missed the Sumas prairie where there was
always an exciting Gyrfalcon to chase. Though there
are no brutal northeasters here, the weather is more
consistently cold with snow and the small mammal
trapping is not good. He has fewer friends and it may
be guessed that he has done more drawing and painting,
for he could not be idle.

"I have just got back from another trip to the Bighorn Mountain. My companion was a man named
Wilson, a very good fellow and the best guide for sheep
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"I have been getting some Shore Larks [Horned]
lately. These belong to the form merrilli, being darker
and less brightly coloured than strigata but the two
forms, along with giraudi, rubea and chrysolema [leucolaema?] are all very closely allied.

"It is a long time since I have heard from you or
since I have written but I have been waiting till I could
send you the $50 for the gun. I have expected every
day to get moeny in but times must be hard in the States
and the pay is slow. Bangs has owed my $75 since
September and others are almost equally slow in paying. This year I am going to open up a new connection
altogether.
"Brewster is always sure pay, but my last Jot (only
$25) had a 'bug' or two in them, he said, and he won't
examine them to see what he will take until they have
been a sufficiently long time in quarantine (biisulphide
or carbon fumigation). However I will soon have the
cash and will forward it as soon as it arrives.
"Very many thanks for all the papers etc. you send
me; these have been so welcome as reading matter
is everything to a lonely man. I don't know that I ever
told you that Ford went back to Sumas last FalL
"The ground is still white here; the days are warm
and fine, but as soon as the sun goes down, it freezes
again. A few Robins, Crows, Horned Larks and Redwinged Blackbirds have come in but no migration to
speak of.
"I have been spending the last week with Capt. May,
the owner of this house, on his ranch near Vernon. He
is such a nice fellow, a retired army man. He used to
have a big income, as far as I can make out, and rented
good shootings in Scotland every year; but he realized
on his properties and come out here and he is going
behind very fast now. He is very fond of natural
history and got me to show him my way of mounting
birds. He used to do them old style, which he learned
from Col. Irby at Gibralter.
"It is a great relief to know the long Winter is over.
You will soon see the spring birds now and be able to
catch a trout again. I went out trolling today but did
not get a rise.
"Tell me when you see the first Robins and Bluebirds. In '94 these came on the 5th and 6th of March.

"Many thanks for Forest and Stream. The man who
writes about Black Buck is like you, a great advocate of
the obsolete two-groove. [boring of rifle.]
"Write and let me know how you are. I hope you
have had no more heart trouble. How is your bronchial
trouble now?
"Will write again soon.
Your afft. son, Allan"
The last letter of the season is written in mid-summer. Since coming to the Okanagan the messages have
been far more widely spaced, but perhaps a number
have been lost.
Okanagan Landing
July 8th, '98
"It is some time since I have written to you but I
have been so busy and most of the time out camping.
"I left Capt. May's place some time ago as he wanted
it himself for the summer months. I now have my
headquarters on the opposite side of the lake from the
Landing in a little mining shanty built right on the beach
within a few feet of the water. It suits me very well and
I will spend most of the next five weeks here, after which
I go after big game for the balance of the year.
"Let me know if you get "Recreation" regularly.
Edith [sister] can surely afford to subscribe to it herself
as it costs nearly as much to post it as a subscription
would. [Edith had left Mount Forest, Ontario, and was
now living with her husband in Aukland, New Zealand.]
I will have an article or two in it nearly every month for
which I get $6.00 a month and the editor [G. 0. Shields]
promises me more as soon as the magazine is on a paying footing.

"I am afraid England's day is over; the retrograde
movement will soon commence and, like Spain, we will
lose one after another all our foreign possessions.
Northwest India is turning out a second Sudan and
Salisbury is'no better than Gladstone.

"I just got back day before yesterday from a forty
mile trip to the head of Okanagan Lake, a splendid-looking place for water birds but very few to be seen, Loons
and Grebes being the only common ones. I got three
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Allan Brooks, a trapper in the Cariboo, winter 1900-0 I.
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fully so many specimens, fill so many diaries with notes
and sketches, ~nd paint so many pictures, is a mystery.

eggs of the former (two clutches) and thirty-one of the
latter (ten clutches) also young in down of Gadwall
[duck]. I saw a pair of Black Terns but could not find
the nest. I am going next week to Mission (35 miles)
where they say there are lots of them.

From the Sumas letters it is uncertain where Brooks
learned his rifle shooting and we seldom know what
rifle he was using when shooting geese or ducks or swans
at long range or trying to pick off the Gyrfalco. Much of
this is answered in the diaries. A page from one early
volume of the 25 volumes he left us (part of one was
his gun book) reads like a page from Vaughan's (London) catalogue of used guns. There were four shotguns
in the original Brooks armoury at Sumas:
1. The 10-bore Claborough. This was the main
wildfowling gun used at Sumas.
2. Twelve-bore Claborough. Taken back to Ontario
by W. E. Brooks.
3. Twelve-bore Hewson. Nominally Ted's gun but
used much also by Allan.
4. Twelve-bore Tisdale. There is little mention of
thiis gun in action. These were all English guns of good
quality, likely custom built.

"Trout fishing is poor now-all little ones, 1/z to 1
lb. You now know thoroughly how to catch the big
trout and I will make some minnow tackle as you describe and try it here. Very many thanks for the
diagrams of it; they are just what I want, especially the
one showing how to tie a hook. This is rather different
from one you showed me before and is a good deal
better. . . ."
There follows a long discourse on a Hewson shotgun and its prowess. Then he closes in his usual way.
I have quoted these Sumas and Okanagan letters
extensively because I feel that they reveal the foundation
on which the balance of the Allan Brooks life was built.
His contact with nature was not that of a man who on
Sunday takes a walk in the country-or as today, a
whizzing drive. He lived with nature through the
waking hours of his day and no doubt his dreams concerned the same subject.

Rifles at this listing include:
1. Remington .38 calibre. No doubt the rifle that
shot most of his geese, a swan, and some ducks on the
prairie, also what Sumas deer he shot.
2. Colt .45 calibre. Belonged to Ted but was soon
traded for a lighter calibre.
3. Winchester .32 calibre single shot. There is little
data on this one.
4. Stevens .22 calibre. This perhaps is the longbarrelled pistol with the detachable stock often mentioned in collection of larger birds. He carried such a
weapon as an auxiliary for more than 20 years.
5. Marlin .30-30 calibre. He shot his Vancouver
Island elk with this in 1904.

Those native foods: fish from the Vedder, wild fowl
from the marshes, "mowich" (deer) from the forests,
were fare that, combined with his unceasing prowling,
built into him the tough fibre of the pioneer. The
stalking of geese or Gyrfalcons or deer, bear or what
not, sharpened his eye and wits and taught him the arts
that later as a sniper made him deadly. His next dozen
years of big game hunting after he left Sumas were but
a postgraduate course for his career as a soldier.
His mounting of specimens and game heads in lifelike poses and the drawing and painting of them through
the years were all to let loose the flood of talent that was
to come to full tide later. Here too he learned, I think,
one of the hardest things for mankind in general to learn:
the value of time and how to spend it. Though many of
his letters end, "In great haste," he was never seen to be
hurrying. How, at the apparent pace he travelled, in
one lifetime (and he did not greatly exceed the three
score and ten years) he managed to prowl so many
miles, shoot so much game, capture and make up care-

There is no mention here of the .45-85-500 single
shot "buffalo gun" he parted with early, selling it to a
friend in the Cariboo. Nor is there mention of the .38
calibre rifle plus shotgun combination he extolled so
highly after one of his mountain trips above Sumas. The
Winchester .32-40 Special, which he kept in late years,
does not appear in this listing either, nor the Remington
Lee .303 British with which he finished his big game
career about 1912. In 1922 when first I met him, a year
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after his Okanagan fire in which he lost half a dozen
firearms, he had already bought and sold a Jeffrey 12bore, but had a new armament of four shotguns-a
.410 double, a 20-bore double and two 12 bores. So
he was a man knowledgeable concerning fi.rearms. And
he used them. There was one exception. One he
brought home after the war, a 50-guinea, custom-built
Lang in a plush-lined case, he kept apparently as a
mechanical mistress just to take out to pet and play with
when he got lonesome.
From the very first-to flash back again to the gun
book-Brooks took his rifle shooting seriously. To him
any firearm was an interesting instrument and he had
a love for them second to no man's. Shooting is usually
a young man's game and most men past 50 loose interest. Allan never gave it up except to neglect the heavy
rifle as it did not integrate well with ornithology. The
small bore ( .22) was often the companion of his daily
prowl even to the last year of his life.
He seems to have made his start witth the rifle in
1894 at Mount Forest, and his gun book reveals that the
rifle, not the shotgun, was his pet weapon. He has taken
much space to draw in exact detail practically all the
new American rifles at this time. He had no English
rifles but only one American shotgun. Two pages finely
written are given to the twist of the grooving of the
various calibres made then by Colt, Stevens, Marlin,
and Winchester, details that could have come only from
the manufacturers. He was studying rifles with the same
intense enthusiasm he applied to birds or whatever
interested him. He drew these rifles with the same loving care and attention to detail that in the diary for 18 92
he gave to the marginal thumbnail pencil sketch of a
duck hawk-the aim: perfection.

The Brooks armoury, 1908. The .22 pistol (top right)
is his beloved little collecting gun.

( 64 out of possible 105), "This is my first trial with
military riifle."
August 17th, '94: "At Fergus for Battalion Matches.
Second trial with military rifle (Martini)." He made a
score of 77 out of a possible 105.

In May 1894 the record shows he was getting down
to range technique and experimenting with two weights
of bullet: 225 and 330 grs. Evidently he was loading
his own cartridges. At each shoot in May and June and
afterward he had drawn a diagram of the bull and
located the score. The bull usually is considerably
abused. On May 29th '94 he records shooting on the
200-yard range but it was with his own rifle and he fails
to say where; but for July 7th he says: "Shooting on
military ranges at Drew (Martini)" and after the score

The last score recorded here reads:
January 1st, 1900. "First string with a new .32-40
Remington barrel, 100 yds. with rest. A 4-inch Bull."
All four shots are in the black. This is plainly an old
rifle rebarrelled.
In this book of scores he has taken two pages to
record 21 different shoots offhand in 1894, '95 and '96.
Mostly shot at their local matches at Sumas at 100 yards
and the shooting is consistently good, the best score: 48
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with a skunk at $2 and a porcupine at $3 to Outram
Bangs. A coyote that went in the flesh to Fannin at the
Provincial Mtiseum brought an extra county bonus of
$1. A lynx brought $4 from the Biological Survey,
Washington. But these were red letter items. His
main haul was of small stuff and he tried to make up
for low prices by hard work and high production. To
our glance today it looks like a tough row he was
hoeing; but he held one trump denied the budding
biologist of today: a dollar then held up its head and
walked with a swagger.

out of possible 50 being exceptional as the range was
200 yards. In build Brooks was a long-armed man in
proportion to his height. I suspect it was an advantage
in offhand shooting.
The above explains his start as a rift.eman, his
extraordinary kills on feathered game on Sumas prairie,
his skill later in the big game fields, and the efficiency
against his enemies displayed as a sniper in World
War I. There can be no doubt that through those early
years of the 90s, in his attention to the minutia: of the
game-temperature, barometer, light conditions, effect
of breeze, type of sight used, etc., he was grooming
himself for a chance at the Bisley matches.

The following is a simple list to Outram Bangs:
1 Mink ---------------------------- $1.5 0
1 Hare --------------------------.75
1 Weasel -----------------------1. 00
1 Flying Squirrel _____________
.50
2 Neotoma (Pack Rat) ___
1.00 $10.00 paid
1. 00
2 Doug) as Squirrel __________
12 Tamais (Chipmunk) __
6.00

Though in the Sumas letters Brooks made little
mention of the prices in the first years he received for
trapping and preparing scientific specimens, in his diaries he attended meticulously to his bookkeeping. Even
in those days of low prices for anything salable, his
returns seem startling low. But for his skill in "living
off the country" on fish and wildfowl and meat, he
might not have kept solvent. Few of the smaller mammals sold were listed over 25 cents or 35 cents. Small
birds were about the same. Rare takes such as Pygmy
Owls and Gyrfalcons rated special, the little owls at $1
and the big falcon at a prince's ransom, $8, from Wil' liam Brewster. At that he was selling his heart's blood.
No paltry price could have pried them from him. He
would have treasured them in his own collection and
there came a day when he wished them back.

20 Specimens __________ Total $11.75
At today's price of things in general, it would be
worth the ten spot to skin those two stinking packrats
alone!
In the period from October 1894 when Brooks
returned from Mount Forest to Sumas, till July 1898
after he had come to the Okanagan, his wanderings
have been told or at least suggested in his letters already
quoted. Carrying on with his diary in 1899, we find
our faithful diarist reneges. Turning the page, we are
confronted by two entries: May 9th, 1899, Chilliwack,
B.C., and May 30th concerning Sumas. Across the
corner of the page head is: "Left for Ontario, February
lOth." "Returned April 8th." Why he went to Ontario
and returned to Sumas we are left to guess, but the fact
is this visit concerned the death of his father. This
muft have been a blow, the most personal loss that had
ever hurt him. . Doubtless after it he had no heart to
face the Okanagan where already he had been lonely,
so came back to be among friends at Sumas and also to
be with his brother Ted.

Some of his sales slips are of interest because his
field in mammals was so new he was working ahead of
science and had to invent descriptive common names of
his own, as:
3 "Marsh Shrew" [probably Bendire's water shrew]
3 "Small Black Shrews" [Trowbridge's shrew]
12 "Small Brown Shrews: [Indefinite, as there were
several species might answer.]
12 "Elephant Shrews" [Neurotrichus gibbsi, the
long-snouted shrew mole.]
These were the years of low-priced furs when a
coyote, fox or mink was worth about $1 at top price;
so the specimen collector could do little better with the
fur-bearers. Mink was listed at $1. He did better

One might think that after nearly five years separation from his father, culminating in the final parting,
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such an event would deserve more mention. But it is
characteristic of these diaries to be almost entirely
impersonal. But for the letters, we might feel that the
diaries were the recordings of some sort of electronic
robot planted here and there in the landscape registering what came within reach of its telephoto vision.
Many naturalists are like that in their notebooks.

a vigorous giant compared to the weakling of today.
He had in addition $100 worth of sport on the prairie
that in addition loaded his dinner table, the woods
added a spike buck, and local fruit and vegetables cost
almost nothing. He was constantly adding to his fund
of natural history; and not the least satisfaction was
keeping his independence and paying his way. He
pitied the poor farmers! Had he worked as a farm
laborer he would have earned no more than $100 in a
twelvemonth and then possibly found himself unable to
collect it.

There are two entries for May '99, that of the 30th
being a meaty paragraph concerning Sumas Lake. Two
lines only are given to June. July is dismissed with one
short paragraph on the 23rd re the waders at Sumas.
In August he is nearer his old stride again and this
season he gives his attention afield to the waders:

This small volume of the diaries that served a
multiplicity of uses through eight years, and looks the
part, ends abruptly April 7th, 1900. We lose the trail
here in the regular diaries, but in a smaii pocket edition
of finely written notes, we pick up the trail again. On
July 17th, 1900, he left on a trip to the Barkerville
Mountains of the Cariboo. On the 19th "Reached
Barkersville." On July 20th, "Up to Roberts' cabin
and summit of Mt. Agnes (6500 ft.) saw Leucostictes
breeding.'' On the 21st, "To Mt. Burdette (7000 ft.)
8 miles S. of Barkersville with Sidney Williams." Obviously he was concerned mainly with a study of the
alpine biology of the region. Interesting and valuable
lists follow of specimens taken and observed-birds,
mammals, and even butterflies. On August 1Oth he
returned to Quesnel.

August 22nd, '99: "At Sumas. Water still very high
for this time of year; the sloughs are full. Shot 2
Dowitchers (one in breeding plumage), 1 Buff-breasted,
1 Baird's, 1 Least, 1 Semipalmated and 1 Western Solitary Sandpiper. Also got 4 Greater and 2 Lesser Yellowlegs, 1 California Gull (juv.) and 8 Black Swifts.
Saw a large falcon, either a Prairie Falcon or a Peregrine, and two Black Merlins.
"Raining for the last two weeks nearly every day."
There is another gap, but on November 1st he starts
off bravely on a winter's trapping program along the
Atchelitz and Duck Pond. This, doubtless, was for both
fur and specimens, mainly the latter if there was a call
for them as he could command a better price for the
made-up specimen than for fur.

During the first week of September· he collected at
Quesnel, listing for September 6th, eight species of
birds taken. On the 9th, "Left Quesnelle at 9:30 a.m.
for Big Lake and Willow River." This, plainly, was a
fur-prospecting trip and he was alone. He reached
Cottonwood the same day at 6.30 p.m. and next day
made 12 miles on a fair trail to camp on a good-sized
stream running southwest. During the day he frequently saw caribou sign, all old; shot a Mallard with
his pistol because he had given away his grouse to a
boy; saw no bear or deer sign; but saw some fresh sign
of beavers and mink.

At the end of each month he tallied up his take.
For November it was not impressive, but he remarked:
"Exceptionally rainy weather made trapping almost
impossible." He tallied 2 mink, 12 civets (spotted
skunks) and 6 muskrats. He did little better through
the next three months; lifted his traps February 10,
1900; but on March 19th set again along the Vedder
River and the Prairie. He continued trapping till March
31st. Tallying his winter's catch, he shows 17 mink,
4 large skunks, 25 civets, 17 rats, 3 weasels, 1 wildcat
(Bay Lynx) and a rabbit. Computing his take from
prices he received from Bangs for specimens, it shows
$103.70. There are no details of what he actually got.

He got a late start next morning because he had to
build a footbridge but he reached Big Lake at 4 p.m.
and camped. He must have posted up his log at any
moment he rested, for at 2 p.m. he wrote: "No big game
of any sort''; but his last item of the day: "Saw first

By today's standards it was a waste of time; but it
was not as it appears on the surface. A dollar then was
4
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Surfbirds, ca. 1905.

moose sign," he underscored heavily. Of course he
shot a Spruce Grouse, for as far as possible he was
"living off the country."

September 15th: "Back to a miner's cabin 5 miles S.
of the lake. Saw a good deal of moose and caribou
sign at foot of lake and along W. Side, but none fresh."

September 12: "Made a raft and travelled up lake
about 8 miles. Any amount of trout in the lake but
game sign scarce." He was pinned down next day by
high winds and a cold rain but next morning he was off
again. "As I could not find any trail back from the lake
shore, I came back down the lake 1 Y2 miles, then left
the raft and struck S.W. till I found the trail and followed it till at 2 p.m. I got to Ah Baw's (Indian) old
cabin. No game after leaving lake."

September 16th: "Back to Cottonwood.
Spruce Grouse on the way."

Killed 8

September 17th: "Back to Quesnelle with 6 grouse,
both spruce and ruffed."
Mission accomplished. But the trapper gives no
hint of what he though of the prospective trapping
ground. However, he must have felt it was worth a
try, for on October lOth we read: "Sidney Williams and
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self started for the Fall's trapping. Reached cabin ( 6
miles N. of Cottonwood) with 300 lbs. of provisions.
75 traps etc." [Which suggest they had a good pack
horse, or perhaps two.]

On November 29th Brooks again tallied the month's
fur catch. It was not quite a haul: one beaver, one
marten, one mink, five weasels, and two rats.
When on December 1st Williams set out again for
Quesnel, Brooks accompanied him as far as Cottonwood, taking out a 40-pound pack. The expedition was
topping o.ff, but on his way back the trapper made a
last try with two sets for fisher where he saw tracks.
From this date he neglected his log; the items are short
and scattered.

Next day Brooks set five beaver traps. The role of
Williams is not clear, but I suggest he had come to help
with the packing and for the adventure and comradeship of his friend. He left for Quesnel, October 24th,
doubtless taking out the horses, and Allan was left to
carry on the lonely life of the trapper.
Thorough here as in other things, Allan kept faithfully the daily log of his adventures, his own comings
and goings, the birds he saw, the tracks he read in the
snow from weasel to big game, the weather, the victims
of his traps. Probably no such trapper's log ever before
or since came out of the Canadian woods.

December 4th: "Gold-crests [Golden-crowned
Kinglets] still here. Shot 2 Columbia Tits" [Boreal
Chickadees].
December 7th: "Went out to Cottonwood with
Caribou head and traps." He surely did not shoot this
animal; so momentous an event would have deserved
mention in the log. Probably a skull and horns he
acquired somehow. One of the most interesting points
about the diary at this period is the scarcity of big game.
In about four months Brooks does not mention seeing
a single big-game animaL Yet this is the region from
where 30 years later the moose on their expansion
southward had reached the United States border, and
the famous Cariboo country was so populated with
moose that outside hunters came from far and wide and
often shot them from the roads.

As usual, the trapper summed up his catch at
month's end. From October 12th to 31st he could list
only four beaver, one mink, and five muskrats, and the
mink was not yet prime. He had no luck with lynx,
marten, fisher, coyote, or otter; and reading between the
lines I judge his trapping ground had been hard trapped
ahead of him with furred animals in very low numbers.
Allan carried on bravely in November. On the first
day of the month he recorded: "Two Siwashes (Luke
and Jimmy) returned from Willow River etc. ·They
caught 30? Beaver, 2 Otter and 1 Mink." Note that he
questioned the catch. He twice mentioned his native
neighbours later. November 4th: "One No. 4 Lynx
set stolen by Siwashes." November 25th: "Lifted all
traps as Siwashes are trapping on same ground." North-·
ern natives used to have strict rules on trapping rights
and property, but these Indians were civilized. There is
no mention of who was poaching on whom. William~.
came in November 7th to break the solitude and
remained till December 1st.

Before closing camp Brooks made a careful inventory of the food supplies and tools he was leaving in the
cabin for the spring expedition. He listed everything
in pounds and ounces from the flour to the canteen of
whiskey. But he made no list of fur taken in December
trapping. He reached Quesnel, December 13th in mild
weather.
It was March 9th, 1901, when the trapper set out
for his cabin again to finish his adventure. He had
seen a robin and a crow on the 6th and felt it was time
to be stirring. What he did with himself in January
and February is not revealed. He was alone now and
packed: "45 lbs. and my rifle, having sent up my traps,
etc. before. Saw an Eagle [likely Golden] and Redbreasted Nuthatches."

The trappers troubles often came with the vagaries
of the weather. The first of November was mild andl
there was rain on the 7th, but on the 15th a cold speH
broke. All the water sets along the creek were frozen
in c.nd had to be lifted. On November 18th, Allan
reported 35°F below zero which produced tough con-·
ditions. In extreme cold, animals do not travel widely,
baits lose scent, and traps freeze and refuse to spring .

March 11th: "Reached my cabin at 2 p.m. About
2 feet of snow and snowshoeing fair. Shot a Spruce
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first spring bird I have seen here. There seems also to
have been an influx of Tree Creepers."

Grouse. Only fur sign seen was one coyote track
which had come ahead of me and showed the trail all
the way from Cottonwood ( 18 mi.). Saw 2 or 3 Lynx
tracks also signs of I or 2 mink and fisher.'''

From about this time the trapper's log became a
birdwatcher's and collector's diary, though after the big
thaw came on the 8th and 9th of April he made two
short expeditions, one up the creek and one down in
quest of bear and otter. But he saw no sign of either
so set no more traps and concentrated on his birds,
leaving a record of Cariboo spring migration of far
more value to posterity than any fur could be. His late
fur take was again inconsequential: another mink, still
prime, and another skunk.

March 12th: "Rested today. The little weasel I left
at the cabin last December is now so tame :it ate out
of my hand."
Trapping through March was distinctly off colour.
The trapper had little luck. He saw some tracks of
furred animals but the markers were elusive. I suspect
he was not well versed in the use of seductive scent
baits. The two castors of the big male beaver he caught
in October should have supplied him with enough decoy
scent for the winter. There is no evidence he used
scent at all, and in the dry, cold air of the Cariboo,
frozen meat or even fish quickly lose appeal to the nose
of the fur-bearers. He suggest this in one entry in the
log:

However, he had packed in for the fall's trapping,
he returned in spring with his gear on his back, though
because he had bad trail conditions he had to make
some relays and made a cache of his heavy traps at
Boyd's. He wrote finis to the adventure April 25th in
Quesnel: "Saw first Kestrel (Sparrow Hawk), Goosander, Yellow legs (Gr.), Wilson's Snipe, Bufflehead
Ducks, Audubon's Warbler, Ruby-crowned Kinglets
and Pipits, the last mentioned common."

March 24th: "Went to lake. Nothing in traps.
Saw only one marten track; the animal walked right by
3 traps. Salmon bait [dried?] is no good. Shot a
Caribou out of a bunch of eight and baited my traps
well."

His last entry of the month: April 30th, 1901: "The
following birds were at Quesnelle mouth before the end
of the month: Cliff, Tree and Violet-green Swallows,
Teal, Widgeon, Hutchins' Goose, Merlin, Whitecrowned, Golden-crowned, Savannah and Vesper
Sparrows, and Hermit Thrush."

March 26th: "Went to lake and brought in a load
of Caribou meat and the hide. Saw tracks of 2 mink
and 1 lynx: Have set altogether 10 No. 1's and 1
No. 3 on this route now, all baited with fresh caribou
meat." The change brought him a mink on the 30th
to give him a fur tally for the month of one mink and
one skunk. The change of grub in the cabin is left to
our imagination. After the number of spruce hens
Allan hac! plucked or skinned for the pot or fry pan
this winter I can realize the goodness of that caribou
tongue or the brisket stew and the steaks and cutlets to
help make the weather outside bearable. For March
went out like a roaring lion. In the last two weeks
there were six snowstorms and much frost, this after
the willows had been reported in full bloom on the 19th.
Nor did the new month come in with gentle showers
and a robin caroling on he bough. The first days of
April brought almost continuous snow and much frost.

The next diary volume starts off in 1901 with:
May 4th: "'Left Quesnelle on the steamer at 4 p.m.
Arrived Soda Creek 7:35p.m." From here on the 5th,
after making some bird observations, he left at noon by
the stage for 158 Mile House, where he established
headquarters. This was an egg collecting expedition,
though he would never neglect entirely his gun and
skinning tools. I suspect that his friend Williams, the
surveyor, mentioned so often previously in his diary
and letters (once offering him a job at good wages$2.00 a day) may have had a good part in bringing
him to this new section of the Cariboo. Certainly
Brooks had come to richer pasturage than he had found
while trapping fur at Big Lake.

April 6th: "Fine and cold (15°). Slight sun thaw
during the day; wind N.W. First Winter Wren (I). The

From May 21st when he records: "First haul of
eggs: 2 sets of Canvasback, 8 and 5; 1 Bufflehead 6,"
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The Yellow (Ponderosa) Pine of the Okanagan was Brooks' favourite tree.

of the waterfowl had been much neglected. It was
probably here that Brooks laid the foundation for his
collection of nestlings and downies that later was to
become famous for its completeness in its coverage of
the young.

he is busy harvesting the eggs of waterfowl. He had
invaded an egger's heaven. Every day is exciting.
There could be few breeding grounds of birds today
like Brooks describes from the small lake and pondholes
of the Cariboo. There was also a good population of
woods birds in the aspen thickets and a sprinkling too
of the breeding waders, and it is almost a comfort to
read that one of these, the Greater Yellowlegs, was too
clever for him. He made a general egg collection of
all birds in the Horsefly region, some of these eggs then
being rare such as Bufflehead Duck, Ring-necked Duck,
Bohemian Waxwing, and Tennessee Warbler.

On July 29th his fortunes in eggs and downies had
fallen to the low point when he tallied one muskrat and
two bush-tailed rats. But on the last day of the month
he surely reached the bottom of the curve, for he was
collecting butterflies, seven different species.
An August 1st of this year (1901) we find him in
another rather startling new role. With a horse to pack,
his blankets, guns, and grub he started for the forks of
the Horsefly River to stake a townsite on a new gold

When the season got too late for egging, he turned
as vigorously to first plumages. At this time the downies
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strike in the interests of Barlow, Williams, and Moffit
of Quesnel. On August 3rd he reached Patenaud's
ranch on the Horsefly River at noon. Here he left the
horse and started up river with a 45-pound pack. At
6 p.m. he made camp on a side slough of the river,
where he shot a big beaver with his little .22 pistol.
Next morning while skinning the beaver a bear turned
up and he shot it too with the pistol but unfortunately
only wounded it. By night he was 9 miles above the
falls and though he does not say so I suspect he had
beaver tail stew for dinner.

in a new boat Allan had bought, working their way
down the lake to Penticton there to winter while
trapping.

On August 5th at 2 p.m. he reached the forks. He
staked out the townsite in the afternoon (altitude about
3,500 feet) and looked around for signs of big game:
caribou, deer, bear, but finding little trace and that old.
Then, mission accomplished, he turned about and
headed down trail. En route he shot three fool hens
(Franklin's Grouse) and a groundhog. In regard to
the last mentioned, he remarked in parenthesis: (Woodchuck, monax), to indicate he recognized again his old
friend of Ontario, not the whistling marmot of the
Sumas Mountains or the yellow-bellied "rock chuck"
of the Okanagan Valley.

During December he did less well. Either the rat
supply was running low or they were harder to take.
He tallied 3 mink, 1 wildcat, and 27 rats.

On November 1st, Allan set 17 traps at the swamp
about the outlet of the lake. He seemed to find trapping
conditions better than in the excessive rains at Sumas
the previous year. Muskrats were numerous, as evidenced by his tally for the month. For three weeks
trapping (they lost a week deer-hunting) the total catch
was 1 wildcat, 2 mink, 1 coon, 154 muskrats, and 1
weasel.

Though he shot a few ducks to vary the fare in
November, h<~ mentions none in December. This was
his deer hunting month and he did well. On December
1st he records a fine white-tailed buck and later two big
mule bucks and still another white-tail. Ted also added
a two-point mule to the bag. Here is the pioneer's fine
disregard for conservation, but assurance to us that
whatever might be lacking in the Brooks brothers'
cabin, it was not mowich steaks, cutlets, and pot roasts.

August 9th: "Home today at 1 p.m." Which means
his headquarters at 158 Mile House.

In January 1902 he has been varying his program
by shooting some ducks again, several with the .22. On
January 13th he made a trip up the mountain after Blue
Grouse, carrying only his little rifle; saw about 40
grouse, brought home two cocks and a hen. In November his diary was a mere trapper's list; now he gets down
to bird notes again with several references to wintering
species. For the month's take of fur, he tallied 5 mink,
1 skunk, 1 willdcat, and 15 rats.

From mid-August till the second week of September
he worked again with Williams surveying rock at Chimney Creek bridge site (over the Fraser River) and the
road from there to Beeckers, Chilcotin; after this he
returned to 158 Mile House and spent two weeks packing up his collection and shooting.
This must have been Brooks' one and only descent
into the sunken realm of the "wage slave" when he
toiled for daily hire. What he thought of it is not on
record, but at least he never tried it again; and to work
off its depressing effect he went on a shooting binge at
Carpenter Mountain where game was in good supply:
"Sharp-tailed Grouse, Franklin's and Ruffed, and lots
of ducks."

For February 1902 the diarist has entered only five
short items and there is no indication of what occupied
him other than trapping. He records shooting three
Trumpeter Swans with his rifle; at that time no one
had given thought to the fact that this great swan was
a southern nester, and settlement of the prairies had
nearly spelled its doom. It was about two decades later
that it was given-as far as possible-the protection
that keeps it with us in increasing numbers today.

On September 24th he left for the Okanagan, walking to Ashcroft in five days and reached Okanagan
Landing on October 1st. Here he had to wait till the
19th for brother Ted to arrive, when they moved out

The fur catch for February reads: 2 coyotes, 1 coon,
1 mink, and 12 rats.
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est of Rothchild, and to some purpose, as one of these
parasites hosted by the Mumtelidae (the weasel family),
bears the scientific name Nearctopsylla brooksi.

On March 6th, 1902, the brothers left Penticton in
their boat and with a fair wind set out for Okanagan
Landing. Allan doesn't mention Ted, but then the
latter hasn't been mentioned as among those present
since he shot the small buck December 14th. They
made two stops en route north, visited Long Lake to
find it still frozen over, and on the 1Oth reached the
Landing.

In this connection I am indebted to George P.
Holland of the Division of Entomology, Science Service,
Ottawa, the author of the monograph "The Siphonaptera of Canada," for the following: "Brooks collected
fleas for the Hon. N. Charles Rothchild of Tring, Hertfordshire, England. At the Tring Zoological Museum
there- a branch of the British Museum of Natural
History--Charles Rothchild built up the finest collection
of fleas extant. He employed collectors all over the
world to send fleas to him and paid them six pence per
specimen with a bonus of six pence for each new species! Allan Brooks was such a source of fleas, as were
half a dozen other early Canadian collectors. Allan's
son Cecil gave me a few old letters from Rothchild that
he found in his father's effects and that deal with the
transactions. Included are two uncasbed postal notes
for one shilling each. Brooks had refrained from cashing the notes but retained them as a souvenir of his
dealings with the great banking family.

Next day Allan set out a new line of a dozen traps
in a small creek at the head of the Northeast Arm of
Okanagan Lake. On the 28th (March) he chalb~d
up his fur take of this very short month, listing 6 mink,
5 skunks, and 27 rats.
In April, spring bird notes were in order again and
on April 3rd almost a page is given to observation on
the courting antics of American Goldeneye ducks in the
ponds on the Commonage. But his traps were still out
and somewhere about the 20th he listed his April fur
catch, including some Ted took, at 12 mink, 9 skunks,
1 badger, and 60 rats. He adds a note: "One Otter
pulled out; but Ted caught another in the same trap
shortly afterward." The underscoring is doubtless to
emphasize the irony of it, for undoubtedly he was sure
he was a better trapper than Ted. Thus at the Landing
almost adjoining his own backyard, during 20 days of
March and 20 of April, be has taken vastly more fur
than he took in the Cariboo in a whole winter.

"Brooks collected a lot of flea material, and at
least 15 of Rothchild's new species were based wholly
or in part on material collected by him. I enclose a list
of these species." [They range through the years 1902'29.]

April 25th '02, found him at Cargill's ranch on
Shuswap Lake south of Mabel Lake and he was on a
bear trapping expedition. He was probably alone. For
some reason he neglected his dia:;:y for over a month.
There is but one bird note, to record that on April 29th
the Arctic Three-toed Woodpecker he collected had
already laid her eggs. Possibly he was in a birdless
region.

Brooks caught his last bear May 16th and left
Shuswap early in June but in the back of the diary, in
his summary of fur take for the winter of 1901-'02, we
can see the results of his bear-trapping:
l\1ink ---·---~~--~----------------------------·---- 24
l\1arten ---~---~-----------~------------------·---2
1
Badger --~----~-------------------------------·---Coyote -------------------~ ---~---·-----~---- ___
2
Wildcat --~----~---~--------------------C----·--3
Otter ---------------~----~-----~--------------1
2
Black Bear -----~--------~---------------------4
Brown Bear, 2 large, 2 sniall ---~---Muskrat -------~-----~----~--------~----~---~---- 2 6 8
5
Weasel ---~-------------------~---------~---------

But he has now taken on another and new role:
collector of fleas, and he records that May 1st he took
three fleas from a Columbian ground squirrel and three
from a black bear. Parasitology at this time was in its
infancy. Undoubtedly his endeavours in pursuit of
parasites had been primed by his contacts with the
naturalists in the British Museum. His letters earlier
indicate that he had made these contacts through his
father. So now he is currying his mammals in the inter-

In a parallel column he has marked lightly some prices,
apparently tentative and what he expected to receive.
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Sharp-shinned Hawk, Sumas, 1905.
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It totals $257. The price of mink and marten had
climbed. He indicated $100 for his 24 mink, $10 for
his 2 marten. The otter and the bear at $15 each
stiffen up the list a bit. Not quite a lucrative profession
but it served its purpose. He was ~.till solvent and
master of his fate. There was at least a market for his
fur; the 11 cent muskrat was at any rate saleable. It
was more profitable than making small drawings of
birds for a market that was almost nonexistent.

This entry April 8th, '03, is the last for Sumas and
we pick up the wanderer next on August 15th at Comox,
Vancouver Island. He had again chosen a good spot
for birds and his notes are full of exciting adventure.
But it is plain this was his first real expedition on the
"salt-chuck" and he is not so at home: as on the prairie
at Sumas. Some of his earliest observations are startling
and open to question. He reports the Semipalmated
Sandpiper several times, as common. Munro and
Cowan ( 194 7) in "Bird Fauna of British Columbia"
allow only one specimen record for the coastal stripBrooks' own record from Sumas in 1896. Again: "Shot
2 E. occidentalis" [now Ereunetes mauri, Western Sandpiper] and he has drawn an accurate sketch of the halfwebbed toes. Likely this was his first meeting with the
westerner so easily confused with the semipalmated of
the east.

There is no record for June; a page has been torn
from the diary. When he starts again it is to give a
summary for July 1902, evidently copied. The kind of
birds and their abundance denotes, however, he is back
at Okanagan Landing and he carries on actively with
his bird observing and collecting till August 12th, '02,
when the record stops abruptly.
We take up his trail again with January 7th, 1903:
"Arrived at Sumas from the Okanagan. Saw a Robin."
Evidently the Okanagan could not quite stifle his hankering for the Sumas prairie with its wild fowl and
Gyrfalcons. He reports some wonderful winter weather
from the latter part of January to the end of February
and ended the latter month with some satisfying duck
shooting.

On September 2nd, '03, he reports shooting a
"Buffon's Skua" and then goes on to describe with great
fidelity the actions of the Parasitic Skua or Jaeger,
working on the Bonaparte's Gulls as so commonly seen
here. On the 8th he develops a doubt on identity and
says they are like Pomarinus. On September 12th he
states he shot two Richardson's skuas and another on
the 13th and saw a number, all adults. Not till October
4th does he come to the conclusion that his skuas are
parasitics, common autumn migrants here. He is learning a new avifauna.

About March 1st, 1903, he sets his traps again and
three weeks later recorded, (March 23rd): "Caught
8 Mink, 1 Wildcat, 1 Coon, 1 Civet and 4 Rats. One
Otter and 2 Coons pulled out." Otter, .like black-tailed
bucks, seem to be a Brooks hoodoo.

He had some tough luck on September 12th.
Though he shot the two jaegers, he at the same time
·'shot a male Peregrine but lost the latter in thick brush.
Both the Skuas and Falcon were chasing Bonaparte's
Gulls simultaneously right among the spruce trees near
the house. The Falcon struck a gull, killing it cleanly
and I shot him when he returned to it."

April is given mainly to the usual bird chatter pertaining to the prairie, mostly concerning waterfowl.
Sumas must have been lonely to him that winter. There
is not a single mention of a falcon of any sort; the only
hawk noted is a Rough-legged Buzzard. Perhaps he
has already voiced the oldtimer's plaint: "It isn't like it
used to be!"

September 13th: "Spent nearly all the day crawling
through the bush on my beJ]y looking for the Falcon
shot yesterday, but could not find him, the brush being
so dense with small balsams, gooseberry and blackberry
vines." Under the circumstances, this is exactly what
he would! do. He probably did the same most of the
next day too, for on the 16th: "Found the Falcon shot
on the 12th, an adult male Peregrine (ana tum?). He
had been hit by several shot but was still alive and full

The Sumas notes close with an interesting item on
the voice of the Gadwall duck. "The Gadwalls have a
fine, grating quack uttered on the wing, almost identical
with the note of the Bonaparte's Gull." Then, "Later I
heard a female Gadwall quacking almost like a Mallard
but hoarser." In those days Brooks had remarkable
ears, sharp, and linked to an auditory memory. He was
constantly adding to his lexicon on bird notes.
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elk hunt, carri.:;d no shotgun, had only his heavy rifle
and .22 pistol. The Campbell River was the route that,
in those early days, the elk-hunting parties followed to
the Buttle Lake ·elk herd; and it was rather a way than
a trail.

of fight." [He wisely questions his identification. Ten
to one it was pealei the black coastal race. In 36 years
here I have never taken anatum, the eastern race, at
Comox or seen it afield to recognize it.]
On October 3rd Brooks took his boat and went
"Siwashing" up the coast, a salty westernism for lonewolf, small-boat camping. He went into the Straits,
rounded the promontory of Cape Lazo and followed the
Island coast northwestward, destination Campbell
River. He reached the mouth of the river next afternoon. He made some bird observations, noted the big
50-pound salmon rolling in the famous tyee stream and
then on the 6th with a 50-pound pack aback, started up
the river. -Next day he reached McKivor Lake which
he mistook for part of Campbell Lake and built himself
a raft, intending to work his passage up the lake. When
he found his error, being unable to locate a traU inland,
he yielded to the discouragement of the very wet
weather and came out. He reached Comox on October
17th.

Brooks summed up this side hunt: "Shot only one
deer, one goose, four coons and some grouse, the last
two items with the .22 pistol."
He spent the winter of 1903-'04 busily browsing in
the rich pasturage of Comox wintering birds. Species
of particular interest, mostly new to him, were the
Asiatic race of Golden Plover (fulva), White-crested
(Double-crested) Cormorant, Black Brant, Glaucous
Gull, Anthony's (Hutton's) Vireo, numerous Fox Sparrows "varying from the palest to the darkest fuliginosa";
he found new bird mysteries everywhere he prowled
afoot, or paddled in his canoe.
The Black Brant then wintered in Comox waters
and especially about the Seal Islands, so Allan satisfied
his thirst for winter shooting by' the quest of these fine
little geese. To good purpose; he was one of the first
to note that two races of Brant were represented here.
He found a small sprinkling of white-breasted birds
among the black westerners and he shot several. Probably these were the Atlantic relative and a parallel case
to the European Wigeon that turns up on the West
Coast with his striking red head in the flocks of American
Baldpates. No other observer has reported so many of
these white-breasted strangers here since.

Two observations from this trip are of ilnterest. On
the day of his arrival at the river mouth (Campbell) he
records meeting a Sharp-tailed Sandpiper (very rare)
and the Redhead duck (even more so). He states that
he was within 10 feet of the sandpiper. He published
this in the Brooks and Swarth ( 1925) list of British
Columbia birds, but the observation is not honoured in
Munro and Cowan (1947), doubtless because they had
instead several specimen records.
Munro and Cowan honour his sight record of the
Redhead; but when in his diary he states, October
14th: "Long-tailed, Redhead and Scaup and other
ducks common" in a region that has turned up but one
Redhead specimen (a head and neck brought to me
for identification, November 24th, 1951, and saved)
I consider the sight record of Redheads "common" to
be suspect.

A great many of his bird notes on this visit are of
interest, such as on October 30th: "Shot three Gulls,
2 Short-billed and 1 argentatus [Herring Gull] but
[dark] spots of wingtips grey instead of black. The
measurements of californicus [California Gull]." Here
no doubt was his first meeting with Thayer's Gull which
in 1915 another Brooks was to describe as a new race
of the Herring Gull. It is very common in Comox
waters in winter, which the true Herring Gull with the
black-spotted wing is not.

As for the Sharp-tailed Sandpiper, there seems little
evidence that at this time Brooks was sufficiently familiar with the species to make the sight record certain. It
was noteworthy that he did not collect such a record.
His notation October 13th explains: "No elk sign seen
but lots of bear and deer." He was obviously on an

His notes show the visiting naturalist spent here one
of his best winters. In addition to the brant-which
he mostly took sportingly by lying down in his canoe
and skulling down tide or wind into range-he shot a
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good many ducks. He set some traps along Brooklyn
Creek nearby and caught a number of coons and shot
several more, locating them by the "hurrah" raised by
the crows when they caught Procyon taking a sunbath
high on a fiat fir bough. He shot some Merlins as well
as two Peregrines. He killed a big black-tailed buck,
but his jinx still held; it had but two points on each
beam! He shot a good number of grouse from the
crabapple thickets along shore. In addition to notes on
new birds, he added many specimens to his collection.
Also he managed some drawing and painting. And he
built up in his heart so warm a spot for the location
that he was to return several times, then eventually
picked Comox, not Cowiclian, as his winter home.

not often use sail in his tortuous course. For there are
but two winds here. If the weather is fine the wind is
most apt to be northwest. The prevailing day wind is
gently southeast, changing to northwest at night, both
would be of little use to him. He camped when and
where he had to; once he weathered a day's storm in a
deserted house.
This ornithological gypsying was not all sunshine.
Three or four days he spent storm bound. But it had
high moments. I can imagine him at evening, after a
hard pull, camped on the shore, boat hauled above tide,
a generous campfire of driftwood for company as he
prepared a sketchy meal and then hurried to his notebook or skinning tools. His ears would be cocked for
every sound from the salt-chuck and the woods beside
him: the cry of the Killdeer or yellowlegs or curlew
hurrying northward; migrant brant or noisy Snow
Geese or tittering White-fronted Geese harrowing the
sky; the weird rattling whistle of the Western Grebe,
lonely for his northern marsh; the mournful wailing of
the American (Black) Seaters and the "put-put-put!"
(courting notes) of the love-mad Surf Scoters added
to the me:lodious whiffle of vociferous wings as vocal as
the goldeneye's; perhaps the "Chug-pff! of the blowing
"blackfish" (Grampus, the killer whale)-all a symphony of the salt-chuck as I later came to know so well
myself.

A note of December 4th reveals what must have
been one of his thrills of the winter. "Had an adullt
Greenland [Gyr] Falcon [white race] brought me, killed
by young Pritchard with a .22." But what wouldn't
he have given to have had that shot himself!
The three Pritchard brothers had a hand in it. They
saw this white bird that sat on a tree like a hawk, but
looked like a gull, so they shot it and took it to the bird
man. When he gave them a dollar for it, they were all
set to go and get a couple morel
On April 30th, 1904, when for 10 days spring had
been on the march northward, the swallows back (both
the Tree and Violet-green), the Lutescent (Orangecrowned) and Audubon's warblers in song, the Blue
Grouse hooting in the fir woods and the trilliums in
bloom on the sunward woods slopes, Brooks took to
roving again. With his belongings in his 12-foot boat
he headed down the straits. Sticking to the east side
of the main island, threading his way between its
satellites, he made Deep Bay the first day and seemed
bent on travelling right along.

For years, at this time of spring, my own Siwashing
ground was among the Seal Islands and about Denman
and Hornby, through which Brooks passed on his first
day's journey nearly 20 years before ][ first saw them.
Knowing him as I did later and reading now the short
pithy jottings of his ornithological log, I feel he probably used the light of the lengthening evenings for skinning his plunder of the day, if he had any, and did his
writing by the light of the campfire.

Next day, however, due to a head wind, he lay over,
shot five brant and met the first migrant Savannah
Sparrow.

On April 26th he notes tersely: "Came down to
Nanaimo [from camp opposite Gerald Is.] with fair
wind and a very high sea, squally, in two hours (15
miles)." He remained three days and bought a new
boat. He made few notes, but the one made April 28th
is of interest:

He makes no mention of a sail and doubtless
worked his passage mainly with the oars, making more
use of tide than wind. But he does mention "head"
and "fair" winds, which indicates sailing. His son
says he was a competent sailor. Probably he could

"A good number of birds here-Dendroica nigrescence and White-crowned Sparrow (gambeli) ." As
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Great Horned Owl, ca. 1907.

the White-crown, Zonotrichia l. pugetensis had not been
separated from his eastern relatives.

for the first, the Black-throated Gray Warbler, it is
significant that though Brooks may have been the first
to list this controversial bird for Vancouver Island, up
to the present not one of the dozen or more naturalist
who have worked the Island have turned up a specimen
record. There are some sight records. Brooks does not
say whether he made identification by ear or by eye.
If by ear, it would be completely unreliable, as over
many areas this bird sings the identical song of his close
relative, the Townsend's Warbler. In my mixed woods
at Comox, ideal habitat, I have looked for the Blackthroated Gray Warbler for thirty-odd years. I have
several sight and sound records of my own; but every
one backed by my gun produced a specimen of Dendroica townsendi. As for Brooks listing the Gambel's
Sparrow common at Comox and on this trip, the error
is quite unavoidable as at that time the western race of

On April 30th Brooks left Nanaimo and one by one
listed new points of call or camps: the De Courcey
Group, Kuyper Island, Saltspring Island, Ganges Harbour, Fulford, and Cowichan at which, in one of his
letters to his father, he had said he planned to make his
future home. Here he remained from May 8th to 24th,
mainly listing new arrivals among the spring birds but
perhaps casting a speculative eye over the country. On
the 25th he left for a cruise among the islands, reaching
Shell Island near Sidney next morning.
On May 29th, 1904, he listed the birds he found on
Shell Island's 2 acres; the commoner birds, nine species,
from the Rufous Hummingbird to the Flicker and many
crows. Most of these were breeding, the most exciting
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being the three pairs of black Fox Sparrows. This is
noteworthy in giving us an idea of the abundance of
bird life at that time. It would be difficult to find 2
acres so richly endowed today. On this same day he
"left with a favourable wind and reached Genoa at
3 p.m."

Victoria to make ready for a new expedition to Quatsino near the northwestern tip of the big island.
Two days in the city satisfied him. On July 18th
he got his folding canoe cleared from Customs and had
a session at the Provincial Museum to brush up on the
shearwaters he expected to meet en route north; and
of course he paid his respects to the falcon trays and
took a look also at the ptarmigan. On the 19th he
visited the Rifle Range at Clover Point where he met
again his friend, Sidney Williams of Quesnel, but
does not mention shooting. On the night of the 20th
he boarded the "Queen City" for his trip up the west
coast of Vancouver Island.

More bird listings follow daily through the first
three weeks in June; then on the 22nd: "Made an early
start for Bare Island [now Mandarte Island]. Reached
there about 2 p.m., rowing nearly all the way", which
would indicate clearly the new boat carried sail. He
camped at the southeast corner, he says, and in the next
two days, I judge, took off the cream of the whole
expedition. For Bare Island was the breeding ground
of a number of sea fowl, some of which must have been
new to him. Heermann's Gull, Tufted Puffin, Black
Oystercatcher, must have been "firsts," three new species in one day! A flock of 25 Heermann's Gulls at one
introduction, from which he shot three! They were not
nesting, though the big Glaucous-winged Gull was; as
were the oystercatchers, puffins, and P:igeon Guillemots.
He spent part of the 22nd and all of next day birdnesting with complaints of many empty nests and broken
shells, but took some sets of "Dovekies" and gulls. To
atone for his own predation he went after Corvus with
his .22 pistol and "reduced the black population by a
third."

En route he probably spent little daylight time away
from the deck or some other good observation vantage.
He saw no rare birds till the last day. "Good birds off
Cape Cook and at Solander Island where many were
breeding!" He saw "Tufted Puffins, Shearwaters (2
species), Murres, Heermann's Gulls and flocks of Northern Phalaropes"; and I can see the light in his eye when
he sighted a Short-tailed Albatross, a new bird, and a
very fortunate observation as these great creatures soon
were to leave Canadian waters. Solander was then,
and is vet, a famous bird rock and rookery. I doubt
not he . had already planned to get his feet ashore, a
difficult and dangerous assignment. He reached Quatsino 2 p.m. on the 23rd of July.

June 24th: "Shot 4 Horned Puffins. Home again
tonight with a fair wind. That he referred to Pigeon
Guillemots as "Dovekies" and Tufted Puffins as
"Horned," which they were not, I can only attribute to
a sheer lapsus mentis due to the excitement of the two
days. What he meant by "home," I leave to Heaven.
The man could surely .never be charged with being that
"type of the wise who soar but never roam." "Home"
to A. B. doubtless was not where he hung his hat but
where he spread his blankets. He might have meant
that he returned to his last camp at Genoa.

On July 24th Brooks rigged up his folding canoe
and went exploring about the inlet and next day took
a camping outfit and settled himself in an old cabin
opposite Ingersoll Creek not far from Quatsino village.
He found his inlet a birdy spot. Naturally, for it is
close to the northern tip of this great island, cuts into it
deeply, and is well protected and bound to catch the
bird migration coming down the West Coast. Until
mid-August, he had an interesting time collecting such
birds as Wandering Tattlers, Black Oystercatchers,
Surfbirds, Black Tumstones, Leach's ]Petrels, and breeding crossbills.

At any rate he has little more to say of this Argonautical expedition. Perhaps after Bare Island all else
was anticlimax. He starts off a new volume of his
wanderings July 17th at Duncans (early spelling; today
the "s" is dropped] when he took the evening train for

He made a shrewd remark August 7th concerning
his neighbours. "Caught four White-footed Mice [in
his cabin no doubt] much larger and darker than those
taken at Comox." Yet it was 28 ye:ars later that this
big race of Peromyscus, ranging widely over the west
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bull, head and neck showing from behind a big tree.
Four quick shots cracked from his .30-30 and the hunt
was history. The victim was a young bull; his horns
were not large and the beams irregular, seven points on
right, five on the left. The hunter had earned a better
trophy, but it was. a "first" and the only live elk he had
seen there.

coast of the island, its northern tip and the mountains
of the interior, got scientific recognition as Peromyscus
maniculatus interdictus.
August 16th he went off to Quatsee Lake, scouting
for elk. "Saw great quantities of game tracks around
the lake, deer, bear, and wolf, also fresh beaver sign,
but the only elk track was old." On August 21st he
returned to Quatsino.

There is mon~ than a casual interest to me in this
hunt of Brooks, as 31 years later I came to Quatsino
to follow his footsteps in quest of a specimen of this
jungle elk for the National Museum of Canada. I too
hunted the Southeast Arm where Brooks and Knox had
· spent four futile days and I also found little elk sign
here up the Cayegle River. But on the second evening
at dusk I killed a splendid big old bull with grand,
eight-point, heavy beams and the terminal points clustered in the peculiar massive way of the Roosevelt elk
bull. Who better than a hunter can appreciate the
whims of Lady Luck? This was the only elk I saw, also.

The entry for August 24th is "Knox arrived," evidently to be a hunting partner; but of the man, Allan
gives the information of a pioneer's tombstone: the date
he came; the date he went. Investigation has turned
up that Louis Knox came from Duncan. It is suggested
that during the 16 days Brooks spent in that locality
(May 9th-24th) on his trip south, and in which he has
given no account of himself, he stayed with Knox. At
least we know that Knox left Quatsino, September 11th.
Between his coming and going the two hunters worked
hard and covered much ground. A four day trip to the
head of the Southeast Arm of the inlet netted them
nothing. Black-tailed deer were quite numerous; so
were cougar and Allan reported three partly-eaten
cougar kills in a single day. But they saw little fresh
sign of the quarry they sought. Then they tried the
Malatta River area 'till the 9th of September, but saw
only a few fresh signs.

Brooks got his elk skull and scalp cleaned and
crated and left Quatsino September 25th on the first
return trip of the "Queen City." Off Solander Rock,
he says: "Great numbers of dark-bodied shearwaters
and murres also Glaucous-winged Gulls, Herring Gulls
and Brandt's Cormorants."
He spent a day in Victoria, mostly in the Museum
where to his amusement he found an "adult male Falco
mexicana [mexzcanus] labelled Falco anatum juv.!" On
the 29th of September he ended this wander by returning
via the "Ramona" up the Fraser to Sumas.

On September 11th, Allan, now alone, started back
for the Malatta River country, under a 30-pound pack
of grub, and made it back to the river camp in the same
day. Every day he prowled in a new direction, stillhunting, tracking when he could see fresh sign. The
reader must keep in mind he was hunting these animals
in the spruce-hemlock-salmonberry jungles of the West
Coast, not in the open country of elk habitat in the
Rockies. He makes no mention of the bulls bugling.
Every night he has posted up the log and there is a
sameness to the details of a losing game. It was not
till September 18th, higher up the mountain, he found
a small valley "filled with salmonberry brush, favorite
elk food" that showed fresh sign and told him he was
on a hotter trail.

Brooks spent the autumn of 1904 as we might now
expect. He used a good deal of time shooting as of old
on the prairie; but now there is new game to be had.
On October 21st he reports shooting three pheasants.
The Ring-neck had come to provide upland shooting
where previously there had been only waterfowl
shooting.
Many pages of Brooks' diaries are merely lists of
his victims or lists of migrant birds or of something else.
It is a treat when on October 24th he says: "Called up
this Pygmy Owl within ten feet of me and studied it
for ten minutes. Noted that when excited or calling he
has very appreciable 'horns.' The throat feathers pro-

Next day after a hard hunt through this same valley,
circling, tracking, criss-crossing, there he was: his lone
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ject beyond the bill and the whole throat swells out
when the calls are uttered."

joint kings of this peculiar realm, where in season the
waders pattered on the mud and close at hand the
Vedder pools held those fighting fish that sometimes
had to be shot in the head before they eould be landed.
He never knew such duck shooting or such fishing
again, or such Gyrfalcon roosts. No doubt he often
did look back fondly. But he was not a man much
given to looking at his back trail. All the big game was
waiting ahead up on the mountains. All the new bird
kingdoms to be invaded were ahead, uptrail, not down.

In November he set out his traps again and continued through December but gave up due to the
weather of January of the new year ( 1905). On the
8th and 9th of February he began to trap again, lifting
them on March 25th, but on the 29th he went to Popcum Lake to make a try for otter. There, on April 14th,
he caught one large female otter and a coon. The otter
was prime; the coon was not.

For a certainty he never suffered even a hint of
nostalgia for Sumas in the latter part of May and in
June and July. Mosquitoes, how he hated them! And
his hates for a foe were as rugged as his love for a friend
was sincere. By all accounts Sumas "moskeets" in the
early days were as terrible as in the worst of the north
country. I know them and have seen, in the course
of a single morning, a scientist, and orthodox, reduced
by Chipewyan mosquitoes to abject atheism. Stamping
down from the tallest, freeziest knoll near camp, to
which he had retired to morning devotions, wickedly
fanning the air, still unbuttoned, heading in utter route
for safety of netting, he growled that here was the complete dlenial of omnipotence! No Supreme Being
COULD have created this northern paradise and at the
same time stocked it with these hordles of excrable,
excrementitious miscreants to torture the life from His
own creatures! Perhaps the early lack of orthodoxy in
young Brooks had similar foundation on Culex!

For April 1905 the bird notes are very full. It was
a good migration and on April 29th he records: "At
Sumas Lake l saw more waders than I ever saw before
in Spring. Geese, also Sandhill Cranes all left very
early, about the 20th. Trees all out in full leaf by same
date."
Birding continues good in May. May 2nd: "A rush
of birds today. Saw first Orange-crowned Warbler,
Alaskan Yellow Warbler, Tolmie's (MacGillivray's)
Warbler, Rough-winged Swallow, Turkey Vulture and
Anthony's [Hutton's] Vireo. I shot the latter, the first
I have seen on the mainland. Also collected some other
birds, among them a Hermit Thrush larger than guttata."
But later he has corrected this: "(guttata; the former
[smaller] race proved nanus) ."
On May 22nd, he noted: "First Black Swifts (10)",
a very significant observation for any one waiting to be
sure that spring has moved on northward and summer
stepped over the threshold. On the 25th he announced
kingbirds; on the 28th the Red-eyed Vireo was common. It was probably in song, that preaching chant
that always seems to declare the summer. However,
the entry for May 30th. is even more: significant than
that the new season had arrived. In "Arrived Okanagan Landing,'' we feel that Brooks has closed a whole
chapter of his lite, written finis to his days on the Sumas
Prairie.

Where he stayed on return to the Interior in 1905
may be half guessed from the heading of his June notes:
"Okanagan Lake." Brother Ted says he was camping
on the spot he later turned into his home. But Noel
Lishman, and Brooks' son, both disagree and inform me
that Allan senior first lived on a shore acre of ground
\12 mile north of the post office. There was a cabin on
the place when he bought. The later and final site was
a larger acreage south of the post office that he bought
after his return from war service and on which he built
the big house, his permanent home.

Did he ever, we might wonder, in his new realm of
the dry interior grow nostalgic for the dear old Sumas
of his youth, the little brush "house" where he crouched
with his 10-bore and the duck call when "ten thousand
Mallards" were on the Prairie, the tall cottonwoods
where Gryfalco, worthy quarry, and the bald eagles were

For June 1905, his notes are scanty. The most
interesting item: "Toward the end of the month Peregrines were seen frequently; one, which seemed to have
a crow (or a muskrat), mounted with it right up into
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the sky and continued circling as long as I could see it."
[I can think of more possible targets for the noble
peregrine than a muskrat, though he is not above eating
crow rarely, as he can strike such victim on the wing.]

Richardson's Merlin, and this a contribution from the
then game warden, Charlie StilL
September I Oth he shot a yearling deer with his
.30-30 [for meat] but only wounded it and lost it when
the blood trail ceased. Which made him feel very bad.
Across the margin of the page in small script is a later
note: "Found [remains of] this animal three years later.
It had climbed to top of a rocky knoll and died there.
I had hunted within five yards of it." Unusual; it is a
hunter's rule that stricken deer run DOWN hilL It was
a tenet of the Brooks faith to let no wounded game
escape and he seldom did. Toward the end of the month
he was doing more hunting than collecting.

Without explanation he begins his July notes on the
14th with a full page of local observations. About this
time we come in the diaries to the use of the word
"Commonage." It was applied to the high country
lying above the main lake and southward to Kalamalka
or "Long'' Lake. It probably got its name from the
fact that originally it was common grazing ground.
Though later broken up into small holdings even before
World War I, the early name stuck and is still used
today. The area is rolling, slightly wooded, full of small
ponds, an important breeding ground for waterfowl and
bird life generally; and it seems to rate No. I as Brooks'
prowling ground.

It was in October 1905 that the inevitable big game
hunt came, and on the 14th he left for an expedition
after bighorn sheep up Short's Creek. First night he
spent with G. Ewing at lake leveL Next night, with his
52-pound pack plus his rifle, he had reached Kerrigan's
cabin. On the 16th at I p.m. he reached Love's old
cabin. These cabins probably were used only in winter
by trappers, or were abandoned. Next day he was
stymied by the weather, very cold, high winds and driving snow. But I will let him tell it for it was typical of
many of his lone hunts.

On July 18th, '05, he hankered for new scenes and
left for Caesar's, and three days later: "Went up mountain east of Long Lake to a lake, altitude 3000 ft. (est.).
In area the lake was about 4 miles by one mile and
contained about 40 islands." Virgin territory; probably
only some trapper or hunter had been ahead of him.
His wanderlust satisfied by the 25th, he came down to
Hayton's in the evening. His list of birds, 29 species
encountered, is of interest ornithologically; but he
makes no mention of taking any specimens, perhaps
because it was the season of moult for many birds. He
remarks also: "A good many deer on the islands, also
considerable sign of beaver but no otter."

October 18th: "Fine and very cold. Started before
sunrise up the creek and reached w:ilson's upper camp
[cabin?] by sunup. Then up the mountain above it on
the west side so as to get above the sheep ground on the
East Canyon without giving sheep my wind. Saw many
tracks made yesterday. When near summit I crossed
over the slide rock toward the head of the canyon. On
looking over the ridge I saw two rams feeding on the
steep slope a little below me and 150 yds. away. I shot
the larger ram behind the shoulder, breaking the opposite shoulder but had to fire again as he scrambled
toward the bluffs and almost went over. First shots at
game with my new Remington Lee.

August is a busy month of collecting with quite full
bird notes, one to catch the eye being August 30th:
"This evening after a heavy south-west blow, I shot a
young Buffon's Skua [Long-tailed Jaeger] in first plumage. Much lighter [in colour] and smaller than the juv.
Parasitic [formerly taken at Comox, V.I.]
In September he carries right along with the collecting but now the shooting is open and he is getting
game, Blue and Ruffed Grouse, mostly with his .22
pistol, and some Mallards, and on September 5th a
"Richardson's Merlin" for which he will have to read
Falco c. bendirei, not richardsoni. He had to wait 27
years longer before he could tie a label on an Okanagan

"While skinning him, for some time another and
larger ram was within 200-300 yds. of where I was,
but I did not try to shoot him though I judged his horns
to be nearly 16 inches, while my ram's were only about
14. About a dozen more sheep went oft below me and
up the other side beyond the waterfall, now a solid mass
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when flushed, cackling and screeching." This considerably smudges his picture, for it sounds to me exactly
like the behaviour of Willow Ptarmigan. It is significant
here that when Brooks and Swarth published their British Columbia list (1925) they show no White-tailed
Ptarmigan spotted on the little mountains of the Okanagan. Nor is there any such record in the Munro and
Cowan British Columbia list (1947).

of ice. Took out all the hinder half of the ram back of
the ribs, a hard job over the slide rock and bunch grass
covered with snow. Made camp at dark bringing in
meat, head and rifle. A very hard day's work."
October 19th: "Took all my stuff out in two loads
as far as Love's cabin. There I left the meat and made
the lake at Ewing's with my other pack before dark
(tent, blankets, camp outfit, axe with ram's head
strapped to the back about 50 lbs. gross. The meat
weighed about 70 lbs."

"There were a good many deer on the mountain and
Steadham shot five." A meat deer for camp for a week
and four to bring out! Perhaps Steadham returned with
pack horses.

October 20th: "Took pony back from Ewings for
the meat. The ram's horns measure a scant 14 inches;
28 inches around the curve; 22 spread from tip to tip.

Brooks did some trapping in November but in December he found an easier way to get muskrats when,
on the 6th at Wood's Lake, he shot 12 with the .22,
the lake still being open. It was far more sport than
setting traps. Next day he brought over his blankets
and grub.

October 21st: "Home today; fine and warmer."
Such was the gruelling, lone wolf game he played
for his sport. Few men have earned their trophies in
such hard ways. He was not, I think, a lone wolf by
choice so much as by compulsion. He "loved not man
the less but nature more." Could he have found a
companion whose legs were powered by the same fuel
and whose heart was stirred by the same promptings he
would have taken him along.

On December 8th while on a hunt on the range
back of the lake he struck a large cougar track and
followed it till noon: "When a Halfbreed got onto the
track ahead of me and shot the cougar which was lying
up in a small cave beneath a bluff. Wore the soles off
my rubbers." This would seem Allan's one and only
chase after one of the big cats. He has admitted that
he never saw a live cougar in the woods.

A very interesting note for the month of November
comes on the 13th: "Building house for the last 12
days." So the question of HOME port now is settled.
The anchor is down.

On the 9th he went back to Caesar's to resole his
footwear, then next day returned to his ratting, getting
five, three of them with one shot from his .22, which
was surely a remarkable shot even for Allan Brooks!
He took the bullet, he says, from the last rat in the line!
He must have had them lined up and dressed by the
right on a floating stick.

Next day, November 14th, 1905, he started off on
a new expedition with a companion, E.G. Steadham, to
B. X. Mountain. This lies north of Vernon and west of
Coldstream Valley and that day they reached an elevation of 3,500 feet and camped. He gives no inkling of
what he was seeking, but I suspect he was prospecting
for a new trapping ground. They remained aloft a week
and Allan brought out a fine list of birds observed, 19
species, all northern or of high elevation, such as Hawk
Owl, Raven, White-winged Crossbills, Redpolls, Pine
Grosbeaks, etc. The plum in the pudding must have
been the flock of 15 White-tailed Ptarmigan he met. He
shot four with his .22 pistol. These would be treasures
and he undoubtedly skinned them.

On December 11th he had a deer hunt, killing two
fine bucks with a right and left from his rifle, one buck
with good horns (28-inch spread). He brought out the
carcasses next day and after some more exploring came
home on the 28th.
He closed the diary for the year (1905) with a fine
Christmas Week Bird Census. On the 29th he: "went
down the Commonage range beyond Chatterton's and
recorded 27 species and 137 wintering birds. Temp.
22°; day fine; no wind." On the 30th: "On O'Keefe's

Brooks notes: "They were feeding on the dried-up
berries of a species of V accinium and were very noisy
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range across the Arm from here; recorded 14 species,
192 individuals. The temp. 25 °; fair; no wind." These
lists are a fine source of information for the bird student
of today making comparisons with bird conditions 50
years earlier. Of the 30 Sharptailed Grouse he saw,
which he usually calls "Prairie Chicken", he shot six;
so if he ate at home on New Years Day, he probably
had grouse as well as mowich on the menu. The now
popular Christmas Bird Census of the Audubon Society
then was quite new, just five years old in fact. This
seems Brooks' first count and co-operation.

nipped early. Says Allan, his son, in regard to this:
"Between 1905 and '10 my father really tried to be a
photographer. For a time he was quite keen but gave
it up because it was too time consuming, ineffectual
when he could sketch so much better, and too expensive. But he did experiment with the medium and
produced some excellent photos." This is further corroborated by some mysterious items I find in his bookkeeping accounts in regard to photographic material.
On March 24th, 1906, he announces his first good
Okanagan trout, a 6Yz pounder "full of roe but in good
order." He probably found playing it to a boat very
anticlimactic after working so often from a hole in a
Vedder River log jam where he lost two out of every
three he hooked.

The year 1905 seems to have set the pattern of his
life in these pre-war Okanagan years. Birds were his
daily bill of fare. He collected at all times, for others
or for himself, though he mentions now little about
collecting small mammals for others. At Sumas, though
mammals had been a grubstake, his deepest interest had
been birds. The thoughts of them seem to have been
in his head at all times. In the back of the 1904-'06
diary is a list of "Birds of the Okanagan District", "made
in camp Sept. 16th, 1904, Quatsino." It is followed
by another of the "Birds of the Chilliwack District"
made in the same camp on the same date. He was also
gaining an international recognition as an artist.

Two days later bad luck has fallen on him, his first
firearms accident, at least that he reveals. "Hurt my
right eye pretty badly through a blow-back with my .22
Remington. The cartridge case burst ( .22 long rifle)
when shooting at a crow." This must have been the
first and only crow that ever bested Brooks in an argument. To the last of his life he gave no quarter to
Corvus because he robbed bird's nests of eggs and
young. Allan must have destroyed thousands. Once
at Comox he told me that in his first winter there (1903'04) at the nearby wooded tip of Hawkin's Point he had
shot 40-odd crows in a single day. I have known other
men who have bagged as many in a day but they used
a shotgun. Brooks used his deadly little .22 pistol,
owl-calling them within range of his hideout.

For him, life was lived to the full. There was the
season of spring migrants, the season for egging, and
it was hardly over when the returning sandpipers, about
which he was so keen, were on the move southward.
After this, soon came September with its hunting of
upland game birds and waterfowl and deer. Collecting
was integrated with all other activities. First snow on
the skyline ridges in October or November meant a fur
expedition at high elevation for marten and lynx; and
always more deer hunting. But he was not successful
at this high elevation trapping. Those cabins in the hills
meant that the early trappers had cleaned out the
marten, the most valuable fur.

It seems he had to have one or two expeditions every
fall to the high country to get the hankering out of his
system. His trip from August 29th to September 12th,
1906, is a classic of his lone-wolf, back-packing assault
on a new mountain. At 37, Allan found that most of
his earlier hunting partners were now married and too
domesticated for such adventure.
He went to Lumby by stage, then up to Proctors.
He was seeking a region of high lakes where he suspected there might be goats and caribou. He stopped
at Nelson's on the night of the 30th and got directions
on reaching Nelson's cabin on one of the lakes. But
soon after taking to the climb he lost the blazes and
wandered about with his 60-pound pack, hunting half

A page in March 1906 is noteworthy. He had not
only found two nests of Clarke's Crow, its eggs were
rarities at this time, but he reveals in: "Photoed the
nest" that he was trying his hand with a camera. This
was on March 23rd. I simply cannot get a picture in
my head of A.B. with a camera. I never saw him touch
one. This must have been a mere flirtation with film,
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Falcon, after sev·eral stoops, kill a Meadowlark on the
ground. The Falcon looked very small and very white.
I think it was a Peregrine with nearly white lower parts
and very pale grey back." This has every mark of a
Prairie Falcon job. A Peregrine rarely, if ever, kills on
the ground; the Prairie Falcon, however, often pounces,
taking groundsquirrels commonly and a meadowlark
is a favourite titbit.

blindly because of smoke from forest fires. Then the
weather turned sour with one spell of 36 hours rain and
at the top of the range there fell 2 inches of snow. This
cleared the air of smoke but he got up into balsam
country where there is seldom any dry fuel. In his
wandering he got soaked daily in the wet brush; and
worst of all he found few birds and no game. It was
the lOth of September when he found the Nelson cabin
and saw his first deer and a porcupine. Next day early,
he started home, planning his course from the summit
of the ridge by eye and making Mangle's place at 5 p.m.
His comment: "a very long day's tramp."

December 15th. "Saw a large Falcon, larger and
darker than the one seen on the 13th. It made a fine
stoop at a prairie chicken, with closed wings, dropping
lih a bullet from the top of the mountain." Evidently
it missed.

Two weeks of the hardest sort of work. For what?
A glimpse of one deer, and one caribou track very old;
a sketch of a porcupine sitting on his stern like a fat
prairie "picket-pin" holding a toadstool to his bosom;
a Hawk Owl shot with the pistol from a dead spruce; a
fool hen picked up en route down; another little mountain explored.

Brooks closed the month's notes with a bird census
on three different days, as follows:
December 22nd, 1906: "O'Keefe's range, 16 species, 154 individuals.
December 24th: "Over the Commonage to McQuarrie's and back by lakeshore, 20 species, 141
individuals.
December 28th: "Over Commonage and back by
lakeshore.. 24 species, 208 individuals."

In October 1906 he went up the South Arm and,
on the mountain above the Hamilton place that he has
so often mentioned, built a new hunting and trapping
cabin. Hamilton helped him build. This was 2,820
feet above lake level or about 4,000 feet above sea level
and undoubtedly was built of those ready-made cabin
timbers, the lodgepole pines. His trapline in November
up here seems to have netted him nothing. He did
considerable deer hunting and came home December
4th with a number of bird specimens from high
elevation.

His game register, 1905-06, occupies two full pages
carefully ruled out and tabulated by species of bird and
mammal, date and number taken, with the meticulous accuracy of a bank accountant but with far more
loving care.
There may be a reason why in the month of December his trapping activities slacked off. In the back of
this volume of notes is a page headed: "Sketches wanted
by W. L. Dawson. Coloured at $5.00; black and white
at $2.00." The:te are 52 species listed. This is his first
sizable commission for his work as an illustrator of
birds. They appeared in "Birds of Washington" by
Dawson and Bowles (1915). Either Brooks sells his
talent cheaply or his patron is a flint-hearted bargainer.

In this last month of the year ( 1906) he did no
trapping at the Landing but he got in some solid duck
shooting, a welcome change of grub no doubt after
mowich meat straight up the mountain. Two December
observations on falcons are of interest. December
13th: "Went to Vernon. At Johnson's ranch saw a
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Chapter VII

THE BIG GAME YEARS, 1907-13
The new year (1907) came in with a cold snap
that continued through the whole month and the last
two pages ot this volume of the diaries are a weather
report with many minus temperatures, one at -20°F.
Much of the big lake was frozen. The steamers went
down only as far as Summerland. It was January 21st
in the new volume before Allan thawed out sufficiently
to record a little ornithology: "Of winter birds there
are only Pine Grosbeaks and snowflakes [Snow Buntings]; no Meadowlarks or Flickers."
February came in just as cold, but it was a case of
the ill wind. The cold drove the Leucostictes (Rosy
Finches) down from the peaks to the valleys and on
February 12th Allan shot 12 of them. "The flock was
feeding on weed seeds with the Pine Grosbeaks, which
had been driven to this diet by scarcity of Snowberries."
But with a dozen Rosy Finches to skin, who could
complain about the weather?

his way of life. He is reputed to have once said that he
wasn't going to marry and settle down till he was 60
and his big game hunting would be over and he woudn't
have so long to live if he didn't like matrimony!

The winter broke eventually and his notes for the
balance of the year are as usual, much routine and in
spots as full of meat as a filbert. But 1907 began the
period to which Brooks looked back as his big game
hunting year~. Each hunt was the climax of the twelvemonth. Through this time his life was set to a pattern
in the Okanagan Vaiiey as we have seen from the
preceding pages; but now each year was to be stamped
indelibly and remembered by its big game hunt in new
fields. In this year ( 1907) he invaded the Selkirks.
Just what the factors are that make of one man an
avid hunter of game and his neighbour quite the reverse
I leave to the psychologists. That it cannot be the
measure of civilization in a man would seem attested
by the increasing millions in America who yearly buy
hunting licences. Whatever these factors may be, Allan
Brooks had them all. He loved to hunt; it was his dish,

The previous chapter revealed the Brooks start as
a rifleman at Mount Forest, and his progress at Sumas.
But his hankering for larger game could not be satisfied
there. There were only black bear and black-tailed deer
available and in small numbers; and he loathed the
gloomy, nearly birdless jungles of the coastal strip and
consequently was a poor forest hunter. Cougar held
little interest for him, they had to be treed by dogs.
Shooting a tom cougar out of a tree would have been
as much sport for Brooks as I would get out of collecting my Sunday dinner in the chicken run with my .22.
The Quatsino elk had been a disappointment, an
indifferent trophy worked for very hard. I suspect
his Gold Range goat, the old nanny and kid killed
behind a log in the woods, must have left a bad taste in
his mouth too. So after 10 years he had a lot of pent-up
hankering for a real big game shoot and so decided to

His lust of the chase could not be attributed to an
early start. There is no story extant of the infant Allan
getting out of his cradle and being found amusing himself in the gun cabinet, for the boy must have been at
least 12 when his father took him to Burlington Bay at
Lake Ontario to get a first taste of wildfowling. He
shot his first duck there and there seems to have been
no boy-to-man progression through .22-.410 gauge20 gauge-12; young Allan must have stood up to the
bump of the 12 from the beginning. Many boys using
the lighter gauges have begun shooting much earlier.
In later years Brooks explained the fact of his right
shoulder being lower than his left, by the lugging of a
heavy 12-gauge while a boy.
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try his luck in the game fields of the big mountains,
eastward.

artistic temperament, for it is seldom good hunting
craft to crowd too hard after wounded quarry.

On August 27th, 1907, in company with his hunting
friend, George Gartrell of Summerland, Brooks arrived
at Albert Canyon in the heart of the Selkirk range just
east of Revelstoke. This station was on the Canadian
Pacific Railway and the Illecillewaet River, and the two
hunters were looking forward to new adventures in the
high game fields of the Selkirks and Kootenays. Next
day they ascended the north fork of the river, packing
two weeks grub and camp equipment on their backs,
making first camp some 12 miles upstream. Stalled by
rain next day, they moved up three miles August 30th
and then headed up for the alplands: "a very hard pack
through rhododendron scrub to timberline and beyond
this to camp by a small scrubby clump of balsam.
Saw a Ptarmigan. A little sign of caribou in the timber
only. Great numbers of marmots (the young are very
dark) but no goats on the mountains. Shot two fool
hens." With the .22 pistol of course; even while grunting uphill under a heavy pack he could not turn a blind
eye to a little sport. Also, they were edible.

At length, Brooks located his billy stretched out
on a ledge, seemingly dead. To reach him, he laid down
his rifle, doubtless he needed four points of contact
there, and scrambled down to inspect his prize. At
three yards the billy raised his head, then got up and
looked at his foe. Neither liked much what he saw.
Having only his pistol, Brooks shot the animal in the
head but the only effect was to send him farther along
the cliff. So he had to climb to his rifle and after half
an hour got to a point where he saw his victim above
him, and put in two finishing shots that brought the billy
falling close past him to slither down to come to rest
on the glacier.
When the hunter finally got down to his game he
found a big billy with both horns broken off and the
body badly smashed. When he attempted to drag the
victim he succeeded only in starting it sliding again
down the icy slope to disappear into a crevasse.
Now it started to snow and blow, and how mean the
alplands can be on short notice. Gartrell came down
the cliff, goatless, and the hunters hurried campward.
"Reached camp soaked through; a hard day's work,"
was Allan's summing up. But even more characteristic
was the final line: "Saw Leucostictes and signs of
ptarmigan."

Next day, August 31st, they continued along the
ridge toward the southeast to camp at the summit in a
pass above a creek where they found sign that said:
"Three caribou must have passed through yesterday."
The scent was getting warm.
On September 1st the two hunters separated, taking
different sides of the range, but neither saw any sign
of big game. So next day they decided to try a new
peak eastward that looked promising for goats. They
found fresh signs early, followed them, and after two
hours came on a good billy goat at about 350 yards.
Brooks opened fire and wounded it, but several more
shots failed to prevent it climbing onto a ledge and
getting out of sight. Meanwhile a second billy had
turned up and started over the cliffs and Gart:rell fired
three shots then hurried up the peak in pursuit.

September 3rd: "Raining."
September 4th: "Packed up and went down canyon
back to the trail and then up to the mine 6 miles. Very
rough going down the canyon.
September 5th: "Up the mountain back of the mine.
Very steep and covered with mountain alder. We had
to go right up above timberline to get our bearings.
Had lunch and I shot a Blue Grouse. Then we went
sou!h until we saw a lake about 1500 feet below us,
so we dropped. down and camped. Saw some caribou
sign here.

Brooks now turned to the problem of finishing his
wounded victim and climbed to get above where it
disappeared. Now he saw the other goat and as it
remained in sight he took out his notebook and made
three quick sketches of it, which perhaps was not all

"While pitching our tent a bull caribou came out
on our tracks and stood 200 yds. away. It was Gartrell's
first shot but his rifle jammed. By the time he got it in
order, the bull had started to run and was disappearing
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Allan Brooks with a buck White-tailed Deer, Okanagan, ca. 1908.

behind some trees on the other side of the draw when I
snapped at him and broke a hind leg. This turned him
right back and he came down to the lake and we killed
him. A 14-point bull with 34-inch horns."

September 8th: "Hunted down the slope westward
and back over the summit but saw nothing."
September 9th: "Packed up at noon. The fine warm
weather has brought out numbers of flies which have
driven the caribou out. We got down to our first camp
at 6 o'clock."

September 6th: "Rested and cleaned caribou scalp
etc."
September 7th: "Both of us went down the creek
on the other side of the divide-E. Columbia watershed. The slope was very thick with mountain alder;
almost impossible to force our way through. Six miles
down we found great numbers of caribou trails in the
timber and lots of fresh sign. But we saw nothing
alive and got back to camp very tired."

September lOth: "Over to Albert Canyon today.
Raining . "
September 11th: "Gartrell went down to Revelstoke
to get a new pair of boots. I went fishing in the river
and also a small creek. Caught two kinds of trout and
a Rocky Mountain Whitefish."
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Allan, in his first Okanagan cabin, ca. 1908.
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September 12th: "Raining all day."

wire cable strung across the stream. We did not care
to face the crossing again." [Putting it rather mildly.
For a man with 50 or 60 pounds of caribou head and
horns aback, the Illecillewaet was liable to be a boisterous playmate! But adventure with that bull was not
yet ended, for]:

September 13th: "Started up the mountain after
goat. Did not reach timberline and snow till 8 o'clock
[p.m.]. We had to keep plugging along as there was no
water till we reached snow. We pitched tent by moonlight on a little shelf, as the mountain was very steep.
It froze hard at night."

"In the evening just before dark, 6 Italians [probably section hands on the C.P.R.] carne down for meat.
One big chap and a good swimmer started across with
a big rope. When half way over he started to come back
so I went out to help him and we got the rope nearly to
the other side when the current tore it way. We made
it to the other side; but now he wanted to stay there
and I had great difficulty in persuading him to attempt
the return passage. But we made it all right, with some
difficulty, the Italian being nearly dead from the cold.
[They evidently had a rougher return trip, naturally, if
they were burdened. Allan does not report on the
meat they packed; his comment is:] Current was very
strong; took us up off our feet several times and put me
under twice."

September 14th: "Took our packs up to the summit
of the peak and from here we saw two big goats feeding
on a grassy slope below us. After a careful stalk we
killed them both-two good billies. As soon as the
skinning was over we took heads and skins with our
packs down to the snowbank and had lunch, after which
we pulled out for the Canyon again as it was now starting to snow. At 4 p.m. we reached the river and at
5:30 the village. Here we weighed our loads on the
station scales. Gartrell's pack weighted 76 lbs., mine
69."
September 15th: "Mountain tops all white in the
morning with fresh snow. At noon we took packs with
4 day's grub and went down 4 miles to where we heard
some caribou had been crossing the river. We camp~d
on a small knoll with a good view and cleared away all
the brush etc."
September 16th: "Raining all day.
crossed; no fresh tracks."

September 18th: "Broke camp and returned to the
Canyon. Packed up hides and heads, had a warm bath
in the hot spring and took the train at 6 p.m. for horne."
Such was the general pattern of several of these
hunts for big game. There were no "safaris", with pack
train and saddle horses, guide, cook, horse wranglers,
air beds, comforts of horne minus only the plumbing.
Except for their rifles these men did it the hard, primitive way. They went up the hills on their legs, carrying
bed and board; they outsmarted the game with their
own wits and packed out their trophies on their backs.
And when Brooks got his trophies home he mounted
them.

No caribou

September 17th: "At 2 p.m. a big bull caribou came
out [of the woods] and started to cross the river. We
both opened on him at 220 yds. at which he turned back
and fell on the shore. A cow came out afterwards but
another bull that was with these two did not show himself, though later we saw his tracks in the timber. I tied
the camera to my chest, and both of us holding to one
rifle, we made the crossing of the river, nearly borne off
our feet several times.

Did they take a week's rest? They did not. Gartrell
carne horne with Brooks on the 19th, and next day
George and Allan were traipsing over the Commonage
shooting grouse, ducks, and things.

"The caribou was a grand bull with 38" horns and
38" spread and 42 points. There was only one bullet
in him, in his heart, low down", and the diarist is too
good a sport to suggest that he thought :it carne from the
Remington Lee .303.

In Kovernber and December 1907, Brooks did his
usual deer hunting above Hamilton's, up Short's Creek,
and on Terrance and Zion Mountains near his new
cabin. His traps at high elevation were more successful
this year, taking four lynx.

"After cutting up the carcass we took the head but
went up the other side of the river for three miles to a

s
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slit the skin of three that were head shot. All were fat;
and all were good eating, not at all fishy or tough."

This volume of the diaries closes with a remarkable
assortment of things pertaining to natural history: A
December 1907 bird census; a list of birds drawn for
Thayer's Series, each bird of 14 marked as to date and
place of taking; a Rough History of British Columbia
winters dating from 1887-'88 to 1910-'11 (monthly
data regarding each); notes on a hybrid grouse (Dend.
richardsoni X Ped. columbianus) male, shot at Osoyoos, September 15th, 1906, sent by Chas. de B . Green;
a table of some Indian names of the larger mammals,
comparing the Okanagan and Thompson River languages; a carefully tabulated list of spring birds, when
first seen, when became common, etc.; working drawings, measurements, and poses of two mule deer heads
(aids to taxidermy) ; portraits (full face and profile)
of a lynx; a billy goat's head in profile; three outline
sketches, full figure, of the goat Gartrell chased over
the peak; "Marco," a dog; and four exquisite sketches
of action from a doe and fawn mule deer. Also there
are three pen and ink sketches: a black-tailed buck and
doe in a mountain setting, a grizzly turning over rocks
seeking groundsquirrels; and a dainty Bohemian Waxwing crouching, fluffed-out, on a cold day. Last, on
the inside of the back, is a diagram showing size and
shape of the left ear cartilage of caribou, 6-9-'07.

His best ramble of the spring of 1908 was an 18day trip in May by boat down the lake. Rowing, sailing when the breeze was kind, calling on friends en
route, camping out, noting the birds, collecting some
good eggs, he made his way to Penticton. Then he took
the stage and went south as far as Vaseux Lake and
Parham's Ranch and investigated the frowning Mcintyre
Bluffs for falcons and White-throated Swifts. After
this he turned about and "Siwashed" his way home
again, free as the: air, the heart of a boy; more than ever
the "captain of his soul." Perhaps because Brooks had
never been a real boy in his infancy he had to make up
for it later.
But I had the feeling that, having already tasted the
pleasures of a hunt in the big game ranges of the mighty
mountains eastward, he was hankering for the sight of
the first yellow aspen of September, and the feel of packstraps tugging at his shoulders and the Remington Lee
cozy in his hand. For on August 26th, 1908, he was
again back at Albert Canyon on the Il!ecillewaet River.
For the next four days he made a reconnaissance of
some new territory and returned to the Canyon, August
30th. This was to be a more sociable hunt. He was to
be joined by three of his tillicums (Ronald Stewart of
Comox, George Gartrell, who shared last year's hunt,
and a man by name of Gaunt.), but strangely Brooks
makes no mention of when his company arrived. It
was probably August 30th; on this we must read between the lines.

No doubt the highlight of his very full bird notes
for 1908 came in April. On the 28th he took a full
page to express the excitement of a flock of Avocets on
the lake. He went after them and shot six, five females
(adults in breeding condition), the sixth a juvenile
male. Rare birds indeed, the first he had seen in British
Columbia, and he was never to repeat the experience
in the Okanagan. His notes were full: "The flight is
straight, the wingbeat rather slow. The call note is a
single "Peek!" They swim well and the whole flock
flew from one place to another on the lake, far out, just
like ducks, rising from the water at a low angle. When
wounded they dive well, coming up twenty yards away.
They are very tough and take a lot of killing.

August 31st: "Up north fork of the Illecillewaet on
the Waverly Trail with one pack horse to 'Farm'."
September 1st: "Five miles up trail and we sent
horse back by boy. Shot 10 fool hens [Spruce Grouse]
on the way up. In afternoon packed up mountain to
the lake where we shot our first caribou last year, and
camped. Some caribou sign around the lake."
September 2nd: "Raining; all hands stayed in
camp."

"The iris is dark brown, bill black, feet pale bluish.
Between the skin and the muscles of the neck ali around,
there is a filamentous tissue very much resembling the
fibres of cotton wool. The skin of the neck would not
pull over the head except under great pressure; I had to

September 3rd: "Gartrell and Stewart went up the
mountain to the south; Gaunt went up to the north;
I stayed in camp. At about 9 o'clock a fine bull caribou
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California Bighorn Sheep, mounted by A.B., ca. 1905.

the latter with velvet off one horn but still on the other
which was malformed.

came through the pass about 250 yds. off. I missed him
twice as the rifle was shooting about a foot lower than
it was a week ago with Axite cartridges. Had two
more shots at him as he went up the opposite hill, all
to low." [A good alibi~ Allan; nothing will put a rifleman "off the bull" quicker than a change in ammunition.]

"In the afternoon I went with Gaunt to help get his
head out. On the way we met a cow and a calf that
came up within 18 yds. of us and I snapped them twice
with the camera. Shortly after reaching timberline we
saw a bunch of caribou all lying down in perfectly open
country. We crawled up within 200 yds. and I took a
shot at the neck of the best bull but missed. At this they
all jumped to their feet and swung around to the left
and I kept firing at the bull till at the fourth shot he
dropped. He has a very nice, though not large head,
36" horns and 23 points. We skinned out the heads
and hides and brought them to camp.

"At noon the others came into camp. Gaunt had
shot a fine bull caribou out of a bunch of fifteen, mostly
cows, up on the high bald range above timberline.
"While cooking lunch a bunch of 13 caribou rushed
down into the fiat below camp, 2 bulls, the rest cows
and calves. Gartrell shot one bull and Stewart the
other, the former a small head with velvet peeling off
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the rifle for notebook and pencil. In the back of this
same volume there is a very sketchy outline of skyline
peaks and a downsloping hillside in the foreground. In
both distant mountain and more intimate foreground he
has written in the colour details: snow, reddish slope,
heath, stunted balsams, greenish lichens; grey and yellow stones, etc.

"38 caribou seen today-4 bulls shot. [Quite a
day.] Of the bulls seen or shot, two, the largest, had
fully cleaned and browned horns, three horns clear of
velvet but still pinkish and two had them still in the
velvet. They acted as though they had not seen men
before, circling about after they had been shot at, with
heads and tails elevated, standing frequently to look
back. On being first alarmed, they both trot and canter;
when farther off they go at a walk with frequent stops.
By the sign they must have been here for a week or two,
probably since the last cold weather (Aug. 25th) which
finished the gadflies.

"Saw a snow white Golden Eagle hunting marmots.
[A most remarkable observation as predatory birds seem
little given to albinism.]
"Reached camp about 2 o'clock and, with the
glasses, located three of the goats from camp, about a
mile away. One was climbing down a cliff toward us
so Stewart and I started for him. After an hour's climb
we came to an amphitheatre with two big billies in it.
Stewart shot one and I the other at about 175 yds.
Stewart's goat was a very big fellow with horns about
10 inches; mine was smaller and with much smaller
horns, one of them broken and split in some fight or
faiL We reached camp at 5:30 and the other two came
in shortly afterward with two more goats, a ewe [nanny]
and a kid shot on the other slope of the mountain we
are camped on."

"Gaunt's head is a very fine one, heavy and well
palmated, with two plows, one very large; 38''' horns,
28 points."
In conclusion of a memorable hunting day: "At
9 a.m. a Holboell's Grebe came down to the lakelet
from high up, soaring down in long swoops like a duck."
September 5th: "Went up [alone] to top of the
mountain northward. Caribou signs right on top of
the ridge, though evidently all have gone through the
pass. Big snowfields and glaciers all over the north
side. Fresh goat signs in the snow on top of the ridge
coming toward camp but I did not disturb them as
Stewart will come to hunt them tomorrow."

September 6th: "Stayed in camp and skinned the
goat head and cleaned my caribou's skull and skinned
the four ptarmigan. Stewart went out and brought in
the two billy skins.

But just to show how in Brooks the hunter, naturalist and artist were integrated, he took out his diary, he
was still using the sketch pad type (8V2" X 5"), and
pencilled: "Note for backgrounds above timberline.
The short turf is either brownish, greyish or yellowish;
there is a good deal of velvety green moss, especially
close to snowfields where it is in large patches.. Some
of it inclines to pinkish or brownish and when dead it is
purplish. Most of the rocks are blue grey, in a few
places purplish, and fresh cleavages show light reddish.

"Fine and warm with a great many flies, gadflies and
buffalo gnats mostly, with a good many yellow and
black flies, both of which bite."
September 7th: "Stewart and I stayed in camp.
Gaunt and Gartrell went up on the bald plateau northward; came back at noon and reported they had seen
where a bear had been eating at one of the caribou
carcasses. Gaunt went out in the evening and sat over
the bait.

"Many of the bluffs are stained with iron, some
quite carmine red. Rockslides of small rocks and stones
are mostly light reddish.

"A Pintail duck called at the lakelet."

"The little snow-water rivulets that come from the
slopes are purplish streaks at a distance. Snow water
pools show reflections of the deep blue sky."

September 8th: "At 4 a.m. I got up and went to
look at the carcasses. An inch of snow, and frosty. At
the far carcass (Gaunt's kill) the bear had left only
half an hour before I arrived. So I followed his track
down toward timber where he had a leg cached. Soon

He had another way of quick-handling such alpine
details in the field when for a few minutes he exchanged
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stuff at Ole's camp, 18 miles above Albert Canyon and
came out with light packs to the latter place. A very
hard day, about 26 miles in all."
September 12th: "Sent back packer and two horses
for our stuff while we rested and had a bath in the warm
springs."

I saw him about 300 yards below me lying down. My
first two shots seemed to miss but my third got him
through the shoulders. A three-year-old Grizzly.
"It snowed off and on all day. Two White-winged
Scoters came to the lakelet."

September 9th: "Snowed all day; 8" by night."

September 14th: "Took all our gear on a handcar
down to the caribou crossing on the main river. Nice
day."

Next day it was raining and thawing, clearing in the
afternoon; but there was no sign of game on the plateau
and they decided to leave the alplands.

September 15th: "Rained through the night; showery in the morning. Gaunt and I fished in the afternoon
getting 11 nice Charr."

September 11th: "Came out with big packs. Saw
three marten tracks in the snow. We left the bulk of our
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beginning to show gold on sunward slopes when he
returned to his most abiding love, the Okanagan.

September 16th: "White eating breakfast a fine bull
caribou started to cross the ford 200 yds. below camp.
Stewart was given first chance, and his second shot
broke a shoulder, but then all hands let go and piled
the bull up on the other shore. A medium sized bull
with 27 points. We brought the meat over in the folding
boat."

In June 1909 he got hungry for a bear hunt and on
the 7th: "Took stage to Lumby where he saw four
beavers about 7 o'clock very close to the village. They
were very tame and we watched one feeding and scratching itself not ten yards away. It seemed to use its inner
hind claw to scratch its flanks, and its forepaws (both
at once) to comb its stomach. On the 8th we hired a
team and drove to Proctor's [This is familiar terrain];
and then we packed our stuff 6 miles to Nangle's."

September 17th: "Put everything on the push-car
and reached Albert Canyon at 11:30 a.m. Packed up.
Total bag: 5 caribou, 4 goats, 1 grizzly. Then had a
last bath in the warm spring and took the 10:30 p.m.
train for home."

June 9th, '09: "At Nangel's all day; saw a Cinnamon
Bear on the road but did not get a shot."

In the early winter of 1908-09, Brooks seems to
have developed a case of the restless foot again and
after the usual hunting of waterfowl and deer in October
and November (but no trapping) he left home on
December 2nd, for the Coast. On the 4th he took the
steamer to Seattle, thence on the 7th to Victoria,, ending
up December 9th at Shawnigan Lake, on Vancouver
Island. There i~ at least no doubt about his mission at
the lake: to beat the hoodoo that prevented him getting
a good black-tail deer head. But a week in a region
that was "ruined by dogs running deer and also overrun
by hunters" satisfied him, so he returned to Victoria and
Seattle again and after a day at Tacoma to inspect the
J. Bowles collection of bird skins-the real highlight of
the trip-he came to rest a while at his old home at
Chilliwack on December 24th.

June lOth: "Got Fraser to pack us up the peak with
one horse, and we camped in the afternoon just the
other side of the big peak. There was too much snow
to get the horse any farther. We saw one buck, also a
track each of bear and cougar."
He doesn't introduce his companion; and there the
bear hunt ends. Perhaps the last item of the hunt is
significant and even explanatory. "Flies and mosquitoes bad."
In this volume of notes, in the back pages usually
reserved for field sketches, there are 16 blank pages.
In addition to some drawings of birds, there is a goat
(full figure), and another of the details of a billy's eye,
an outline of the grizzly's head (both profile and full
face) ; but the most significant of the sketches are three
full-page alpine scenes with the details of forms and
colours carefully noted, plainly intended as backgrounds
for future paintings of goat, caribou, grizzly bear, or
whistling marmot.

How he spent the winter is conjecture. It was
neither trapping small mammals for specimens nor
larger mammals for fur, nor shooting on the Sumas
prairie. He does not even mention looking for his old
friend Gyrfalco; and he was not collecting many birds.
I suspect he was mainly painting. But one of the four
entries for 1909 is noteworthy: He shot a Spotted Owl,
the first record for the Province. This called for a heavy
paragraph on colour details: iris, bill, talons, soles of
feet, etc. "This is the first one I have seen in the flesh
in 22 years collecting. There was a flying squirrel in
the stomach."

Another page, too, is suggestive. It is headed:
"for M. Paget." There follows a list of nine mammals
and one bird (Blue Jay). Opposite the grouped mammals is marked $30; opposite the jay, $10. Let us hope
this is a list of pictures ordered and that his talent is
bringing in a better reward.
Brooks start,~d late this year ( 1909) on his autumn
big game hunt. But then he was headed for the plains
and a pronghorn antelope hunt at Brooks, Alberta, and
the season did not open till October 1st. Of all his big

February 18th he returned to Vancouver. It was
April 29th and the aspens and willows were !breaking
into tender leaf and the sunflowers (Balsamorhiza) just
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Lesser Snow Goose, ca. 1909.

game hunts, I suspect he got the least excitement of the
chase on this adventure. Perhaps he got his biggest
thrill on September 30th when, after arranging for
Charles Blazier to guide him, he went out alone and
spent the day making observations and a page of notes
on these marvellous creatures that, after mountain
caribou, must have seemed mere hoofed jack rabbits
of the prairie.

shanks. But the picture elements do not compose well.
Brooks astride a pony, the bearded huntsman of the
coastal jungles, the little mountains of the Okanagan,
and the alplands of the Selkirks, led by a prairie guide!
At 9 a.m. Blazier spotted a buck antelope travelling
fast, so turned aside, keeping under cover of the ridge
to try to head him off. Soon he dismounted, peeped
over the ridge, then signalled his comrade to come on.
The buck had stopped 200 yards off and Allan, disregarding instruction to wa:it for a closer range, fired at
once and dropped the animal with a single shot. On
their return trip they sighted another lone buck with a

On the morning of October 1st they rode off to try
their luck with the fleetest footed animal of the Great
Plains, the creature said to have the eagle's vision in
his lustrous eyes and the speed of the wind in his slender
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However, first he went out to look for a deer and killed
two. Next day they rounded up their four deer and
headed homeward, "a 15-mile tramp behind the sleigh;
reaching Andrew near midnight nearly perished by the
bitter cold."

good head and duplicated the stalk. Two shots, two
antelope; the hunt was over, except for the skinning!
Anticlimax. He had come to hunt antelope and
merely killed two! These animals were semidomestic,
quite familiar with horses and range stock; well trained!
Next day the western hunter got a better perspective
on this -prairie game. When Blazier's two new sports
muffed a stalk, he saw the guide lead the three riding
horses with a sucking colt and the two sports tagging
on the rear of the troup to bring his hunters up to a
buck that was killed at the range of 75 yards.

En route home Brooks stopped at Banff to call on
his friend Ashley Hine, the taxidermist. His paragraph,
November 17th, is worth quoting as it is revealing in
regard to the status of Canadian ornithology: "The
birds in the government museum are a disgrace, badly
mounted for the most part and many of them wrongly
labeled, such as adult Broad-winged Hawk labeled
Cooper's Hawk; Knot if full summer dress, named
Pectoral Sandpiper etc.!"

So Allan turned to his birds and game shooting. He
was delighted with the "great numbers of hawks here"
and on October 2nd killed three different kinds before
breakfast. The late migration across the prairies and
some duck shooting kept him interested till the 13th
when he went to Calgary, then to Camrose where he
had a duck shoot with his friend Frank Farley at
Miqueloe Lake. Then to Edmonton and Lamont and
by stage to Andrew where the prairie chickens (Sharptailed Grouse) gave him good shooting (32 one day to
two guns) 'till on November 2nd: "Carey drove me
with my outfit in his wagon across country" and left him
on a high pine ridge to play his own lone wolf game on
a moose hunt.

November 20th: "Home today. Beautiful day; no
snow south of Vernon except on the mountains." This
I interpret as a boast on his own Okanagan climate and
a back-handed slap at Alberta where so recently he had
to run behind the sleigh to keep from freezing.
The Christmas Bird Census for December 26th,
1909, from "a round-up in the hills back of Cameron's
Point" netted 24 species, 473 individuals.
In notes for this winter of 1909-'10 he has concentrated a great deal on the ducks, especially on the
colour details of the soft parts: iris, feet, and bills.
This suggests some more ambitious painting of waterfowl.

It was not a good moose country though he found
signs of both moose and elk as well as mule deer. This
hunt was the antithesis of the antelope affair. He got
all hunting and no shooting. He made copious notes
on the game he was playing, from sheer loneliness perhaps in the long evenings of these shortening days. He
made friends with a weasel! "At supper a weasel (Bonaparte's) paid me a visit, a small male. He was wonderfully tame, ran all over me, ate bits of meat almost out
of my fingers and chased all over the tent for half an
hour or more. Next night he returned; very bold,
letting me toss him about with my cleaning rod and
stroke him with my hand."

In the back of this volume which ends March 8th,
1910, in addition to the Game Register for 1909-'10,
there is a series of a dozen field sketches, stills, and
action, of antelope of different sex and age; also a
charming sketch of a snow goose he secured on the
same hunt at Brooks, Alberta. Here also he had
registered the record of his three game rifles. Recording
details had become a part of his life, no matter to what
he turned his hand. These rifles are as follows:
Remington ..38-50 bought December 1894, killed
6 species big game, 17 individuals.
Marlin .30-30 bought December 1897, killed 8 species big game, 4 7 individuals.
Remington Lee .303 bought July 1905, killed 8
species big game, 36 individuals.

Carey and a partner came in on November 8th and
killed two small deer; but Carey declared that moose
hunting during such calm, cold, still weather was impossible and so went out again. On his next trip to the
barrens on November 12th, with minus 20° and the
weather still fine, Brooks decided to call it a hunt.
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Kootenay. The senior member of the party made rather
full notes and just to show how little the Brooks eye
missed, I quote from September 8th: "The flora of these
mountains is different from that of the Selkirks or Cascades. There is mu2h less brush, Rhododendron [white]
being scarce, thank Goodness! Huckleberry is nearly
absent, the only common one being a tiny dwarf V accinium with dark red berries [V. scoparium]. Murray
Pine [lodgepole], Douglas Fir, Aspen, all grow much
higher on the mountain sides here than they do farther
west. Others much the same except the Lyall's Larch
which begins to appear high up on northern slopes.
Soapberry (Shepherdia canadensis) persists up the
timberline, and not far below it I came to a large bed
of the same sunflower [Balsamorhiza] we get in the
Okanagan on blazing hot hillsides."

This tallies exactly 100 head of big game, of which
71 are deer of the three species found in British Columbit. As he has included two moose, the record is up to
date to 1911.
During his big game hunt of 1910, which he shared
with Noel Lishman of Okanagan Landing, they were
to invade some new territory looking for sheep and I
suspect Allan was also hoping to find some moose where
the scenery and climate were more to his liking than
they had been in the previous year in the pine ridges
of Alberta in November.
This trip they were to hunt in British Columbia
south of their former haunts in the Selkirks in the vicinity of Albert Canyon. Allan left home early and after a
preliminary side trip to Banff to meet Carl Rungius, the
celebrated big game artist, he returned to meet Noel
Lishman in Golden on August 30th.

The little pistol did its work on a few Blue Grouse,
fool hens, and the odd Ruffed Grouse and ptarmigan,
whether the hunt was high or low; but the steak appetites of the hunters went unsatisfied. They roasted the
birds at the campfire. No western hunter would want
to be seen dead chewing on a bear or billy goat. It was
a case of moose meat or none.

At 10 p.m., August 31st, Allan and Noel boarded
the river steamer "Klahowyah" and at 2 a.m. next
morning started south up the Columbia. Judging from
his bird notes, Brooks spent the day very p1easantly,
though he says: "The river is very shallow and the boat
constantly running aground and charging into the bushy
bank." Capt. Armstrong knew the location of the old
Indian trail the two hunters sought and at 5 p.m. put
them ashore near Red Rock (S. Vermilion River)
where they made first camp.

Finally they located two lakes with marshy margins
showing moose signs and they made a new camp, the
eleventh, at the largest lake. For September 27th the
diary says: "All last night we heard moose making a
tremendous splashing and a bull grunting continually,
also a calf squalling and a beaver plunking." After
which restful night Brooks rose at first light and at the
marshy outlet of the lake found a bull and cow moose
still busy feeding. For a Brooks' job that bull absorbed
a Iot of lead, but the dim light of dawning makes an
acceptable alibi and presently the bull was down in the
swamp. After breakfast the two hunters built a raft to
reach the fallen. He proved a good sized animal, but
young, and with smallish horns, but no doubt the steaks
were th~ better for his youth.

Next day about 11 a.m. with about 50 pounds in
their packs, and leaving a cache behind, they found
their mountain legs by ascending about half-way up
the hump between the two rivers (Columbia and
Kootenay), which ridge was to be their hunting ground.
They made many camps, some of them delightful, as
high as the alpine larches (Lyall's Larch) and balsams
where they found no sheep, others as low as Crosby's
hay meadow where they expected moose but found
none. They had plenty of hunting and the weather was
ideal. They saw goats several times but turned a blind
eye till Lishman absentmindedly killed a big brown
(black) bear, whereupon Brooks, to keep the camp in
balance, shot a good billy goat.

Lishmm. .ow had enough moose hunting but still
hankered for a caribou, so on October 2nd they made
up their packs and with everything on their shoulders
took the down trail for the railroad northward. They
made 17 miles before night and made camp No. 12.
Next fC?renoon they reached Leanchoil where they

They were now in the Vermilion Range of the
Rockies, east of the Columbia and west of the Upper
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"A zero Magpie", ca. 1910.

flagged down the westbound train and were soon in
Golden. Here Brooks says he "met Wheeler and Konrad Kain." The former perhaps was the celebrated
geologist A. 0. Wheeler, but Allan only elucidates on
things of importance such as birds and mammals and
sometimes plants. On October 4th he: and Noel went
to Albert Canyon.

when three caribou, one a young huH, set out to make
the crossing. Lishman missed his shots and when he
and Allan tried to head them off the animals doubled
back and made a crossing that nearly ran over the
camp!
That afternoon when Brooks had gone to the village
for mail and supplies, Noel, acting on one of those
hunches that takes hold of hunters and fisherman, went
down in the woods below the camp and shot two bull
caribou, one with a fine head, 38" horns and 26 long
points. The hunt was over.

On October 5th with a week's grub in their packs
the two hunters went down the railway to make camp
No. 13 at the now familiar caribou crossing and to play
the old waiting game. After a period of disappointment
due to lack of caribou, and bad weather that made the
ford impossible, their luck changed with lower water

A few days later, October 14th, 1910, they were
back in Okanagan Landing catching up on neglected
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duck shooting and deer hunting. It was perhaps this
big game hunt in the Kootenays that cemented a long
friendship and later caused Brooks to regard Lishman
as his No. 1 hunting partner.

Next day after his return he went to the Vernon
Rifle Range and had a shoot over the 200-500-600-yard
ranges. The first spring birds of the Okanagan were
just appeating.

The Brooks winter bird census this year covered two
days' observations. On December 21st, going down to
Sandy Grant's Bay ( 4 miles south of the Landing) and
back, the bird recorder listed 19 species (only two of
these water-birds) and 98 individuals. On December
25th between his home and Vernon he counted 12
species and 392 individuals. Only the Magpie, Song
Sparrow, and Long-tailed (Black-capped) Chickadee
appeared in both lists.

The year 1911 seems routine, with full notes from
new lakes and ranges, as yearly he adds to his grasp
of the natural history of his neighbourhood and region,
now a vast Empire of Prowl and he the Keeper of its
Records, its Master of Game, the Pope of its Ornithology, the undisputed Emperor of its Everything.
In July 1911 Brooks spent 10 days in Vancouver
where he shot in the British Columbia Rifle Association
matches. On the 8th of August his diary note is: "On
the Commonage. Visited only five ponds; saw more
waders than I ever saw before in one day in the Okanagan." He listed 11 species and 167 individuals,
though he might be a shade too enthusiastic here as he
has included both the eastern and western Solitary
Sandpiper (questioning both as it is impossible to
di:Eterentiate the subspecies afield).

In the back of this volume there is a complete list
of "Birds Observed September 1st-30th, 1910, on trip
through Upper Kootenay Valley and adjacent Mts.
between Leanchoil and Little Vermilion Pass."' It :is
followed by a Game Register for 1910-'11; a very
detailed map of the geography involved in the last big
game hunt; some head sketches of moose and caribou,
both in the flesh and skinned, for use in taxidermy;
some Gyrfalcon drawings; and a charming sketch of a
Pine Grosbeak on a cold day in midwinter.

On August 30th, Allan left home to attend the
Kamloops rifle matches and on September 4th attended
Armstrong matches, from which the old lure of big
game called him once more to the East Kootenays. He
shared his hunt with George Gartrell again and a new
pal, Oliver Smith,. and they back-packed from Leanchoil
to cover some of the territory of the North Kootenays
as during the previous year. Moose were the chief
desideratum this trip and they hunted hard, finding less
sign of game than the previous year, but knowing the
country better.

January (1911) came very cold but it brought
some solid bird observations, including his meeting in
the Okanagan with his old friend the Gyrfalcon. He
thought it the Iceland falcon, a young male, but he
questioned it. What a thrill it must have given him,
especially while "it was after the pigeons at Ironson's
barn and then made a bee line for seven flying mallards,
stooping at one." But he could not see if it killed.
During this winter of 1910-'11 Brooks broke his
Okanagan routine by a trip of about six weeks to California to arrange for the illustrations for Dawson's new
work on the birds of that state. This was the first of a
number of trips that Brooks, now 42, was to make to
the United States. Since 1894, except for a brief visit
to Ontario when his father died, he had conflned his
travels to western Canada and mainly to British Columbia. He returned home March 24th, 1911, with
lists of colour data on soft parts and other details
regarding birds he could not meet in British Columbia.
He had also made contact with practically all the leading California bird men and biologists.

Gartrell was the first to score on a small bull with
41" hornspread. Three days later Allan put down a
bigger specimen, "a beautiful bull with neat horns,
44" spread, 7" palm and 15 points." This satisfied the
blood lust of the two senior members of the trio and
Gartrell went home, while Oliver, who as yet had only
blooded his rifle on a coyote, a "very big male in fine
fur", was to have a chance at caribou at the Albert
Canyon crossing.
When on October 4th the two went down to the
river crossing and their lucky campground, they saw
fresh signs along the railroad line and the section hands
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told them that earlier in the day a big bull had crossed
and practically thumbed his nose at them. He had
come over the stream right at their old camp. But no
more caribou were moving and the days wore along and
waiting grew monotonous, and Allan developed toothache. So on October 11th they packed up and caught
the evening train.

time. After a long fight when both seemed nearly done,
one of them tried to get away, but the other chased it
down again, and nailed it by the nose or face. At last
both lay quiet and as I went up to them one crawled
away, the other lying still with eyes closed and slight
beating of the heart. The dying weasel was much bitten
about nose, cheeks and throat.

At this last camp Brooks had plenty of time for his
diary and his best note is a description of a bat\::-.
between two weasels. "This morning early October
lOth a weasel dragged away a piece of meat from the
camp when another pounced on him. A tremendous
fight ensued. Both were young males (Bonaparte's
Weasel) in full brown coat. They seemed to hang on
to each other by throat and also by fastening to each
other's nose and face. They were squeaking all the

"After lying still for about an hour and a half it
gradually got stronger and when I took it up it was able
to crawil under a bush. Before this a third weasel came
on the scene, a changing female with the fur toward her
tail largely yellowish white. She smelt the vanquished
one as it lay on its side and then cleared out."
This October on the 21st there is first diary mention
of J. A. (Jim) Munro, a new neighbour who accom-

Gray Jay, ca. 1910.
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Though there is no mention of it in his diaries, Allan at
this time was an active member of the Canadian Militia.

panied Brooks on an expedition by canoe to Sandy
Grant's Bay where they camped and had a two-day hunt
up the hills for Blue and Ruffed Grouse. J. A Munro
was to be his neighbour for 35 years. Also a naturalist
and collector, he too built up a very extensive collection
of both birds and small mammals and he held the post
of Federal Migratory Bird Officer for British Columbia
till his retirement. It must have been the climate!

But the call of the Kootenays and Selkirks was
strong in the Brooks blood by now and on October 1st
he was off again with Noel Lishman for Golden. From
there they paddled up the Columbia River to its head in
Columbia Lake. Then they portaged across to the
Kootenay River at Canal Flats and thence ran downstream to Fort Steele, where they sold the canoe then
went home.

In October and November this year (1911) Brooks
eased off somewhat on his duck shooting but :in early
December he has his usual deer hunt. This was over on
the west side in company with Hay. He seems to have
found a welcoming roof in any direction he hunted.
No doubt any settler seeing Allan at the door knew
there would soon be meat in the oven. For certainly
he never brought home more than a small part of the
game he killed, especially deer.

Brooks made a very full log of the trip, the birds
and mammals, the .trees and vegetation and the general
types of country along the waterway. In a letter to the
writer, October 6, 1958, Lishman describes their adventure as "five glorious weeks." He intimates that this
trip they went for fun and didn't do much hunting. But
the diary shows they did a good deal of hunting, mainly
short trips back from the rivers. I suspect Allan was
looking for a range for bighorn sheep but failed to find
it.

As usual he wound up December with a two-day
Bird Census: 22 species on December 20th and 15
species on the 23rd, working different localities each
day.

The Columbia, with its slow current and numerous
channels and sloughs, had a variety of wildfowl, particularly ducks and geese. Noel says: "the country was
full of them and we had some good shooting." For
October 5th the diary states: "About 5 o'clock [p.m.]
we heard a great noise of geese to one side [in a slough].
I crept through the bushes and shot one out of a fine
large concourse. We camped."

At the end of this volume are some delightful field
sketches of several species of sandpipers, an outline
drawing of a young bull moose, two sketches of the
head of his last bull moose to show the marvellous nose
structure, and a Franklin's Grouse in the courting strut.
In 1912 there is a difference in the Brooks pattern
of behaviour. In addition to some egging in March at
the expense of the Clarke's Crows, a four-day trip in
May with Munro into new territory at the head of
6-Mile Creek, and the usual prowling near home, he is
devoted more than usual to the rifle ranges. He visited
Armstrong ranges twice, thence to the B.C.R.A. meet,
after which he left at once for Victoria and Sidney. On
August 12th he turned east again and on the 16th we
find him at Fort William on board the "Keewatin"
embarked on a voyage on the Great Lakes, looking for
birds, no doubt, as he knew there were few to be seen
by railroad travel across western Ontario. Arrived at
Toronto on the 18th, he shot that same day at Long
Branch Ranges and on August 24th finished this wild
fling in cordite burning in Ottawa. It was midnight of
the last day of August that he entrained for the west
and on September 6th reached home at the Landing.

October 6th: "While cooking breakfast Lishman
shot a goose from the tent door. We stayed here all day.
I shot two geese and Noel 4 more." This made 8
honkers in camp. Brooks does not indicate what they
did with their game, but Lishman in his letter carries on
with the story: "We flagged down the riverboat and
Capt. Armstrong passed them on to his friends in
Golden."
They were in white-tailed deer range now, though
they saw mule deer also, and often when they spied
likely territory they camped and had a hunt. But only
does and fawns were at river level at this time and only
Lishman managed to reach a buck up in the hills.
Three days later when he returned to bring down the
buck, he found that it had been dragged off by a grizzly.
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different parts of that state to familiarize himself with
the birds and their habitats"; much of this in preparation for illustrations for the coming "Birds of California" by Dawson. Thus he was so busy getting details
of unfamiliar birds and adding the species he needed
for his own coll,ection that he had not time for keeping
his journal in its usually up-to-date order. For he was
in green pastures here among many southern species
that do not reach Canadian limits.

Brooks returned with Noel to the scene and gives the
details of the case: "The tracking was difficult as the
ground was dry and hard. The bear was a good-sized
grizzly, his track over 8 inches across the toes of his
forefoot. Every now and again the brute had stopped
a while and eaten some of his load, the burden getting
lighter all the time. He dragged and carried it quite a
distance up the mountain. The grizzly then left some
backbone and a shoulder blade, and taking the head
along with him continued on up the hill. We could not
track him any farther." Lishman says: "We did not
want to be bothered with a bear skin." True: it would
have been excess baggage in a canoe.

After the winter in California, we read again in the
above biography: One of "the most pleasant of these
[trips was one spent] in the company of Eugene Law
[when they spent] April and May, 1913, in Arizona,
collecting at Tucson and in the Chiricahua Mts. which
they worked carefully from 9000 feet to the plains of
New Mexico at the east base." On July 1st he is back
in his beloved Okanagan recording the first Black Swifts
he has seen that year.

After the end of the voyage at Fort Steele, the
voyageurs hunted hard for five days combing the country in every direction for deer, but without luck. They
reached the Okanagan, November 5th.
On November 6th Brooks again mentions the rifle
range at Vernon in connection with a late appearance
of Say's Phoebe there. From the 11th to 16th he was
on a deer hunt on the mountain above Durant's. On
November 21st: "Left for California. Fine, mild
weather. Nasturtiums still in full bloom at Durant's."

He had seen the deserts of the southwest bloom in
spring with the colours of a brilliant sunset, pushed his
horizons far, collected many new birds, gaining a new
vision of western America. Also he has made many
new friends who, having shattered some of his inherited
traditions, sent him back with a new conception of the
quality and friendliness of his neighbours living south
olE the 49th parallel. North of it he was almost unknown, "the prophet in his own country."

In the back of this volume is a list of the birds seen
or taken in East Kootenay during the canoe trip October
3rd to November 3rd, 1912, and some notes in regard
to drawings for the Audubon Society. In sketches there
are 10 action studies of mule deer on the move; a pair
of nutcrackers working on pine cones; a raven swelling
the lanceolate feathers of his "beard"; a diving coot,
and some sparrows.

But on return he seems scarcely back in his old
stride. Only 12 entries are given to the month (July),
perhaps because this usually is a quiet bird month.
August 1913 is even more neglected as he was on a
trip to Toronto and Ottawa to take part in rifle matches.

The new volume of the diary, part of it for 1912,
starts off with neatly inked notes on the recent trip,
first the general geography involved, then trees and
character of the country, the lists (revised) of the birds
and mammals noted. This is followed abruptly by:
"Birds recorded at Monterey, California from March
1st (1913). The last bird is listed May 5th from Pacific
Grove and 25 species are marked taken.

August 14th: "Great numbers of Sandpipers, Willets, Marbled Godwits etc. on the sloughs east of
Calgary."
August 21st: "Saw a Short-eared Owl at the rifle
ranges, Toronto," which explains partly what he was
doing.

Brooks spent the winter of 1912-'13 on another
extended visit to California, during which time he
entered little in his diary. In the Marjorie Brooks
account (1938) she says: "He made many trips into

September 2nd: "Saw a Solitary Sandpiper near
Kenora, the only wader seen in this region which is
almost destitute of bird life."
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Dall Sheep.

September was also a trifle pinched as he spent eight
days of it in Vancouver at the International Rifle Match.
But the day after he returned (September 23rd) he shot
five Sharp-tailed Grouse, one Blue Grouse and a Mallard up on the range and was acting normally again.
He also shot a Grasshopper Sparrow, a much more
memorable take; and to show it was not an accident,
added three more to his collection on the 25th.

the Commonage hills bird shooting, some of it shared
by his pal, Lishman. There was the inevitable deer
hunt of course, accompanied this time by Munro. They
went across the lake to Kennard's on the west side,
where they got a horse to pack their outfit up to McCallister's cabin at 3,000 feet. Here they hunted in the
snow on the top of the range and on November 23rd
killed a buck and a doe. They were interested most in
collecting the birds at high elevation and did not come
back till December 11th.

In October of 1913 there is no big game expedition
or fascinating canoe trip. But there has been an unusual amount of shooting on the rifle ranges and he
seemed to be able to satisfy his predacious inclinations
by taking it out on the local grouse and ducks of the
thickets and pondholes of the Commonage. Also on
October 15th he returned from a two-day trip at Oyama
to make a heavy bird census, listing 46 species.

"Home today. No snow below 3000 feet. Fine
and mild at the Landing, no frost at night." At this date
Brooks listed the interesting birds he had taken at high
elevation, 27 skins: Pygmy Owl, three species of grouse
(Franklin's, Richardson's and Ruffed), Hudsonian
Chickad,ee, Arctic (Black-backed) and Alaskan (Northern three-toed woodpeckers), Rocky Mountain (Hairy)
Woodpecker and Rocky Mountain (Gray) Jay.

November is routine, but an interesting month with
items almost every day. There is much tramping over
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February 28th: "First Robin.
Flickers singing loudly."

December 22nd he took the Christmas Bird Census
alone: 23 species, 384 individuals.
In the life of Allan Brooks, as in the lives of millions
in the world, the new year ( 1914) was an epochal year.
The very sound of the numbers came to carry a sinister
connotation-War and the evils attending it.

Meadowlarks and

March shows many entries but the notes are short.
Mainly these are "firsts" of new birds arriving and
"lasts", or farewell appearances by migrants passing on
northward.

The new diary started with a report of a mild J anuary and little snow. Brooks was concentrating at this
time on the weed patches of the local Chinese vegetable
gardens where many sparrows were wintering. There
were two kinds of Song Sparrows, Gambel's (Whitecrowned) Sparrow, Harris' Sparrow, and Goldfinches,
also Red-winged Blackbirds. He finished this month
with a fine record of winter birds observed in December
1913 and January 1914, 82 species with remarks on
abundance or scarcity.

One valuable note concerns Lapland Longspurs in
the change from winter to breeding plumage. March
18th: "Note the change to black throat is accomplished
by a moult of the throat and cheeks in both male and
female. The feathers of the breast, crown and nape
change by losing their light-colored edgings only." His
sharp eye had noted the two ways of colour change in
the same bird. Little was known of this at that time.

Next month he gave a typical approach to spring.
A sample entry follows:

April 1914 was almost neglected. There were two
gaps of 10 and 8 days, respectively.

February lOth: "Weather getting milder. Saw a
Merlin that Munro killed 3 days ago, the same J[ saw on
the 3rd, a typical suckleyi female [black race]. In past
few days I have shot several butcherbirds [shrikes], and
Munro has taken another, also a Cassin's Purple Finch,
and in the last month trapped 4 species of owls: Longeared, Great Horned (typical saturatus), Saw-whet and
Richardson's. Snow Buntings are still here but I have
seen no Redpolls or Goldfinches for a week or more.
Waxwings were in the cherry tree today [probably
Bohemians]. Red-winged Blackbirds are abundant."

April 13th: "Off for Kelowna." Perhaps to a rifle
match. But he did not return till May 11th.
For May the diary starts off bravely enough on May
7th, falls silent on the 22nd.
June 1914 has but one entry: "Left for England via
Montreal, leaving the latter place on the 21st with the
Canadian Rifle Team."
Bisley at last! A twenty-year dream realized. And
he was now 45 years of age.
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Chapter VIII
BROOKS THE SOLDIER
if report can be credited, he shot grouse on the wing
with the .22 rifle. He had training in self-reliance
afield, had been by second nature a lone wolf and met
tough situations alone. His quest of wild game, both
birds and big game, had taught him an the tricks of the
stalker: to hide, to crawl on his belly, to estimate
distance, to see with his brains and use his wits. It
would be a safe wager that no other American sportsman had put so many game heads on his walls with so
few shots; and probably not one man in a thousand
could match his general training for combat.

To Brooks, the hunter of big game and small, the
fisherman, the taxidermist, field and cabinet naturalist,
illustrator and artist, we must add Brooks the soldier.
The beginning of World War I must have presented to
him a gloomy outlook. Recognized now for what he
was (about eight years previously he had illustrated his
first bird book), having already tasted a little of the
sweets of success and the delights of collecting in California and Arizona, he suddenly found Kaiser William''s
lines drawn squarely across his path to ornithology and
bird art.
At the outbreak of hostilities he was in England at
the Bisley meet, pitting eye and nerves against the best
shots in the Empire. Immediately after the matches
were ended he enlisted in a Scottish regiment, this
doubtless because he thought it the quickest way to get
into the fray. But when it was discovered that he held
an officer's commission in the Canadian Militia he was
sent back to Canada to the training camp of the 1st
Canadian Contingent at Valcartier, Quebec. In October he sailed again to be absent from Canada about
4V2 years.

Sometimes I have imagined that Brooks brought
considerable bias against the enemy along with his
training. Here he was at 45 years of age, a time at
which many men have done their best work. Yet he
had but looked over the border of his Promised Land,
reaped but a trifle of the crop that through the years
he had been preparing to harvest . Now before him lay
the Kaiser's Legions, the prospect of having some of
the best years of his life given up to war. It was said
of him that he took the war unusually seriously. There
seems something almost personal in the manner in
which, far beyond call of duty, he set about thinning
the ranks of the foe and turning the remnant back from
where they came.

Brooks the soldier seems a bit incongrous until we
consider the manysidedness of the man. First, he was
primed with an intense patriotism, British to the core.
He had been raised in the age of jingoism. He belonged
to an empire whose symbol was the "old tattered rag"
that the sun never set on and for whose glory thousands
had died. His son is authority for the statement that
his father tried to enlist in the Canadian Contingent for
the Boer War, but was turned down.

I always had some difficulty in fitting Allan Brooks
into the role of rank-and-file soldier. The old "spit and
polish" and discipline would not seem to fit him. It is
lucky for him he could make himself useful and so win
quick promotion. As an officer his natural talents had
more scope. The zest with which he pitted wits as a
sniper against the foe suggests that he might have
enjoyed the game as he played it on his own; but that is
not for us to know. That he lost no sleep over those of
the enemy he picked off from his slag-heap hide-out or

Also he had good physical equipment: eyes, ears,
and nerves. He had legs to meet any demands; also
the advantages of being raised hard. He was an expert
rifle shot having brought his skill up to the plane where,
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In the accompanying record of service, terse and
bloodless as are army records, we have to read between
the lines. Brooks kept no overseas diary till near the
end of 191 7; diaries were verboten. After his return he
rarely mentioned the war. But we know at least he
was an efficient officer with a genius for sniping. He
removed the foe from his path with an effectiveness that
won him three mentions in despatches and the D.S.O.,
even though for two years of service his duties were
mainly instructional, on the rifle and sniping, naturally.

belted in the head from cover of a crippled tank, I feel
quite sure. l doubt that later in cooler moments he felt
much pride in that sort of efficiency; but a soldier lives
today with a hope for a tomorrow. Germany was in
the way; and the present duty was to kill those trying
to kill him and get back to British Columbia and
ornithology.
The soldiering of Brooks was really based on his
love of the rifle. In his early years the cost of ammunition for a heavy rifle must have been a strain on his
meager earnings. The Canadian Militia that offered
the use of a military rifle, cheap ammunition and a
range to use it, was bait he could not refuse. Through
several years he built up his skill, his sights set without
doubt on a trip to Bisley and a chance at the King's
prize. I cannot imagine Allan playing soldier in time
of peace for any other reason.

The following is the official Record of Service supplied by the Department of Veterans' Affairs, Ottawa.
SERVICE IN THE CANADIAN ARMY OF
MAJOR ALLAN BROOKS, D.S.O.
1. Date and place of birth 15 February, 1869,
Etawah, N.W.P., India.
2. At outbreak of war was a Lt. in 102nd Regiment
(Rocky Mountain Rangers) in "C" Company,
Armstrong, B.C. (Originally appointed 3 September, 1912).
3. Examined at Ottawa, Ont., 24 August, 1914 and
posted to H.Q. Staff, Valcartier Camp as Musketry Instructor in rank of Lieutenant. Later
posted to 9th Bn., C.E.F. on 22 September,
1914.
4. Proceeded from Canada with 9th Bn. to the U.K.
4 October, 1914.
5. Posted to France 2 April, 1915 to 1st Bn. Promoted Captain 26 May, 1915.
6. Transferred to 7th Bn. 27 May, 1915. Promoted Major 4 November, 1915.
7. Appointed Instructor of Snipers School, 1st
Canadian Division 21 December, 1915.
8. To be Chief Instructor 2nd Army Sniping School
and to be seconded to the British Army 17
March, 1917.
9. Ceased to be seconded 21 August, 1918 and
attached for duty to H.Q. 11th Canadian Infantry Bde. 28 August, 1918.
10. Returned to U.K. 28 January, 1919.
11. Arrived in Canada 31 March, 1919.

J. H. Fleming of Toronto once told me ol' his first
meeting with Brooks, when the latter, then a bearded
warrior, turned up with his rifle at an unearthly hour
soon after daylight. He had come east to a rifle shoot
at the Toronto ranges but had headed for the Fleming
Museum as surely as a wasp wings to a jam tin. He
grew his beard quite young and lost his roof-thatch at
the same time. It was the King's Rules and Regulations
of war service that cured him of the habit of wearing his
face au nature!, but they could do nothing in regard to
his baldness.
With the coming of war the picture changed overnight. He was fighting for the underdog. He began
his military service at Valcartier Camp, Quebec, August
1914, and with his rank of Lieutenant as held formerly
in the Rocky Mountain Rangers at Armstrong in British
Columbia. He was off to a good start and he won
promotion rapidly. When posted to France in April
1915 he was advanced to Captain, and a month later
in the C.E.F. he was given the rank of Major. This he
held to the end of the conflict. In the Marjorie Brooks
account (1938) she states that on final discharge he
was given rank of Lieutenant-Colonel. In the official
account given below there is no mention of this, but it
is stated that he was "Transferred to reserve of officers,
May 2, 1921."
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12. Retired on Demobilization 6 April, 1919. Transferred to Reserve of Officers 2 May, 1921.

In a hand written sheet in a diary ( 1945) marked
"Copy", Brooks' writing, dated August 9th, 1921, and
signed "Allan Brooks, late Major 7th Bn. C.E.F.", there
is his Record of Actions. It is given below:
Record of Actions. 1914-'18.
MAJOR A. BROOKS, D.S.O.

13. Honors and Awards-D.S.O.-auth. London
Gazette 31158 dated 1 February, 1919. Mentioned in Despatches-auth. L.G. 29422, 1
January, 1916.
Mentioned in Despatches-auth. L.G. 29890,
4 January, 1917.
Mentioned in Despatches-auth. L.G. 31448,
11 July, 1919.

Officially the mentions in
lows:
Capt. Allan Brooks, Nov.
Major Allan Brooks, Nov.
Major Allan Brooks, Mar.

E. E. Heppenstall
F. Director
War Service Records.

Action

Locality

Unit

23-24-4-15
25-4-15
23-24·5-15
6-15

2nd Ypres
,
"
Aubers Ridge
Givenchy

Pilkem
Fortuin
Festhubert
Givenchy

1st Bn. C.E.F.

12-19-4-18

Armentieres

Armentieres

2-9-18
27-9-18
29/30-9-18
Oct. -18
3/4 Oct-18

Arras
Cambrai?

Drocourt-Queant Line
Bourlon Wood
Bartigny
Anzin
V allenciennes to
Rombles

Already rec'd.
Certificate of Service
D.S.O. and Warrant
1914-15 Star,
9/8/21
Mentions (3)
(Aug. 8th, 1921

30th 1915. French.
13th 1916. Haig.
16th 1919. Haig.

All are rubber stamped with Winston S. Churchill's
signature.

Date

Vallenciennes

despatches date as fol-

Remarks

"
7th "Bn. C.E.F.

22nd Div. Comp.
Unit (II Army)
11th Bde. C.E.F.

Allan Brooks
Late Major
7th Bn. C.E.F.
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Bn.in
Support
19-6-15
(Attack on
Stoney Mt.)
in line
20-6-15
and after.
Mention
Mention
D.S.O.

of the struggle. Brooks' letters had to pass censorship;
and P.A.T:-knew what would interest his friend and
take his mind oJII the tragedy of the conflict. So these
letters are really ornithological exchanges. These were
the years when the problems of the western gulls were
to the fore and Taverner, Dr. Jonathan Dwight, and
Brooks, were wrestling with them. Taverner and
Brooks had exchanges re the new Queen Charlotte SawWhet Owl; relationships of the Blue Grouse of British
Columbia; the puzzles of light and dark phases of the
western buteos; the validity of a Western Goshawk, etc.
Taverner also discussed new material that had come in
from field collections; but Brooks the soldier wrote
"out of his head" from experience and seems to have
been quite able to hold his own end of the line, as when
he reminded Taverner that a Ring-necked Duck was
not a scaup but related to the Redhead.

It may be noted that the dates on the Brooks' record
differ from those of the War Service Record. Doubtless, Brooks gave the dates of the actions that won
mentions whereas the official account gives the dates
the mentions were gazetted.
In regard to the winning of the D.S.O., the Director
of War Service Records gives the following:
The Citation: Deed of Action, Dated Febmary 1st,
1919. Major Allan Brooks, 7th Can. Infantry Battalion, Distinguished Service Order.
"For conspicuous gallantry in the operations of
2nd and 3rd September 1918 in front of Arras. As
brigade observing officer he showed great daring and
initiative, pushing forward at all times with the most
advance troops under the heaviest fire. Taking a wire
with him he kept brigade headquarters well informed
of the situation and enabled the commander to make
decisions that saved many lives. When the enemy was
retiring he pushed forward 500 yards in front of the
infantry and telephoned back information from a long
distance in front of our advance. During the two days
he personally kiHed twenty of the enemy by sniping
shots."

It was the partial loss of his hearing that caused
Brooks to be transferred to instructional duties. At any
rate he spent about two years and nine months out of
the lines, ending this service as Chief Instructor of the
Second Army Sniping School; but there is evidence he
was none too satisfied in this role and longed to get
back to the excitement of the front lines. Taverner
advised him he had too valuable talents to be risked in
combat, to stay put and be content.

Arras, for Brooks, must have meant the high point
of the war. But now let us turn away from this scene
where men in savage abandon were killing one another,
and the countryside was foul from unburied men and
horses, and see our naturalist-soldier in the earlier years
and calmer moments, when if he could not write diaries
he could at least write-( censored)-to his friends.
Here I am fortunate in being able to quote :from the
Brooks-Taverner correspondence in the files of the
National Museum, Ottawa.

Instructional duties of course gave him more spare
time than at the command of rank and file, and as we
could guess he spent it in the study of European birds.
A paragraph from a long letter April 14, 1917, states:
"Strange to say, I have been making up a few skins,
and till I go back to my battalion I shall continue to
collect a few. Chiefly those you may not be able to get
from your English Collectors. . . . I am sending a
box [to you] containing a Hooded Crow, some Magpies
and Jays and have another box started with a Little
Owl-it used to be called a destructive little chap to
game preserves. I have to use the .22 rifle for collecting but have sent for some shot cartridges [for it?].

Under date of April 19th, somewhere in France,
Brooks wrote: "This is a great place for nightingales;
but I don't feel like bird work now. Everything seems
so trivial compared to the awful tragedy of this war."
Taverner in reply May 15th said: "We are very sorry
to hear of your hearing injured"; but J. H. Fleming at
the time wrote me in some glee that Brooks had been
"safely wounded" and would be pulled out of the
trenches.

"All of these skins, as well as my collection [note
the intention) will ultimately come to you [National
Museum] but if I get back I shall want a few of them
first. So please keep them for me till that happy day."
At this time Brooks was worrying over his own collec-

In this series of "War" letters, correspondence
between Brooks and Taverner, there is little mention
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Redshank, Scotland, 1914.

tion he had left at Okanagan Landing where Munro
who was caring for it reported that it was impossible
now to get napthaline. But Taverner was easily persuaded to stretch his museum supply to provide Munro
with sufficient of the precious preservative to save the
day.

War. It is now only a case of sticking and working
hard. The last is where Canadians excel; their capacity
for work is far greater than an Englishman's. As I am
an Englishman myself, this won't look amiss." He liked
to fight with the Canadians and was hankering for
action at the front with the 7th Battalion. Between the
lines I read that he was afraid the enemy might break
and the war end while he was hamstrung in the Sniping
School. He wanted to be included in the march for
Germany when the enemy broke.

At this writing Brooks states that spring in France
is "woefully late" with "two inches of snow two days
ago and frost every night. In spite of it the Canadians
are doing splendidly and the [night] sky southward is
aflame with the gunfire of their attack, while the casualties are very light for the results won."

By the end of the year ( 1917) Brooks had added
some drawing and painting to his soldiering. January
10, 1918, Taverner writes in acknowledgment of a package of pictures: "The drawings are beautiful, the Buzzard pure brush-drawing; the Geese pure crayon; the
Falcon all line work." In another letter on May 3rd

A Brooks letter July 6th, 1917, is a long missive
devoted mainly to discussion of the classification of
gulls and Savannah Sparrows; but on November 1st he
mentions the conflict with: "No use talking about the
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keep out the driving rain, so it is very dark." His new
address is 11th Can, Infantry Brigade, H.Q., B.E.F.
About the only mention of the conflict in which he was
now again an active participant was: "I was lucky to
be transferred in time for the last push and had quite
a lively time and had a good bit of shooting." This the
battle of Arras when just a week previous he killed 20
of the enemy with his rifle and won the Ribbon of
Valor for his "daring, gallantry and initiative." But
he did not carry on with the "push" to Germany and
the remainder of his war duty will be told from his
diary.

he devotes a paragraph to appreciation of more art
work: "We appreciate the Christmas cards greatly. I
saw some of them in the "Field" and I am glad to hear
that you are getting in so well with the English public.
It is certainly fine for your reputation and the use you
are making of them [Red Cross]. One of the main
points in which you excel is in composition. . . . That
Chiffchaff and Fire-crest picture to my mind is the best
bird picture I ever saw. The Goats, the Wapiti and
Mule Deer are also pictures as well as representatives
of animals."
September 9, 1918, Brooks is back at the front.
A good long letter written in pencil and under difficulties, but it is almost all ornithology: "excuse the
writing; I can hardly see it myself as I am in an old
German dug-out with a tarpaulin over the entrance to

As for the earlier part of the war, before Brooks
was posted to instructional duties, I have little to offer.
The terse, military statements previously quoted leave
us to a lot of imagination. Brooks undoubtedly was as

Red Deer, Scotland, 1914.
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much the enigma and unpredictable as a soldier as a
civilian. For example: Could this deadly killer of the
enemy at Arras be the same individual who on April
18th of the same year wrote in his diary: "I saw a
young hare completely dazed by the explosion of German H.E. [high explosive] shrapnel overhead. It came
out in the open and I ran out and picked it up and put
it down in the hedge bottom-so frightened it could
hardly walk?"

He started off: "The first meeting was before Lens."
Whether the "before" meant in point of time or position
is not now clear but I suspect it meant position while
the opposing armies were entrenched a short distance
apart. "Brooks and his batman got up into a slag-heap
(mill or mine-tailings probably), dug in, and prepared
for some sniping. The batman was killed at once; but
Brooks, with better luck, or more skill in building a
safer hide, took the extra I 00 rounds and stayed there
for two days till he ran out of ammunition." It is a very
safe guess that A.B. did not expend those 200 rounds
just to hear them pop or in firing at the enemy parapets
just to make the enemy keep his head down. Ronald
enquired! in regard to the distance, and the sniper said:
''Not very far." He asked also for the score but Brooks
said he didn't know. Undoubtedly there were many
casualties. This incident could have been one of the
mentions in despatches.

For the picture of the early years we get little or no
help from the subject himself. In the Marjorie Brooks
account in the "Condor'' Allan slurred easily over his
war years with the veni-vidi-vici nonchalance of a
Caesar. This may not have been a pose to modesty.
Many there were who knew trench warfare in Flanders
most intimately but returned to normal life with their
lips sealed as though to a guilty past or a horror of
which the least said the sooner forgotten. In my long
contact with Allan he never discussed the war except
at an oblique angle: the Skylarks singing over the guns;
the rats of the trenches; the birds that tried to carry on
in war-torn countrysides; the boldness with which
under cover of darkness men walked the parapets, etc.
He might have been mistaken for one of those who
throughout the conflict never pressed a trigger. From
the survivors, men and officers, of the 7th Battalion I
sought for help in vain.

The two friends met again later, Stewart still a
private, Brooks a Major and staff officer, but still the
two were close friends and glad to see one another.
Brooks had come to ask a favour of his old friend. The
previous day the Major had shot out with the Germans
another of his little private wars. There was an advance
scheduled and Brooks had been on a "reccy" well ahead
of his lines when he suddenly saw that he was running
into a trap. He probably would have been shot but
the enemy recognized a staff officer and wanted to take
him prisoner. This was a tactical error. It was a
grassy, neglected field and on realizing his danger
Brooks instantly dropped down and crawled to the
shelter of a dead tank a few yards off. The tank had
been disabled by artillery and there was a shell hole
under it-a fortress made to order; the Brooks luck
again. The enemy tried to stalk him by crawling to him.
They were stalking dangerous game and were very
handicapped. Even to see the tank they had to expose
their heads, which was very indiscreet. It must have
been about the time the advance went over that Brooks
lost track of things. He supposed that the German
artillery had sent over a small shell and hit the tank.
When he came to his senses he was unhurt but considerably deafened. The detonation had been too much
for his e~rdrums. The Skylarks would never sing to him
again.

For at least a little light on the more intimate
Brooks war picture I am indebted to the late Ronald M.
Stewart of Comox. The two men, early friends, both
for birds and big game, both served with the 7th
Battalion, C.E.F. overseas, and they met there on at
least two occasions. I first met both men in 1922 and
Stewart then told me two stories of Brook's hidden war
years.
In 1949 I last visited him at Masset, on the Queen
Charlotte Islands, having already written the "In Mernorium, Brooks" (Laing, 1947) to learn how little was
known of the Brooks' war years, so I had Ronald
dictate these stories to me. I wanted to see how these
agreed with my first memory of them, knowing too well
how stories have a way of growing with the years. He
repeated substantially what he had told me earlier when
the war was fresh in mind.
6
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Now for the favour: he asked Ronald, who was off
duty, to go to the field of the tank and see how many
dead enemy he could find. When I asked for the details
of the bag, Ron said he couldn't remember, but there
were "about a dozen and every one of them was hit in
the face." This could have been another mention in
despatches, but perhaps it was only another of his
personal feuds he shot out with the foe.

diary again. There is little about the war; it is the diary
of the naturalist once more.
Mont Des Cats (the home of the Sniping School),
August 25th, 1917: "A tremendous concourse of swallows assembled. on this hill to roost early this month.
They came about an hour before sunset and circled
around in a sort of march-past for an hour or two
before settling down for the night in a dense growth of
oak, hazel, etc. about eight feet high on an average, in
front of our quarters here. The majority are Swallows,
a few House Martins among them. One of the former
is a complete a1bino and it is constantly mobbed by the
others.

Stewart assured me that Brooks was the original of
the "Mad Major", a more or less mythical oflicer who
did things no one else could-or would-and got away
with it.
While in quest of wartime data I also sounded out
another early Okanagan friend of Brooks, Noel Lishman, his No. 1 hunting partner through many years.
Noel recollected only that one evening on hearing that
Major Brooks was quartering overnight in the same
town or village he hunted up his old friend. He found
him sitting on his cot sewing on his tunic tht: recently
won ribbon of honour. But Noel could recall neither
the date nor the name of the place. Thus the details
of the past fade away into the fog of time; but the
meeting must have been shortly after the Battle of
Arras and during the start of the march tO\vard Germany.

August 27th: "Last Nightingale seen."
August 28th: "Last Swift. Wood Pigeons are still
nesting."
September 9th: "Last Cuckoo. It seemed to be an
adult grey bird."
September 19th: "Greater White-throat and a Willow Warbler still here. Sparrow Hawks began to arrive
here on the 11th. They do not breed here that I know
of. Kestrels are occasionally seen all summer. The
only other hawks I have seen here this fall are 2 or 3
Common Buzzards and a female Hobby."

In the "Citation: Deed of action" quoted previously
regarding the award of the D.S.O., the War Office
in crediting Brooks with an even 20 of the enemy was
doubtless using the usual British Army understatement.
They wanted it to appear in the realm of the plausible.
We must not regard this "good bit of shooting" at Arras
as the sum total of the Brooks war effort. I would
suggest that neither the War Office nor any human being
knew how many casualties resulted from Brooks' rifle.
He did not know himself. Post war, I doubt that he
was proud of his field prowess against other men. His
greatest contribution toward helping to win the war
was not in the spectacular, but in the instructional field,
teaching his deadly technique to his comrades in arms.
There is no tape to measure such war service.

September 24th: "A number of Black Reds tarts
about our trenches."
September 28th: "Last Turtle Doves. The great
Swallow roost is somewhat reduced in numbers but
there are still many thousands, the largest concource of
birds I ever saw, by a long way. In foggy weather they
wheel about rapidly very low before going to roost and
the air is filled with the whir of countless wings.
"In fine weather they circle at all heights, the high
ones seeming almost stationary in comparison with the
lower. As roosting time comes they swing over their
roost and at each revolution a number dive down like
bullets and alight, until all are bedded. The last was in
at seven o'clock tonight. When the birds are in full
numbers the general effect is irresistibly that of a snowstorm. No swallows roosted like this la~t year, nor have
the natives ever seen anything like it before."

Contrast now another flashback from the savage
battle for the Drocourt-Queant Line of Brooks the
soldier in the quieter days when he began to write his
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September 29th: "Swallows in greatly reduced numbers, not more than two thousand, possibly less."

ordinarily fat. The only other bird killed was a Cirl
Bunting in full molt. Most of our glass was broken by
the blast; but the birds were not killed by concussion,
as all have actual wounds and some were only fragments of birds."

September 30th: "Black Redstarts, Chiffchaffs and
probably some other warblers still here. First Kinglets;
one of which I got seems to be a Firecrest. [Collecting
again?]

October 2nd: "No swallows in the roost."
November 4th: "Left for England. Song Thrushes
singing well. In hospital till Dec. 4th."

"Fine warm weather now, hardly any rain for the
entire month. Wood Pigeons are still here in pairs,
cooing and sailing around as though still nesting."

December 6th: "Returned to Mont des Cats." And
on the 31st he sums up the month just as of old in the
Okanagan, but now his bird friends are Field Fares,
Redwings, Missel Thrushes, Rooks, Hooded Crows,
and Jackdaws. He discusses them on as familiar terms
apparently as though they were his British Columbia
neighbours."

October 1st: "The Bosches dropped some bombs
close to us last night, one of them exploding in the edge
of the copse where the swallows roost. Very few
swallows roost there now. I picked up some that were
killed. The majority were young birds that were extra-
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Whimbrel, Scotland, 1914.
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So he carried on with his war-nature diary. Spring
really came to the countryside in March with its birds
and butterflies and the midwife toad that "sang from the
chalk cliffs like a cow-bell."

January 8th, 1918: "Today almost a blizzard but
a good many birds seen on a walk to Mt. Noir and
back, including a Lesser Spotted Woodpecker, the first
I have seen in France, also a female Grey Wagtail
which looked out of place wading in an icebound
streamlet. Saw a Great Grey Shrike." Not even a
World War could be allowed to interfere with a bird
prowl.

April brought the Cuckoo and Nightingale and
other interesting nature happenings; but on April 22nd
he mentions, almost as an after thought: "Since the
12th we have been in the Armentiers battle but now
are: withdrawn to Lumbres."

Spring came early to this part of France. January
21st the diarist noted: "The willow catkins are commencing to show white." And on the 23rd: "The hazel
catkins are out.'" On February lOth: "Alder was in
bloom and the honeysuckle showing leaf and the: Green
Woodpeckers were chasing one another in courtship
and the Little Owl was calling."

There are only two short entries for May. All
through June he was at Lumbres and made a list of the
birds there.
July 4th he moved to Boumonville: "A beautiful
country, Headquarters in a small chateau with nice

Black-headed Gull, Scotland, 1914.
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trees . . . . more birds than any other part of France
I have ever been in." July 24th a third of a page: is
taken to tell of two dead shrews that were found lying
on an open path where they had fought a battle to the
death, each killing the other.

"Hares are scarce but the whole terrain is honeycombed with the holes of Voles. They seem to be a
small yellowish Microtus, size of oregoni or smaller.
The heavy shellfire and the concussions of the guns
on the ground seem to daze them and during the actions
I caught them several times with my hands. They did
not seem to care to remain underground. A tiny Srew
came marching down a paved road in full sunlight during the evening's shelling."

In August he spent a week of leave in Paris. He
took a diary page to describe the birds of the city and
environs; found a few new birds and mammals in the
live collections, but the museums were closed.

October 8th, 1918: "We have been moved back
for a rest at Maroeil near Arras. It is a beautiful
country after the devastated area which extends for
15 miles to the east. Birds are very plentiful compared
to the war zone: Crows, and Rooks, Starlings, Yellow
Buntings, Linnets, Green Linnets and great flocks of
Tree Sparrows, Swallows and Martins are still common.

August 26th: "Left Bournonville and the 2nd Army
S.O.S. School to rejoin the Canadian Corps and next
day reported at the 11th Can. Inf'y. Bde., Bernivelle
near Arras."
August 30th: "In camp between Neuville Vitasse
and Wan court. This country has be,~n in our hands
only a few days. All trees, houses etc. have practically
ceased to exist. This is in the elevated grain belt of
France, the general aspect very like a rolling prairie."

"In the actions of this and last month I have seen
birds and mammals thoroughly rattled by shellfire which
at times has been intensive. Partridges and Hares have
been taken by hand and I have seen both, also Skylarks,
killed by shell wounds.

September 2nd and 3rd; The Baule of Arras, the
action in which Brooks won the D.S.O., and this is what
he records in his diary:
"Yesterday we captured the Drocourt-Queant Line
south of Doury. Today we advanced over the prairielike country to the Canal du Nord. The villages are (or
rather were) untouched by shell-fire-very pretty, embowered in trees-Poplars (black) and Elms, with
some nice sheets of water, sometimes 1000 yards long.
No cultivation has been allowed by th.- Huns and the
cultivated land has gone back to the wild. Not many
birds-Partridges, Kestrels, Skylarks, the most noticeable. Also Tree and Meadow Pipits, Yellow Wagtails,
Wheatears, Whinchats and Black Redstarts, all of which
seem to hold together. There are Yellow Buntings,
Sparrows and a few Starlings near the towns, or what is
left of them, about the trenches.

"After taking Bourlon Wood on the 27th [Sept.] I
saw a Tawny Owl come out of it and start hunting. The
wood has had 3 days of intensive bombardment and a
good deal of gas shell, 8 inch. It is an awful confusion
of broken boughs below, but most of the trees still
stand, though there are no leaves on them till one gets
to the eastern edge. Birds were scarce except Partridges and Skylarks, which latter seem to replace the
Crested Lark hereabout.
"In spite of the great numbers of Voles, there are
no Buzzards or Harriers. Weasels are common but the
House Cats seem to have gone with the inhabitants.
I did not see one except a kitten we got, which had
been a pet in a Bosche dugout. Kestrels are fairly
common; Little Owls seen several times."

"The whole country is full of dead unburied horses
and men but there are no carrion feeding birds. The
dead artillery horses of the Huns have never been
buried; slabs of meat are cut off the rump and the rest
is left to rot or dry up even close to their quarters.
Magpies do not seem to feed on carrion here in the
summer.

October lOth: "Saw a large Shrike today."
October 14th: "Left for the line again this morning."

November 14th: "In good quarters for the last week
at Anzin, a suburb of Valenciennes. We have had good
weather on the whole for the last month, slight frost the
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Female Gray Wagtail, Belgium, 1918.

11th. They were heavily spotted on back and breast
and show a white eyebrow; the tail is very short.

last two nights that has touched the Fuchsias which are
in full bloom in the garden here. Very little rain, not
one-third of what we got in Flanders.

"Goldfinches frequently seen here in large flocks.
Robins much scarcer than at Mont des Cats and I have
not seen a single Hedge Sparrow. Skylarks, Tree and
House Sparrows still the commonest small birds. Starlings rather scarce; all the Corvidae fairly common;
Kestrels common; only other raptor seen is the Sparrow
Hawk. [The last mention of this little raptor, the
counterpart of our Sharp-shinned Hawk in America,
was at Mont d,es Cats. He shot it. This perhaps was
not so much that he carried his feud with the Sharpshin clear across France but because he wanted its skin.
He made up s'everal skins at that station.] Barn and
Little Owls also have been seen.

"Birds are fairly numerous and have been since we
crossed the Canal du Nord into a well inhabited country.
Common Buntings common about the 22nd ult. Also
I am pretty sure of a small flock of Little Buntings on
the same date.
"Last Swallows and Martins seen Oct. 21st.
"Good duck ground around Canal du Nord but not
a single duck; only waterfowl seen were Coots and
Waterhens there and a Bittern at Canal Sensee.
"Hooded Crows arrived Oct. 27th. Saw a flock of
Wood Larks south of the Forest of Raisones on Nov.
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"Tomorrow the march for Germany begins. I am
going on leave to England and will overtake the B'de
before they cross the boundary."
December 8th: "Returned from leave finding the
B'de at Mons only a short distance east of where I left
them. Crossing the Channel on the 5th, the following
birds were seen: Greater Black-backed Gull, Lesser
Black-backed Gull, Herring Gull, Common Gull, Blackheaded Gull, Kittiwake, Tern (Arctic or Common),
Storm Petrel, Guillemot, Puffin, Gannet, Common
Scoter".
December 22nd: "At Jauche, 30 miles S.E. of
Brussels. Stopped at the following places from Mons:
Za Louvzier, Courcelles, Sombreffe, Perwus, Boneffe,
the last place near the battlefield of Ramillies. The
first three places in a coal-mine area; after that all
farming with large farms of grain and beets, few or no
hedges, and very few trees. Houses and towns far
apart.
"In this district one sees on an average about 13
species of birds on a day's march. Crows are common
and account for the scarcity of other birds. The following have been seen in the last week: Hooded and Carrion Crows, Rook, Jackdaw and Magpies (all common
except Carrion Crow), Jay, Starlings, Common and
Tree Sparrows, Green Finch and Chaffinch, Linnet,
Goldfinch, Yellow-Bunting, Skylark, White and Grey
Wagtails, Greater and Blue Tits, Hedge Sparrow,
Blackbird, Kestrel, Common Buzzard, Sparrow Hawk,
Tawny Owl, Mallard, Waterhen, Pheasant, and Partridge."

Allan Brooks (seated) with fellow officers (names
unknown), France, 1918).

Christmas Day, and not a word of a Christmas
dinner or of a human contactl

December 24th: "Christmas Birdl Census. Jauche
9 a.m. to 12 m. Fine. Temp. 30°-40°. Light S.
wind. 7 miles covered; woods and open." He lists 23
species of birds, 429 individuals. Not so different to
what he would have done in his Okanagan of British
Columbia. To date there has been not a mention of
peace or rumour of peace, or an Armistice. One could
almost believe he was enjoying this bird march on
Germany!

January 4th, 1919: "Left J auche and marched to
Jodoigne and Souveraine. Quantities of Yellow Buntings and Chaffinches along the road. Green Finches
common at the latter place; only new bird seen was a
Wren, also a Hedge Sparrow."

December 25th: "Saw 1 Robin and one Grey Wagtail; the former is the first I have seen in this district.

January 6th: "To Groendaal where we are to remain for some time. A nice place just on the southern
edge of the Foret de Soignes. This forest is mostly a
solid forest of tall beeches planted in regular rows. The

January 5th: "To Waure (Where Blucher slept the
night before Waterloo). Partridges very common along
the route, and tame, the only place I have ever seen
them so over here."

"Fine coldish weather now; a few degrees of frost
at night; bright sun through the day."
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Caricature of Major Allan Brooks, D.S.O., done on the back of a menu
from the Empress of Britain, March 28, 1919.
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Pinion Pine, New Mexico, ca. 1928.

common birds are Chaffinches, Great Tits and Wood
Pigeons, the latter in enormous numbers, probably
attracted by the crop of mast."
January 12th: "No new birds
The only
raptors seen have been Sparrow Hawks, one Buzzard
and some Tawny Owls. Woodpeckers are scarce owing
to the prevalence of beech; this tree does not attract
woodpeckers."
January 28th: "Left Groendaal for England."

seen: Lesser Spotted Woodpecker; and then he has a big
paragraph for the Wood Pigeons.
"The Wood Pigeons are dying of some disease like
roup. The eyes are gummed shut and the bird staggers
and flutters on the ground unable to fly. They are not
emaciated and numbers may be seen in every stage of
the disease: sitting up in the trees at first fairly wary
but soon becoming oblivious to one's approach, till
eventually they fall to the ground. The woods are full
of picked skeletons and remains, so the disease has
been going on for some time."

For Allan Brooks the war is over. He has done his
work-the usual thorough job-and is on his way
home. But instead of expressing himself in terms of
rejoicing, he discusses the weather, a new bird he has

As he penned that last paragraph I'll warrant his
mind dwelt a bit on the grand time he would have in
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Creeper. Also picked up a dead Kittiwake, an adult
in which the icet certainly had been some lighter color
than black. They looked pinkish grey. No spring
arrivals seen." ,

the Forest of Soignes in the autumn with the old
Claborough 10-bore when the beech nut mast was bait
on the woods floor. Perhaps he had felt a nostalgic
twinge in retrospect looking back 25 years to the Bandtails at Sumas that had kept his larder supplied with
pigeon pie after his .22 rifle had taken them from the
tall firs, a proficiency that so recently had put the
ribbon of honour on his tunic and made him for the
Bosche such a mean playmate.

March 23rct': "Left Liverpool at 5 p.m. on the
Empress of Britain, taking passage to the south of
Ireland."
March 29th: "Nova Scotia in sight in the afternoon."
March 30th: 1919. "around the Lightship into the
Bay of Fundy at 1 p.m."

January 29th: "Namur. Saw a Firecrest, a Kestrel,
2 Pheasants and some other birds at the citadel."

What those war-weary men felt at sight of the
homeland is known only to those who were through it.
The rest must lean heavily on the imagination. It was
one of the experiences where words, whether written or
spoken, are worthless and best told by blank spaces in
the diaries and silence on the lips. Allan returned to
Canada with his hearing slightly impaired and his hair
and moustache permanently white. Deep within him a
part of his soul was permanently injured. At 50, some
of his finest work as an artist and illustrator was yet to
materialize.

January 31st: "Reached Folkstone at 11 a.m."
There is no mention of where he spent February, but on
March 17th: "Arrived Kinnel Camp at Rhyl, N. Wales
yesterday. Mild weather with rather cold wind. Walked
4 miles along the shore, which is sand with small
streams coming in. Saw Greater Black-backed,, Herring, Common and Black-headed Gull, Cormorant,
Curlew, Oyster-catcher, Turnstone, Redshank, Ring
Plover, Heron, Rock Dove, Stock Dove, Snow Bunting
and a lot of common birds including Cole .Tit and Tree
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Chapter IX

WANDERJNGS
Brooks arrived home at Okanagan Landing on
April 15th, 1919, after nearly five years at war and
started that day on a new volume of his bird diaries.
It was hard for many returned men to settle down; but
this naturalist simply picked up what he had laid down
and went forward with the old stride, merely changing
from Old World birds to New. Daily now he was
meeting the old friends returning from the south. His
notes are full, from one to five arriving species a day.
On April 29th at Sexsmith's pond he reported about
75 ducks and he made some field sketches of the
Goldeneyes in black and white, five of the little Buffieheads, with a spare of a lone drake Ring-necked Duck
which he always calls "Ring-bill" because it is a much
more descriptive name. The action in these sketches
is wonderful. His pencil seems to have acquired new
facility. He has caught and expressed the excitement
of these ardent males at their wooing. I can even
HEAR the bright little Buffieheads at their game. I
feel I can be a competent critic here as for over 30
years I have watched both these duck species at Comox
in March and April at their courting parties close to my
beach gate. But only a movie with sound could express
the Bufflehead ardour. His short, staccato, pleading
yelps travel half a mile across the water. The Goldeneye, though wonderful in his love display, is much less
vocal.

latter activity. There is enthusiasm in his pencil. But
the dammed-up inhibitions of the war broke loose very
soon in a collecting trip and we read:
May 5th: "Left Okanagan Landing for a trip
through the Boundary country."
The first stop was Midway, even then a somewhat
deserted town, and for eight days he scoured the hills
from the river (Kettle) to the highest hilltops where
he took the rare Williamson's Sapsucker. On May 17th
he reached Blueberry Creek for a three-day stop; found
bird life scarce in this wooded country and moved on
to Cranbrook.
One of the objectives of the Blueberry stop was to
see his brother Ted again. But Ted did not appear,
although the diary is silent on this. Brooks' diaries
were for birds and nature. To be a human being named
in these chronicles is the equivalent of a mention in
despatches.
Brooks' stop at Cranbrook was short and his prowl
among the ponderosa pines not very :rewarding. It is
evident his visit was mainly to look over the bird skin
collection of C. B. D. Garrett who wins mention and
the citation: "A very good collection."
Then on to Elko. At each move he has described
in some detail the type of country, the typical trees and
vegetation in evidence as he travelled. His eye is quick
to spot at Elko the antelope bush (Purchia tridentata)
of the south Okanagan, evidence that here another
finger of the dry belt Transition Zone is thrust northward across the border just as at Osoyoos. He also
records "many flowers I have not seen before."

This, the first post-war diary is different. In the
previous ones in 1914 there were long gaps of neglect,
a lot of time spent on rifle ranges, a month a year o:r
more given to pursuit of big game, another to wildfowling. The war has brought a change. Out of this
former welter of trivialities the real purpose of his life
seems to have emerged transcendent-ornithology. The
new zest expresses itself in notes and field sketches, and
in painting, though the daily journal says little of this

He found little to hold him at Elko on May 26th
and arrived at Gateway on the border May 27th. Eastward lay Tobacco Plains, open prairie, some lakes and
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turned up at Edgewood on Lower Arrow Lake where
he called on two "brother" naturalists and collectors,
Walter B. Johnstone and Dr. G. E. H. Kelso, to make
a page of notes on a dozen of their most interesting
specimens..._

foothills leading up to the Rockies. Westward across
the river lay the foothills of the Selkirks. There was
more room here for the Brooks prowl and he found
much of interest, particularly on the prairie, where
there were unusual birds such as breeding Horned
Larks and Upland Sandpipers.

Next day Brooks and Johnstone went up into the
mountains west of the lake where for nearly a week
they camped and had such a good time with highelevation birds (about 6,000 feet and over) that they
did not come down till June 25th.

Eleven days on Tobacco Plains satisfied him and
then he went to Crowsnest where he was delighted to
record the first breeding of the eastern White-crowned
Sparrow in the province, 'till he found that Riley had
beaten him to it seven years earlier in the Y ellowhead
Pass region. He did considerable climbing here, was
up three different mountains from 4,500 to 6,500 feet.
But bird life was not abundant and a week here sufficed.
On June 15th he turned homeward. On the way he

On June 27th Brooks boarded the steamer "Bonnington", heading up the lake for the railway and
home. Two days later at Sicamous he found that a
cougar had killed a two-year buck beside the railroad
track 3 miles south, so he stayed over to try a sporting

Looking across Okanagan Lake from Brooks' veranda, 1922.
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chance for the cat. But when he went in the evening
to sit over the kill, the big puss had been there first,
seen or heard him, and taken the hint. Though the
hunter kept vigil till 11 p.m. the killer did not return.
He reached home June 30th.

beloved valley. He arrived in the evening at Summerland and next morning his former hunting partner,
George Gartrell, took him by car down to Okanagan
Falls where he investigated the big bluff for Peregrine
Falcons and White-throated Swifts. But neither of
these birds seemed to be on the face of the cliff this
year so they went west up the Marron Valley to call on
another bird minded friend, C. de B. Green on Horn
Lake. En route they passed White Lake in its sagey
slopes, the summer home of a very rare British Columbia bird-the Sage Thrasher.

Through July his notes on local birds are very full
and on July 31st he wrote: "Saw a young Blue Grouse
on my lot on 30th and 31st, the first I have seen,
though both the Ruffed Grouse and Sharp-tailed have
often occurred." Another species added to the list for
the bird sanctuary of which he had become proud even
before leaving for the war.

As might be expected, Brooks spent August 21st,
1919, combing the sage benches above White Lake.
His bag for the day kept him skinning most of the next:
six Sage Thrashers (four juvs.); two Brewer's Sparrows;
two Lark Sparrows; two Vesper Sparrows; one Ruddy
Duck; one March Hawk (juv.).

In the Condor biography (Brooks, 1938) he stated
his views on this matter in his usual forthright manner.
"This acre soon became a sanctuary for small birds, an
average of 34 species nesting within a radius of 100
yards of the cottage. The basic idea of this sanctuary
was the elimination or control of undesirable species.
The practice of this went as far back as the sixties, when
my father protected the birds at h:is compound at
Etawah [India] by shooting off the crows and large
marauding squirrels. Later in Ontario the Crow Blackbirds [Common Grackles], House Sparrows and Red
Squirrels were discouraged in a like manner. Subsequent moves and mature investigation proved that
other factors, until then unsuspected, like the House
Wren, should also be dealt with. So by this time the
experience of all these years was put into effect with the
result that this small area, probably three acres at most,
accumulated the densest population of nesting birds,
counting both species and individuals, in the U.S. or
Canada.

The first three of these are birds so entirely restricted to the sagey association that he considered it
worth another day's investigation, taking three more
Brewer's Sparrows.
On August 25th Brooks and Green started for the
conquest of Pearson Mountain and they travelled in
state by horse and buggy. By deviohs old mining and
forestry roads they reached the deserted buildings of
the abandoned Nickel Plate Mine in the balsams not
far from the 8,000-foot summit. They camped there
for the next four days. In these skyey alplands the
collector was in the home of the Arctic subspecies of
Horned Lark and the White-tailed Ptarmigan, and
Brooks got specimens, old and young, of both. Two
days they spent in the open heights and another collecting at timberline; and on the 29th they got down again
to Horn Lake. Brooks summed it up: "The weather
has been fine all the time; no flies and mosquitoes-a
beautiful trip!"

"Particular attention was paid to Cowbirds, House
Wrens and chipmunks; snakes, ants and white-footed
mice were also found to be very destructive and the
question of adequate cover and feed were not forgotten.
Actually 40 species had nested there and reared their
young between the years 1905 and 1914. . . . . In
short, this was a practical attempt to give desirable
species full protection against their enemies with no
illusions as to the supposed beneficient action of Nature.
The results speak for themselves."

For two more days Brooks worked small local lakes,
getting a surprise from finding juvenals of Harlequin
Ducks. Then on September 2nd they went down to
Keremeos in the Similkameen Valley, new territory
similar to the Okanagan at Osoyoos, where he found
about everything he expected except the Sage Sparrows
he had hoped to record.

By August 19th the lust for new pastures set him
off again on a new prowl to the southern end of his
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On September 9th after a round-up at Elkhorn
Lake, finding a flock of Red-necked Grebes and another
flock of Earled Grebes on Horn Lake, he started home
via Penticton, arriving at the Landing next day. One
might expect him to settle down now and cool off, but
on the 11th he spent most of the day up on the Commonage recording the changes. He reported a good
number of ducks, all very wild, an implication that
someone had opened the season ahead of him.

They returned next day to Elkhorn and on September 4th Brooks made his last round of the sage at White
Lake, getting more juvenal Sage Thrashers and firstplumage young also of Brewer's Sparrow. As the :shooting season opened on the 6th he stayed over to have a
few rounds with Green who was also a fine shot. They
each bagged four Blue Grouse and a Mallard. They
ran a photo finish; but Allan gives himself a tiny pat
on the back here as he expresses the scientific fact that
he took his game with the 20-bore, implying that the
opposition packed heavier artillery!

For the balance of September and the next two
months he reports the second worst weather he has ever

Red Squirrel, ca. 1925.
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known here (the worst: 1905) and when winter set in
late in November he left for Comox to renew an
acquaintance begun 16 years earlier.

settled here. How he failed to find a Harris' Hairy
Woodpecker, a Killdeer or Belted Kingfisher is not plain.
He was in the wrong direction to find California Quail
and with luck he might have found a flock of Redbacked Sandpipers (Dunlin). On the other hand he
did well with Dwarf Hermit Thrush, Anthony's (Hutton's) Vireo, Butcher Bird (Northern Shrike), and
Evening Grosbeak.

Brooks spent the winter (1919-'20) at Comox
living with the Postmaster, Cyril Piercy, but with a
studio above the post office itself for his work. According to his friends, he did much painting and some bird
skinning; the diaries indicate he spent much time also
with the wintering birds. One of his first observations,
December 3rd, the day of his arrival, was that there
were no Brant in Comox Bay and Pigeon Guillemots
were very much scarcer than on his first visit in 1903.

It is particularly the numbers of water birds that
interest me in a comparison today. Brooks says: "All
large numbers are estimated; but the flocks of ducks in
the harbour and out to sea cannot be judged as the sea
is covered with them as far as you can see with a telescope." For distant observation he carried a small
telescope of the deer stalker's type.

During this visit he lost no time in getting in touch
with Cecil J. "Cougar" Smith, a famous cougar hunter,
doubtless through his friend Ronald Stewart, and he
made sure of getting up to Lower Campbell Lake which
he had missed when in 1903 he played a lone hand on
an elk hunt. Brooks stayed with Smith at his little farm
at Oyster River and had a black-tailed deer hunt. It
had the usual result, a small buck with indifferent antlers. But what was of more importance, he gathered
considerable wordage from the cougar hunter on the
local Trumpeter Swans. About 8 to 20 wintered there
yearly.

"Western Grebe 500." Though this exceeds my
first estimates I have seen this Comox wintering population whittled down by crude oil fuel spilled in these
waters 'till now the species is almost non-existent. The
other grebes have suffered too, Horned and Rednecked, and cormorants as well, but comparisons are
difficult as these always followed the herring runs; and
when the runs to Comox Bay ceased these birds may
have simply moved elsewhere.

As for these winter notes, I feel that the most interesting ornithologically is the Christmas Bird Census of
this early date, forming a basis for comparison with
today, 40 years later. The route covered is well known
to me: "To the Indian Reserve and back through the
woods. [This is westward along the shore from Comox
Village.] Fine spring-like day, 42°-58°, wind south,
no snow."

"Mallards 35 and Widgeon 16" would seem a low
count. Recent counts have greatly exceeded these
modest figures. Again scaups estimated by Brooks at
2,000 today would show about a tenth of this number.
The Goldeneyes at 1,200 and Buffieheads at 400, would
be 10 per cent of this now.
"Scoter [Black] 300."! It is ten years or more since
I have beard the mournful wail of this duck whose
voice used to come all winter from Comox Bay. As
for the White-winged and Surf Scoters at 1000 each,
today, such concentrations could only be found on a
herring spawning area or on the summer moulting
grounds lying off the Seal Islands.

He listed 56 species, 7,15 6 individuals. This is not
a heavy count for Comox. He missed nearly a dozen
species that a three- or tour-man party covering more
territory would have been almost bound to pick up.
There is r::o mention of either Kinglet (Ruby-crowned
or Golden-crowned) no Chestnut-backed Chickadee,
Red-breasted Nuthatch or Brown Creeper. Had he
used his magic whistle and tootled in the woods at
McCutcheon's Point he surely would have got a rise
out of a Screech Owl and very probably also those
noted as missing above. These species were all common winter residents in my woods in 1922 when I

"Meadowlarks 30; Brewer's Blackbird 70; Redwinged Blackbird 6"; at the time of my coming here
( 1922) meadowlarks were numerous and on almost
any sunny winter's day they fluted their message across
the fields. Now I can drive or walk the five miles to
Courtenay through much suitable open country and
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neither see nor hear a single one. As for the little
company of Brewer's Blackbirds that still holds to the
village in winter, 25 would be a more accurate count;
of Red-winged Blackbirds it is many years since I have
seen such a bird in winter.

Allan: Only one small flock of brant showed any
interest in the decoys, but the birds were scary, saw the
deception in time and flared; and to four shots only
one bird tumbled. As it fell on the Brooks side of the
blind, Allan went out to retrieve from the shallows.
He was taking his time and examining it, hoping I
suppose to find something unusual, when from the blind
came the voice of Stentor, for Stewart was a big fellow
wiith the bark of a Sergeant Major: "Hurry up with that
blinking brant! I want to kiss it on the nose!"

Brooks listed the Pigeon Guillemot as 1, the
Marbled Murrelet at 2, the Common Murre at 2. This
seems a skimpy representation for these early years as
in the later 1920's I found all three common. Now all
have practically disappeared from the area.

Stewart had another yam he liked to tell when the
Major was not present. For want of something better
to do, Btooks had taken his friend apart for making
"such scarecrows of decoys." Their necks were too
long, their tails were too short, they were "ducks" and
badly painted, and so on. He offered to draw him a
good model. Shortly afterward some Sanderlings and
Black Tumstones came by and went to the shore of
Shack Island, next island in the group, and as the tide
had now dropped sufficiently, the two hunters walked
across the former channel to interview the waders.
Later they crossed Shack Island and turned back along
its opposite shoreline. When nearing home base again
at tiny Seal Island, Brooks suddenly crouched down
with: "Get down, man! Get down!" He was eyeing
Ronald's decoys!

His listing of but one Winter Wren can me:an only
that he traversed poor wren territory. This bird was
very numerous in the early '20's and later. Shortly after
I put up my first bird house on the corner of my den at
Baybrook, I counted as many as six Winter Wrens
making use of the box for a communal dormitory
during a winter cold spell. Now the bird is quite
scarce.
On December 30th Ronald Stewart took Brooks to
Seal Island for a brant shoot. For five years the brant
shooting while they were in France had been bad and
they were both hungry for sight again of the little blackfronted geese coming into decoys, for the sound of their
dry cranking, and their splash as the guns upset a right
and left. But they were disappointed. They found
only a flight of about 50 birds and these were shy and
refused decoys. In the war years the wintering local
brant population had been shot or driven away to a near
finish. They got some wintering sandpipers, turnstones,
and others, and two stories were born in or around that
driftwood blind for my Brooksiana. Ronald was the
father of one, Allan of the other.

On January 20th, 1920, Brooks has a diary paragraph telling of his first meeting with the Western Gull:
"Saw a Western Gull, an adult in perfect plumage, with
white head. Binoculars at 75 yards. Later I shot a
curious gull like a big Herring Gull with a very deep
bill. Mantle as in California Gull."
January 22nd: "Saw the Western Gull again through
the telescope. No doubt as to species now." Though
he does not comment on the large amount of black in
the wingtip, there is no doubt this was his first encounter with Larus occidentalis.

Ronald: They were hunkered down in their blind
on Seal Island discussing the low-down state of a near
brantless world, and amusing themselves by watching
an approaching flock of feeding Dunlins pattering at the
water line, when Ron saw his comrade suddenly concentrate and freeze like a bird dog on point, and as he
changed a shell, stage-whispered-"Ssh! Don't breath,
man! Don't breath!" The gun slowly reached his eye;
he fired, and rushed out to pick up his first Aleutian
Sandpiper and a Red-backed (Dunlin) that had got in
the way.

In January our artist-collector-chronicler of birds
broke his winter by a 10-day visit to Vancouver and
Victoria and returned home February 3rd. Through
February, March, and early April he did some painstaking work on the proportions in the sexes of the local
ducks and his findings were rather remarkable: "In
the case of all the seaters, Old Squaws, Harlequins and
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Goldeneyes the proportion of obviously adult males to
obviously adult females would be as seven to one. In
the Buffieheads about even."
He also made sketches of the courting antics of
American Goldeneyes, Surf and American Seaters. He
made many notes in changes in plumage of the waterfowl generally as winter wore into spring, jotting down
scores of things that came under his ever watchful eve.
Such as: "March 27th, shot a very dark female B'l~ck
Merlin which had killed a Meadowlark, carrying it
about a third of a mile. Weight of hawk 8 ozs; weight
of meadowlark 4 ozs." This would be an easy burden
for this stout little falcon, for most birds of prey, I have
ascertained, can carry approximately their own weight.
On April 11th, 1920, with spring well advanced,
half a dozen more spring birds back and many wild
flowers, including the gorgeous red-flowering currant
in bloom in the woods, Brooks packed his kit and left
for the Queen Charlotte Islands.
On his first five-hour stop of the boat, at Powell
River, he found the Red-breasted Mergansers courting
handy and made six on-the-spot sketches of the love
display of the males, and accompanied these by a good
description of the strange performance. That he finished
with: "the bill is now open but I can hear no sound",
may be explained by his impaired hearing. For there
is a very pronounced "song" with the performance, even
if it might be described as a grating burp. He makes
no comment on the fact that the INSIDE of the male's
mouth is brilliant red and he gapes widely at his "burp"
to display the colour, and charm the lady.

Allan in his studio at Okanagan Landing, 1923.

The prowling area here was somewhat restricted,
but Brooks soon established his beat.
Delkatla
"Slough", an inland-protected finger of the salt chuck
amid an extensive, grassy fiat, was a wonderful haven
for migrant waterfowl. He followed this "prairie" along
the Slough, then at its head cut through the spruce woods
to North Be<Jch to prowl the open shore. He found the
season cold and belated and birds coming slowly. At
month's end his notes have an average of about one new
arrival per day. His farewell to the month of April:
"No warm weather yet; alders not yet out even in small
leaf."

Brooks left Vancouver April 12th and en route up
the coast, though he made many notes, he was a bit
disappointed over the fewness of waterbirds encountered. But on April 16th when he reached Masset,
Graham Island, business picked up for him and he
recorded: "High north wind continues; very cold and
frost at night. Birds more plentiful here than at Comox
or Prince Rupert: Crossbills, Song Sparrows, Robin.
Varied Thrushes, Jay (1), Crows, Ravens, Eagles [Bald]
etc. Heard of three Clarke's Crows being seen last
month and one shot by W. Baker. First Rufous Hummer (1) ." The later, brave little midget, had already
beaten his way to the north end of the Queen Charlottes.

May does better for him in numbers of birds seen,
even if the weather still is vile. On May 2nd out at
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For June 19th the diary entry is: "Green returned
from Rose Spit. He had no luck with the Pine Grosbeaks or Townsend's Warblers. The former have not
laid in the nest we found and the latter have young
(one brood out of the nest here)." Green of course had
been egging. Note the "we."

North Beach he met a Black Oystercatcher, saw other
passmg flocks of waders: Sanderling, Black-bellied
Plover, Red-backed Sandpipers (Dunlin) and a flock
of 45 Aleutian (Rock) Sandpipers. "Don't breathe,
man! Don't breathe!"
M«y 7th: "Yesterday it snowed; 3 inches this morning. Crowds of waders [one of his favourite bird tribes]
on the Slough. A beautiful sight! First Knots (5);
first Baird's Sandpiper (1); Dowitchers, Western, Least
and Red-backed Sandpipers, Greater Yellowlegs, Blackbellied and Semipalmated Plovers, all common. One
Sanderling, and Munro says he saw Lesser Yellowlegs."
Quite a bag of waders for one morning.

Brooks himself was not lucky at the Spit, finding
little new except that he picked, up two shearwaters
(Slender-billed) dead on the shore and had donations
from a Jas. White of another "dark-bodied shearwater
race." He says: "All were molting heavily, showing
incubation bare patches, and very thin." These birds
had bred in the South Pacific during our winter and now
were m the north Pacific on their holidays.

This is the first mention of J. A. Munro, Brooks'
Okanagan neighbour, in the picture. There is no hint
of when or how he came; but they were now quartered
in the same house.

June 30th, 1920, closes the month as follows: "June
has been rainy. No return movement of birds yetmud-fiats deserted except for a few Herons and Glaucous-winged Gulls. A lot of Alcid::e in the Inlet after the
herring: Pigeon Guillemots, Rhinoceros Auklets and
J\,iarbled Murrelets. The latter frequently hold herrings
in their bills and even fly with them, but settle again after
a few hundred yards. Two males shot; one breeding
or had bred as it had an incubation patch and enlarged
testes." I can imagine the hard look Allan gave those
fish-toting murrelets. Where had that bare broodpatch
been put to its use? Many naturalists since 1920 have
given this little diver the same hard look but the Marbled
Murrelet's nesting secret was not solved until1975 when
a surely identified set of eggs was found on a mossy limb
high in a large tree.

Marbled Godwits here call for comment. Brooks
published this unusual record (Brooks and Swarth,
1925); but in Munro and Cowan (194 7) no sight records
are honoured, probably because they had three specimen
records for the coast. Brooks plainly did not collect
any of the Masset godwits. His diaries now are not
mere lists of victims shot. Indeed in this busy season he
scarcely mentions the species taken at all, leaving these
details for a summing up list at the end of the season.
He found the first bird's nest, a Song Sparrow's, May
17th m the top of a little hemlock, 4 feet high; and on
May 28 he took four sets of Semipalmated Plover eggs,
describing the very handsome eggs set in tiny hollows in
the clamshell or sand about 150 yards back of the high
tide mark. June 1st he found the first warbler's nest,
a Lutescent's [Orange-crowned's] placed in the side of
a mossy log, 18 inches from the ground and holding
four eggs. June of course brought the nesting season
to its peak.

The reticence of Allan concerning his collecting
comrades is typical; the three friends were quartered
under the same roof. There is even no mention of the
meal of the arsenical biscuits, the story which I heard
once from Brooks, never from Munro, but several times
from other sources. It seems that one day Allan had a
hankering for hot biscuits as a change from store grub,
and turned up a batch for lunch. Evidently they were
not the light and fluffy product that mother made, but
the baker, never lacking in courage, stowed the first one.
Green and Munro doubtless were holding back a bit
to see if Allan survived; and very soon this seemed
doubtful as the biscuit maker turned sick. It was found
now that the sad and depressed condition of the sinkers

On June 2nd he went to Rose Spit for four days.
Whether he walked or got a fish boat for transportation
we are left to guess. Nor does he say he was accompanied by his old friend C. de B. Green. Like Munro,
Green just appears from nowhere in the middle of a line
or paragraph. Perhaps the three collectors came together.
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Ruddy Turnstone, ca. 1925.

was due to the fact that for lightening Allan had used
two spoonfuls of arsenic from Munro's supply, kept in a
tin labeled "Baking Powder"! Brooks ran outside,
gagged himself and vomited vigorously but he could not
get it all up and he told me later that he felt the effects
of the dose for the balance of the season. The irony of
it! For the "Mad Major" to have dodged the bullets
and bombs of the Bosche for three years, then to return
to fall victim of an arsenic pot! He probably was thinking of this while regurgitating his biscuit. Noel Lishman
is authority for the statement that after this meal the
two were never very good friends again.

west wind blowing: White-winged Seaters, 95% adult
males, sometimes in large 'V's like geese; also continuous little flocks of waders low over the waves. The little
boat Jllmped about so and the birds flew so low, it was
very difficult to hold the glass on them. Species certainly identified were Sanderling, Northern Phalarope
and Western Sandpiper, 1 Short-billed [Mew] Gull,
numbers of Shearwaters (Slender-billed), a good many
adult Pacific [Arctic] Loons and the usual Alcidre."
Each day now grew more exciting; the fair wind still
blew; the birds returned and his pages are crammed
with interesting observations that can only be hinted at
here. Not until July 18th did he record: "Cloudy and
foggy; calm."

Now came July and continuous northwest winds
and blue skies and the return of waders and waterfowl.
July 3rd: "Out to sea in Gillette's gasboat. Anchored
four miles out. Fishing. Got seven Halibut and numbers of Dogfish. A great bird migration with the strong

Now on July 20th came the inevitable visit to Langara Island. All naturalists who reach Masset go out
to Langara as a Moslem goes to Mecca, for it is a breed129

and got home at 1 a.m. We were all soaked, as we
swamped our own boat in launching after we found
him. My gun and binocs. were wet, the latter badly
damaged."

ing ground for many kinds of seafowl: Ancient Murrelet, two kinds of petrels, Tufted Puffin, :\1arbled
Murrelets?, Cassin's Auklet, Rhinoceros Auklet, Pigeon
Guillemot, and probably the most concentrated nesting
of Peale's (Peregrine) Falcon found on the Northwest
Coast. No ornithologist with hypertension or even a
slightly impaired heart should go near the place!

July 23rd: "Skinning all day. Green went out and
got some murrelets including three Ancient Juvs. and
a downy Black Oystercatcher."

Next day he returned to Masset with plunder that
included seven Peale's Falcons and finished the month
there; but on August 5th he went to Naden Harbour for
a two-day expedition. This station is· around the coast
westward, a fish boat trip, and here he got four Sooty
Shearwaters, one Alaskan Red-tailed Hawk, and saw a
white-breasted F'omarine Jaeger that he didn't get but
no doubt wanted very badly. He reported that the
woods now seemed empty of all bird life. Evidently the
avian summer visitors come here only for space in the
breeding season and leave again at once.

July 24th: "Still skinning. Green went off with the
boat to west side; blew a hole in it [the boat] and barely
made shore, but saving his gun and the two falcons he
had shot. I went to look for him at 9 p.m. with Baker

August 1Oth Brooks put a light pack on his back
and started for Yakan Point. This was a foot-slogging,
lone-wolf expedition. Rain caught him the first day so
he camped overnight at Frizell's, perhaps a settler's

July 22nd, 1920, Brooks writes: "Big day's work
with seventeen birds to skin and a lot of eggs to blow."
One of the most exciting waiting to be skinned was a
"nearly full fledged Marbled Murrelet (primarie:s still in
the sheath but the bird perhaps able to fly)."

\'-

Young Goshawk, ca. 1924.
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place, but in better weather next day he reached the
point, established camp, carried out his reconnaissance
with the wild fowl, then kept on southward to Tow Hill,
that famous landmark that lifts its brow above the
shore. He went around it by the fronlt, finding no falcons at the cliff, then circling around behind it through
deserted woods "void of bird life save for Bald Eagles,
Ravens, Sharp-shinned Hawks and one Red-tailed
Hawk," then followed the shore again back to Yakan
Point. He comments again on the wariness and scariness of all the waders along this shore, especially in the
rain.

ter s. perobscurus, and two years later that P. A. Taverner separated the Northwestern Goshawk race, Accipiter
gentzhs laingi.
On September 4th Brooks left Masset at 1 a.m.
aboard the "Prince John" to reach Prince Rupert at
10 a.m. Next day he hired a fishing boat, and taking a
camp outfit went over to Refuge Bay on Porcher Island.
Again he is alone. When the triumvirate dissolved,
there is no hint.
Of the new island: "This is a muskeg island, low
mountains rising to 2000 feet (highest 2900). A great
deal of burnt barrens; no big timber. Prevailing trees:
jack pine, spruce and small cedar and some hemlock.
There is a good deal of coarse grass and sedge both on
the open and in the timber, and small pools and lakelets
are common." He found numbers of deserted cabins
and clearings, monuments to discouraged settlers, but
some few inhabitants remained, as he lists (of all
birds!) a House Sparrow at Miller's chicken yard. On
his second evening, "J. Murray and Jim came to camp
and asked me to come up to their ranch, 4 miles back."
Which he did.

August 12th was rainy most of the day but it must
have been the coastal drizzle as the wanderer arrived
home by 2.30 p.m. and for the balance of his stay at
Masset confined his prowling to Delkatla Slough and
North Beach with one side trip down to the Long Muskeg (Mcintyre's Meadow) in quest of Sandhill Cranes.
He found that the cranes already had gone from their
breeding ground; so as the woods now were largely
deserted, he confined himself to the waders.
It is of exceeding interest that on three occasions
Brooks mentions Semipalmated Sandpipers here, even
shot one for identification, August 13th, 1920. I quote:
North Beach, Masset, August 13th: "Saw numbers of
Sanderling-all adults still, Western Sandpipers (5 ads.)
and a large flock in the distance, Least Sandpipers (2
juvs.) and 4 Semi palma ted Sandpipers, one taken, a juv.
female, to ensure identification. I was pretty sure I saw
the last species on the 31st July but could not take the
birds without killing a lot of Western Sandpipers that
they were with." Brooks and Swarth ( 1925) cite five
coastal records including Masset. Later studies seem
dead against them. Munro and Cowan (1947) allow
one coastal record only, and that inland at Sumas in
1896 (Brooks' own record; specimen in Provincial Museum).

Through the next week Brooks combed the island
from salt water to the crests of the ridges at near 3,000
feet. Birds were quite plentiful, ranging from Savannah
and Lincoln's Sparrows to Blue Grouse, but in "No
sign of Ptarmigan" he discloses one of the main reasons
for this visit here. He shot a Peregrine Falcon, juvenal
female, "typical anatum?" but the question mark shows
his doubt. Blue Grouse were fairly common and he
shot several, but he makes no comment on the particular race, doubtless leaving that till he got home to
comparative material (later referred as D. o. sitkensis).
Despite lack of heavy cover he found deer numerous
and he and Jim Murray had a deer hunt together, each
getting a buck. He saw a wolf track, which on an island
of such scanty cover could mean trouble for the deer
population.

Also of interest are the Brooks comments on the
Masset Accipitrine hawks. Of two juvenile Sharp-shins
taken July 16th: "One very dark, the other only a little
darker than normal." August 16th: "First Goshawk
brought in, a young female; very dark, the iris dark
brownish yellow." It was 1938 when L. L. Snyder gave
this dark coastal race of the Sharp-shin a name, Accipi-

September 14th the visitor to Porcher Island got a
fisherman to take him back to Prince Rupert, seeing
en route "lots of Sooty Shearwaters and Northern Phalaropes." Next day he got out of town and made a day
of it following the railroad track, the only available
prowl offering any scope for the Brooks legs. He had
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Leach's Petrel (formerly Beale's Petrel), ca. 1925.

skin up his day's plunder before catching the midnight
boat (Prince Rupert) to head for Vancouver.

hit bird migration on the nose, found "large numbers of
birds." He cited flocks of Robins, a constant migration
of Flickers, Juncos and seven kinds of sparrows: Whitecrowned, Golden-crowned, Fox, two Song Sparrows
subspecies (Rusty and Sooty), Lincoln's and Savannah,
the latter "numerous in every open space." He collected four kinds of sparrows and a Wandering Tattler,
the railroad track being dose to the salt chuck; saw a
Peregrine, and a Sharp-shinned Hawk and a flock of
migrant White-fronted Geese; and he found time to

He arrived home at Okanagan Landing, September
20th and about two weeks later, October 7th, he left
again for Alberta and turned up October 9th at Morrin
about 125 miles from Calgary. Perhaps he took a little
pride in reporting that the aspens in the Okanagan were
mostly green, as in the mountains they were yellow
but in the foothills mostly bare. He was now guest of
:Fred Martin.
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What had he come for? It might be a shrewd guess
that he felt in need of a good shoot. Tramping the
Commonage may have staled a little. He had met
Martin overseas. Both had been on instructional duty
at the School of Sniping and Allan had been invited to
come when the show was over for a shoot where there
was some game. Morrin was not far from the famous
Sullivan Lake. On October 11th the diary reports:
"A long tramp in the rolling prairie country to the
northeast. Lots of sloughs with willows and some
aspens. Shot 15 ducks: 1 Mallard, 2 Shovellers, 1
Pintail, 4 Widgeon, 4 Gadwall and 3 Blue-winged Teeal.
All very fat." And because when Allan was on a hunt
he was always birding too, he finished with: "Saw also
Rough-legged Hawk, Red-tail, Swainson's, Coop,er's
and 2 Pigeon Hawks." This was followed by a lengthy
list of other birds. The place was made, it seemed,
especially for an Allan Brooks.

barlus'', implying that they were not the richardsoni he
wanted. But whether he shot them or not they were
more probably F. c. bendirei, the Western Pigeon
Hawk, the new check list of 1957 having lifted columbarius clean out of the west and relegating that form to
the east of Hudson's Bay.

There was new game in the wind at Morrin every
day. On October 12th a big prairie jackrabbit came
to bag, also a Snow Goose. Next day he shot with
Martin on stubbling Mallards as well as on the sloughs
and they bagged 30 ducks. On the 15th, in company
with Martin's two nephews, he had another stubble
shoot almost as successful as the first, but they got as
well six Sharp-tailed Grouse and saw 20 Hungarian
(Gray) Partridges, though none of tht~se were bagged.
Predatory desires now satisfied temporarily, Brooks
left for Edmonton on the 16th, then ran down to Camrose to see his friend Frank Farley, who doubtless
persuaded him that he had to see wonderful Beaverhill
Lake with its waders and waterfowl. So he spent

But there is a sour note over the two Pigeon Hawks.
They were both adults our visitor writes (it is doubtful
that he shot either of them) but were "typical colum-

Nightingale singing. ca. 1925.
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several days, was amazed at the number of wader
species still remaining to be counted-seven of themand shot a few ducks just to taper off.

His ornithological barn-storming excursion next
took him to Washington to his first meeting of the
American Ornithologists' Union. Of the meeting he
says nothing; after two days in New York making
medicine with Drs. Jonathan Dwight and Frank Chapman, he arrived in Boston on the 18th of November
for a visit with Dr. John C. Phillips of "Ducks of the
World" fame, for whom later he was to do considerable
painting of waterfowL

Next, in Edmonton, he called on the taxidermists
Wolf and Hine to see some interesting birds and they
gave him a Richardson's Merlin specimen dated 1903,
to my eye a nondescript richardsoni on the back, bendirei on the front and none too certain of itself on either
side. What Brooks thought of it, I have no record.
That evening after examining Prof. Wm. Rowan's modest little collection of 200 skins, he resumed his junket,
heading for Ottawa.

November 19th the wanderer arrived in Wenham,
Massachussetts, by car. The driver was likely Dr.
Phillips as he spent all day of the 20th in the covers
with the doctor after Ruffed Grouse. He got only three
of the 13 he saw. These grouse of the east all had a
Ph.D. in survival; they were not the dullards of his
Okanagan Commonage. Next day they went to Ipswich, where they met Dr. Chas. W. Townsend and in
a long walk ove:r the sand dunes and along the shore
Brooks saw his first Ipswich Sparrows and assorted
Atlantic waterfowL But his trip was only nicely into
high gear. Much more was to come.

He stopped long enough in Winnipeg to visit the
Darby taxidermy and look over two Pacific Eider
ducks, an Ivory Gull, a hybrid between the two prairie
chickens, Pinnated (Greater Prairie Chicken) and
Sharp-tailed Grouse, and the first record of a Barred
Owl for Manitoba. On October 27th he reached
Ottawa for a visit with P. A. Taverner at the National
Museum.
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Chapter X
LATER WANDERINGS
On November 24th, 1920, Brooks arrived at Ithaca,
N.Y., on a visit to Louis A. Fuertes, the artist-naturalist
who for a decade had been shining as the brightest star
in the firmament of American bird and mammal illus··
tration. Of this memorable meeting that lasted over a
month, there is not a word in the diary except a short
comment on the weather, and on December 26th: "Left
with Fuertes for Florida." However, Brooks greatly
enjoyed his visit with Fuertes and the two became close
friends. In a letter to Dr. Joseph Grinnell, from Ithaca,
Brooks says: "The weather here in northern New York
is dismally dull, but it is worth enduring this to have the
companionship of Fuertes and his charming family."
If Allan ever travelled in congenial company it must
have been this trip. Fuertes, I have been assured, was
a delightful chap, beloved by his many friends. Also,
he was a good naturalist and field collector. If Allan
ever looked backward he must have thought of the
many past trips where he had stood at the steamer rail
alone, the field glasses on his chest, or sat at the coach
window getting eye strain from the spinning miles,
watching alone for the things no one else about him
saw. But characteristically he has written nothing of
the trip except a note on the Carolinas and on the first
Black Vultures he met in southern Georgi.a. On November 29th he arrived in Melbourne, Flor:ida: "Beautiful
weather and lots of birds."
November 30th: "Have been exploring the country
looking for suitable quarters. This is a. pine and pal··
metto and scrub oak country." He followed this with
a list of 56 species of birds encountered of which about
only three would be new to him: Brown Pelican, Royal
Tern, and Fish Crow.
On the first day of the New Year (1921) he found
what he sought: "Arrived Jupiter, a beautiful place oft'
the Dixie Highway close to Jupiter Lighthouse. Pine
7

barrens, Palmetto and Oak scrub, swamps, Mangroves,
sea beach, inlets, etc. Great numbers of herons of six
species, large flocks of gulls, Royal Terns, and some
Man-o-war Birds along the beach. Of waders [here he
greets old friends] there were five Killdeers, one Blackbellied Plover, one Semipalmated Plover and a flock of
Sanderlings."
January 11th Fuertes joined Brooks and for five
days the two collected and painted in company. When
alone again, January 16th, 1921, Allan carried on
feverishly, glorying in a new bird almost every day.
His note on the Anhinga is of interest: "Yesterday I saw
a water turkey wheeling on motionless wings, is very
straight" and the thumbnail sketch from his pen resembles the overhead silhouette or an aeroplane with a
long, slender neck.
February 4th: "To L. C. Sandford's Grove where
the doctor saw a Swallow-tailed Kite and I shot a Redshouldered Hawk. Saw tracks of deer, turkey, wildcat,
etc."
On F<~bruary 24th he was disappoiinted at the rate
with which the migrant birds came back. Like many
others, he had thought that this long peninsula of
Flordia should have drawn and caught the stream of
returning birds like water through a funnel. But we
read: "Birds have been very scarce, even scarcer than
in January; and the only species found to be positively
breeding is the Great Horned Owl, a pair with two
young in a tree within 50 yards of a house in open park
country." I can see the bilious eye he turned on them
as he wished he had them back on the Commonage in
British Columbia!
It was February 28th that he noted that the first real
movement of birds was seen: "a stream of warblers, etc.
moving northward."
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Even on the sea voyage Allan found birds to make
notes about, and in the birdless intervals he studied the
flight duration of the flying fish. "At 9 a.m. a Kingfisher
came aboard. At 6 p.m. 3 Boobies came and a little
later a Buteo [about which he had doubts as to identity]
and then a very small Sparrow Hawk and a small
warbler were gllad to pay a visit. All came from the
South and after a rest carried on due North."

March 8th, 1921: "Returned from two days in the
Everglades west of Palm Beach with Dr. Thomas
Barbour. Saw Caracaras, Everglade Kites, Limpkins,
all the herons including Egret, and both Wood, and
White Ibises in great numbers." What an ornithological banquet to a northerner!
Next day Dr. Sanford had joined the party and the
three men were in the same marshes. One can tell from
that half-page of notes that the northern visitor has been
overwhelmed by his inability to get down more than
half the things he wished to tell. Too many new birds
in too many places in too short a time. But Brooks was
a glutton for such punishment and that "photographic
eye" for which he was now famous was catching and
storing away its impressions.

At 8.30 a.m. the morning of April 6th: "A Grasshopper Sparrow, very weak and thin looking, arrived,
barely able to make the ship." One might think that
a man who used a gun so much as Brooks did would
have little real heart for a bird, but this is far from the
case. The smaH birds of his sanctuary were his bosom
friends; and here on the ship he was very pleased late
in the day that the weak little sparrow was eating
cracker crumbs; and when that evening he left the
"Concho" at Galveston his last note of the voyage was:
"The Grasshopper Sparrow still aboard."

March 19th he was again in the Everglades with
the same companions. After a long paragraph on the
behaviour of the Everglade Kites, of which he states he
saw about one hundred, he concludes his notes for that
date with: "Other birds seen on the marsh were Snowy
Egret, Ward's, Little Blue, Louisiana, Black--crowned
Night, Yellow-crowned Night and Green Herons. Also
seen were Wood and White Ibises, Bittern, Florida
Gallinule, Florida Duck, Florida Cormorant, Anhinga,
Snipe, Killdeer, Turkey and Black Vulture, Marsh
Hawk, Florida Red-shouldered Hawk, Swallow-tailed
Kite, Osprey, Florida Sparrow Hawk, Bald Eagle,
Limpkin, Sandhill Crane, Mourning Dove, Cardinal,
Savannah Sparrow, Florida Yellow-throat, Southern
Meadowlark, Fish Crow, Tree Swallow and Red-bellied
Woodpecker." [A surfeit of birds, surely; the grand
finale of the trip and covering most of the larger birds
of the region.]

April 8th he left Galveston on the Sante Fe, heading
home by way of Berkeley, California. On the lowlands between Galveston and Houston he was excited
by the abundance of birds that "swarmed along the
track", and the highlight of the day was a pair of AUwater's Prairie Chickens. But soon as he sped westward
through that panorama of prairie range, low, dry mountains of the juniper and pinon pines and stretches of
painted desert that constitute the great Southwest, birds
were fewer, though usually his day's catch in field notes
runs in the diary to most of a page. On the 9th he
recorded the sight of three Lesser Prairie Chickens (T.
pallidicinctus) the most westerly, desert-loving form of
the prairie chicken.

This was the climax of his Florida notes.. In the
Brooks (1938) account of this winter trip, he declared
that some of the happiest days of his life. were spent in
the Everglades.

April 11th: "Arrived at Berkeley at 8 a.m. [and of
course headed for the Museum.] Saw Swarth, Law,
Dixon, Hunt and Strong. The campus is lovely, trees
all out in leaf and birds in great numbers." I submit
this short paragraph as evidence of the humanizing
effect of his trip. It has been showing up all winter.

On March 28th and again on the 29th the wanderer
saw migrant kingbirds heading north, and on April 2nd
he started to follow. This was by way of Key West
where on the 4th he boarded the S.S. "Concho" of the
Mallory Line bound for Galveston, Texas.

Two days later Brooks went out to the Alameda
Marshes with Eugene Law to get a special type of salt
marsh Song Sparrow (Melozpiza m. pusillula). They
got 10 and he took a long paragraph to give the details
of this bird. Through the next nine days he neglected

"Small birds in these Glades are very scarce."
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Peregrine Falcon, ca. 1925.

the diary; doubtless he had too many friends. He left
for Tacoma, April 22nd, where he stopped over a day
to see his friend Bowles, and reached his Okanagan
home on the 27th.

winged Swallow and the earliest birds are all here in
numbers." But to keep his local records intact he
borrowed from Munro and listed the latter's dates of
the early arrivals.

He must have returned with a different perspective
on his niche in the world. What had started out as a
satisfying duck shoot on the Alberta prairie in October
had turned into a heavy collecting expedition set into
a visiting junket in which he had rubbed shoulders with
the top ornithologists of America, north, east, south,
and west, and he had grown in stature, had been accepted, his talents recognized. Allan Brooks had arrived, at 52 years of age.

The balance of the year shows Brooks in his natural
stride. When he is not painting or preparing specimens
at home he is rambling somewhere over the countryside
or off on the lake in boat or canoe. But the quest is
ever the same; to find a new bird or to find something
new about an old one, from the weight of it, to its time
of going to bed.
One diary paragraph is so typically Brooksian I
consider it should be quoted; May 20th: "Big cumuli
around and showery at dark. Green [C. de B.] passed
through en route to Porcher Island where he is going

Of his Okanagan bird friends: "Gambel's [Whitecrowned] Sparrow, Vesper Sparrow and the Rough137

shore." He had heard an "awful row" from crows,
suspected they were mobbing a coyote, so investigated.
He found the black gang was attempting to rob the
grebe's nest and it was defended valiantly by the little
male alone. He thought probably the crows had killed
the female, but I think more probably she had been
driven away. "I left seven crows," he says "hanging
around the nest of sticks", a terrible warning to Corvus,
as the heads of malefactors used to be gibbeted at the
gallows!

to try for Marbled Murrelet's and Greater Yellowlegs'
eggs. He tells me there are broken pheasant eggs near
every pheasant's nest in the Osoyoos valley."
I have often wondered why Brooks himself did not
take up the challenge of the mystery of the nesting of
this murrelet. He did much thinking on it.
Regarding the crow-pheasant relationship,, it was
observations such as Green's, coupled with his own
field studies, that made him rabidly anti-crow. He
knew that across the prairie provinces and in the settled
parts of his own Province, the Western Crow had
greatly increased with settlement with the same enthusiasm as shown by the House Sparrow. At this time
( 1921) the Ring-necked Pheasant, European (Gray)
Partridge, and California Quail showed grand possibilities in southern British Columbia to bolster the ranks
of the native Blue, Ruffed, and Sharp-tailed Grouse that
were bound to fail to hold out against increasing pasturage, cultivation, and gunning pressure. Brooks
already knew the damage done by crows at nesting time
to the native song and insectivorous birds across Canada. So he made war on the crow and magpie, preached
their destruction before the local game associations,
encouraged their eradication. And he practised what
he preached; he was the Nemesis of the local Corvidae.

He varied his summer program by having a fire.
The Brookses, both father and son, seemed fire prone.
W. E. lost his house to fire at Sumas. Now Allan, July
19th, lost his workroom and with it some large bird
skins, some records, and several guns. It was here
while trying to rescue hot firearms he suffered the burns
to his hands mentioned in Chapter I. He wrote no
more notes 'till the end of July.
September 8th, P. A. Taverner of Ottawa visited~
and Brooks took him up on the O'Keefe Range to try
for specimens of the rare Grasshopper Sparrow. They
secured two mouHing juveniles. This was a short visit
but on the 29th Harry Swarth of Berkeley called for a
12-day stay. He was now en route home from his summer's work in northern British Columbia on the Skeena
River.

In a few years a nesting crow or magpie in the north
Okanagan was almost a rarity. The result was that the
ducks on the ponds of the Commonage raised full
broods; so did the game birds of the uplands. For a
few seasons toward the end of the 1920's the shooting
in the Vernon area of the Okanagan was of the sort the
younger generation doesn't know and the old-timers
still talk about. When in 1928 I visited Okanagan
Landing in October to shoot with Brooks I was introduced to upland bird shooting the like of which I had
not met on the prairies in their palmiest days, this particularly on English Partridge (Hungarian) and Mongolian Ring-necked Pheasant, for the native grouse were
very low. Brooks said half-jokingly, but with a great
deal of truth, that he was the "game keeper" of the area.

Swarth too was a hunter, so part of this shooting
season Allan had a partner afield. They tramped the
Commonage together after Blue and Ruffed Grouse and
took a camping trip after ducks up the Siwash Arm.
Doubtless also they made big talk on birds, especially
of the north country and pawed over many bird specimens in the Brooks collection.
This party ended October lOth. There is little in
the daily record as to what else Allan was doing, but
abundant evidence that he was getting his quota of
shooting. Just to round out the hollows, though, he
took three days off to go to Summerland to pay his
respects to Ring-necked Pheasants and California Quail.
With George Gartrell no doubt. And still he had his
deer hunt ahead of him.

A paragraph from the diary for June 2nd, 1921,
gives details of a Brooks patrol of the nesting season.
"On the Siwash Range. Two nests of Horned Grebes
on Star Lake; one with at least three eggs was close to

This latter came November 5th: "Left for Squaw
Valley between Mable and Sugar Lakes for a deer hunt
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with Jim Mutrie, Harry Quine, Capt Henderson and
Kennard." They returned eight days :later with a buck
apiece. Allan reports he got the best buck, a very large
one and very fat, shot on the 11th at 6,000 feet. There
was little snow and he hunted high. "Six points on each
beam; horns heavy and long." I think this was his
climax mule deer. But of course he collected some
birds too from that mountain top, from Ireland's Peak
at 6,500 feet: Hudsonian (Boreal) Chickadees as well

as Black-capped, Mountain, and Chestnut-backed
chickadees, four species of chickadee.
If he made a Christmas Bird Census this winter he
did not record it, but he has listed the additions to his
collecting in Florida as 180 specimens, and 132 taken
since his return home.

Toward the end of this volume of notes in the pages
usually reserved for sketches and bookkeeping, Brooks
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shows what he has been doing when the daily log is
blank. There are several pages of: "Pictures made since
Nov. 1st 1920." These range in price from about $50
to $135; and there are a great many smaller detailed
studies of birds' heads and feet, these for Dr. Jonathan
Dwight. There is a series of 42 full pictures for Dr.
Tohn C. Phillips, illustrations for "Natural History of
the Ducks," shorter lists for the Museum of Vertebrate
Zoology, Berkeley, for the Audubon Society, 30 smaller
paintings for the Geological Survey, Ottawa (illustrations for Taverner's "Birds of Western Canada"), and
work for several other patrons. Plainly as a going
concern he was in full production. The Phillips work
seems to have been his most solid commission. When
we consider that he painted, prowled, collected, played
game-keeper to the neighbourhood, and hunted a lot
of game in season, his industry is amazing. He had the
gift of accomplishment. Up to the present he had also
kept his own house, but about this time he surrendered
the time killing details of his home to a hired housekeeper.

Halkirk he could reach some good wader sloughs and
for nearly three weeks he drove himself hard for not
only waders but the small upland birds: sparrows, longspurs, Horned Larks, pipits, etc., whose fall migration
now was beginning.
On September 11th he went to Camrose to see his
friend Farley who undoubtedly showed him around,
for on the 15th he reports from Wavey Lake (35 mi. E.)
and next evening from Bittern Lake (10 mi. N.W.)
and on the 17th from Prairie Point on Battle River
(30 mi. S.E.). His next note concerns the amazing
scarcity of birds about Camrose generally, so on September 23rd he went to Calgary .. Next day: "Had a
shoot on the Calgary ranges with the Rifle Club. Used
an ordinary rack rifle, open sights, no wind-gauge and
the web sling and came in fourth with a score of 92.
Top score 95. Shot at 200-500-600 yards. First time
I have fired a military rifle since France." So he was
not one of those who turned in his rifle, came home and
hoped he might never again see a Lee Enfield, which I
might have thought, had I not read his diaries. For
I never saw him with a heavy rifle in his hand, barring
once when he helped me sight in my deer rifle.

The spring activities of Brooks in 1922 have been
suggested in Chapter I. August 22nd of that year found
him again on the prairies collecting in the Sullivan Lake
area of Alberta. He found the lake practically dry;
many small lakes or sloughs were entirely so but this
condition made for a good sandpiper season. From

On September 25th his friend Fred Martin took him
up in the foothills, west 30 miles to the Elbow River,
a park-like country; but there were too few birds there,

Antelope Groundsquirrel, ca. 1925.
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only 11 species noted for the day. So next day he went
to Langdon, 20 miles eastward. For three days he
foot-slogged the area in different directions meeting a
huge migration of small birds, particularly longspurs
(Lapland, McCown's, and Chestnut-collared) but also
Horned Larks, Vesper, and Savannah Sparrows. But
finding nothing more exciting, he returned at night to
Martin's in Calgary.

slid as many grouse into a game pocket as Allan Brooks
had (and cooked them as well) was high praise. I
wonder if Allan's grouse that evening had been spiced
with a little extra Hunger Sauce. He had forgotten to
stop for lunch perhaps.
Brooks spent the balance of October and all of
November doing some shooting of game birds, some
collecting, and added to the diary some of his most full
and interesting bird notes. His diaries now have grown
in stature and importance; they are now far more than
lists of his victims. They are written in ink on ruled
paper, not pencil or sketch pads. The collector is
passing from the early stage of "Get it!" to the more
contemplative years of "What does it mean?''

Allan must have felt in need of a shoot by now,
for on October 4th Martin took him down to Dan
Patten's at Midnapore where the Hungarian Partridges
were in good supply and the three guns accounted for
17 birds of which nine fell to the Brooks gun. Next
day they tried Carsland, 35 miles southeast on the Bow
River, but game was not so plentiful: so they returned
to Midnapore again for another day at the "Huns" and
the guest shooter took eight and a jackrabbit.

November 24th: "Saw the following birds in front
of my doorstep, all at once or all within a few yards:
Evening Grosbeak (22), Shufeldt's [Oregon] Junco
(10), Slate-colored Junco (2), Mountain Chickadee
(2), Long-tailed [Black-capped] Chickadee (5), Song
Sparrow (1 ), Downy Woodpecker (1) and Flicker (1).
Shortly after this 2 Black-headed [Steller's] Jays, 1
Solitaire and 30 Bohemian Waxwings passed through.
Just o!if the pier are a lot of Coots and now and then
Magpies come along the shore." He was probably
feeding birds generously now and birds, in winter particularly, always attract more birds. And they were on
his sanctuary which by now was the apple of his eye.

This semeed to have cleared the air and so on
October 14th Allan went up to Edmonton to spend a
day with William Rowan at the university and make
some notes on a few of the interesting birds in the
professor"s collection, such as Hudsonian Godwit,
White-rumped and Buff-breasted Sandpipers. Then,
perhaps because of 12 ° of night frost, he felt the call
of the West and next day left Edmonton for Edson.
A long, ail-day tramp through the spruce and
muskeg of the Edson area rewarded him with little
other than two Hudsonian Chickadees and a Hawk
Owl, the latter shot while it was chasing a young hare
though its stomach was full of mice. I expect Spruce
Grouse were his top desiderata here. Another hard
hike next day cioser to the Muskeg River, for the
country was very dry, gave him one Spruce Grouse
and two Sharp-tails; so that evening he took the westbound CNR and two days and a page of window notes
later he was home in the Okanagan.

In the back of this volume are two interesting bird
lists. The first: "Birds seen in the Osoyoos district from
April 23rd to June 6th 1922." He. has listed 156
species, to which later he added five extra species taken
by the Taverner expedition. The other list covers his
recent Alberta wanderings, 87 species of which he took
specimens of 44.
December 3rd, 1922, Brooks left again for California. He called on his friends in Vancouver, Victoria, Tacoma, and Seattle and reached Berkeley,
December 1Oth. A week later he reports an interesting
clay when he accompanied Dr. Joseph Grinnel to Lake
Merrit, in the City of Oakland, already famous for its
wintering population of tame-wild waterfowl, pensioners of the metropolis. Of course he made a list of
the birds, in many cases estimates: Ducks of 11 species
(2267); Grebes, 2 species ( 41); Coots (500); Goose

On October 21st he was skinning his Edson plunder
and his last note of this expedition is a tribute to the
Alberta grouse: "Note, the bodies of Sharp-tailed
Grouse from Edson are delicious eating, fried; one of
the best birds I ever ate. Those killed here are poor
compared to them, drier and no flavour. Yet the
Alberta birds are thin and the British Columbia ones
are fat." Now that, coming from a hunter who had
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(1); Gulls, 4 species, (717); total 3526. He was most
interested in meeting a red-headed European Wigeon
and noted that though no female penelope was seen,
the drake was courting in exactly the manner of the
American Wigeon.

Yelllow-billed Magpies roosting in a bunch of willows
close to the house-boat.
The two naturalists reached Berkeley the night of
March 6th, Brooks with 103 specimens, Grinnell with a
few more, both with very few geese. Allan may have
been in retrospective mood as he penned: "Came home
by Marysville where we saw W. T. Peacock whose skins
I used to get through Thos. Mclllwraith [of Hamilton,
Ont.] 35 years ago." Time, he must have realized, was
marching at the double.

On December 22nd he left Berkeley for Snelling,
Merced County. He found this a happy landing.
"Birds are more plentiful than any place I have ever
seen in winter except England. Hawks especially
numerous (Red-tailed, Red-bellied and Ferruginous
Rough-leg)." He was very interested in the Redbellied Hawk, made full notes and paid the species a
tribute. January 14th: "Got my 4th Red-bellied Hawk.
For the last 13 days I have averaged 6 hours a day
after them. They are the cleverest hawks I have ever
hunted. Yesterday I got my 3rd Ferruginous Roughleg." It was probably these two Buteos he wanted
more than anything else in that area.

Next they went to Grizzly Island and Suisan Marshes,
to get topotypes of a special Marsh Wren and a special
Song Sparrow. They were successful. Next Dixon and
Strong took Brooks to a canyon on Mount Diablo to
inspect a falcon eyrie, where in 1922 a Peregrine had
bred. They found only White-throated Swifts at the cliff.
Two days later Brooks went alone to Lagunitus to get a
specral chickadee. He stayed overnight and got his
birds, but "birds were extraordinarily scarce as usual in
such lovely mountain valleys", so he quickly changed his
hunting ground. On April 19th, 1923, he reported:
"Great quantities of waders about the Key Conte Mole,"
but he could get these birds in the north and he was in
California, so on the 22nd he left on the Santa Fe for a
rendezvous with Van Rossem at Taft near Buena Vista
Lake. He arrived on the 23rd to spend the afternoon
hunting and secured some desert-loving forms of bird
life such as LeConte's Thrasher, Horned Lark, and Sage
Sparrow and pronounced the place "an awful country."

February 20th, 1923, Brooks left with Dr. Grinnell,
the latter driving his car, for the Sacramento Valley and
they stopped at Maxwell, 140 miles northeast of Berkeley. Next day they went up into the rice fields and
old rice ground near Norman. where they found "thousands of geese: Cackling, Hutchin's, Honkers, Whitefronted and Snows." He thought that the little Cackling
Goose outnumbered the others about three to one. It
was here he made a haul of goose specimens without
using his gun, or using it little. The crippled birds lost
in the gunning season were thin and made good specimens needing little degreasing and he catalogued 18 of
them. Afterward when he returned home he told me
with some disgust of this wastage in the rice fields.

Next day he prowled the Purshia ("Greasewood")
flats; the only new birds, Roadrunner and Burrowing
Owl; but on the 25th at noon Van Rossem arrived and
took him back to his camp at Buena Vista Lake. That
afternoon they went out, getting some Heermann's Song
Sparrows and picking up some dead or dying Western
Sandpipers. Brooks suspected alkali poisoning.

Next they moved to Butte Creek where they occupied Judge Henshaw's house-boat. This sounds like
collecting de luxe but probably easy to take after the
many years Allan had spent roughing it afield. Geese
were not as numerous as at the Spalding Ranch though
still fairly plentiful, but a disappointment as he could
locate neither the Tule Goose nor the Ross' Goose.
But it was a birdy region and he listed a wide range of
species from Tree Swallows to 'White Pelicans. Hawks
were more abundant than at Maxwell or Norman, nine
species being seen, including his lifelong friends Prairie
Falcon and the Peregrine; and a flock of at least 400

April 26th: "Along the lake picking up all kinds of
dead and dying birds. We did not fire a shot but came
back loaded with ducks and sandpipers, Black-necked
Stilts, Avocets, gulls etc. Birds are lying touching one
another in many places and everywhere are paralyzed
and dying unfortunates. Most of the ducks are fat."
This was of course the deadly duck disease (Botulism)
that at this time became prevalent in the West and
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have met. T2r: male hoots, not quite so loud as the
coast fuliginosus but nearly so. The tree he selects is
almost invariably a big Yellow Pine with a tangle of big
branches in a sort of mane on the top, a common type
here:. In the crown of one of these trees he is almost
invisible from any angle; yet as a rule at first sight of
a man he skims out, plunging downhill when the enemy
is 200 yards or more distant. It is impossible to see
where he alights as the canyons, are so steep and he
curves away to a landing at a mile or so.
"We have seen only a few females and they are as
wild as the cocks. The latter are huge birds, quite 3Vz
lbs. or one-half pound heavier than the biggest fuliginosus or richardsoni I have seen. Their long tails make
them look even larger. The soft parts are as in fuliginosus except the feet, which are very short-toed and stout
and seem greener in color. The food is nearly altogether
the long needles of the Yellow Pine, sometimes eaten
between spells of hooting. In spite of this resinous diet
the bodies proved good eating."

played havoc with thousands of waterfowl from the
Southwest, north into Canada.
But all birds, says Brooks, were not affected. There
were "crowds of Black, Forster's and Caspian Terns,
White-faced Glossy Ibises, Dowitchers, Night Herons
and Blue Herons, White Pelicans, Hudsonian Curlews,
Greater Yellowlegs and Killdeers."
Under date of May 6th, 1923, Brooks gives a finely
written page to his observations on the effect of this
ternble disease. Even Red-winged Blackbirds and
Water Pipits he found dead or dying of it. "Caspian
Tern and Forster's Tern seem the only species immune,
though cormorants and Blue Herons are probably so."
Brooks and Van Rossem spent two days in the
Fresno district where, among other things, they found a
Red-bellied Hawk's nest, then on the lOth they packed
for a trip to Mount Pinos. As Van Rossem had to go to
Los Angeles he left his companion at Sandberg's in the
summit of Tejon Pass. Here Brooks had a day by
himself, getting 14 birds that included four kinds of
hummers (Costa's, Anna's, Allen's, and Calliope:) and
1
skinned them the same day.
Next evening, after another good day, 0. W. Howard
arnved and took Allan to the new Mount Pinos camp
where they arrived late at night. The Californians seem
to have been taking good care of their British Columbian friend and getting him into the birdy spots. On
May 13th and 14th Brooks helped Howard and Hart
in their quest of the "BIG Grouse"-a Dendragapus
(Blue Grouse) of large size resident on these mountain
tops.
Howard wanted particularly to find the nest; Brooks
wanted to lay hold of one of the hooting cocks. But
they were not easily come by. They were not the simpletons of Sumas Mountain or the Okanagan that he
could topple from high perches with his .22 pistoL On
May 14th Howard and his friend returned to Los
Angeles having achieved nothing.

All this sounds like what we read of hunting the
big Capercailzie of Europe, king of all grouse, while he
is ·'smging" his weird song in a treetop. But I judge
that Dendragapus o. howardi is the tougher customer.
It was in October of this year, 1923, that Dickey and
Van Rossem jointly described the Californian Blue
Grouse, naming him after the naturalist who had brought
Brooks up to the Mount Pinos camp.
In another page of notes from this interesting region
the diarist touches briefly on the bird life. "Regular
southern Sierra forms" the highlights of these were:
the Spotted Owl he heard at midnight and the three
California Condors he saw on May 19th. He also
commented on the timber and typical shrubbery; the
deer ( 0. h. californicus) ; the snow remaining near the
peak at 9,000 feet; the bear sign he could not identify
as to black or grizzly. One can read between the lines
how it all appealed to him. It was cool aloft; there
were no mosquitoes; the country was open and easy of
access, a generous chunk of terrestrial paradise custom
built for his tenacious legs.

On the 21st Brooks related: "We have been up the
mountain every day but one, hunting steadily for the
Big Grouse. Each day we managed to see several, the
greatest number 8, the least 3, but have managed to
kill only three, all males, one an immature. They are
incredibly wary, quite unlike the other Blue Grouse I

On May 23rd Brooks and Van Rossem returned to
the camp at Buena Vista Lake where it seemed the
duck disease had somewhat abated. He thought the
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resident stilts and avocets had been killed off and flocks
seen now were transients passing through. That evening
Fulvous Tree Ducks came in and Brooks shot two from
a flock of 30. On the 26th he investigated a breeding
colony of Western Grebes, Night Herons, Ibises, Forster's, and Caspian Terns out on an island in the lake
grown with flags and tules. He found the pelicans now
were laying stray eggs on mud lumps and bars.

They are introducing their northern visitor to the
modern way. It seems a far cry now to the days when
Allan put his camping and collecting gear on his back
along with some food, half a mule's load, and hied to
the hills to pack out his plunder when he got hungry.

May 27th they left the lake camp to return to
Sandberg's in Tejon Pass, then next day came down to
Altadena where Van Rossem seems to have turned
Allan over to Eugene Law.

June 5th, the Laws (Mr. and Mrs.) and Allan:
"set out for Butte Lake via Cajon Pass and Cactus Flat
and camped at the latter place at sunset. A wonderful
view over the Mohave Desert with all its little mountain
ranges. Cactus Flat is about 6000 feet elevation, a
basin of the Lower Sonoran covered with Tree Yuccas,
Pinons and Junipers. Birds very abundant here."

May 31st: "Up to Cajon Pass with Law, Wright,
Pierce and Little. Got into camp at 11 a.m., collected
all day, getting some interesting things including 3 Gray
Vireos, then back at night to Altadena . "

Next morning they left for Bluff Lake at 8 a.m.
Brooks had already collected one Scott's Oriole, two
Desert Sparrows and a Black-headed Grosbeak before
breakfast. They reached their "Lake" at 11 a.m., a

Black-tailed Jackrabbits, ca. 1925.
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meadow surrounded by fine park-like timber.
birds fairly plentiful but species few.

There is no indication in the diary how or where
Brooks spent Juiy; but on August 2nd, he records an
expedition to Mayne's Prairie on the Sacramento River
in quest of Whit,Hailed Kites. He particularly wanted
the young; but as 'he found adult birds and no young,
he decided the nests in the sycamores had been robbed.

Found

On June 8th, 9th, and lOth Brooks worked alone,
leaving some detailed notes on the behaviour of the
White-headed Woodpecker, also the exact details of
the broken drum-roll of the Williamson's Sapsucker.
Another paragraph is so typically Brooksian that I
quote:
"As I was skinning in the cabin I called up a
Mountain Quail. He came fully 150 yards to call again
and again from a stone in the open not more than 20
yards away. He stands very erect, crest laid back.
After the call the crest is brought rapidly forward
then back to normal, that is, the slanting downward
position."

Within a week new adventure called him and on
August 7th he arrived at Morro Bay at 6.30 p.m. "to
find Joseph Dixon's old Portuguese [man] waiting to
install me in his shack, three rooms where I can work.
I also found a good place to board."
August 8th: "Painted all morning and went for a
walk in the afternoon, picking up a dead Willet in nearly
full winter dress. Also I shot 2 juvenal Nuttall's
[Vlhite-crowned] Sparrows and an adult Belding's
Sparrow. Shore birds are in swarms on the bay, nearly
all big ones: Long-billed Curlews, Willets and Marbled
Godwits being very common." This paragraph sets the
pattern of his activity at Morro Bay, a location that
seems to have proved a delight to every bird man who
has visited it.

The Laws returned on the night of the 1Oth. On
June 12th there is a third of a page of notes on puzzling
Pygmy Owls, of which Allan had called up three. The
same day: "Great numbers of Hummers down the
canyon from the meadow at about 7300 feet-Costa's,
Anna's and Calliope positively identified but no Rufous
1
seen."

All the birds of western America, and some like
Willets from the plains, seemed to visit this sheltered
retreat, many to spend the winter. The open flats and
sand dunes and endless beaches suited the Brooks
prowl. Then too he fell among friends at once. Dr.
C. 0. Fairbanks loaned him a good canoe, later turned
over his house when he left with his family; so to Brooks
this was perhaps the climax of the whole expedition,
the dessert to a generous meal of California ornithology.

June 13th the three went in the car to Baldwin Lake
and struck excitement at once in Pinon Jays feeding
young just out of the nest, "The first one I shot was
carrying to his young the remains of a young Carpodacus [House Finch?] he had killed across the valley.
They are very noisy, their notes very like the 1\<Iagpie's
when the young are leaving the nest."
"Green-tailed Towhees were nesting in numbers
out in the sage flat close to Baldwin Lake. Some had
eggs; others had young on the wing." There was a
large flock of Horned Larks on the shore (E. a. actea)
from which Allan took two young, and out on the water
were Eared Grebes in great numbers nesting in colonies
on the floating weeds. Also they saw Canvasbacks,
Ruddy Ducks, and Cinnamon Teal. What an exciting
ornithological omelet! Small wonder that California
has produced such a sizable crop of ornithologists!

It was easier than climbing mountains, cooler than
tramping on the sagebrush flats. Prowling with a
paddle was a delightful change for his legs. Birds were
in great numbers and good variety, from Roadrunners
to shearwaters and jaegers. Life was good; and when
on September 14th he took a first record for the State
of California where bird men were numerous, the event
did not spoil life a bit. That Buff-breasted Sandpiper
was one of the highlights of Morro Bay.

June 18th the Laws and Allan broke camp, returned
to Altadena and on the 26th the artist-naturalist-collector was back in Berkeley.

During the two months that he worked there, for
scarcely a day did he miss entering up some interesting
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bird item in his log. His last note,, short but pithy,
September 27th reads: "Took a Least Vireo in the
garden. It frequented low shrubbery and plants and
jerked its taillike a gnatcatcher."

October 29th: "Arrived home tonight after a weekend's pheasant shooting at Summerland. Not as good
as in 19 21 as the farms are all posted and my bag for
two days was but 5 Pheasants and 5 Quail."

On October 2nd, 1923, Brooks was back in Berkeley and at 8.30 p.m. on the 9th he left for home. He
timed many of his trips to secure the most daylightthe honeymoon was over. On the 13th at 7 a.m. he
arrived at Summerland, British Columbia, was met by
his old friend George Gartrell and: "We got off very
soon for a Blue Grouse s~wot back of Shingle Creek,
with Capt. Creese. Lots of Blues, more than I have
seen for 15 years, but the shooting was very difficult.
The birds were mostly up in the trees and they dropped
out [and of course flushed down hill!] and so we got
only about a dozen between us." He arrived home by
steamer on October 15th. "Beautiful, fine weather
and the cottonwoods are just turning yellow."

December 15th: "Returned from a deer hunt at
Sugar Lake, Shuswap and Blue Springs. Weather
through the 8 days was mostly mild, not more than 6 or
8 degrees of frost any night. Sugar Lake is now hopeless for deer; all heavy forest and the lumbermen are
all hunting for meat. Very few deer and none above
3000 feet, where there is 20 inches of snow." It would
seem that civilization is again catching up to Allan
Brooks!
But there is a short note of the previous month that
gives a rosier complexion to things: November 21st:
"Pheasants are getting common at the Landing. Six
cocks were seen recently by Maurice Munro [Jim
Munro's nephew] and there are two coveys of Hungarian partridges about." The north Okanagan is on
the way to coming into its own as a new hunting ground
of exotic game. And how it came!

The rest of the diary is so typically Okanagan that
I shall delete except for some further notes about game:
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Brooks got around to a Christmas Bird Census this
year and on December 26th: "a fine, warm, calm day
after 1Vz inches of snow in the night". His walk
around the head of the Arm produced 28 species and
1,109 individuals; and there is a postscript: "Have also
seen in the last few days: Green-winged Teal, Waxwings, Goldfinches, Crows, Holboell's [Red-necked]
Grebe and Snipe and I have heard of Western Bluebirds, Virginia Rail and Snowy OwL"

In May 1924 Brooks turned his birding quest into
the northland; he picked on Atlin, B.C., as the region
to prowl and on Harry Swarth of Berkeley as his team
mate. Swarth already had spent one season at the
headlwaters of the Skeena River. Allan's first and only
trip into the north country may have been based at
least in part on the reputation of the Atlin district in
being less mosquito-cursed than many lower, wetter
areas. He left the Okanagan on May 2nd but went
first to Sardis to the place of his old friend Charlie Ford,
and set in at once to trim up a loose end of ornithology
on his old stamping ground.

He followed this with a list of birds seen in December 1923; 75 species are listed. A few of these birds
were observed on the Sugar Lake deer hunt and at
Shuswap. This, I feel, is to let the world know that all
the birds are not wintering in California. This list
contains one rarity, a Great Grey Owl shot at Lumby.

In 1915 Dr. Louis B. Bishop had named after
Allan Brooks a small new race of Savannah Sparrow
from the Chilliwack area of British Columbia. The

Hermit Thrush, ca. 1925.
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subspecies was not taken seriously by some contemporary taxonomists and even as late as 1931 the
race was not recognized in the new A.O.U. Check List.
That doubtless was why Brooks went at once to the
Sumas Prairie and prepared a good series of specimens
from this type locality. And it is at least satisfying to
see that at this late date the subspecies Passerculus s.
brooksi enjoys a place in the 1957 A.O.U. Check List,
the small Savannah Sparrow of coastal meadows from
Vancouver Island to northern California. The pity is
that the acceptance had to come posthumously for both
Brooks and Bishop.

all the earmarks of the concentration of waterfowl that
follows a spawning or herring.]
"Left Skagway at 9:30a.m. [via the White Pass and
Yukon Ry.] and reached Carcross at 4 p.m. Large
numbers of Willow Ptarmigan east of the summit of the
[White] Pass, also one White-tailed. The former have
the neck only as yet in summer dress. Saw one Leucosticte [Rosy Finch] and one or two large Sparrows:
Golden-crowns or Fox.
"Lake Bennett is still largely icebound.
"Carcross: the village and all the surrounding country is on a flat of blown sand, in some places covered
with a few spruces and more jack pines. Lesser Yellowlegs and Semipalmated Plovers are breeding here.
Saw a pair of Magpies, a pair of large Buteos.

At 9 p.m., May 17th Brooks embarked on the CPR
boat "Princess Royal" for the north. He said: "Swarth
arrived this morning"; so they probably travelled together but the diarist left no record of this and his
comrade doesn't get a mention in despatches till June
2nd. But each day Brooks has written a short paragraph on his eye-spying from the deck while en route
up coast.

"The south slopes of the mountains are bare to
4000 feet or more and they are very open. There is a
good deal of small poplar on the lower levels."
Birds were still arriving in the north. On May
24th Brooks recorded Orange-cr,owned and Pileolated
[Wilson's] Warblers and noted also- Northern Phalaropes mating. He was now where he could see many
avian secrets that are not revealed in the south. Sandpipers, for example, are notorious for hurrying through
in spring migration and in the l:ititude of southern
Canada showing nothing of their courting displays.

May 19th: "Prince Rupert at 11 a.m. Fine weather.
Trees all out in leaf. Red Elderberry in flower. Many
other plants blooming, including a large Ledum (Muskeg Tea) and Cloud Berry (Rub.us chamaemorus).
Ketchikan at 11 p.m. Saw Willet." At which detail
I was about to write: "That bird was a night owl and
certainly lost!" when I recollected that George Willet
was an ornithologist whose name is associated with the
Northwest Coast.

Under May 25th Brooks has a long paragraph on
this matter. "Shot a Solitary Sandpiper and Wandering
Tattler. Both males, their sex organs enlarged but not
to full breeding size and both obviously only migrants
yet. The Semipalmated Plover male courts with a
crouching pursuit of the female, ending by a very erect
pose, all the while uttering his funny clucking note. The
female runs away as soon as the male gets close. [Of
course, but not very far. Allan had taken the nests
previously on Graham Island but had not noted the
love-making ritual.] The Lesser Yellowlegs male has
a saw-tooth flight, continually trilling a love song:
'Pili-a-wee! Pili-a-wee!' He delivers it with a tremulous
motion of the wings on the upward slant, but with stiff,
down-curved wings for the end of the ascent and the
descent down the other slope. I do not recall the
Greater Yellowlegs doing anything like this though the

May 20th: "Wrangel at 7 a.m. Vegetation well
advanced. Juneau at 11 p.m. We have had fine
weather with good visibility. The mountains here are
mostly under 6000 feet; timberline is quite low, about
3000 feet. Comparatively little snow; a good deal of
ground above timberline is bare. Birds are very scarce.
Saw an Arctic Tern."
May 21st: "Skagway at 8 a.m. Ducks and Gulls
became plentiful some distance down the Lynn CanaL
Ducks, mostly Surf Seaters, were in thousands; an
estuary 25 miles below Skagway on the east shore was
black with them. There were also White-winged Seaters, a few surface feeding ducks, many Gulls and Terns,
Marbled Murrelets and Pacific Loons etc." [This has
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June 1st: "To Lake Como, north of here three
miles. The lake is two-thirds of a mile long and surrounded by woods. Saw many Lesser Scaups and
White-winged Scoters in pairs, 1 Holboell's Grebe, 1
Common Loon, also 3 Bonaparte's Gulls. Waxwings
and Myrtle Warblers are nest-building. Solitary Sandpipers doing an aerial dance. This is much more erratic
than that of the Lesser Yellowlegs [described May
25th] and the V s are steeper. [A pen and ink sketch
makes it plain, the bird shown ascending the slope and
descending.] On the upsweep flutter he sings 'Tweedleeedle-eedle!' On the toboganning slope he says
'Tweet-tweet-tweet'!"

Solitary Sandpiper has a similar love flight, only swifter,
more erratic and with steeper [sharper] V s."
Barn and Cliff Swallows and Olive-sided Flycatcher
were first arrivals on May 26th and next day the two
collectors left by launch for Atlin.
On May 29th Brooks had his first Atlin prowl.
A glance at the map shows the nature of this region and
the problems of working it. All the numerous lakes of
this area lying across the northern boundary of British
Columbia are long and snakey-narrow. Lakes Bennett,
Tagish, Atlin, and Teslin are in narrow mountain valleys, denoting magnificent scenery but suggesting the
difficulties of foot travel. To work such an area calls
for much climbing. Thus:

June 2nd: "Cold, windy day. Worked the spruce
woods east of town with Swarth. We saw and took only
one Spruce Grouse, a male. This is the first grouse we
have seen here. Four Pintail drakes were on a muskeg
pond, their females sitting somewhere."

"Across Pine Creek and up the mountain three
miles from town. [Whether alone or with his companion is not divulged.] The summit at 4500 feet is
rocky with dry valleys between the rocks. Dwarf and
Trailing Willow grow right to the summit, together with
Cassiope [White Heather] and Empetrum [Crowberry]
etc. A larger bush Willow, some Balsam and Jack Pine
in a depauperated condition grow in the cirque below,
where there are pools of water. Arctic Horned Larks
breed above timberline. No other birds seen there but
Rosy Finches were heard. Golden-crowned Sparrows
were found rather sparingly in the dwarfed Balsams
just below where a Golden Eagle was hunting assiduously. This last may have accounted for the seeming
absence of Ptarmigan. Solitaires, Robins, Hammond's
Flycatcher, a Harlan's Hawk and a single Bald Eagle
were seen on the slopes and a Hawk Owl near the foot
of the mountain.

June 3rd: "Swarth saw a Tree Sparrow, singing
[indication of nesting]. In the afternoon I got a very
pale Hermit Thrush (guttata) and saw Tree Swallows."
June 4th: "First Olive-backed Thrush (2). Yellow
Warblers migrating. Took Sparrows' nests found May
31st."
June 5th: "To Spruce woods at base of the 4500foot mountain. Shot three Spruce Grouse, a Horned
Owl and a Townsend's Warbler. Found a nesting
ground of a Solitary Sandpiper."
June 6th: "Went down the east shore about seven
miles to a small lake near the main lake. A pair of
Herring Gulls were seen and probably they were nesting. Birds extraordinarily scarce. Found a Spotted
Sandpiper's nest with two eggs."

"Lesser Yellowlegs and Killdeer were breeding
close to town; a Solitary Sandpiper and Snipe also seen;
Arctic Terns common."

June 7th: "To Spruce Creek. Only new bird taken,
the Black-capped Chickadee. Mosquitoes getting bad.

May 31st: "Worked the flat between Atlin and
McKee Creek [southward]. Birds very scarce though
the country is diversified and looks good. Saw Lesser
Yellowlegs courting. Semipalmated Plover seem ready
to nest. Noted the first Yellow Warbler. Found nests
with eggs of Gambel's [White-crowned] Sparrow and
Cassiar [Oregon] Junco."

June 8th: "Downy Woodpecker taken, the first seen
here. Yellowlegs singing. First Warbling Vireo. Mosquitoes bad."
June 9th: "Up the mountains by myself. Got
above timberline at 9:30 [a.m.]. Worked the first peak
some time and then crossed the valley and went all
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around the second one. No ptarmigan. In afternoon
came back to the first peak; saw plenty of sign but no
birds. There was a high wind so started to encircle the
mountain just above timberline and found one adult
male Rock Ptarmigan which I shot. But almost lost it
as an adult female Goshawk came near getting it before
I did. Took a Junco's nest with 4 eggs and the female
bird."
June lOth: "First Bank Swallows.
set of 4 Semipalmated Plover eggs."

does, and under his own power, not hitch-hiking on a
honker as once supposed. Indeed he goes much farther
than Atlin, as in 1925 I found evidence that he reaches
far to northwestward, even to Kennecott, Alaska.
June 12th: "To Lake Como. No Bonaparte's Gulls
there now. White-winged Seaters mostly in pairs.
Lesser Scaup looked as though they had commenced to
lay. First Nighthawk (1) and Alder Flycatcher (3).
Saw a flock of White-winged Crossbills and shot 2
males. Swarth shot a Mountain Chickadee, (P. g.
abbreviatus)."

Swarth took a

June 11th: "Took first nest of [Bohemian] Waxwing, 4 eggs almost fresh. Lesser Yellowlegs has now
hatched young. First Rufous Hummer."

June 13th: "Two more Waxwings' nests, 5 and
6 eggs. All these nests so far have been in Lodgepole
Pines. Swarth took a nest of Hermit Thrush with three
eggs."

It is difficult for some folk to believe that this lastmentioned, tiny feathered midget with gold on his back
and gorget of living fire on his chin would work his way
clear to the Yukon to find a summer home. But he

June 14th: "First Redstart-a young male, taken.
Took nest of the Lincoln's Sparrow and 5 eggs with
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female bird. We have not been able to identify this bird,
nor has Swarth heard its song. [He doubtless means
identify as to subspecific race, whether eastern (M. l.
lincolni) or western (M. l. gracilis); and because of
his war disability, a deafness to certain bird notes, he
trusted Swarth's ears sometimes before his own.] Hunting all morning for young of Lesser Yellowlegs; saw
them once at long range but could not find them in the
thick cover."

breed. Took a nest with 4 eggs of Hermit Thrush (H. g.
guttata) Swarth took 8 eggs of a Lesser Scaup."

June 15th: "Shot one adult female Short-billed
[Mew] and a Bonaparte's Gull, adult male, both nonbreeders though the first may have lost her eggs
previously."

June 28th: "Swarth shot a red male Eastern Purple
Finch."

June 24th: 'Swarth heard the song of a Tolmie's
[MacGillivray's] Warbler."
June 27th: "Saw a male Shoveller. A pair of Bonaparte's Gulls are on the pond near the Indian village,
acting as though about to nest. Two pairs of Yellowlegs have young there."

June 29th: "Saw a Least Sandpiper at the Indian
Pond doing his flight song as though breeding there.
Swarth shot a male Tennessee Warbler and saw a
Peregrine."

June 17th: "Found a young Yellowlegs after a long
search. Took two Arctic Terns. Saw a male Hooded
Merganser."

June 30th: "Up to a fiat valley at head of Canon
Creek. Fine cool, breezy, day; no mosquitoes at 3000
feet altitude. Saw six pairs of Willow Ptarmigan, most
of them with broods; male and female both with the
broods and male guarding the female at nest.

June 18th: "Worked the mountain above the little
lake. Birds very scarce. Took one adult male Ruffed
Grouse and a clay-old Spruce Grouse chick."
June 19th: "Up to mountain top with Swarth. We
found three nests of Golden-crowned Sparrow, 5, 4, 4,
eggs. All were on or near the ground in Balsam or
Ground Birch growth. Horned Larks now have flying
young. Took 1 (arcticola). Swarth shot an adult Willow Ptarmigan, the first we have seen here. He saw
also a Hoary :Marmot."

"Bonaparte's Gulls must have nests but we could
not find them. A Northern Shrike and her six young
taken. She was feeding the young on Ptarmigan chicks.
The Western Tree Sparrow common. Saw one Horned
Grebe pair and 2 female Blue Grouse without broods.
Shot one of two male Barrow's Goldeneyes; this bird
is molting into eclipse similar to young male in first
plumage."

June 20th: "Took a newly hatched young of the
Semipalmated Plover. Saw two female Harlequin
Ducks and an adult Red-throated Loon."

So went June, and speaking generally it set the
pattern for the whole expedition. It was an intensely
interesting region because of the variety of terrain
offered for investigation. There was a heavy bird
population. In the North the season is short, intense,
hurried. There was something for the diary every day
and the reader gets the impression that much of the real
knowledge gained was really stored in the diarist's head,
the written lines being mere mnemonics for future reference. Whether the naturalist turned his feet into the
alpine slopes of the skyline, where three kinds of ptarmigan and the big mantled marmots were at home, or
probed the spruce woods or aspen thickets or invaded
island strongholds at lake level, there was bird news to
report.

June 21st: "To Lake Como. Scoters still in pairs;
Lesser Scaups seen, mostly males, the females likely
laying or sitting in the marshes southward. Red-tailed
Hawk nesting."
June 22nd: "Up the mountain with Swarth and
Taylor. Saw no Ptarmigan but found two Blue Grouse
females without broods and a male and I shot the latter.
Both were very tame. I took also a Golden-crowned
Sparrow's nest with 4 eggs. Saw a very fine Hoary
Marmot on the top."
June 23rd: "Saw a pair of Pacific Loons on a lake
north of town. They look as though they were going to
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grown and 2 three-quarters grown Bonaparte's. Also
took a half grown Arctic Tern, the only one apparently
on the Islands. Small birds are swarming on the islands
because there are no Red Squirrels or chipmunks here."

The July notes are very full. But sometimes, too,
as suggested in the previous paragraph, we must read
between the lines.
July 3rd: "Cool weather now with high south winds
for the last three of four days. [And not a word of
mosquitoes. The dryness and breeziness of the Atlin
summer must have put them to rout.] Up to Lake
Como. Took first Blackpoll Warbler (adult male)
that we have seen. Found Lesser Yellowlegs with
young two-thirds grown and able to fly. [Example of
the speed of development of these northerners.] Lesser
Scaups on the lakes nearly all males and all showing
strong progress into eclipse; 15 males and 1 female in
one flock. [A& soon as the sitting females grow unresponsive, divorce follows fast in Duckdom; the males
join their own sex in moulting clubs. The 'eclipse'
plumage is the intermediate summer dress that precedes
the next autumn and winter coat.]

He went back again with Swarth next day but
found that all predators had not been excluded from
these nurseries. "Herring Gulls evidently persistently
raided these islands. Again and again one tried for a
half-grown Short-billed Gull. Apparently these Gulls
have taken all the Terns' eggs and young except the one
I got yesterday." He listed 15 species of birds breeding
on the largest island.
On July 26th the two collectors went to Surprise
Lake and camped in a miner's cabin at Otter Creek.
Next day Swarth went alone up to the head of this creek
to set mammal traps. He returned with another
Brewer's Sparrow .
Next day they parted at the head of Otter Creek
and on the return over the Spruce Mountain ridge,
Brooks twice saw a fine Gyrfalcon: "a fairly light bird
about like the palest I have from B.C." I wonder what
half-submerged thoughts of Sumas days were brought
to the surface again. But what was of greater importance, he shot two more Brewer's Sparrows.

"Shot two young Horned Owls and one parent. The
latter was grey and feet mostly white very like an
Alberta bird. One young was similar but darker, the
feet white; the other young was paler and more rufous,
the feet white. The two young look like different subspecies." Parents unlike in colour and their young in
the nest also unlike, are quite common occurrence over
much of the West.

We have now for the first time struck the trail of
the new "Timberline Sparrow." But first things first.
July 30th Allan went back to the high ridge where he
had seen Gyrfalcon and set three jump traps on points
of rock, from one of which on the last day of the month
he took "a fine adult female Gyrfalcon, a very blue bird
with bars on the flanks almost as in a Peregrine. It was
not the bird I saw before."

July 8th: "Up Monarch Mt. with Swarth; rained
more or less the whole time. Took a Brewer's Sparrow,
a female, breeding bird, one of pair at timberline, 4200
feet, or about 400 yards higher up the mountain from
where earlier I took the Rock Ptarmigan. Saw a pair
of Willow Ptarmigan with young about the same level
or a little lower. Also took two juv. Golden-crowned
Sparrows and some Arctic Horned Larks, both ads. and
juvs._ and a juv. Fleming's Blue Grouse about the size
of a half-grown Meadowlark." The name 'Fleming's
Grouse' applied then to the Blue Grouse of this region,
now has been dropped in favour of D. o. richardsoni.

The first eight days of August were spent on Ptarmigan Ridge and Spruce Mountain getting a good supply of the little alpland grouse of two species, and on
the 3rd day they took six more of the "Timberline"
Sparrows which Brooks put down as: "(Brewers?)".
Note the question mark.

July 14th: "Went over to the islands in the lake
just opposite Atlin town to find to our disgust that both
Short-billed [Mew] and Bonaparte's Gulls are breeding
there right under our noses while we have been scouring
the small lakes all over the country elsewhere for them
without success. I took one Short-billed about half

By August 8th they had worked out their new
ground; the traps took no more falcons and when Allan
had taken time out to go fishing: "25 nice Grayling
taken at the outlet of the creek on the Professor fly";
it was time to pack up and return to Atlin.
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Hawks were now on the move again. Two Pigeon
Hawks were reported August 11th: "On the 15th H.
Taylor brought in a young male Black Merlin. I shot
an adult female Goshawk and in the last few days have
taken young of the same. On the 11th Swarth got an
adult female and juv. of the Red-tail, like Harlan's
Hawk which is the regular form here."

Atlin birds instead of darker as might be expected
because of the heavier rainfall here."
September 2nd: "Up the nearest mountain to 4500
feet. Very cold up there; snowing with a wind. Shot
5 White-tailed Ptarmigan (female and young; all I
saw). Also got a Spruce Grouse like yesterday's bird.
A fairly strong migration of birds going on, chiefly
Pipits, Gambel's Sparrows and Golden-crowns."

Events in Birdom happened fast after mid-August
in the North. Though Brooks reported on the 17th:
"To Lake Como; large numbers of young Lesser
Scaups, some not more than a week old, and 32 young
with one old female White-winged Scoter, all about the
same size"; and on the 19th: "Shot a young Hawk
Owl still retaining some juvenal downy feathers." He
also saw large flocks of warblers on the move: "There
were Yellow, Blackpoll, Myrtle, Townse:nd's, Pileotated
and Orange-crowned. Noted also Long-tailed [Blackcapped] and Hudsonian Chickadees, Nuthatches, both
Kinglets, Flycatchers, Juncos, and sometimes Whitecrowned Sparrows (gambeli) all travelling together and
feeding as they moved. Thrushes are still scarce though
I saw a number yesterday, both Hermits and Olivebacked." Autumn migration was on the march, the vast
expanse of the North giving up the product of its mating
season.

September 3rd: "Took a long hunt with the rifle
in the barrens and woods northward. No Caribou
tracks; only old cast horns seen; few Moose tracks and
only small ones. A grey day, starting to rain at 10:30
a.m. and coming down fairly steadily in the afternoon.
Saw 2 dark Pigeon Hawks [Merlins]."
September 4th: "Shot 4 Willow Ptarmigan in the
morning. Saw several Fox Sparrows, all dark, one of
which I shot, almost dark enough for fuliginosus. In
the p.m. I had to catch the train and go down to Skagway to get an affidavit off on the "Princess Alice" about
some pictures."
September 5th: "In Skagway all day. Looked over
the gulls about the wharf. Short-billed, Glaucouswinged in numerical strength as named, nearly all
adults. The two first have molted into winter plumage,
but the Herring Gulls still with pure white heads. [The
adults of all three don grey hoods in winter dress]. One
obvious Glaucous, a nearly all-white bird."

Now in the declining days of the month they were
reporting the last of this and that; the last warbler, flycatcher, Violet-green or Barn Swallow, and Nighthawks
were going over in flocks southward eve:ry evening. As
usual, the predatory hawks were following the procession. Brooks shot another yearling Goshawk and his
partner another Merlin, this last an adult female of the
black form (F. c. suckleyi).

September 6th: "Home [in White Pass] at 1 p.m.
Went out in afternoon and shot 9 Willow Ptarmigan,
2 of which I lost, one falling far out in a lake."
September 7th: "Skinned birds till2 p.m. then went
to look for 2 Ptarmigan lost yesterday. Could not find
them. Raining in the afternoon."

On the 30th of August Brooks packed and took the
boat back to make a new and last stand at Log Cabin
near the summit of the White Pass on the railway below
Carcross. There is no further mention of Swarth.

September 8th: "Rained all last night and today.
Skinned birds."

September 1st: "Shot an Old Squaw Duck, a young
bird that could barely fly (if at all), quills in the pen
and down on the rump, evidently bred at or close to
this point. Also got a young Redpoll in first plumage:,
a young Junco of the Hyemalis type and an adult male
Spruce Grouse which, if anything, is lighter than the

September 9th: "Hunted northward in a high wind.
Saw nothing of big game except a few moose tracks and
fresh sign where a good-sized bear had dug out a ground
squirrel. Tracks were 10 inches across. [Which would
indicate a lot of bear!] A Golden Eagle seen. Shot a
female Spruce Grouse with the pistol."
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September lOth: "Rained in the morning with a
very high wind; but though it cleared at 10 a.m. I saw
no birds of any account. In the afternoon I worked the
burnt hill for Blue Grouse but found none, though
Huckleberries were very plentiful. Shot two Willow
Ptarmigan, a Golden-crowned Sparrow and a male
Junco very like J. o. shufeldti."

er's Sparrow at White Lake in the Okanagan, and in the
sage fiats of th_e southern Similkameen, so could scarcely
have failed to hear its wonderful song. These were the
hottest, most dt!sert-like habitats in Canada. If the
incongruity of finding the same bird in the alplands at
60°N. latitude--one of the coldest of locations-impressed him, he did not mention it in his diary, nor does
he mention an Atlin song. His sharp eye and retentive
memory saw the bird for what it was and he tagged it
at once as Brewer's Sparrow. It was later when they
took half a dozen in an afternoon that he changed to
"Timberline Sparrow." He and Swarth, he said in
Comox, were going home to work on it independently.
A year later they named it jointly, Swarth the senior
author, as the "Timberline Sparrow" (Spizella breweri
taverneri) in honour of P. A. Taverner of the National
:Museum of Canada, making it a subspecies of Brewer's
Sparrow.

September 11th: "Lowering morning. Took the
rifle for a moose hunt. Weather cleared up into a beautiful warm day, but I saw no big game. Shot 2 Spruce
Grouse with the pistol. Home at 3.45 p.m. and skinned
6 birds. In the evening shot another Hawk Owl.
Robins and Varied Thrushes in increased numbers."
September 12th: "Raining. Skinned birds all day,
including 5 Rock Ptarmigan (very dark dixoni) given
me by Constable Purdy who shot them yesterday at the
Summit, 12 miles west of here. All females except one
juv. male. Two adult females are two-thirds white
already, the other very dark with some of the summer
feathers remaining, but most dark fall plumage. Juv.
females similar."

So he had to settle for a subspecies; and the common
name is none too apt, I think, as over vast areas of the
western mountains the real sparrow of timberline is the
better known Golden-crowned Sparrow.

September 13th, 1924: "Left Log Cabin at 2:30
p.m. for Skagway"; and another Brooks birding expedition was history.

The Brewer's Sparrow, whether in the hot sagebrush
of the Similkameen or the alplands of the northern
Coast Mountains, is a singer. Most sparrows give out
but a musical utterance. They begin with two or three
strong, wild notes, sometimes as in the case of the Fox
Sparrow, notes of splendid quality and feeling, then run
downhill to inconsequential chatter. But the little Brewer's song is a continuous strain that flows on and on
with the exuberance of a Winter Wren's. High or low,
he is a worthy musician. But most timberlines never
hear his song.

On his way home he went to Comox from Vancouver to visit his old friend Ronald Stewart and to prowl
for a week in old haunts. On the evening of his arrival
I called to see him. He was stepping high over the
discovery of the new sparrow from the Atlin mountains. It was not, he claimed, a new subspecies but a
new species and I rejoiced with him in congratulation.
But looking back now through the vista of years, his
line of reasoning is not clear. Brooks knew the Brew-
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Chapter XI
THE NATURALIST AND COLLECTOR
No naturalist anywhere ever enter,ed the ornithological field with better natural equipment than Brooks
possessed in his youth. His senses were keen and he
cultivated and improved them. Eyes and ears, most
important tools of the field naturalist, were sharp and
he had a good physique to make use of them. He was
raised on pioneer fare with not too many modern comforts to soften the fibre and blunt the edge of ambition.
This last is really a great advantage, for sheer necessity
is often the spur that prods people on.
Among his most valuable attributes was the photographic quality of his memory, perhaps largely a matter
of early training. He could "bear on" with his eye in
the field, go home and draw quite accurately from
memory. To those who marvelled to see him painting
birds "out of his head," he said: "What is my head for?''
To some intimates of his earlier days he was known as
"the man who never forgot anything."
His ears too were staunch tools. In youth, and until
the war when the German shell did its work on him, he
had the ears of an owl, and he had also a memory for
sound to go with them. He carried in his head a dictionary of bird sounds (call notes on migration, songs
on the home range) so that he knew his feathered
neighbours by ear wherever he turned his prowling feet.
He told me once that in his earlier years when he was
in the woods he hunted almost entirely by his ears.
Eyes and binoculars were merely assists.
He had another valuable asset in his power of mimicry. He had a good ear for music despite that he
denied it and told me he was the dub of his family in
this respect. For though I doubt that he ever attempted
to sing in his life, he was a skilful whistler, trilling with
his tongue like a canary, and I have sometimes caught
him whistling half-suppressed snatches of classical music that he had memorized, certainly without any effort

on his part. A man with a poor musical ear could not
learn to imitate bird songs which are mostly musical
whistles fitting roughly to our own major diatonic scale.
But he mimicked birds two ways: whistling and
vocally. He had pliable vocal chords and commanded
a good falsetto tone particularly adapted to calling owls.
In his hunting of wild fowl at Sumas Lake he became
proficient in calling both geese and ducks vocally before
he was introduced to the mechanical reed instrt~ment
used by professional duck hunters. On salt water he
soon learned to call Brant vocally also. He whistled
"Tu-tulo!" to call a Poorwill and whistled also the
ripple and "Cuuk!" to excite the Pygmy Owl, but
boomed from chest and larynx the "Who-who-who!" to
interest the Horned Owl. And he learned from experience that the call of the big owl attracted many other
birds, particularly crows and hawks, and that the rippling
roll of the little Pygmy Owl was a magic decoy for
practically all small birds.
In the West today there is a new generation of naturalists who make use of the call of the Pygmy Owl to
decoy birds. Probably not many know whom they have
to thank for the origin of the trick that to birdwatchers
and census takers is priceless. So here is the story as
the originator once told me. Strangely, it came from
India by way of Allan Brooks' father. Once in Etawah,
William Brooks mentioned that he was going out to
collect some Indian birds for specimens and he was
advised to take some of the native lads with him to call
up the game. Rather out of curiosity he agreed, and
found that the callers successfully brought in many
birds to the notes of a small owl, a Glaucidiurn of the
region.
When young Allan launched his lone-wolf career
as a naturalist at Chilliwack, he found the local Pygmy
Owl, also a Glaucidium, was at hand for experimenta!57

squeak that way than by pursing the lips or sucking
the back of a. thumb, particularly on a cold day.

tion. The little birdkiller was exciting to all small birds
and they readily came in protest to an imitation of its
call. Pygmy Owls came, too, as did about everything
else in the way of small birds within hearing. From this
start he improved and broadened the techniques; and
he taught the trick to others interested in birds so it
then spread southward through all the western states.

The two owl calls, Horned and Pygmy, continued
as Brooks' specialties and he used them constantly.
One June day as we climbed the east slopes above
Vaseux Lake in the Okanagan, Brooks stopped under
a leafing birch clump in a little wooded nook, sat down,
took off his hat to enjoy the light shade and said: "We'll
see what is here." He began to call the Pygmy Owl's
ripple of "cuuks" and got the usual excited reply from
the nearest Red-breasted Nuthatch. Other birds' voices
followed and soon we were the centre of a galaxy of
protesting birds moving about the branches, some coming close, bold and abusive like the robin or vireo,

Before Brooks" day the old-time naturalists seem
to have known little of the art of calling birds. I once
heard Dr. Louis B. Bishop admit that the only decoy
sound he could make was an osculatory squeak he
produced by sucking the back of his hand. Useful
occasionally, and stock in trade with most naturalists,
but not very far advanced in the art! Brooks showed
his Florida friends how to call the noisy Barred Owl
out of the Florida tangles.
He was always generous with such help. At our
first meeting in the Osoyoos Lake camp he taught me
the calls of the Poorwill and Pygmy Owl before I had
ever met either bird in life and while none was in the
neighbourhood. So successful was he the first Poorwill
to arrive answered my trial effort in the dusk, then
tried to alight on my head! Allan told us that when on
Vancouver Island after birds we would be much more
successful if we used the Pygmy Owl notes to call birds
out of the coastal jungles. And how truly he spoke!
True to the nature of the man, the perfectionist
Brooks was always trying to improve on his decoying
technique, to find the perfect, the irresistible lure, like
the quest of the dyed-in-the-wool, fly-tying trouter who
is confident there is a sure-fire fish killer somewhere in
his materials if the combination can be found! One
winter I found him playing with a home-made squeaker
with a reed in it, somewhat like the call used by Indians
to excite deer. This for a time he hoped was the answer.
Again I found him carrying a toy rubber mouse that,
when squeezed rapidly, emitted a series of devastating
squeaks, really sharp whistles. When he had outwitted
a Cooper's Hawk with it, for it came dashing in hopefully, doubtless to hijack bird prey from some weaker
predator, the decoyer felt sure he was on the right
track. On his daily hikes he treated the Comox thickets
to quite a dose of this toy melody. The only merit I
could see in the rubber mouse was that it was easier to

The Brooks collection set high standards in the quality and
uniformity of its specimens, ca. 1924.
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Allan ready for a prowl on the Commonage presumably with a friend
and his spaniel, 1944.
8
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others like the canny small flycatchers hanging charily
on the rim of the riot. Seventeen species we listed,
which must have included everything in feathers within
earshot. Even the little Rufous Hummer came darting
in gallantly to dive bomb and threaten the author of the
deception.

his mouth to achieve the half-strangled protest of the
victim in the clutches of death, brought the black clan
speeding. Fewer crows returned from the rally. Brooks
always carried some special crow ammunition, halfloads of 71h shot in brass shells, as a hangover from his
early Sumas days when he handloaded all his shells.

Through many years of field work from Vancouver
Island across southern British Columbia to the Rockies
and beyond into the Alberta foothills, I made use of
this call and it always worked. All forms of small bird
life everywhere reacted to this tiny owl. Why? The
answer undoubtedly lies in the facts from several dozens
of Pygmy Owl stomachs examined, all but one containing small birds.

Linked to nature's gifts to him in the way of eyes
and ears and tricks of mimicry, he had a great fund of
patience in unravelling bird or mammal mysteries afield.
No suspected sight records or uncertain bird sounds
must be left in doubt. There is a story still extant at
Sumas of his young days in which he hid in the big
hollow cottonwood for three days to waylay a Gyrfalcon
and when the coveted bird came to perch, he missed it!
Neither in letters nor diaries do ][find it so; but he does
tell of killing one of the big falcons while hidden thus.
Perhaps like most of us he was more prone to record
victories than defeats; or has the legend grown?

As for the boom of the Horned Owl, I often thought
that Allan could do it just a little better than Bubo
himself. He got constant practice at it, for on the game
keeping activities of his almost daily rambles over the
Commonage he used Bubo's hoot to decoy crows. At
this game he came close to magic. A bit of cover to
hide in, a few tune-up hoots for advertising, then the
simulated squall of a terrified crow, in which he patted

There was in him too a certain fixity of purpose,
a determination to hold the course of his life as he
willed it, that cemented his natural gifts into a mechanism that "drifters" can never command. He would

Part of the Brooks bird collection, ca. 1930. This superb collection
is now in the University of California at Berkeley.
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hunt for a lost bird whether dead or wounded till it
either was found or further persisten~e was mere stubbornness. Ronald Stewart told me that once when
Brooks had been visiting him at Comox, he (Allan)
had been going out in the straits on quiet days in his
canoe, tying to a kelp streamer, lying down in the
craft to wait fQr brant or other waterfowl. One morning he left after breakfast and through the forenoon
Ronald heard several shots, but his visitor returned
for a late lunch to exhibit only one little female Oldsquaw duck.

concentration in his reading and study, the mark of a
good student. He had the advantage of an early start
in natural history almost from the age of diapers. He
did not have to spend much of his youth cluttering up
his head with things on which he had no interest. If
his groove was narrow, it also ran cl1~ep; and as a youth
he was reading Blanford on the anatomy of birds (and
feeling qualified to disagree with him!) at an age when
modern youth seems more preoccupied with the comic
strips, sports, television, and space fantasy.
In youth, while climbing and back-packing in the
hills, he built up a much better physique than school
sports could have done. It helped him bear up through
nearly five years of war and kept him prowling afield.
At an age when most men feel compelled to slow down
Brooks was speeding up his work accomplishment.
Brooks never smoked. "I tried it once," he said, "and
it was a waste of time!" Time!-was the only tyrant
that plagued his life! A favourite saying, particularly
if upset about work, was: "God! Give me time!"
time to pry more secrets out of Birdom, time to record
them, time to paint them.

"All that firing for THAT?" exclaimed the amazed
Stewart.
The grim reply was: "A winged Oldsquaw is a
tough customer!"
In the matter of general education, though Brooks
had received little of what we call academic instruction
and training beyond grade school, he had natural gifts
that went far toward filling the gap. That he was a good
chess player early, and later in a bridge game or at
cribbage or poker a tough opponent, reveals that he had
the bains for mathematics and other heady sciences had
he so willed. A gun-oriented diary of his youth shows
him as a ballistic expert on the rifles of his day, the
minutia of these scientific instruments at his finger tips.

Afield on the prowl; though no one would have
suspected it, Brooks was a walking arsenal. He nearly
always wore knickerbockers, and in warm weather he
went in shirt sleeves while his carrier was the California
game-type pockets in series around his middle supported by wide straps over the shoulders. This was for
coolness and lightness and handiness. The binoculars
hung on his chest and often he packed a small telescope
of the deer stalker's type. In his po;:kets usually there
were loads for any emergency of the region. Though
in early days he had collected with the 12-bore, or often
with the 10, he settled down later as many collectors
did to the lighter 20-gauge. Still later he brought home
from England a little double .410-bore, but it never
became his favourite, and his last years still usually
carried the well-worn Ithaca 20.

From early youth he had a passion for recording
things. That is how he came to build up his extensive
diaries, to register the details of his everlasting prowling
afield. And scattered through these two dozen volumes
are scores of little observations on what met his sharp
eye, short, terse, golden paragraphs of Brooksiana such
as:
October 30th, '42: "Saw a fine exhibition of flight.
An adult female Marsh Hawk passedl over me. As I
watched, she accelerated and threw a small meadow
mouse to one side; and on the instant a female Prairie
Falcon shot past me and took the mouse in mid-air
with one foot. An adult male Marsh Hawk then swept
by and struck at the Falcon which paid no attention to
him but ate the mouse while sailing along. Her foot
went up to her mouth twice."

For this weapon he carried in the field half a dozen
loads and a .32 cal. auxiliary adapter to take a brass shell
using a mere pinch of dust shot, effective to about 40
feet. This was for most smaJI birds, killing mainly by
shock with slight mutilation. Also handy was a heavier
.410 adapter carrying No. 12 or 71;2 shot; some half-

He had the urge to know, a natural inquisitiveness,
especially in his chosen field of natural history, a fine
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Brooks called this one: "The autocrat of the breakfast table." A Muskrat defends
his meal from Coots; a Horned Grebe looks on.

parts of hawks or spotting of the flickers called for special attention. In hot weather he added to his kit a small
bottle of glycerine and carbolic acid with which he
painted the abdomen to prevent putrefaction. It was
better, he argued, to do some preliminary work in the
field than clean a messy skin later.

loads in 20-gauge brass shells; also factory regular
loads of 71/z shot, and usually a couple of loads of
heavy No. 4s with which to pay his respects to a Horned
Owl, Goshawk, Raven, or Coyote. He never carried
slugs (ball cartridge) for the smooth bore. They had
little accuracy and he would have none of them. There
were no dangerous animals on the ranges he scoured.
Often he packed his .22 long-barreled pistol with attachable skeleton stock, the deadly little weapon with which
he collected a great many of the larger birds such as
grouse, waterfowl, and the big hawks. It could greatly
outreach any shotgun. At a moment's notice he was
ready for any game he needed from the tiny Calliope
Hummingbird to the Golden Eagle.

He was quit(~ fond of dogs but would never work
with one afield except on game. He told me he had
once owned a good field dog but one day he sent him
far out to retrieve a muskrat. The rat bit his nose and
ever afterward the dog felt entitled to his first bite
before fetching!
Indoors, Brooks was an excellent curator. Just as
he was careful i'n the make up of specimens, he was
orderly in the systematic arrangement of them in his
cabinets. It must have been a great satisfaction to him
when, with the spacious studio-museum built, he could
turn his back on the cramping quarters of shanty life
to arrange his cabinets along the walls under the big

In the field he was meticulous in handling freshly
shot specimens, plugged them carefully, removed blood,
etc. He wanted to get each victim to the skinning table
in best possible order, every feather in place. He
studied the feather patterns of such birds as snipe
before he picked up the body. The striping of the under
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game heads and spread out 5,000 bird skins in systematic order.

good skins of sandpipers, hawks, or owls. He loathed
a gaping beak. Every skin should have a stiffening stick
that passed through body and neck to be locked in the
bill. Heads must not wobble. The inside stitch in the
crop region of hawks, the tying of the humeri in most
birds, were worth the time. Backs must be flat to avoid
rolling when trays were pulled out or pushed in. Labels
must be sized to specimens, for a hawk-sized label on
a kinglet or hummingbird was ridiculous.

With Brooks, collecting was his natural bent to a
joyful life. Though work was his fetish there was no
drudgery in it. Visitors looking into his museum as
specimens numbered into the thousands exclaimed at
the vast work it represented. Such visitors usually saw
but a case or two, they were beyond understanding. His
field work was a kind of religion, of which he was an
ardent apostle, with strict articles of faith to which he
fanatically subscribed. Collecting to him was even a
sort of glorified sport that never lost the keen edge of
desire. In a letter to me from Comox, August 14th,
1928:

He greatly preferred crested birds like the jays
or waxwings or kingfishers to be made up with the
head on one side to show the extent and shape of the
crest adornment. And he loved uniformity in a tray,
the bills all pointing the same way. He rightly insisted
that labels should carry full data on the soft parts: eyes,
bill, feet, etc. in the natural state before drying. He
published a paper on the importance of these details.
Nowhere does Brooks show the perfectionist more than
in his specimens. Each had to be as near as possible
to a replica of the living bird. These specimens were his
library of reference for his illustrative work.

"First merlins of the year at the Sandspit. Two
young, one chasing the other, drove right over mv head
like bullets. In their whizzing plunge of co~rse I
missed the incomer, but centred with my left barrel
after I twis.ted back as far as I could. If I had only
pulled off that right and left I believe it would have been
the best one I ever made!" Still the heart of a bov out
with his first gun.
•

He early attacked the grease problem of skins. It
had been found that fat left on the skins of birds in
hasty work was fatal. They "grease burned"; oil escaped
into the plumage to stain and rot and gather dirt, often
ending the usefulness of the specimen. Brooks profited
here from the experience of the museums of the United
States. Before the merits of WARM gasoline were
discovered he had spent endless hours clipping and
scraping the fat from waterfowl skins but never quite
getting rid of it. The cold gasoline bath had never been
more than half successfuL But warmed gasoline was
magic, and greaseless skins were now possible to those
who took the time. In this respect AI!an never spared
himself. He even went to far as to declare that nearly
all birds before labelling should get the solvent treatment, but for the sandpipers, geese, and ducks and the
oily grebes, loons, and Alcida:: generally, it was a must.

I saw nothing of Brooks' development in the first
50 years of his career, but a good deal of his last 25.
As a beginning skin-maker he had poor teachers. In
the eyes of the old-time naturalist, speed was what
counted. "Is he fast?" A slowpoke with scalpel and
tweezers would get little encouragement on a field
expedition. They made poor skins, dragged off the skin
in a few moments, half-scraped leg and wing bones,
dusted it and themselves with dry arsenic, thrust a
trianguar patch of cotton into it with the stuffing forceps,
closed the gaping belly with a single stitch and labelled
it with little data but date, place, and taker.
Brooks at first followed this lead but soon gave :it
up in favour of more quality. Through the years he
strove constantly to improve technique, seeking quality
rather than speed. Eventually his scientific birdskins
became the extreme of the skin-maker's art. They wer:::
mounted birds minus the wires and glass eyes. His duck
skins especially were distinctive in any company.

He insisted that because different classes of birds
had such differently shaped bodies, each called for a
little different make-up and that the same method
should not be applied to, say, sandpiper, hawk, and owl.
This was obviously true and he converted me to several
of his ways, though I could not always agree.

He must have been one of the first to insist on quality
in the work of the museum preparator and he pioneered
methods that others were to follow. He said few made
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During his years of coming to his winter home at
Comox when we were close neighbours, and rivals for
local Black Merlins, he often dropped into my skinning
room, taking his cue while on a beach prowl from the
smoke in my chimney. I think he envied me my
detached room of dirty work where I could skin stale
ducks and blow sawdust and feathers about to my
heart's content without crossing the susceptibilities of a
housekeeper. He skinned his prey at Comox in his little
den-studio. Small birds, that is; larger birds entailing
more dirty work were done mostly in the basement. At
his Okanagan home he had a special skinning and gun
room right in the centre of his house.

declared: "Never tie the wings of a hawk!" my reply
was: "I always do!" This tying of the humeri, properly
spaced to prevent spreading, and thus preventing a
sloppy back was a very helpful trick. Another dictum:
"Never use absorbent cotton for plugging birds!" got:
"I always will! It's the clear McCoy!" It is routine
with the field worker to insert a plug of cotton into the
throat, immediately after shooting, to prevent the leakage of blood or stomach juices. But before skinning I
was always careful to remove the sodden plug and
replace wih a fresh one. Such "clashes" were minor
and never developed any heat and in reality I learned
a great deal from him in skin make-up, as in other things.

We had a few professional arguments. Our perennial fallout was over soft versus hard bodies as filling
for the skin. He stuffed his birdskin in bits and pieces,
building it up around the stiffening stick, and this called
for rather expert knowledge of bird anatomy. On the
other hand, I built my body on one side of the stick,
using the latter to simulate a backbone, wrapping down
the stuffing firmly with thread to form a solid body
patterned on the original in the flesh as just removed.
Thus the new form-filling went back all in one piece, the
sharpened stick anchored tightly in the bill that had
been tied shut. I admitted it took more time in the
making but I sacrificed mere prettiness for strength to
endure handling. About once a winter Allan tried to
proselytize me to his way but I was a tough convert.

One thing that forbade me aping too closely the
Brooks make-up technique was that he was never static
himself. Ever questing for improvement on the way to
the perfect bird skin, he changed several times parts of
his technique such as the mounting of duck heads; and
he invented a drying tray that was to be a short cut to
avoid the wrapping of each skin separately for drying.
For a time he thought he had the answer to the weak
duck neck by using for neck stiffener a pliable core of
tightly wrapped excelsior. The neck bent but the thin
skin, when dry and brittle, cracked in the bending. As
for the new drying tray, because the bottom of each
compartment was curved it produced a rounded back,
a roll prone skin, one of his pet aversions, so the gimmick had a short life.

Nor would I follow his lead in pretty ducks. Here
he drove the sharpened stick into the bottom of the brain
case, bringing the bill at right angles to the long axis of
the body. That was right and proper for an owl to bring
the owl face "eyes front." But the owl has a short bill.
With the long bill of the duck sticking out at right
angles, this was inviting trouble and I took gleeful pains
to show him what weak necks he had produced. My
duck, admittedly, was not so pretty but I crowed that it
was twice as strong. For though it had its head on the
side to show the contour of crest, it had the end of the
stick in its teeth. And when dry the specimen was so
strong I could use the bill for a handle.

Brooks collected to the last of his life. There were
fresh skins on the drying tray and a just-finished painting
on the drawing board the hour he left home in his last
illness. Clever as he was with brush and pencil, I
suspect that in his heart his art was merely a means to
an end, a handmaiden to his ornithology. Instinctively,
I feel, he was more the scientist, collector, curator, than
the artist.
In proof of this statement I offer that heavier, more
remunerative commissions. of his art, as when in the
'30s he illustrated the long series of articles for the
National Geographic, meant only more and bigger trips
afield, in all of which he financed himself. As he said
once, he spent his money like a drunken sailor; but it was
mostly spent in pursuit of birds in new fields rather than
in the study of art museums and their treasures. Art for
its own sake held limited meaning for him.

But I never won any arguments, for Allan had the
happy faculty of dropping a mental window-blind in
front of any evidence showing sign of devastating his
orthodoxy. It was peaceful co-existence~ When he
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Young House Mice, 1938.

If the work of his own hands on specimens in field
and studio could be assembled, the coHection would be
a vast memorial to his industry. Specimens represent
him in every sizeable collection in America, and in fact
his skins are scattered all over the world. A flea, a
shrew, a pika and several birds bear his name and two
more birds were named not for him, but by him. Though
he exchanged skins to some extent to get necessary
material, and he was ever a generous trader, he liked
nothing so well as to get to new territory, see his
desiderata afield, study it, sketch it, get it, putting the
stamp and label of the Brooks make-up on it, and
catalogue it. This routine was often changed to: get it,
paint it (particularly a portrait), and then skin it. For
this is where he got his lifelike details to file away for
future paintings.

But he never lost interest in mammalogy. His unflagging interest in this science is shown in the fact of his
teaching it to his son from the age of eight. It seemed
no disappointment to him that young Allan chose
mammalogy rather than ornithology for his life work.
Indeed, he encouraged it.
During the 1930's while I was engaged in making a
mammal survey across the southern part of the Province
of British Columbia he wrote several times warning me
of things to expect, this based on what he had learned
in the dry belt of the United States southward. For
example, he thought I should find the kangaroo rat and
harvest mouse at Osoyoos. He cited the wizardry of
Vernon Bailey at reading signs in the dust, but founded
his convictions a good deal, I think, on the mammalogical publications issued by the U.S. Biological Survey,
all of which he kept on hand for reference and study.

Though in his earlier years, when Brooks collected
professionally for United States museums to earn a
livelihood, he had put a lot of himself into the quest of
mammals both small and large and developed a good
grasp of mammalogy, birds even then came first with
him. As soon as his bird pictures brought fair returns
he almost gave up the pursuit of four-footed creatures.
Sport-fishing and things piscatorial in which in youth
he had been so keen fell away about the same time·.

Brooks insisted then that a naturalist could not make
a good biological survey of a new region unless he were
primed in advance with a knowledge of what was known
to be there. This to me seemed much like the collector
robbing himself of much of the natural lust of exploration and discovery and dulling the fine edge of the
eternal desire to quest for the new and unknown.
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Allan always insisted that he was a lucky man but
I offer that it was the luck of eternal vigilance, concentration, and persistence. To wit: One sunny spring day
of 1934, before he had returned to the Okanagan from
his winter home at Comox, a friend drove him to the
Black Creek burns to see the hooting display of the
coast Blue Grouse. On the return, Brooks called for a
halt on the bridge that he might go down and investigate
the stream. When he came up he was carrying a specimen of the navigator water shrew that he picked off a
log where a weasel or mink or house cat had left it,
doubtless not relishing its smell. Now at that time there
was but one clouded record of this mammal on Vancouver Island. When I called that evening to hear
about the love making of Dendragapus, Allan was busy
pinning down the skin of the first authentic record of
Sorex palustrus brooksi! Luck? Yes, but based on
sheer biological inquisitiveness. When he sent it to the
National Museum, Dr. R. M. Anderson named it after
him. To complete the story, I must confess that later
in the season I went back to Black Creek bridge, sowed
the place with traps and spent the night there, to catch
nothing other than several white-footed mice!

Through most of the years after building his winter
home at Comox on Vancouver Island in 1928, he kept
a skeleton collection of about 1,500 bird skins there for
reference to aid him in painting. A few times he came
down to borrow from me a look at something he lacked
and knew was in my cabinets. But he rarely borrowed
a specimen. "No," he would say, "I have it now." And
he went home with the details in his head. In 1941 he
sent this reference collection to the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, Berkeley, California. During the war
years the house was being rented and the collection was
in the way of tenants.
In 1946, following Brooks' death, his main collection at his Okanagan home followed the smaller one to
the same museum. To some Canadians it is a great pity
that this fine coUection of 9,000 skins was lost to Canada. But it is quite understandable. Brooks had been
the prophet in his own country and almost from first to
last had to sell himself abroad. Ted Brooks in a letter
states that once he took some of Allan's early drawings
(probably of game) to a Vancouver sporting goods
store, hoping to have them exhibited. But when the
proprietor heard they were a Chilliwack product he
refused even to look at them! It was the Canadian
inferiority complex of the time when so many people
north of the 49th Parallel kept their eyes focused across
their southern border. That Brooks had intended his
collection to go to the National Museum of Canada
seems plain from one of the Brooks-to-Taverner war
letters. After his death the story went the rounds,
sub rosa, that he had offered his collection to the
National Museum of Canada with one condition only:
that it be preserved intact as a memorial. This was
refused. It is a rule in most museums that "strings"
attached to gifts are not acceptable, costly as the rule
may be, and reasonable as the "strings" may be to the
donor.

Throughout his fairly long and very active life, the
human contacts of Brooks were very wide, though he
was of course bound with special ties to all those interested in natural history or hunting. In his scientific
affiliations he was a member of the American Ornithological Union from 1901 and later a Fellow. From
about 1908 he was a member of the British Ornithological Union, and later an Empire member of which
there are fewer than a dozen. Also he was a Life
Member of the Cooper Ornithological Club and member
of the Pacific Northwest Bird and Mammal Society and
from about 1920 he was linked to the hunting fraternity
through membership in the Boone and Crockett Club.
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Chapter XII
LAST EXPEDITIONS
The Atlin trip in 1924 may be said to have set the
pattern to which the Major shaped the balance of his
life. It was still the same pattern; h1~ merely cut the
material to larger dimensions as affluence allowed.

"lots of room for everything." So we skinned birds
together at it and I watched him paint a picture of a
Pacific Godwit and another of two Golden Plovers.
We had a day on the bay in Ronald Stewart's boat;
another in his flivver (Model T Ford) to Oyster River
on a patrol during which all three of us got eye strain
looking for Black Merlins; two days of pheasant shooting at Merville, on the second of which each of the three
of us tallied two cocks; a crow shoot at Widgeon Point
below the eagle tree in which Allan did the calling,
noted in my diary as "an experience"; and Brooks had
several lone prowls around the Sandspit from which he
sometimes returned with something interesting, such
as a large type of Savannah Sparrow whose flesh smelled
of iodine like that of a turnstone's. Then on October
I 7th my visitor left to take up winter quarters down
the island at Nanaimo.

He spent 1925 at home at the Landing-painting,
bird-skinning, birdwatching, and game-keeping, as he
tramped the neighbourhood, shooting in season upland
game and waterfowl. But he was oriented to birds only.
He was not a big-game hunter. He had told me so
in 1922. It was the day we were climbing the east wall
of the Okanagan Valley above Vaseux Lake when he
made that startling announcement. A movement ahead
and above us about 150 yards off caught my eye and I
whispered: "A sheep!" It was a California bighorn ram
with quite good curls, and of course he saw us first.
He mounted a small crag and turning his light-coloured
rear to the hill, faced us, and became practically invisible, as clever a camouflage as I ever saw. We stood
and enjoyed the sight. When I suggested to my companion that he would be down here for a hunt later, he
replied: "My big game hunting days are over!" There
was a tinge of regret or longing in the words, spoken so
quietly, that I could not fathom; but I realized it was
final. I interpreted it instinctively that his big game
shooting had ended in France. Perhaps now the creatures of the hills that could not strike back made the
chase anticlimax.

To show the certainty of his soft spot for Comox,
he was back again on December 14th and next forenoon at the tail-end of a heavy southeaster he prowled
the Spit and returned in triumph with a small grey
goose, three Black Turnstones, a Sanderling, a Horned
Lark, a Burrowing Owl and, cream of the bag, a Western Gull. Also a heavy case of gloat. He had been
insisting I didn't work the Spit enough. As if I hadn't!
During my first two years here l worked it often but
gave it up as largely a waste of time. After getting rid
of his gumboots he spent five minutes rubbing his sermon into me.

On October 6th, 1925, he came down to Comox to
visit with me for nearly two weeks. He gravitated as
naturally to my new cottage at the creek mouth as the
needle points north. He envied me a little the site
where I had built as he had tried to buy it himself on
his first visit in 1903. We were both bachelors. He
liked my big living room fronting the creek mouth and
bay and paid a compliment to my big homemade table;

I was standing at the glass in the front door taking
the beating on my back when at Widgeon Point I spied
a big white gull turn the spruces to be:at toward me in
the strong breeze.
"Well," I said, "Here's one you missed-a Glaucous
Gull!"
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He was just on the point of oppositiOn when he
changed his mind, bobbed up and joined me.

far off the charted course of his life. She learned this
even as early as Alert Bay, where the honeymoon got
badly scrambled with ornithology.

"Why, it IS a Glaucous Gull!" he burst out, and
exploded into action. Jamming his stockinged feet
into slippers he grabbed his gun and went out the front
door like a singed cat. He reached up for his Western
Gull hung on the veranda post and hurled it 50 feet
toward the approaching white visitor, rushed after it
and hurled it again toward the beach gate and little
lagoon beyond. By this time I was on the veranda with
my .22; and now at about Allan's third pitch the allwhite stranger, accepting the situation as worth investigation, suddenly spiralled down to land on the mud on
the far side of the lagoon. In a mean spirit of retaliation
and to try to score a point for my side I let go with the
rifle. But the range was long and I missed, shooting
low, hitting between the birds legs as it faced me. At
which the gull winged aloft and circling near the beach
gate was promptly dropped by the Brooks 20-bore.

To Allan, 'marriage was but a mere necessary detail
in a larger biological pattern, and also he had said he
couldn't afford to batch any longer. When the couple
called at Comox briefly, the groom was gloating, not
over the splendid wife he had collected, but over the
fine series of spring-plumage Surfbirds he had taken at
Alert Bay! But he declared he was going to make the
best husband he knew how to be, and I think he made
good his word. The only time he touched colours on
this visit, I recall, was to paint a little Comox shore
scene bright with May sunshine and the gold of the
broom thickets, and it was for the bride.
And the practical Marjorie took everything in
stride. She was in the cottage scarcely an hour when
she was rattling kitchen cabinets, locating ingredients
for two males who in long bachelorhood had been
denied their quota of cake. Allan could paint a picture; but when Marjorie took. a cake out of the oven
and put the frosting on its roof, it too was a work of art.

This short visit, hours I was coming to regard as
pure gold, ended December 21st when I had to leave for
Portland, Allan returning to Nanaimo.

But, like a fishing honeymoon, this one of divided
interest was none: too successful. For one day as they
shared the same perch, a log in the sunshine at the
boathouse, a Peregrine Falcon came posting along the
shore and passed low overhead. And Allan's gun was
indoors! If Duck Hawks have a sense of humour that
one must have curled his black moustache in a smile.

The most interesting Brooks expedition was his
adventure into matrimony. Brooks a Benedict! To
many of his friends the news was startling and the reactions were various. I had been duly warned early in
the year, but it was April 8th when he wrote of the fait
accompli and that he was off on a short honeymoon to
Alert Bay but would call and spend a few days with me
on his way homeward. He said I could now release
the news to his Comox friends, which I took as a
tribute to my diplomacy and skill in breaking such
startling news gently!

Said Marjorie one day; "Mack, you're going to get
married too aren't you?" I was properly evasive. She
went on: "See how Allan and I get along!" This before
the honeymoon was over. "But, Mack, you'll not swear
at YOUR wife on your honeymoon, will you?" I had
to hedge again, that it would largely depend on the
provocation.

Brooks now was 57. His bride Marjorie, daughter
of the late Mr. and Mrs. Richard Holmes of Arundel,
England, was 38. To some of his intimates it was
difficult to fit Allan into the new picture; Leander stroking the Hellespont with a grindstone tied to hiis neck!
But his friends were soon reassured. Marjorie, who
had several outdoor interests, proved a woman of understanding heart, accepting bird men in general and her
husband in particular without trying many impossible
alterations. Her fund of common sense warned her it
would take more than a mere woman to throw Allan

It all came out later in little bits. That flock of
Alert Bay Surfbirds was too much for Allan. He just
couldn't take it. So he sent his bride to drive them
down the shore to him and she drove them the other
way! But she had married a man not easily shaken
from his purpose. He straightway set off alone after
the flock, got a shot on the wing, picked up 12, went
home, and skinned every one of them.
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Allan Brooks (centre) with Allan Moses (left) and Dr. A. 0. Gross,
Kent Island, Nova Scotia, 1930.

"Only once more," says Allan junior '''did my father
allow his collecting instincts to overstep his humanity
and this was some years later. My mother, an avid
gardener, one day found her husband sitting among her
flowers with the .410 shotgun across his knees. Now
the flowers were entirely my mother's department and
she was sure the splash of colour was instrumental in
bringing the hummingbirds to the sanctuary. Father
had spied a rare Black-chinned Hummer which he
wanted to collect. He didn't.

"Mother loved the sanctuary as much as her husband
did. Her flower garden was but a trifle of the area but
she regarded it as an integral part of the refuge. She
cleaned the bird houses in spring, fed the quail, put up
perches for the flycatchers, and was generally sanctuary
wise. Many a time I have heard her call out and come
rushing into the living room-studio crying "Hawk!
Hawk!" or "House V\Tren! House Wren!"
In the diary of this time in the space reserved for
bookkeeping I note that Marjorie had made an attempt
at lightening Allan's load by taking over some of the
time-consuming business details. I also have letters in
my file written by Marjorie but dictated by Allan while
skinning or painting. But it could not have worked
well, for this period was short. Perhaps because the
new assistant wrote a large round hand in uneven lines,
while Allan wrote small decisive script that shot words
across the page, even when unruled, with the precision

"Mother exploded. She told father that if she ever
found him again using her flowers to decoy for collecting purposes there would be no more garden." The
collector concurred and promised that henceforth the
only birds to be shot on the premises would be predators. Probably the only time on record that Allan
Brooks ever gave up his gun in a battle and abjectly
signed the terms of peace in unconditional surrender!
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of the bullets he fired.
mix well.

And the two systems did not

his chance of a good start by our irresponsible treatment!" There was the odd lifted eyebrow among some
friends later in the year when the parents headed south
for the winter, leaving their infant (Allan Cecil) in Vancouver, but it was by those who did not realize the
importance of the nursemaid in English child-rearing
tradition.

A survey of his order book at this time gives the
impression that in addition to a wife he needed a bookkeeper, also a secretary and a business manager. The
orders are frightening and the prices positive that
Brooks was never intended to be a business man. To
finish Fuertes' work, after that artist's tragic death, on
Forbush's "Birds of Massachussets" (130 plates),
Brooks states: "Total not to exceed $1857.05=$14.28
V2 per plate!!" Note that the exclamation points are
his. He did the line drawings for Ralph Hoffman's
"Birds of the Pacific States" for $7 each and portraits
(heads only) for as low as $2.50. He got better prices
for much other work, though in general his prices were
moderate.

On December 21st Allan and Marjorie left the
Okanagan for the South. They spent Christmas Day
travelling through northern California where they began
to catch up to northern friends again, particularly
hawks, and on the 28th they reached their Texas destination at Brownsville on the Gulf of Mexico. Two days
later they were located in a small apartment on the outskirts of the city. Here Allan started the field work of
what must have been one of his most exciting field trips,
ranking perhaps with his days in the Florida Everglades.

On September 25th, 1926, Brooks left home for a
trip to Saskatchewan to collect and study the Sage
Grouse, extinct by this time in the Okanagan, and
thence to visit Ottawa. On the Frenchman River,
south of Shaunavon at Otterson's Ranch, he found his
birds. A new grouse to investigate; he was truly in his
element. He took four of these wonderful great Sage
Hens, the largest grouse on the continent, the male
weighing up to 5 pounds. And the occasion called for
copious notes and diagrams. He took nearly a page to
do justice to colours of soft parts, minutia from bill-tip
to soles of the feet, the arrangement of the twentyfeather tail of the great cock, to the size of his heart, etc.
Before he left Saskatchewan on October 6th he enjoyed
some shooting in which he bagged the other grouse in
the region: Sharp-tailed, Pinnated and Ruffed .

His first field day, December 31st, is worth quoting:
'"To Resacca near Alvido with Camp. Numbers of
ducks: Redhead, Canvasback, Lesser Scaup, Mallard,
Pintail, Gadwall, Widgeon, Shoveller, Ruddy, Greenwinged Teal and one Cinnamon Teal. Small birds were
plentiful. Took one Peregrine Falcon, 2 Green Jays, 1
Derby Flycatcher, 1 Sennett's Thrasher, 2 Texas Woodpeckers, 1 Black-crested Titmouse, 1 Texas Wren, 1
Small White-eyed Vireo and 1 Mexican Grebe. Gave
the falcon to Camp; made up the other ten skins myself."
Imagine the gloating over a good start like that.
Ten new skins, not one of which he could have got in
British Columbia!
The new year brought the same excitement almost
every day. The daily paragraph, usually long, drips
satisfaction as be pushed the campaign in various directions and locarions. The day's take sometimes ran
over a dozen specimens, most of them birds new to him
and to his colle:ction. Brooks seldom gushed with his
pen. But in these abbreviated matter-of-fact summaries
of the days afield I can feel the excitement that was
driving him. He was taking his greatest thrill with the
kind of life he loved. Being a collector, I can even
suffer with him exceedingly when he recounts that he
gave a native $2 to retrieve for him a Mexican Black
Hawk floating in the river, only to find on possession
that the prize had lost its head to the turtles. Oh, the

Of the Ottawa trip he has left no details except that
he was home again October 21st. Doubtless he spent
nine days there chiefly in the National Museum with
Taverner.
The New Year, 1927, started off rather excitingly
as on January 2nd Brooks wrote me from Vancouver
that he had again changed status and that the previous
day he had become a father and, the Brooks luck again,
he had achieved a son and heir. "But", he assured,
"don't worry at any violent change in our lives. For
the next two years at least, the infant will be brought up
by trained nurses in a scientific way. We'll not hazard
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agony of it! The Scot in me gives a double appreciation of what he must have endured.

usual hirsuites. This little bird of the Southwest had
been taken and described 46 years earlier and then
seemed to get lost again. Brooks was jubilant over the
rediscovery and I recall that he was vocal over it on his
return north. But in the diary I find the last paragraph
of the month ends: "Hoffman at the museum [Santa
Barbara] had taken Beardless Flycatcher last year 8
miles south of Tucson." This must have dulled considerably the sharp edge of his original gloat. For bird
men are that way. "Firsts"--discovery-this is the
breath of their lives, the fuel that drives them.

He spilled a little sentiment also on February 18th:
"To Col. Sander's property on the coast ten miles north
of Pt. Isabel, Camp taking me there. Took over a
dozen birds, including a ·Harris' Hawk, 3 Sennett's
Hawks and a Barn Owl. Most of the hawks and the
owl were taken at a prairie fire. A great collection of
hawks, including one or two Aplomado Falcons, were
after the rodents and locusts. Lost another Sennett's
Hawk that dropped into the flames. I was bothered by
having to hold onto a winged hawk and shoot at the
same time, also by a skunk that kept toddling all around
me in the ashes. Coyotes were watching at a safe
distance. The Sennett's Hawk is the most beautiful of
all the Buteos."

The collecting ended on March 20th when the
Brooks left Tucson, and the return through California
seems to have been only a visiting junket, though
Allan and Jim Moffit made one trip to Los Banos from
Berkeley to try for Ross' Snow Geese. But the little
"scabby-nosed wavies" had already left for the north;
so the Brooks couple followed, arriving in their Okanagan home April 21st to find the Chipping Sparrows
back to welcome them and Balsamorhi:w, the dry-belt
Sunflower, bright on the sunny slopes.

The magic two months closed fittingly with;
"Skinned 3 Chachalacas taken yesterday," and next
day they left Texas. Half a page of window observations later, including San Antonio and El Paso, they
came to a new collecting station at Silver City, New
Mexico. The stop was short and may best be told .in
Allan's own words: March 4th: ''With the R. T. Kelloggs to Gila River, fifty miles south over Big Burro
Range. Beautiful parklike country with Live Oaks,
Pinon Pines, Bull Pines [Ponderosa?] and huge Junipers
with lots of birds. Saw Arizona [Mexican], Woodbouse's [Scrub] and Long-crested Jays, and Ant-eating
Woodpeckers [Gilded Flicker?], Titmice, etc. We
reached Gila River at noon after a long stretch of mesa
and Yuccas. We saw Red-tailed and Ferruginous
Hawks but no rare ones. Fine big cottonwoods grew
by the river which was full of snow-water, but there were
not many birds in these trees. Took 2 Abert's Towhees
and a Baird's Woodpecker. Also saw Vermilion Flycatcher and Cissal Thrasher."

On July 11th, 1928, the Brooks came to Comox
and summ~red in the Laing cottage at Baybrook, the
owners being absent. This summer was notable because
of the building of the Brooks winter home located on
the most easterly lot of the subdivision, close to where,
25 years earlier, Allan had spent his first Comox winter.
It was beach property; but to the wonderment of his
friends he built up on the hill on the most northerly acre
of the property, or as far from the beach as he could get.
This lot had been logged, all original timber gone.
Perhaps the sight of stumpage reminded him too poignantly of the bondage of his youth to land-clearing and
pioneer agriculture in Ontario. At any rate he planned
the little studio to look out on an upspringing half acre
of Red Alder shading a fine spring. Not a stump in
sight.

The next stop, March lOth, was at Tucson where
the Brooks and the Eugene Laws met and on the 13th
went to the Way Ranch on the San Pedro River. There
was a large water tank fed by an artesian gusher and
there were "lots of birds."

It was October 12th when Allan and Marjorie
moved into the new home. By arrangement my wife
and I were to stop off in the Okanagan on our way home
from the field for a shoot; but when on October 13th
we reached the Landing we were handed the Brooks'
house key by his neighbour. Allan was still in the toils
of moving at Comox. So I had two days to wander the
neighbourhood, appraise the Brooks' game-keeping and

It was here that Allan took two Beardless Flycatchers and next day Law took anothe:r and gave it to
his friend. This simple diary statement means more
than that they had taken a flycatcher species shy of the
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try my eye on partridge, till on the 16th he came hurrying in, full of apology and exasperation at carpenters
and painters, but a boy out of school, "rarin ready" for
the shoot we were to have next morning.

an Eastern Willet, and four Eiders in migration out to
sea.
Allan pays his respects to an old neighbour here,
with: "A brood of Marsh Hawks had been raised in the
bushes at one end of the tern colony and played havoc
with the young terns, had probably killed 75% of them."
This was another blow in the controversy stirred up
about this time by Jack Miner who, from his experience

In the week that followed-no rain and the landscape poplars along the lake and the aspens above in
the draws of the hills screaming poems in coiour-I
tramped with my host over the Commonage he loved
to prowL We walked up our birds, no dog, and over
Rattlesnake Point and the Davidson Ranch had shooting such as I never expect to see again this side of
Valhalla.
It was November 3rd when Brooks joined Marjorie
again in the winter home, and on December 28th, in
company with his Comox friend, Theed Pearse, turned
in a Christmas Bird Census of 57 species.
Brooks' next field expedition abroad was in 1930.
On August 3rd the family left for MontreaL Marjorie
and son were to visit relatives and her former home in
England while Brooks was to investigate bird life of
the Atlantic coast as found in Nova Scotia. On August
7th, an hour after he had seen his wife off on the
"Megantic," he entrained for Halifax where he arrived
August 9th. Next day he met R. W. (Robie) Tufts,
Federal Migratory Bird Officer, also an ardent collector,
who drove him 90 miles to Crescent Beach, "a lovely
drive along a beautiful Coast."
Of Crescent Beach Allan says: "This is a lovely
place and Dr. and Mrs. Patten [with whom he visited]
are more than kind. Their house is right on the shore on
a rocky point just above the breakers."
Brooks had timed his visit for autumn migration.
On August 17th he listed 13 species of waders and
some gulls, the most noteworthy of these latter, the
Great Black-backed. The 20th was a big day. With
Dr. Patten in Freeman Richard's boat they visited Indian
Island, 7 miles out to sea. There was a large tern colony
breeding there-Common, Arctic and Roseate-the
latter chief desideratum. Each species had some young
on the wing, the Roseate being most belated. They
found Leach's Petrel breeding both in the open and in
the spruce woods, most nests with large downy young.
Herring Gulls, Spotted Sandpiper, and Song Sparrow
nested here also. He saw several other common birds,

Allan, in the field, with Dr. A. K. Fisher and a Tanbark
Cedar (Juniperus pachyphlora), Santa Rita Mountains,
Arizona, 1939.
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at his place near Kingsville in Ontario, had denounced
this raptor as one of the worst, and so called down on
his head the wrath of certain "conservationists" of that
time.

fallen around our home from the Cottonwoods, Willow
and Locusts." And wasn't this a tiny boast of the
climate of his well-loved Okanagan?
The year 1931 brought a short trip to Washington,
D.C. But this was a business, not a collecting trip,
its object mainly to interview Gilbert Grosvenor in
regard to illustrations for the National Geographic
Magazine. But as usual Allan fell among friends and
they knew where his real interests lay. Shortly after his
arrival on May 25th, Vernon Bailey took him from the
hotel to host him in his home. Next day, May 30th,
A. H. Howell and Chas. H. M. Barrett of the Biological
Survey took him "across the Potomac into Virginia
where there were beautiful woods of Oak and Beech and
some scrub Pine on the uplands." Birds were fairly
numerous and it must have been a splendid day, even
though he seems to have been armed only with binoculars, for he took more than half a page to tell of the
many birds seen.

After long years of experience with Marsh Hawks.
in the Okanagan, where they seem to have oeen on their
worst behaviour, Brooks took up his cudgel, supported
Jack, and it was characteristic of Allan in a battle that
he knew which side he was on. A few days later, still
on Indian Island, he noted: "To Bantam Bay. Shot a
Hudsonian Curlew adult and a Juv. Marsh Hawk, the
latter with a Semipalmated Plover in it, while field mice
were plentifuL I saw one or two of these abroad in the
sunlight." Allan and Dr. Patten enjoyed the island so
well they stayed for a week.
On September 3rd Brooks crossed back to Wolfville to visit with R. W. Tufts and collect Acadian
Sharp-tailed Sparrows on the meadows of Grand Pre.
His stay there was short and on the evening of September 6th he had crossed over the bay to St. John, New
Brunswick. He seems to have found little of interest
in the voyage except "5 Gannets seen while crossing
over," and on September 9th he took passage for Grand
Manon Island, long famous for its bird life, reaching
destination the same evening. He had planned a visit
here of more than a month.

On his way east he had stopped two days in Chicago
to hobnob at the Field Museum with Dr. W. H. Osgood,
Ruthven Deane, and Walter Webber. But characteristically, when on return trip he stopped here 12 hours
between trains he stretched his legs by a prowl on the
beach of Lake Michigan, listing three species of waders,
also "Terns and Gulls." That he used such general
terms for the two latter surely indicates bad visibility.

Brooks' short walk next morning to Whale Cove
netted him a Florida Gallinule, which was rather a good
beginning, and he found his new island a very birdy and
interesting spot. The fall migration was now in full
swing: "the spruce woods full of warblers." He met
Allan Moses, local naturalist and collector, and they had
several field days together, including a trip to the Rockefeller Bird Sanctuary on Kent Island. Brooks also
visited the lighthouse to study the kill of night migrants
during fog, and he had a day far out with the Fisheries
Patrol boat, meeting many exciting maritime birds covering an exceptionally wide range. I judge he had a
splendid time on Grand Manan and add,ed much valuable new material to his collection. He talked enthusiastically of this trip after his return home. He returned
via Boston and his last note of the month reads: "Home.
Beautiful weather. Trees along the lakeshore are nearly
all clothed in gorgeous yellow. Hardly a leaf has

Brooks spent a week visiting friends in the Calgary
area, also two days at Banff where he re,newed acquaintance with Carl Rungius the big game artist. On the
14th of June at the Great Divide at 5,000 feet he
recorded an Eastern Kingbird, and reached home next
day.
The real trip of this year (1931) began November
11th when with Marjorie and his son he boarded the
S.S. "Niagara" at Vancouver and sailed for New Zealand to spend the winter near his sister Edith Swan in
Auckland. For the next 19 days the diary has short
notations on seabirds seen and each day's scanty take
ends with the weather, the latitude and longitude, and
the mileage from the ship's log. Evidently there were
few birds when Allan wasted ink on such trivia. There
is not a human name. He was alone on the ship.
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He was a trifle expansive at Honolulu, only; November 18th: "Tied up at 7 a.m. No seabirds of any
sort-not even a gull in the harbor. [We were] Taken
all over by the Russells [Marjorie's cousins] and I never
saw anything like the scarcity of birds: Night heron (1);
Native Dove (1); a large brownish bird high on its legs;
Chinese Turtle Doves (imported; a few); Australian
Diamond Doves (fairly common); Mynahs and House
Sparrows, both also imported. At the Bishop Museum
saw Dr. Gregory and Mr. Bryant. Left at 5 p.m. No
seabirds. Flying Fish common."

On December 17, the three Brookses moved into a
flat overlooking the south end of Cheltenham Beach and
Allan began to prowl the shore. With characteristic
singleness of purpose he has not a word in the bird
r<ecord for the sister he had come so far to visit. They
were last togeth<er in the '90s when he left Mount Forest.
But now things were not according to plan. He
told of it on hiis return. He was refused a collecting
permit for New Zealand. He had expected the privilege
would be granted as willingly as in the United States.
But "Allan Brooks" meant nothing down there and
wild life was not to be exploited by outsiders. He had
not ploughed his ground in advance.

Not very blood stirring; and noted in the terse
recital is an almost refreshing indecision here and there.
It is not always the statement o~ the cock-sure: Brooks.
In: "a gull the size of philadelphia", or: "A small tern
in A.M. (lunata?)", or: "What looked like a larger,
dark-bodied Shearwater", etc., we see stark and horrible
doubt raising its head above the waves. But the man
had surprisingly comprehensive knowledge of birds of
the world and he guessed shrewdly when uncertain.
There are remarkably few corrections in identification
he had to make when he reached sources of information
such as the Museum of Auckland.

This hurt his pride not a little but he made the best
of it. There were dead birds constantly coming ashore,
ilt seems, and so he gave outlet to energy by preparing
their skeletons and making sketches of anatomical details, the chanc<: of a lifetime to study what to him were
rare birds. Later he learned that he would not be
allowed to "export" the skeletal material from the castups on the shore!
The Brooks disgust was probably immeasurable but
I suspect that h•~ considered the joke was on officialdom
and so huge that it robbed his own hurt of some of its
sting. It was a case of the half-loaf. Better just to
see these south<:rn hemisphere birds than to miss them;
and so he began to make excursions here and there in
the role of sightseer. On December 18th he visited the
island of Rangitoto and an islet near Motuiki where
Black-headed Gulls, White-faced Terns, Grey-headed
Petrels, and Reef Herons were nesting. Also he picked
up a Diving F'etrel; saw three old British Columbia
friends-Parasitic Jaegers.

They arrived at noon, last day of November and he
writes: "Birds in large numbers from early morning
when Gulls (Larus dominicanus) and Giant Fulmars
were the commonest birds. From inside the Barrier
Islands, and up to within a few miles of Auckland, sea
birds were in greater numbers, especially of species, than
I ever saw anywhere before. The following were noted."
-and there follows a list of 14 antipodean sp•~cies that
must have been new to him on this trip. Only two
identifications have a question mark. I wonder how
many ornithologists of that day, armed only with a pair
of binoculars, could have done as well. The list seems
impromptu, part of the day's log, and written before he
had contacted the museum.

On December 23rd, in company with Pyecroft and
Falla of the museum, he went in the lighthouse tender to
the island of Tiri-Tiri where he saw thousands, and about
seven species, of birds of the petrel kind. Several species
of other seabirds had nested and now had young. It is
difficult for northern folk to associate nesting birds with
Christmas, but "down under" things are topsy turvy.

I have no doubt he did visit the museum very shortly,
for he turned to such as naturally as a Moslem faces
Mecca to say a prayer. But it is not till December 17th
that he mentions A. T. Pyecroft or A. R. Falla of that
Auckland institution when the latter brought the visitor
a pick-up specimen of Grey-faced Petrel that had struck
an electric light.

Brooks started off the notes of the New Year headed
Devonport. He was close to his sister there and saw
her daily and she treated her relatives to a trip southward
toward the int<:rior of the island (North Island). On
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Yellow Rails, ca. 1929.

the 7th of January: "Left for Rotorua, :\1 [arjorie] and
C [ecil] together with Edith." This the only mention of
his sister. Here his notes get very full. In the week on
the Rotorua trip he explored the bird life of the lake;
took a two-day boat trip on a series of smaller lakes; and
visited a Forestry Station where he had praise for the
forester in charge. He marvelled at the :rapid growth of
the introduced tree species, Redwoods and Larches 30
inches through, tall and straight, at 29 years old. The
party returned to Devonport, January 14th.

January 19th: "With Pyecroft in a fisherman's
launch to the Noisies, a group of islands on which Pelagodroma [White-faced Petrel] breeds. Several other
species breed here also--Spotted Shags, Parasitic Jaegers and their victims-White-fronted Terns, Gannets
and Little Blue Penquins also were seen." It was one
of those spots where Allan Brooks must have been in
ornithological heaven. But he would have been up on
the top flat of seventh heaven if he had carried a collecting permit.
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permit been solved? It would seem so as next day the
diary entry for February 4th reads: "Had three Pterodroma cookii [Cook's Petrel] adults and an adult Pelagodroma [Frigate Petrel] given me by Pyecroft who had
been out to the Little Harrier Island. Also a Pterodroma gularis [Scaled Petrel] from Stewart Island-all
fresh and in good order." This, with two full-page careful drawings of the wings of Pter. cookii and gularis, is
the grand finale. On February 9th he is back on the
"Niagara" preparing to bird-watch the Pacific en route
to Vancouver.

On February 1st he left for Kaipara Harbour, meeting Oscar Sandin at Helensville, and then !they went
down-river in Sandin's launch to anchor that night near
the river mouth at the ocean, explored next day, and then
returned. "Notable birds were hundreds of Black
Swans with half-grown young, Graylag Geese [introduced] with flying young, thousands of Pacific Godwits,
Pacific Golden Plover (scarce), Knots, Turnstones,
Barred Dotterels (2), Oyster-catchers (both Black and
Common), three species of Cormorants, two species of
Gulls, three species of Terns: White-fronted, Caspian
and Fairy. No Tubinares or small sandpipers."

Perhaps the most notable bird sighted on the way
home was that of the great Wandering Albatross that on
the second day out followed the ship for half the day.

But note the last very short sentence: "Took seven
Godwits and two Knots." Had the matter of collecting
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Blue-mountain Duck, ca. 1935.
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Previously en route south he had met only the small
Black-footed relative. Another pertinent note: February 20th: "Many Black-footed Albatrosses, mostly
juveniles; one Man-a-war Bird at eleven o'clock and at
4 p.m. a Noddy which flew aboard sick and I was able
to capture it." There is no further information on what
happened to that Noddy.

Gulls, and at the "great numbers of carcasses of Shearwaters, Murres, etc. on the shoreline, killed by oil."
The debacle of crude oil spewed on coastal waters was
even then well under way, that crime of commerce
against nature compared with which the slaughter of
the American bison or Passenger Pigeon were but a drop
in a bucket of iniquity. Loss of bison and pigeon was
but the sinning of too eager, unenlightened pioneers; but
oil is still taking its cruel toll of bird life in coastal
waters.

In the back of this volume of diaries I find two items
rather intriguing. One is titled: "Wanted by the War
Memorial Museum, Auckland", a list of 14 British
Columbia bird species. The other: "Ski:ns made in New
Zealand, Winter 1931-32." The list includes 33 skins.
So Allan plainly had managed some judicious horse
trading.

It was hard at this time for Brooks to work at home
for a twelve-month period without at least one field trip
to clear the air, so in 1934 he headed up the British
Columbia coast, again alone. I think he planned this
trip from the map. I remember that when we discussed
it he had high hopes that the mouth of the Skeena
River would be in a funnel of southward migration;
and he promised black Pigeon Hawks and other interesting takes.

In 1933 the wanderlust again called Brooks and on
February 16th he left Comox for New Mexico. This
trip he was alone. The deep Southwest intrigued him.
The gentle winter, the open country, high elevation with
its invigorating air, all suited his prowl. Its bird life,
much of it different from the north, was exciting. It
was a land full of colour and inspiration for his background, "painted desert." He had friends there who
made a point of getting him to the good collecting spots.

He left Vancouver August 8th on the "Prince
George", arrived at Prince Rupert where he transferred
to the Union S.S. "Catala" to reach Port Simpson on
the 14th. That day he took his first prowl "along
shore to near the mouth of Salmon Creek." Birds were
scarce: Semipalmated Plover (1), Western Sandpiper
(1), Spotted Sandpiper ( 1), Black Turnstone ( 9),
Savannah Sparrow, migrant ( 1). This sounded the
keynote of his theme song of the trip: Birds were scarce.

He had sampled the area about Silver City in the
spring of 1928 and he began there in 1933. As previously, the R. T. Kelloggs and J. Stokley Ligon are
often mentioned in his notes, for they were helpful comrades afield. There is an aroma of the last west romance
about the places they took him, such names as Rio
Grande, Gila River, Burro Pass, the 0 K Bar and 'Dobc
Ranches, etc. The big Lobos skinned by the predatory
animal trapper added the final touch; the cow country
of the Southwest still had wolves.

But never one to be discouraged, he worked his
territory. He went with the lighthouse tender to Green
Island where he spent three days; he hired a launch and
tried Big Bay, 8 miles down the coast; but he found
little excitement. He returned to Prince Rupert to
start home by rail with stops at Terrace and Vanderhoof.

Collections were made mainly close to the Mexican
border, one of his four-starred desiderata being the rare
Mountain Plover which he finally secured. But as there
was no change of pattern in his work we will leave him
with his mesas and mesquite thickets, yucca fiats and
forests during the spring migration.

His best list of birds was made at Terrace and
Lakelse Lake, when on the last day of August he recorded 40 species. His most exciting news was to
establish a westermost record of the Clay-coloured
Sparrow at Vanderhoof. He returned home via Jasper
on September 6th, his bird bubble of the mouth of the
Skeena River popped, but with a new appreciation of
the stream of migration that travelled south farther
inland over the high open plateaus of the Rainbow
Mountains, the Chilcotin, and his own Okanagan.

He returned to San Francisco, May 19th, later spent
an exciting day on the 24th with James Moffitt and John
Cushing at the mouth of the Salinas River. How he
fumed over the destruction of eggs and young of the
Least Tern and Snowy Plover by marauding California
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During the game season there are three items very
Brooksian, to wit:

sightseeing and birdwatching tour in which the gun was
little used. January 3rd he left Devonport, heading
southward for Rotorua, but stopping en route to visit
the Fitzgerald Aviary at Tirau. It took most of a page
to do justice to the Aviary. Also he must have made a
new friend, as on January 6th he wrote: "Around lake
with Mr. Fitzgerald in his car; also in the morning to a
pond where Shovellers were breeding. At Hamurana
Springs large numbers of New Zealand Scaup were
nesting." Aga:in it took most of a page to give the
details of these weird Southern Hemisphere ducks.
On January 9th he visited the Redwood-Larch
Forestry Plantation that formerly had so pleased him
and then left Rotorua for Wellington. Here he visited
the Dominion Museum for which his written remarks
were far from complimentary: "Only mounted birds.
Some nicely mounted; some badly, and some bedraggled monstrosities, all mixed together. A lot of foreign
birds, mostly without names, some grossly misnamed!"
On January 12th after a night voyage on the M.S:
"Rangitira" he reached Lyttleton early but had breakfast in Christchurch. He liked the "pretty little city"
and the River A von running through it, harbouring
large numbers of brown trout; but I suspect he did not
approve of those predacious Black-backed Gulls taking
these fish in "a vertical plunge" from below a foot or
more of water.
January 13th (distinctly out of character): "To the
sea beaches: Summer, Red Cliff, New Brighton and
North Beach." Too remindful of that American tourist
who, on reaching California by road, boasted that he
had slept in a different state every night after leaving
New York.

September 25th: "Shot 1 Pigeon Hawk, 1 Marsh
Hawk (with a few feathers of adult plumage in the
flags), 1 Horned Owl and a large Weasel", shmving that
the volunteer game keeper was still on the job.
October 13th: "Small birds terribly scarce; a few
Gambel's Sparrows where there should have been
thousands."
October 16th: "Shot 4 Pheasants and 2 Partridge."
This likely was four straight on the long-tails and a
"double" on the Partridge. He always liked to score
a "right and left" on the Huns. Not so bad, Allan,
considering those 65 milestones on your back track.
During the winter of 1934-35 Brooks did not take
his daily prowl on the Comox shore and we missed his
Horned Owl hoot or greeting coming from the path
through our woods. On November 3rd he left the
Okanagan and on the 7th, with Marjorie and Allan
Cecil boarded the M.S. "Aorangi" to begin a birdwatching tour around the world. We have seen him
already birdwatching from the deck of the "Niagara"
over a good part of the same route and it ·was now
repeated.
His notes this trip are a trifle more expansive, as at
Suva during a seven-hour stop in the afternoon: "Took
a 2'l2-hour drive, seeing a good many birds including
Harriers and an Accipiter, Reef Herons, 1 Dove and
a number of small birds. No parrots or any waders or
marsh birds except the Reef Herons." After former
New Zealand experience there is a more authoritative
ring to identity of his sightings. But again, at least as
far as Auckland, he travelled in a one man's world.

But next day Allan is back in the Brooks stride
again. "E. F. Stead took us to Lake Ellesmere." [The
"us" might mean his family.] "Water very low. Many
Banded Dotten:ls on dry fiats covered with Salicornia;
numbers of Stilts and some Godwits at one point. No
other waders; but large numbers of Black Swans with
young of various sizes."

Again he heads his notes "Devonport" and on the
last day of December he writes: "Out to the Noises and
other rocks in the harbour launch with R. A. and Jack
Falla. Rough, and shooting very difficult. Shot 4
Buller's and 4 Flesh-footed Shearwaters, also 2 Parasitic Jaegers for the Museum, and dug out [of its burrow] a young Grey-faced Petrel nearly full grown."

January 15th: "Took up our quarters in a clean
httle hotel at North Beach."

With nine seabirds to skin, this started off like a real
collecting trip. This time, doubtless, he had a permit
in his pocket, but it soon seems to have resolved into a

It is very difficult to imagine Allan idle for a week,
but there is only one note, this on the 21st when he
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White-crowned Sparrow, ca. 1935.
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visited the mouth of the Waimakarei River and added
oystercatchers, knots, and tumstones to his wader list
and saw three kinds of terns: Black-fronted, Fairy and
Caspian.

from his diaries, let me quote from a letter received
from him while in these Australian waters:
S . S. Cormorin,
Feb. 9th, '35

On January 23rd he left North Beach for Akaroa,
and as this was to be rugged adventure he was alone.
From this station he made three trips by fishing launch
far out to sea, collecting nine kinds of seabirds, some
of these by chumming with bait into the range of a
dip-net! On each of these species he made very full
and careful notes on the colours of soft parts: iris, bill,
and feet. Doubtless the reason he had used his ·gun so
little in December and early January was because this
was the height of the breeding season of the birds of the
Southern Hemisphere. This was the end of his collecting. On the last day of January the Brooks returned
to Wellington and on February 1st left on the U.S.S.
company's S.S. "Marama" for Sidney, Australia, the
first lap of the return journey by way of Suez and
England.

"Dear Mack:"We are nosing south through a fog down the east
coast of Australia and the reduced speed has inspired
me to write, as my caligraphy will not have a trembly
look. [Which I interpret as meaning that the engines
of S.S. "Cormorin" ceased to vibrate excessively.]
"I got one good long letter from you before we left
New Zealand, also one from Ronald [Stewart], in which
he told me that [despite his fears] three experts had
pronounced him sound and nothing the matter with
him. He is slated for a shift but what he really wants
is to get back into the Game Dept. He tells me he has
definitely lost his [first] collection to the Museum at
Victoria, B.C. "through a mistake" [I have no explanation of this statement "mistake" by Stewart. He made
three collections: Com ox and Chilliwack, Atlin, and
Masset, and donated all three to the Victoria Museum
(Provincial) where they were taken care of. But oldtimers will remember that for years Allan Brooks and
Francis Kermode, the Director of that institution, were
at daggers drawn. Brooks regarded material sent to
Kermode's curatorship about as useful as that thrown
out in the lane].

Travelling on the P. and 0. liner, S . S. "Cormorin,"
from Sidney to Freemantle, with stops also at Melbourne and Adelaide, the Brooks Australian pattern
was the same. If there was a museum,. zoo or aviary,
he spent his shore leave there. The directors, curators,
or keepers get mention but no one else does, other than
Shearwaters, Petrels, Albatrosses, "Mollymawks" and
feathered whatnots. At Melbourne, Bryant of the museum there rustled up an impromptu lunch party of
six naturalists to meet the visitor. But this completes
the human side of the voyage as record<'d with but one
exception, February 16th, second day out of Adelaide:
"Cecil saw and described correctly a small petrel close
to the ship that seemed to have been a Fregetta [Whitebellied Petrel]." Here I detect paternal pride as the
boy showing the results of the "good start" Pater had
planned. Already Cecil could identify the North Ameri··
can ducks and knew the residents of the Okanagan
Landing sanctuary, perhaps as expected of a third
generation naturalist.

"Those murrelets [I had described] that flew in
formation, undoubtedly were Ancients-a trick of
theirs.
"So the deer are going. It was only to be expected;
and the cougar also are increasing in the Okanagan.
The open season on does is of course a mistake. Still
I don't believe in ever having does and bucks in season
at the same time-from a safety standpoint.
"My collecting in N.Z. was obstructed in every way
by the man who holds a similar position to Kermode
at Victoria, B.C., and he told me he would help me!
Like so many vocational naturalists, he is trembling for
his job and I sincerely hope that his worst fears will
soon be realized! But they have no one fit for his place
inN.Z.

But just to show that Allan, the individualist, had
a much more human strain in him than might be guessed
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thought some of our problems such as the [American]
cormorants were Badly in need of solution, but the N.Z.
Cormorants-16 of 'em-are worse, while as for the
Petrels, Albatrosses and all that group!

"Toward the close of my visit I got a permit of
sorts by direct application, but most of my stay had
passed. I had one of the most fascinating trips out to
sea [off Akaroa?] on an extremely rough day when it
was practically impossible to shoot, but the birds came
up to bait right under the stern of the fishing boat.
Fancy catching Albatrosses in a landing net!. It was
quite easy and it will show you how tame they were.
Oh, for a camera! Especially for a movie one. I am
glad to know that I am absolutely immune to sickness
in any sort of small boat, tug or fishing craft, etc.
Strange, as I am often miserable on a big boat, though
the last few voyages have not bothered me.

[J.H.] "Fleming writes me that the next A.O.U.
meeting is to be held at Toronto but I don't think I
ever want to attend another one of them. The drift is
all toward their idea of "Protection" without a bit of
practical work. And so many of the Museum men are
abetting this. Joseph Grinnell has been boomeranged.
I collected a lot of nice things for him in the skeleton
line-birds of unusual types like Prions, Penguins etc.
that were washed up on the beaches, and I could not
get a permit to send. them to the museum [Berkeley,
Calif.] Well, I must not talk about it lest I lose my
lunch.

"This boat is an old, or rather slow one-15 knots,
15,000 tons-but we are delighted with her so far. We
have the best cabin I ever travelled in-large and airy,
5 blowers and all sorts of convenience.

"I am very sorry to see the Dutcher element in the
Audubon Society has won out and that [Gilbert]
Pearson has been let out. Now you will see them
getting their knives into the collector again.

"It was hot in Sidney but not too unbearable and
we liked the place far better than N.Z. Lots of bird
life. Some of the birds were wonderful, especially a
little 'Wren', black and brilliant blue, size of a Gnatcatcher and same build, but he carried his long tail
perpendicularly over his back-a gorgeous and characterful midget.

"Well, no more grouches today. We all send our
love to Ethel and yourself.
Yours as always,
Allan Brooks."

"Coming out of the 'Heads' I was struck by the
great number of Pomarine Jaegers, sometimes a dozen
in sight at onc:e, and only one man seems to have noted
this abundance before! They are following the ship
now like gulls, also a few Parasitic Jaegers, 'Mollymawks' (Black-footed Albatrosses), 1 Giant Petrel and
one huge Wandering Albatross [which I warrant he
wanted to skin, and the terrible example of the Ancient
Mariner would not have deterred him had any opportunity presented]. The only Shearwaters are the
Slender-billed.

Note that even in his personal letters, he never gets
very far from his theme: Birds; an ornithological
Beethoven! And now I will leave him to his birdwatching through the Indian Ocean and Mediterranean
and pick him up again at Arundel in Sussex, England,
where at Marjorie's early home they watched the English spring come in. For the only really important
thing that happened in the last three seas of his return,
was that in the Red Sea, March 6th, a Red-billed Tropic
Bird came aboard the ship to donate its skin under a
Brooks label to posterity.

"A cold Antarctic draft is setting against the swell
and the fog is streaming over the waves exactly like the
'Banks'-very grateful after Sidney!

Mobray 3
Arundel, England.
April 6, 1935
"Dear Mack,
"Your chronicle o( Comox during the year [winter]
of the big snow has only just arrived and I got a very
intimate idea of the conditions which we are g]ad to
have escaped. But the merlins must have made it

"I will be too late for the B.O.U. Meeting when I
land in England. I want to try to do something for the
private collector, or the public for that matter. At the
rate we are going, no collecting will be allowed soon
and Lord knows how much we still have to learn. I
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almost worth while and I wish you had had better luck.
Still, you have at last got an adult male and I can
rejoice with you. I hope it is certainly a suckleyi. [It
was. But I am deleting the next long paragraph-a
dissertation on Merlins. I feel quite sure he was itching
to see my treasure and deny it was suckleyi because it
did not have rufous flags and "islanded" spots on the
primaries. We never could agree on Black Merlins.]

Sparrow Hawk] are common. The head keeper tells me
they never killed them except when they took to taking
pheasant chicks regularly from the rearing field. He
says they lose a lot of birds to Tawny and Short-eared
Owls.
"Today I saw lots of Magpies and Jays. Rooks and
Jackdaws swarm near the castle, kept down away from
it somewhat; but rookeries are all over England now in
spite of the damage they do. Of course a little sub rosa
killing of protected birds takes place on all big estates.

"I think you must get another 12 bore. Now that
the preferential tariff is on for Britain, good English
guns can be bought for less than American of poor
quality. Don't get another U.S. gun. I have been
hunting for a second hand .410 double, English make.
Plenty of new ones of good quality, lovely little things,
wonderful value at $65, but I want a gun I can abusethat is, as far as I ever abuse a gun.

"The Curator of Birds at the British Museum tells
me that the enthusiasts who protected the 'last' pair of
Marsh Harriers are now in a quandary as there are so
many now in Norfolk, etc. that they have to be controlled, their killing is so regular of all sorts of interesting
water birds. So now they are taking all the Harriers'
eggs! Equally, the Bitterns (last remnant) they find
are the cause of the growing scarcity of Britain's most
interesting small bird: the Bearded Reedling-the Bitterns spear all the young ones!

"Redhead [Duck] is not new to the Fraser Valley.
[I had been sent a specimen from the mouth of the
Fraser.] I took two or three, including a fine male in the
'80s [at Sumas].

"Thank Heaven the Englishmen are rational and are
adjusting conditions instead of demanding that Nature
take her course. From my window [Arundel] I look
out over a collection of roofs about a thousand years old,
yet 9 kinds of birds are to be seen in the little garden
below-not counting Rooks, Jackdaws, Starlings and
[House] Sparrows. And half a mile away are meadows
where Redshanks, Lapwings and Snipe are doing their
nesting dances.

"As to Ronald [Stewart], 1 had a letter and he talks
of giving the rest of his collection to the Provincial
Museum, where his Comox and Chilliwack stuff is
anchored. I wrote him at once-anything but that! I
asked for a list but he has not yet replied. Swarth's
news is a bit different: says Stewart is losing interest in
birds. [A mere temporary lapse due to disturbing local
influences. When he got his transfer to the Game
Branch and to Masset he did a fine lot of bird work,
establishing many new records for Graham Island.]

"Today I saw a keeper paddling around a bit of a
pond a mile away actually setting traps for Otters which
are getting too numerous.

"England is a wonderful place and this is a choice
spot. The country is superb and the birds an education
to anyone who has not been here. The Duke (Norfolk)
allows residents to go anywhere, and you can watch the
deer all over the parks, Red and Fallow, some splendid
heads still on, but most now shed. And birds! I have
a lot of ammunition for men of the McAtee type. Have
seen some of the big 'galleries' as they call them at the
[game] keepers' lodges but nothing in the hawk and owl
line but Sparrow Hawks [An Accipiter like the American
Sharpshin] and Little Owls. All other raptors are
protected all over the British Isles-at all times.

"I never saw such a place for Pigeons-big squareshouldered Wood Pigeons and Stock Doves (as big as
our [B.C.] Band-tails) selecting their nesting holes in
the trees-with the Jackdaws chuckling with delight at
the thoughts of the eggs they will soon have!
"We leave here May 11th and will be back at the
Landing about the 25th. We all send our love and
Marjorie will write shortly to Ethel.
Yours as always,
Allan Brooks.

"Peregrines are killing Partridges on the Downs
without hindrance. Kestrels [similar to our American

P.s.: "Your letter was forwarded from N.Z."
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While in England near the end of April he made
a five-day visit to London and Camberly and visited his
old friend George Lodge, falconer and famous painter
of hawks and game birds, whose work he had long
admired; and on May 4th he heard the first Nightingale
singing in the Arundel garden. A week later the
Brooks family left Southhampton for Canada.
On arriving at Montreal, Allan did not go directly
home but left at once for Washington on a business
trip then to Ottawa for a visit with Taverner, thence to
Toronto to see J. H. Fleming and his collection of
25,000 skins, and to call on the Royal Ontario Museum
of Zoology, meeting L. L. Snyder, Prof. Coventry,
T. M. Shortt, and Clifford Hope.
To this museum he gives high praise: "A very fine
building, well designed and organized. Bird cabinets
are the best I have ever seen." He left Toronto, May
30th and window-watched for birds all the way home,
recording special notes on the Nipigon area (15 species).
Next year, 1936, Allan and Marjorie went again to
California. Their son was in boarding-school. On
January 15th they arrived at Berkeley. Marjorie
visited her aunt at Inverness, while Brooks settled down
at the Faculty Club, and at the museum where he had
a fine room in which to work.
But he spent much
broken by a series of
always accompanied by
rails: Farallon, Black,
siderata.

time outdoors, his visit being
short, local expeditions afield
a California friend. The rarer
and Yellow were special deBlack-capped Chickadee, 1935.

January 24th he went out to Inverness and next
day, taking advantage of a very high tide on Tomales
Bay, hoped to catch rails flooded out to the dyke. He
saw two Faraiiones and shot one. He was pleased with
the abundance of wintering birds in the area. Herring
were in the bay, "attracting swarms of sea birds including Brant in thousands and both [Brown and
White] Pelicans, etc."

have been bett<~r weather next day as Brooks and J as.
1\,foffitt arrived at Inverness early. It was "still pouring" but rail hunters are hard to discourage at high
tides; so the two got into an old derelict punt that got
them across to the tidal marsh. There they saw two
of the coveted Black Rails and one Clapper Rail that
was shot by Moffitt. But two hours and two soakings
later, for both hunters had fallen into deep holes, they
returned to drier quarters at the Lodge.

February 7th to lOth he was back at Inverness,
reporting great numbers of birds and a bad case of
"flu" which interfered with the collecting of rails.

Next morning, as Moffitt did not arrive by 9 a.m.,
Brooks joined John Cushing, hired a boat, and the two
pulled up to the head of the bay and began working the

February 20th he reported from Berkeley: "Raining every day for the past week or more." There must
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exposed crests of the ridges for rails. The tide was
near its height and there was a tremendous flood coming
from upstream. After an hour they found a ridge that
had a good many Black Rails. They flushed eight and
Allan shot five as well as Yellow Rail, the only one they
saw. There was to be yet more excitement on this
California trip; but when that fifth Black Rail tumbled,
it was the climax, the red letter day of the whole
expedition.
Marjorie left Inverness for British Columbia on
February 26th; but Allan remained and on the evening
of the 28th he went with Thos. McCabe to Santa Cruz.
Though delayed next morning by trouble with the
launch they had hired, they got away at 8.30 and rode
the swell westward out to sea in quest of pelagics .
working from 8 to 12 miles off shore. When the
breeze freshened and shooting became very difficult they
turned homeward. "Shot one Black-footed Albatross .
5 Black-vented and 3 Sooty Shearwaters, 4 Rhinoceru~
Auklets (the 'horn' nearly full grown but soft) also
1 Larus livens [now a form of Western Gull] (with yel-·
low feet) and 1 Western Gull." The former gull is
doubly noteworthy. He saw a numbe:r of other sea
birds that he could not "chum" into range, also a
Sperm (?) Whale covered with barnacles, and some
Fur Seals in groups of two and three. Quite a day. If
he was again hammered black and blue by the tossing
launch as he was wedged into a hatch while using his
gun, as he once reported after this rough game, he failed
to mention it.

Bobwhite, 1936.

On March 4th Brooks was off again with Moffitt.
this time to Suisun to study White-tailed! Kites. They
found at least eight; reported no cormorants yet on the
site of the rookery there; did a little collecting of small
birds.

Skua. The latter in characteristic fashion chased a
Western Gull until it disgorged some plunder. They
were in Berkeley at 6 p.m. In the manner of travel
Brooks was becoming quite Americanized!
On March 17th Moffitt picked up Allan and they
went to the former's shooting cabin at Tomales Bay.
Next day Brooks picked up a good Brandt's Cormorant
and some Surfbirds; but the real object of this foray,
I suspect, was a Brant Census. They estimated 6,000
Black Brant, including six of the white-breasted Atlantic
species.

The evening of March 13th McCabe took Allan to
Santa Cruz again where next morning in a 25-foot fish
boat, "tubby and lively," they went 25 miles out to sea.
There they met Black-footed Albatrosses, Fulmars, and
many Fur Seals. They got four Albatrosses, two Fulmars, two Pink-footed and one Slender-billed Shearwaters, and were doing well when the wind freshened.
kicking up a sea and they turned homeward. En route
they managed to pick up some commoner stuff and saw
what Brooks thought most certainly was a Chilean

March 20th, a quote from the diary: "All around
the south arm of San Francisco Bay with Mrs [Junea
W.] Kelly. Picked up an Avocet and a Clapper Rail
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Buffieheads, 1935.

killed by cars. Saw thousands of shore birds of the
following species: Black-bellied Plover, common; Killdeer 1; Semi-palmated Plover 2; Long-billed Curlew
175; Hudonsian Curlew [Whimbrel] 50; Marbled Godwit 1000+; Willet 1000+; Greater Yellowlegs 40+;
Dowitcher 150+; Red-backed Sandpiper 3000+;
Western Sandpiper 2000; Baird's Sandpiper 2; Least
Sandpiper 1500; Avocet 300; Black Turnstone 1;
Snowy Plover 3; Sanderlings 175. Total: 17 species."
[9,399+ aggregate; truly a wader day.]

ably 70 pairs in the colony. [Inspection showed]
Everything from new-laid eggs to half-grown young.
We saw few small birds. The Marsh Hawk and Shorteared Owl also were nesting, the latter a nest with ten
eggs." Surely an ambitious and prolific owl!

March 25th Brooks took his last fling afield with
Moffitt. They went to Redwood City on the lower bay,
picked up Chase Littlejohn [one of the early California
collectors], then in a boat worked up the back sloughs
to near San Mateo. "On the way we saw many Clapper
Rails and two Sea Lions of the northern species asleep
on the bank of the narrow slough. On the island below
the bridge there was a large colony of [Blue?] Herons
nesting on the ground-40 nests in sight at once, prob-

After less than a three-month stay at home he was
off again, this time with his wife and son to the Queen
Charlotte Islands. As previously, he chose Masset, as
the hub of operations but covered more territory than
on his 1920 expedition. Again we hear of North
Beach, Tow Hill, Rose Spit, Sangan River, Chown
Point, and Langara Island and of much excitement
during the two months of south going bird migration.
For a time he had for companion the Rev. A. C. Mackie,

Brooks ended this 1936 expedition with a two-day
visit to Eagle: Rock; then on the last day of March:
"Arrived back at Berkeley 7 a.m. Packed up and left
for B.C. on the 9:45p.m."
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head of the boys' school at Vernon where son Allan
Cecil was being educated; but as we have seen Brooks
at work here previously, I will skip details.

During 1937 and 1938 Brooks made no ambitious
trips to far fields but he made several close to home:
the South Okanagan, the Similkameen, Shuswap Lake,
and Nicola. He would never be static for long. But
soon he had to have another winter in the south and on
December 22nd 1938 he left for California again, taking
with him his wife and son.

On Allan's return at end of August he did not come
by Prince Rupert but went south to Moresby Island to
inspect Queen Charlotte City, Skidegate, and Rose
Harbour, then he crossed Queen Charlotte Sound
straight for Alert Bay. Here, off Cape St. James, he
got a real lift of the spirit when the little boat was
followed by "a crowd of Black-footed Albatrosses,
forty being in sight at once, also one or two Pinkfooted Shearwaters (identity certain) and a few Sooties,
as well as Pomarine and Parasitic Jaegers." He reached
home September 4th. His notes are full from this trip
but I think he collected less than usual.

Of course his first call was on his Berkeley friends,
and on lthe 29th Moffitt drove the Brooks family out to
Inverness where the two naturalists had another go at
Tomales Bay, turning in a 15,000 Brant census; they
also saw many other waterbirds, especially those feeding on herring spawn. Then the Brooks' couple were
off to the south and on the last day of the year arrived
at Morro Bay.

/
I

White-fronted Geese, ca. 1935.
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Brooks' prowl on New Years day (1939) is so
characteristic that I quote him in full: "Perfect day;
everything much like Florida. Bougainvillea in bloom;
Mockingbirds singing and Milkweed Butterflies in
numbers.
"All waterfowl extraordinarily tame; you can walk
up ·within 20 yards of Long-billed Curlews, Marbled
Godwits, Willets, etc. All very numerous. But another
extraordinary feature is the number of Coots which in
1923 were very scarce. Now they are everywhereeven on the sandy beaches of the open shore!
"Saw three adult Peregrine, one of the females a
lovely, rufous-bellied bird. They were standing and
running on the sand around a shallow beach pool, with
a hundred Gulls, washing themselves and quite unconcerned."
Which means at least two things: Allan Brooks was
in the right pew of the right church for midwinter. But
also, he had made a very short prowl. For his Okanagan neighbour, Jim Munro, who later spent parts of
his last winters at Morro Bay, making nine visits, listed
a wintering bird population of 89 species.
To a naturalist at least, Brooks' notes from_Morro
Bay are more interesting than fiction. There was always
something intriguing happening when Allan was abroad.
From his first Sunday when Mr. Noyes, the Park
Warden, was showing him the boundaries and an adult
female Peregrine made a splendid stoop right over their
heads, knocking down a Green-winged Teal, . . . .
to his last day when he "saw two Willets fighting,
clinching with much waving of wings till eventually one
got the other by the leg and turned him over on his
back." There was tragedy and some comedy
For a "fight" among waders is always a Gilbert-andSullivan affair to make the ringsiders laugh rather than
cheer!

the small ground life of California, as to show the young
generation how to do it. For by now young Cecil was
a mammalogist in his own right with a collection of
his own. For reasons of his own his father has steered
him into this branch of biology rather than ornithology,
though never of course neglecting the natural history
of birds. So the Brooks, father and son, ran a trapline
on "Dipodymu:s Flat" and February 7th the senior
trapper writes:
"To south (~nd of the Bay to look at the traps set
yesterday. Only one Kangaroo Rat and one Pero-

As usual, Brooks was not restricted in locomotion
to his own shanks and a rowboat. Dr. Jim Marshall,
an oologist, and "the Marshalls" figure nine different
times in taking him on trips by car beyond foot-slogging
distance. When he left finally for Santa Barbara on
February 24th it was in the Marshall car.
Early in February there is mention of some trapping
of small mammals. This was not so much to investigate

Cactus Wren, 1935.
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myscus. A Burrowing Owl had robbed all the others!"
A clear case of the early bird and the worm.

From this centre Allan began his work. Between
the Vorhies, Lee Arnold, E. C. Jacot, and Col. Meinertzhagen, the last a British ornithologist, there was a
new, big-hearted chauffeur every few days, who considered it a privilege to serve. Evidently no one walked
here. If you had no wheeled transportation, you
"forked a pony." And Brooks loved this country. He
never collected in the west in any :state south of the
Canadian boundary except in the de:ep Southwest. It
was a different world, new plants, trees, mammals, a
constantly changing scene and of course the birds
intrigued him, Gila Woodpecker, Phainopepla, Inca
Dove, Mexican Black Hawk, Roadrunner, Mearns'
Quail, V ermil1ion Flycatcher, there was magic in their
very names.
On March 7th he went to some pains to show that
he was getting acquainted with that weird character of
the desert, the Roadrunner. Three lively little sketches
show the bird: (1) running, carrying his long tail
"trailing" as in most birds; (2) standing, excited, head
high with crown erected, tail cocked up at about 60°
as a wren might do; (3) rising, spread wings and tail
as seen from above. That day he sketched on the same
page the underview of a Black Vulture in flight. This
was to illustrate the difference between Black and Turkey Vultures. On March 15th he also made two
detailed sketches of the wing, above and below, of the
Inca Dove, the colours stated in their areas: red, brown,
dusky, pale grey, cream-white, buffy. One can feel the
beauty of the model.
On March 9th Lee Arnold took Brooks and young
Allan to Weesener's to what remained of a Mesquite
forest to set traps for small mammals. They had better
luck than at Morro Bay and next day reported a catch
of 2 Woodrats, 10 Kangaroo Rats, I Peromyscus
[White-footed Mouse] and 1 Perognathus [Pocket
Mouse.]
March 29th Dr. Vorhies took Allan on a long trip,
over Mustang Mountain to Senoita, Patagonia, and
Nogales (and over the border), returning down the
Santa Cruz Valley, having gone right around the Santa
Rita Range. It was too early yet to make a heavy bird
list.

At Santa Barbara on February 24th and 25th
Brooks attended an exhibition of his paintings at the
Natural History Museum. He met a number of interesting people, ranging from a Mr. Miner (bird bander
from Minnesota) to his friend J. Falla of Auckland.
Next day he left for Arizona reaching Tucson, February
27th and in the afternoon Dr. Vorhie~. was on hand to
take the Brooks family to Madera Canyon, 40 miles
southeast, 5,200 feet elevation. Here snow was on the
ground and conditions wintry. Next day they moved
out to the Spanish Trail Motel, 3 miles south of Tucson,
a new camp right out on the desert.

March 30th Marjorie and the boy left for home and
next day Allan moved to a new location (Santa Rita

Canyon Wren, ca. 1935.
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Thus in the winter of 1941-42 he went into winter
quarters 2.~ Sooke on the southern coast of Vancouver
Island where he had a bout with sciatica that laid him
low for a month.. In the winter of 1944-45 he tried
the southeasterly coast of the Island at Yellow Point
Lodge and it was here that he made the startling discovery of the us1e of the alula or bastard wing in the
Scoters while under water (Brooks, 1945) showing that
his observational powers were by no means growing
rusty with his years, nor his pencil dulling.

Trails Resort) and got settled in a little cabin. That
evening Mr. Jacot arrived and they made a try for
Flammulated Screech Owls, trying to call them into the
headlights of the car. They failed, though the Brooks
magic whistle stirred up interested replies from other
small owls.
Brooks was now at Madera Canyon. Birds were
becoming more plentiful and from April 1st to the end
of his stay he worked with a feverish drive, with notes
for every day. He must have skinned most of his
plunder at night. He was several times up to an elevation of 7,500 feet and again as low as 4,000. By the
20th of April he listed 16 species and 61 individuals
seen for the day. He had some company. Dr. A. K.
Fisher and Stokly Ligon came for a couple of days
early in April. Jacot figured in several days' notes.
Lee Arnold, Dan Clark, and Roger Tory Peterson are
also mentioned and Dr. Vorhies brought out his bird
class from Tucson.

In these years Brooks was out of character as a
stay-at-home. A 13-day visit to Sugar Lake in 1940
seems to have been a fishing trip to teach the boy the
art of the artificial fly; but it is refreshing to read that
he found birds there much more numerous than on his
last visit six years earlier. More and more Allan has
been lamenting the scarcity of the commoner birds
compared to the earlier years. It has been almost a
theme song.

On May 8th the spring bird season was at its height,
and the early nesters, such as hawks, on their eggs. On
this date the daily list ran to an even sq species.

In May 1943, just to relieve the war tension, he
took a short 10-day break, travelling by stage [bus]
down his home valley and across the ridge to Keremeos
in the valley of the Similkameen. There were always
some unfinished odds and ends of natural history in
his head to be trimmed up and this time his main quest
seems to have been for specimens of Callospermophilus
(now Citellus) the golden-mantled ground squirrel. He
had some luck at Princeton, but his most interesting
mammal observation was on May 11th on return home
when a big badger was encountered on the highway
"carrying a Yellow-bellied Groundhog crosswise in his
mouth." The stage stopped for Taxidea 'till he got
safely across with his burden and up the bank. "But
when half way, he lost his grip and the Marmot rolled
down-it [the victim] was a large, last year's animal
that would weigh 5 or 6 lbs. But the killer evidently
intended to return for it, as from the top of the bank
he looked back, his head only ten feet from my eyes."

On May 9th Allan took a holiday to go to Silver
City, New Mexico, to see his good friends the R. T.
Kelloggs; but he was back again the evening of the
12th in Tucson and next day working Madera Canyon
again. He took his last turn about the Mesquite forest,
chauffered by Arnold again from a 5 a.m. start; 12
hours later he was on the train heading for Los Angeles.
On May 25th he was home; his last Arizona expedition
was history.
On this trip his Arizona list of birds seen or taken
runs to 174 species; he took specimens of 76.
Brooks was now 70 years of age and through the
remaining years of his life he made no more ambitious
trips to far fields. But he made many short ones. The
Second World War interfered with travel and weighed
heavily on his spirits. But his diaries seem fulll of the
old fire and desire. There is no mention of war except
that it interfered with his routine; for two winters
because of renting regulations he could not get possession of his Comox home.

His local trip of 1944 took him back to the Cariboo.
On June 11th he left for Kamloops, where he was met
by George P. Holland of the Dominion Range Experiment Station and taken to camp at Lac du Bois, elevation 3,000 feet. There is no doubt about the object of
this expedition. He had had unfinished business with
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a little bird, the Flammulated Screech Owl, since the
November day in 1902 when he picked up a dilapidated
derelict on the beach at Penticton. That Allan had
never found another shows the rarity of the bird; and
that the only other specimen taken in the Province,
from this same Lac du Bois, had been collected so close
to the Brooks stamping ground of more than 40 years
ago, made the quest a haunting challenge.

recalled from his retentive memory of the days of his
youth on the Sumas Prairie, there is not a word in the
diary. Characteristically he makes notes only on the
birds: "In Wells' beautiful Bird Sanctuary on the old
Luck-a-kuk River were many herons that had cleaned
out all the trout, also a good many ducks, including
4 Barrow's Golden-eyes and one Coot. All these were
wild birds.

We have recently seen Brooks in Arizona hunting
this little owl at night with Jacot, trying jack-lighting
by means of the car's headlights, and failing, even
though he called another small owl close enough to talk
to it. He now combed the vicinity of Lac du Bois and
then repeated the hunt at Bridge Lake, but came home
after 18 days empty handed.

"The best thing he has in wing-clipped birds is a
J'lock of 7 White-cheeked Geese [a form of Canada
Goose], also some common Canadas, 1 Blue Goose and
2: White-fronted Geese.
"All small birds scarce; but lots of Snipe and a few
Killdeers; Winter Wrens singing; no Seattle [Bewick's]
·wren seen. Most interesting: several Audubon WarbJ,ers in winter plumage which must have wintered here.

On his return from Yellow Point in February 1945,
Brooks spent three days visiting Oliver WeUs at Edenbank Farm, close to the onetime E. W. Brooks farm on
which Allan had spent some years as a boy. What he

"Shot 2 Screech Owls. Wells shoot these as they
destroy his downy ducks."

.:/

Downy young Mountain Plover, New Mexico, 1933.
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Male Bobolink in flight song, 1939.

time of year most of the land was under water! And
where is the old Mac Sweetman place? I see no sign
even of the old building!' [Years earlier ( 1923) Sumas
Prairie had been drained and dyked and the former lake
with all its associations was gone.]

But fortunately, Oliver-third generation of the
Wells family at Edenbank-in addition to being an
Ayrshire breeder, was a naturalist, diarist, and collector
of Brooks paintings, and I now call on his pen for the
human interest side of the Brooks retumed to the Sumas
of his youth.

"But plainly Brooks was not one to moan over the
demise of the good old past. It seemed rather that he
lived life at its fullest in the present and looked ever
forward to greater possibilities in the future.

"At noon, February 19th, 1945, I met Allan Brooks
as he stepped from the Pacific Stage at the Cottonwoods
Comer. It was one of the happiest moments of my life
to have the honour of meeting one of America's most
famous naturalists and bringing him to Edenbank as
our guest.

"His eyes were still keen. No bird, tree, shrub or
domestic animal in the pasture escaped him; and was
not just 'seen' but 'recorded.' At first tum in the road
he caught sight of a shrike; and though his eyes were
constantly searching the mountain top for once familiar
peaks, little of interest close at hand e,scaped him.

"Major Brooks stepped from the stage in a manner
to belie the fact that he was in his seventy-sixth year.
His strong, erect carriage and his firm handshake made
one forget that it was over fifty years since as a young
man he had tramped the forests of the valley, haunted
the Sumas Prairie and climbed the towering mountains
in search of new specimens for the collections of leading
museums.

"As the road dropped down into the bed of the
Luck-a-kuk (old course of the Chilliwack River) the
visitor at once showed special interest in the Sanctuary
area. The trees and brush, the stream and ponds on
both sides of the road came up for review and met an
appreciative gaze.

"He looked about him and his first comment was:
'My what a change from the early days when at this
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took him to visit one of his old-time friends, Wm.
Macgillivray, whom he had not seen for fifty years.
"It was a very happy reunion and many old acquaintances and early happenings were brought to
mi,nd. They had a 'remember-the-time?' session, days
of early pioneering: land clearing in heavy timber,
swamp and prairile; of high water and floods; of ducks
and geese in thousands, and flocks of migrant small
birds before the draining of the Sumas Prairie. [A gettogether of two old men who knew in their hearts they
would never meet again.]
"Later as we crossed the old Sumas Prairie Road,
Major Brooks pointed out where in early days he came
in winter to take specimens of the larger hawks and
owls from their high perches atop the giant old Cottonwoods that stood alone in the wide expanse of prairie.
[Scene of many hunts for the noble Gyrfalcon.]

"Then he caught sight of the lone Blue Goose
standing on a gravelly mound by a pond, especially
interesting to him since he had recently been making a
study of this bird. As we drove up to Edenbrook some
wild Mallards in the creek and two Canada Honkers
by the bridge drew his attention. Near the house he
was interested in the planted trees, especially in the
native Spruces; and on meeting Sara [Mrs. Wells]
declared it a pleasure . to visit under such pleasing
surroundings.
"After lunch Major Brooks expressed his first
desire: 'Now, Oliver, let us go down and see your
Sanctuary!' [He had a special interest in this. He
knew from of old the possibilities of the place. Letters
in the Wells file show that he had expressed encouragement in its founding and offered advice in its management.]

"Returning by the Keith Wilson Road, we passed
not far from where in early youth he had a trapper's
cabin he used while trapping fur and hunting game and
specimens. This was near swampy, timbered areas not
yet cleared.

"Nothing escaped him. He studied even the Mallards; the pair of English Call Ducks brought from
Saskatchewan, caught his eye. He was interested particularly in the White-cheeked Goose (West Coast
Honker), the first he had seen in captivity, and pointed
out the distinguishing characters separating them from
the common Honker-the darker, browner coloration,
shorter legs and neck and somewhat finer head.

"Next day, accompanied by Sara, we took a drive
up the Chilliwaek River. At the Cooper place we
turned in to see the stream and found a welcoming
committee of one in the form of a big Bald Eagle on a
tall Cottonwood.. The river was much as the visitor
had known it years before and he recounted some of
the trips he had made along the stream far up the
valley. He recalled the time he had given an Indian
$5 to pack a sack of flour up-river to the mouth of
Tomahoi Creek when he was going up that creek to
reach the Liumchin Basin on a collecting trip. The
Indian delivered all right-by the help of his wife.
While he poled from the stern of the canoe, the lady
paddled from the bow with a baby in her lap!

"A Buffle-head pair and some Golden-eyes in the
stream each drew comments. When at the marsh a
flock of Mallards rose, then a flock of Teal and the
two species joined and went off as a single flock. 'See?'
he said, 'Teal do not always fly faster than Mallards.'
He pointed out a spot where Bank Swallows and Kingfishers used to breed, also recalled the spot where the
only record of the Glossy Ibis for British Columbia
had been taken [not by himself] and memory carried
him even farther into the past to where he took the first
Baird's Sandpiper west of the Rockies.

"When next we turned out to the river we encountered some Golden-eyes that took off, but a little Dipper
was working from a rock in mid-stream and I was able
to take a snapshot of the Major pointing out the ouzel
to Sara. En route homeward our guest spotted a last
year's Red-eyed Vireo's nest and I stopped and let him
secure it to show us what a tidy piece of knitted work
the Vireos had made.

"Our guest retired early but next morning he was
off to an early start to try to locate a bird he had not
been sure of yesterday. [Likely the wintering Audubon's Warbler he mentioned in his diary list.] He
studied the geese again; watched a Pileated Woodpecker chopping on an Alder stub; inspected the purebred stock in the barns; and in the afternoon Oliver
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in the sage slopes at White Lake; and the evening found
me above Keremeos on the Fairview-Keremeos Trail,
where I again camped out. Next day I hunted low
sage flats and high benches and slopes centering on
Keremeos and at night bedded down far south near
Similkameen Station. June 13th I was on the move at
4 a.m. and made a wide circle that took me from near
river level to well up the easterly slopes. Halfway up
to the Richter Pass I got a late breakfast at the Brimley
Ranch then rode up into the Pass, where I tried the sage
again till mid--afternoon, then surrendered and went
home via Osoyoos to our Vaseux Lake Camp.

"That evening the VISitor had supper with the
McCutcheon family, meeting W. McCutcheon, another
of the few surviving friends of the early days. Next
morning he left for home in the Okanagan and this was
his final farewell to the scenes of his youth."
In mid-May 1945 Brooks spent some time in the
Osoyoos Lake region on a survey of waterfowl conditions. Then on the 23rd George Holland visited by car
and next day they went for a week's round-up of the
southern Okanagan and Similkameen valleys. First
they visited McCaddy Creek, then the Inklaneep Indian
Reserve. I have been to the latter place with Allan
and I still love the very feel of the Indian name on my
tongue! The next day they went over the Fjchter Pass
to drop down to Cawston in the Similkameen. Brooks
was again in quest of Sage Thrashers and Brewer's
Sparrows, but they had no luck in finding either.

My only re:ward for thest: three days, endless miles
and several rattlers was that on the first morning at

Here the Brooks diary for May 29th offers a pessimistic paragraph that I feel will stand challenging:
"All the locations where these birds used to frequent: Osoyoos Lake, Vaseux Lake, Cawston and
White Lake were carefully worked by me in 1943 as
on this [1945] trip and not only were no Sage Thrashers
or Brewer's Sparrows seen or heard, but no evidence of
nests, old or new, was seen in the miles of sagebrush
covered! And these [nests] used to be conspicuous."
It seems that the pessimism here is misleading.
Has he forgotten his own evidence (Brooks and Swarth,
1925) that his friend, Chas. de B. Green, who first
found the Sage Thrasher in Canada at Osoyoos ( 1909),
reported it rare? Or that neither Taverner, Brooks
nor I saw any trace of it in 1922 at either Osoyoos Lake
or Vaseux Lake? Or that in the same year, May 30th,
five keen bird men, including himself, spent a good
part of a day combing the sagebrush at White Lake in
a futile quest? Or that, not convinced, June 2nd I
rode (motorbike) up to the White Lake in the evening,
listened hopefully till darkness to catch a vesper song,
slept in the sagebrush, awakened at grey dawn to the
"Poom!" of a dancing Sharp-tailed Grouse and strained
my ears 'till after sunrise to detect a matin from this
elusive thrasher, and failed; though Brewer's Sparrows
were very vocal! Again on June 11th ( 1922), after
Brooks had returned home, I spent the forenoon again

Allan Brooks .in the Luck-a-kuk Sanctuary at Sardis, British
Columbia, where he long ago recorded the first Baird's
Sandpiper for that Province. Photo by Oliver Wells, 1945.
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Poorwill, 1929.

are full and his hunting through the game season shows
him much afield.

White Lake about 9 a.m. I heard a snatch of song at
some little distance that suggested a Catbird and ~ith
my glasses made out a greyish bird topping a sage··
clump. At my first move in that direction it flew a few
feet then dived down into cover. Three hours later,
when I could not call it out, walk it up or shoo it out,
I decided I was outsmarted. But I think it undoubtedly
was a Sage Thrasher.

On the opening day on ducks, he and his hunting
pal, Noel Lishman, using the canoe at Swan Lake, shot
22 ducks; and they had two more trips there and another later to Graham's Range for partridges. He was
out a day with son Cecil, and a trip up the North Arm
alone. He was shooting well, killing his four pheasants
on opening day and again, later, getting three cocks
with four shots, and doing as well on partridge. The
old fire was still burning, eye and nerve still steadfast.

So I submit that even in 1922 this bird was hard to
come by. Nor did I see signs of "conspicuous" nests;
and I offer that here on the limit of its range, or near it,
the bird was never anything else but rare, Brooks to the
contrary. In 1928 in my three spring camps in the
southern Similkameen I saw nothing of it; nor did I
meet it at a fourth spring camp in 1929 at Osoyoos
Lake.

Allan and Marjorie came down to Comox for the
winter, November 12th, getting possession of their own
home again; and he at once took up his prowling of the
beaches, his favourite beat, the Sandspit now being out
of bounds because of Naval Regulations. His December notes are full, ending abruptly on the 12th. The
following is the last paragraph from his pt~n:

This short trip in 1945 with Holland into the "California of B.C.", a land Brooks had loved almost at first
sight and for which through the years he never wavered
in his affections, was really his farewell to it. There
seems no evidence that he realized this or that he felt
his health failing. The diary is as usual; his bird notes

December 12th: "The last two days have been fine
and frosty. One of the Ravens that nest about a mile
east of here was chasing an intruder over the house
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and westward. He (or she) kept up a continuous
rattling cry: "Craak, craak, craak" while in full pursuit.
Each time when he over took the intruder, the latter
turned a double roll and uttered a single cry, 'Klook!'
as his pursuer overshot him. I have seen this act many
times in the last eighteen years. Sometimes both of
the resident pair pursue but only one attacks."

observations of a naturalist. An Era ended; a Dynasty
fell-that age of the independent collector, when the
early giants of American Ornithology and Mammalogy
blazed first trails for others to follow and improve. It
was the age of discovery, the quest for the new, an
incentive that today is largely lacking. These early men
were dedicated to "Find it and get it!" and few indeed
were as devoted to the quest of this Grail as Allan
Brooks. In the present generation there may be one
hundred college-bred biologists turned out of classrooms
and labs, to one that arrived in the first decade and, like
Topsy "Just grew." But I feel there can never again
be another Allan Brooks. The Age that produced him
is gone.

Drawn into the text is a thumbnail sketch of the
attitudes of the birds, one raven overshooting 1the other,
which latter is turned on its back presenting extended
feet and open beak to the attacker.
In this last paragraph and last field sketch I feel
that a lot more ended than the 25th volume of the field
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Chapter XIII
BROOKS THE MAN
The most striking characteristics of Allan Brooks
were that fixity of purpose and determination that had
been the compass of his life from early boyhood. In
the matter of character, however, we are given to looking into relationships of an individual to his fellow men.

home, more than anything else, that caused the collapse
of the father's dream of farming at Mount Forest.
To the public generally, Brooks presented a stiff,
straight-backed pose. There was no doubt in his mind
as to what layer of society he belonged, and his contempt of the "rabble element" was rather profound.
Yet he must have been naturally a clever diplomat.
In the earlier days while prowling the Okanagan hills
in winter, there seems always to have been some settler's
roof wa1iting to welcome him to a night's shelter. He
had the "open sesame" to every range, pond, or lake
in the valley, including the Indian Reserve. And note
how in east or west, wherever he landed from Nova
Scotia to the Everglades or from the Sacramento rice
fields to the Rio Grande, he fell among friends. Yet
he was no hail-fellow-well-met; far from it! I feel it
was his driving enthusiasm that fired those he met and
made them want to help him. He liked his friends,
never lost track of them, kept up a huge connection by
mail.

As a husband, I feel that he was a good mate to
Marjorie; their many trips together bespoke compatability. As to Brooks the father, the tribute of young
Allan after his father's death was touching and sincere:
"I never had a hard thought against Dad!" This was
from teenage, that period when the young male is prone
to pick the flaws in his male parent. Young Allan was
really not an exception, but the differences between
father and son were few and did not last, and there was
full contact between the two from well before the
father's death. Wasn't it the sagacious Mark Twain
who left home at 14 and returned at 21 with a new
admiration for Pater, wondering how in the last seven
years the old man could have learned so much?
As for his contact with those most near and dear to
him, I judge from his early letters and the odd remark
through the years that Allan had more affection for his
father than for any other human being, this despite
some obvious short-comings he recognized in hiis
parent. He could scarcely have known his mother and,
except for early association with brother Ted, Allan
seems to have had little contact with the others of the
family. It was after his death that I learned from his
son that the Major had had two brothers and two
sisters! Cecil the oldest son, was Allan's favourite
brother. A natural draughtsman himself, he gave Allan
far more encouragement to keep at his drawing than
the father did. It was a naturalist son W. E. Brooks
wanted rather than an artist. It was Cecil's leaving

But he liked best friends near on hand, a few at a
time, when useful conversation could have a chance.
The crowd was a rabble that produced only gabble and
he was out of his element. He had no lodge affinities
that I ever heard of, though he always kept contact with
the Veterans' Associations and turned up at the Annual
Dinner of the Canadian Legion or the 7th Battalion
Reunions.
He was naturally rather retiring and self-effacing;
his stiff pose was but a front to cover his shyness. On
the platform he was no spellbinder, I am quite sure
that, given his rifle, he would have faced a charging
lion at close quarters more comfortably than he met
the stolid faces of a gaping audience. It was only his
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life. Though he loathed the "brutal" sports such as
boxing, wrestling, and football, he considered knocking
birds down from the air the sport of gentlemen.
He was always the champion of the weaker. The
Northern Shrike that invaded his bird sanctuary and
killed an Evening Grosbeak on his doorstep simply
signed its own d1~ath warrant. The Sharp-shinned Hawk
that darted in to snatch a junco or chickadee from the
feeding station near the studio window had to contend
with a painter who could exchange paint brush for a
shotgun in about one-half second.
The necessary killing in his years of field work did
not cause him a qualm. That was then an unfortunate
necessity to orn:ithological knowledge; if his conscience
ever dwelt on it he would have answered that the killings of all the collectors were as one straw in a stack
compared to the toll of natural predators, not to mention the hazards of civilization: house cats, autos, ships,
trains, lighthouses, fences, and various high elevation
wires, crude oil on the waters, etc. He believed as did
many in his day that there was only one road to early
ornithological knowledge: get the material, preserve it
for posterity, study it, and interpret its meaning.
In his hunting he played the game close to the rules.
If I had to vote in a poll on American sportsman of the
hunting fraternity as to who best expressed what the
word should mean, I would unhesitantly head my list
with A. B. He was an honourary member of the Boone
and Crocket Club. Clean kills with no hurt birds to
linger were his object always. His annual lists carefully
kept of game taken show him moderate in his bags.

zeal in the cause of game matters that induced him to
talk at Game Association meetings. After one such
meeting I found him next morning rather worried. He
said: "Mack, did you ever lose the thread of things and
blank out in the middle of your oration?" It seems the
previous evening Allan's needle had not only jumped
the groove but cleared the disc to leave him high and
dry wondering what it was all about. The phenomenon
is well known to amateur platform artists, though not
likely to happen to those possessed of the "gift of the
gab" with ability, like the river, to go on forever.
One of the Brooks speeches should be passed on to
posterity as an example of brevity and completeness.
On the night of the Annual Banquet of the American
Ornithologist's Union Meeting in Ottawa, 1926, Brooks
found himself at the head table about to receive a gold
medal award of merit for his bird paintings and having
to listen to a heady oration about himself delivered by
his friend, the Canadian poet, Wallace Havelock Robb.
The latter gentleman, whose regard for Brooks came
near fanaticism, had for some time been gathering an
exhibit of the artist's work. By purchase and persuasion applied to other interested individuals and groups,
he had amassed 65 pictures to be donated as a unit to
Canada, and preserved in the Royal Ontario Museum
at Toronto.
I was not at this presentation but from the reporting
of my friends I have in my head an oil painting-nicely
framed-of the scene: poor Allan stewing in silent
suffering as the poet, in his peroration, gave Pegasus
the reins and rode over the clouds. The presentation
ended by and by as Robb was drained of superlatives
and it was then, on receiving his award, that the
naturalist-artist made impromptu one of the shortest
speeches of acceptance in the records. It rates with
the shortest verse in Scripture: "Jesus wept," even
agreeing with it exactly in its use of the alphabet. For
Brooks popped up, exclaimed "Not guilty," stuffed the
medal in his pocket, and sat down.

And he brought some dignity to his blood-letting.
In field dress he never appeared afield in the standard
blood-smudgy canvas togs of the average hunter, but
favoured British tweeds, plus-fours and cap, and wore
them across the slopes of the Commonage with the
stiff-backed plodding gait of the Old Country gentleman. He had strict rules of conduct; No. 6 shot was
partridge or pheasant shot and it took three pellets to
properly grass a hun or ring-neck. Though I tumbled
them convincingly enough beside him with No. 71/2
in my right barrel, that made no difference.

To many, Allan Brooks was rather an enigma and
full of contradictions. A dyed-in-the-wool hunter all
his days, an avid collector, a soldier with a positive
genius for sniping, we might expect such avocations
in a heartless man with little regard for the sanctity of

Once when three of us were returning from a nonetoo-successful pheasant shoot at Comox, three ring202
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necked cocks scurried from the side of the road and
raced off across 100 yards of pasture for the cover of
the crab-alder-bottom thickets. Ronald Stewart at
the wheel banged down his great foot on the brake of
the Model T and we tumbled out. Seconds counted;
we loaded as we ran. With youth on my side I made
the best time and was winning when I triipped and took
a header. But my momentum and an extra roll brought
me up firing as the rearmost cock took wing into the
cover. And I missed.

Nor was this viewpoint an affectation of his later
years. The following anecdote contributed by Stewart,
one of Brooks' earliest til!icums, is enlightening. About
1905 the two arranged a deer hunt at Okanagan Lake,
and after leaving their boat climbed up to the benches
in quest of mule deer. On the very first bench they
came upon a big buck and two smaller deer. Before
Stewart could do more than raise his rifle, his comrade
sprang into the air, waving his arms and shouting to
send the animals bounding over the ridge. Brooks
explained that he had come out for a hunt, not just to
KILL a deer. He would start now. Three or four
hours later he came staggering back to the boat with
all he could carry of the big buck.

Ronald had a good laugh at my somersault, and I
joined. But Brooks was upset. "Just what the 'bougers'
[bourgeoise rabble] would have done!'" he stormed.
Pheasant cocks were to be walked up, not run down!
He was disgusted with himself for running. And Allan
at the double had a gait of his own. With his gun near
vertical, tight to his chest for safety, body bolt upright,
he did all his running with his legs like a toy soldier.

Brooks' expressed views regarding predatory birds
and mammals brought him into conflict with hawk
apologists and some professed conservationists. He
joined in the Jack Miner-Marsh Hawk controversy
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Ring-necked Pheasants, Gray Partridge, and ducks, the bag of the day on the Commonage,
Brooks and the author hunting together, October 25, 1928.

because he felt Jack was in the right and needed help.
Allan was sure he himself knew the ways of Marsh
Hawks from first-hand contracts in the Okanagan and
elsewhere. And who could have known them better?
He had spent most of his life out-of-doors, doubtless
more hours afield than any American naturalist before
him. Few who came after him will spend more. And
he was a poor hand at striking a compromise. Anything that to Allan was only half-right was altogether
wrong. He was not alone in his time, and was in line
with British gamekeeper tradition.

from the case. Nothing in nature kindled his admiration more than the splendid stoop of the Peregrine
killing wigeon or teal with a single blow. On the other
hand, because he just naturally upheld the weak against
the strong, nothing outraged him mo:re than the sight
of a Bald Eagle, or two, over the bay slowly wearing
down to helplessness (by keeping it underwater) a
luckless bluebill or goldeneye. A cruel business. I
have seen him run half a mile across the mud flat at
low tide to save a hard-pressed victim. Yet he never
shot an eagle as an undesirable predator. His son adds
a corroborative note here. "In 1945 I asked my father:
'Of all the precious birds in your collection, which do
you treasure most?' His reply was emphatic: 'First

Some of the detractors of Brooks posed him as a
man with a phobia against all hawks. This was far
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returned to him. In these illustrations the artist had
shown several·-:llawks with their commonest form of
prey. "Paint out the prey," was the edict. "No hawk
is to be shown with victims!" Because of his tempora
medium, patching those paintings was a tough assignment. Allan was over the barrel and well tightened!
I doubted that he would make up his mind to do it;
but he did. To have refused would doubtless have
sacrificed the whole commission after the work had
been done, and this in the middle of the depression of
the 1930s.

hawks, second ducks, then sandpipers and the downies
of precocial birds'."
He really had great admiration for raptors generally.
That is why he painted them so well. He knew their
habits, seldom shot or skinned one without ascertaining
the character of its last meal. Once when I remarked
that I had never known a Swainson's Hawk to do harm
to man, he replied wryily that one of his neighbours
once had to shoot one because it took to plundering
downy chicks from the yard. I find too in the diaries
a note on one of these same hawks he collected in the
Okanagan that had made a meal of downy Ruffed
Grouse. Brooks knew better than to publish such
records. He felt that some hunter with a :real bias
against all hawks might use them to damage the cause
of this most beneficial rodent killer.
Brooks lost some friends and made some enemies
over his stand on predators. In the Brooks files today
there is a long letter of date May 18, 1926, Fuertes to
Brooks, mainly concerning this question, and it shows
how easily the fine friendship and regard for each other
of these men could have been wrecked. Allan was
aghast at the thought of proposed protection of any
Accipitrine Hawk; also the Marsh Hawk and Red-tail.
Louis had thrown his weight the other way.
Fuertes literally pours out his heart in admiration
of his friend and his work, begs for a visit that they
might talk it over, offers his studio as a headquarters of
the east. As for predators, he declares the two see
almost eye to eye, but are looking at two different pictures. While never doubting the Brooks knowledge,
veracity or judgment, he tried to show there were two
sides to the argument: an east and a west. He was
probably the first to draw attention to this. The Brooks
point of view was founded on the more original and
primitive conditions of the west. He himself (Fuertes)
had to adjust to an area where the hawks had been
greatly thinned by senseless, indiscriminate shooting and
he especially condemned the killing of them by a section
of the gunning fraternity that during migration seasons
concentrated on the flightways and constricted funnels
to shoot down hawks regardless of species, merely
because they wanted a living target.
I cannot forget the disgust in Brooks when several
of his paintings for May's Hawks of North America were

He was not always so pliable over "corrections."
Hoyes Lloyd tells a story of once being in the Okanagan
studio when a painting of a shrike came back from Dr.
Roberts for Birds of Minnesota. "The bird was too
blue." Brooks immediately got a specimen from the
cabinet, compared it and asked his visitor to lend an
eye. Then he picked up his gun and went out and
before long returned with a bird in the flesh. Again
they had a session of comparisons. The artist's final
comment was: "He never saw a clean bird!" Dr.
Roberts had to get one grey enough from another
illustrator.
Hoyes Lloyd contributes another story of the same
subject. "Brooks' wedding present to Taverner was a
tundra picture of Whistling Swans with a caribou on
the horizon. Not long after, Brooks was at Taverner's
when Wilmot [Mrs. Lloyd] and I called. Brooks was
altering the painting, grumbling the while. 'She [Mrs.
Taverner] complains,' he said, 'about the swans being
pink and about the caribou because it is there. She
wants the swans white and the caribou painted out!'
This in an aside to Wilmot and me. Of course the
swans were coloured by sunrise or sunset. Wilmot
begged Brooks to leave ·it as it was-it was beautiful.
The artist added a little white to the swans but at
Wilmot's urging, left the caribou as it was, saying that
was all he could do."
One day when I dropped into the Comox studio,
Brooks took up from his table a copy of "Rod and Gun"
and with ineffable scorn exploded: "LOOK at this!"
He had done some big-game subjects as covers for that
magazine; and here was his rather impressive bull
caribou labelled a moose! Had it happened to almost
any other friend I might have ribbed him over making
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a painting the editor couldn't identify! But here I had
to stifle the laugh that inside me was aching for delivery,
and join him in simulated silent fury. I could offer him
the doubtful consolation that his animal was at least
feet down, for once I had one of my photos of winging
wild fowl published flying belly up.

being his most natural means of expression. His art
was an extra spur to collection, for so concerned was
he with the truth of things that he drew practically
nothing until he had the specimen fresh or as a skin in
hand. At the same time he had a vast fund of detail
in his head to "fudge'' with, as he called it, if necessary.

It was out-of-doors that Brooks was most truly
himself. The time he spent in the studio was only one
of the necessities of his way of life, his means to a good
living and his best means of expressing truth, words not

Like many self-made men, Brooks had a large
faith in his own powers within the range of his interests.
But this faith was not obtrusive, and indeed many
found him the most modest of men. Sometimes I
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thought there was in him a trace of what I call "English"
modesty, as expressed by William Pitt who said: "I
know I can save England and that no one else canl"
Or by the two English cadets returning from the rifle
range, when one called out: "Hello, Bill, how are you
making out?" And the modest reply was: "Rotten!
I'm hitting all over the bull!"

way. Had I tossed the money back at him, he might
have picked it up but he would also have taken the
eagle with him. And then I would have felt much
worse than I did from having to accept his cash.
Brooks must have given away tons of game in his
day. In game season he seldom hunted alone; usually
he had a guest to share the day on the Commonage.
As we parted in 1928 after a splendid week's shoot, he
said: "Now remember, we must make this an annual
event!" Yet despite all the game he got he was a light
eater, a legacy, no doubt from long bachelorhood and
cabin life through the years when the least interesting
things to do involved pots and pans. He said he thought
his stomach was but fist-sized but I believe he stretched
his cubic capacity a little in later life after he married
Marjorie, an excellent cook. Yet when they served a
game dinner in their home, it was Allan who plucked,
dressed, and cooked the birds. His wife made the
dressing.

But there is no doubt of the Brooks generosity.
I don't think he ever haggled
over a price in his life. His money burned a hole in
his pocket and for years after he was earning well he
saved little or nothing. He was generous with his time,
despite his considering it precious, instructing in his
methods when younger naturalist-artists came to study
under him. In the exchanging of skins he never drove
a hard bargain and he gave away a lot of material.
There are a dozen skins in my collection bearing his
label that I am sure I never earned, among them a
"keepsake" skin, a Blackburnian Warbler he had made
up as a boy at Mount Forest and a Black-necked Stilt
and pair of Snowy Plovers he brought back from California after finding the shore birds that were victims
of the duck disease. On the other hand, a 3-ton jack
could not have pried him loose from an adult Black
Merlin or Gyrfalcon!

It became proverbial.

Fist-sized tummy or no, it could always hold a good
plate of porridge. ·Brooks often reminded me of my
Scotch father. They both had the identical blue-grey
eye, the same rock steady hand when pointing a rifle,
the same inquisitiveness concerning natural history
phenomena. They were equally obstinate on occasion,
and both, though light on storage capacity, were unweanable porridge eaters. To both men breakfast
meant porridg,e. Both made their own and it had to be
boiled just so long, and cooled to a degree before they
attacked it; and both demolished it in the primitive
Scotch way, a spoonful of cereal dunked into a cup of
cold milk and quickly slurped. Allan is authority for
the story that during the war one of his comrades in the
Officers' Mess, inquired: "Brooks, why do you eat your
porridge in that disgusting Scotch manner?"

He was particularly generous also with gifts of
paintings. In the course of his life, many of his friends
received a small picture as a Christmas gift or wedding
present or as an appreciation of some help that had been
given him. Usually his greetings card was a reproduction of a painting he had made especiaHy for the
occasion. In both World Wars I and II he contributed
paintings to the Red Cross raffles.
During the "Dirty Thirties," when the fountains of
finance ran dry and the going was tough, Brooks generously steered me to some American patrons who were
still solvent and in need of Canadian articles. One
forenoon at this time he burst into my room lugging a
splendid Bald Eagle, with: "Look, Mack! Will you skin
and salt this fellow? I promised one to the Field
Museum [Chicago] and I've no time." He had a deadline to meet on some picture. He tossed $3 on the
table and ignoring my: "Keep your money in your
pocket!" was gone. He knew I would have gladly
skinned that bird for him gratis, but that was not his

There are several stories of Allan Brooks the porridge eater, including the one of Marjorie's attempt and
failure, shortly after marriage, to wean him. But I will
quote here from one oft-told by Ronald Stewart.
When Brooks, Gartrell, and Stewart were sharing
a big-game hunt in the Kootenays, Ronald, as youngest
of the trio, was elected cook, this by a sweeping twoto-one majority. It was not the usual chechako porridge failure at an open campfire, burning it, that was
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wrong but an error of omission, the detail of salt. A
bad beginning for a good day's hunt; Allan's day was
already ruined.

what wasn't there, he exclaimed: "That woman has
chromatic aberration!" Chiding me once for not working the Comox Sandspit more enthusiastically, which I
found generally a barren bit of territory, he remarked
I would not recognize the place where he got the
Homed Lark anyhow as a fir tree there had grown
since my last visit. When once I remarked on Menwraith's splendid facial pubescence, in a photograph
of the ornithological pioneers of the 1890s in Ontario,
Brooks quipped dryly: "And many a time I have seen
him shoving grub into that with a knife." On dismounting from my motorbike carrier after some springless miles: "There was an English queen who said she
had 'Calais' engraved on her heart, I think I have
'Harley-Davidson' stamped on another part of me!"
He was wont to explain with a chuckle the prominence
of his serviceable ears by the fact that as there were no
cows in India they fed him in infancy on goat's milk.
His humour was inclined toward the dry, Scotch type.
He never laughed hilariously. A deep down throaty
chortle, as a lion might laugh, was his extreme cachination.

Next morning when the cook hollered: "Come and
get it!" Allan called out from his blankets: "Ronald,
did you put salt in that porridge?"
"There I go again!" exclaimed
disgust.

th•~

cook in mock

In a few moments Allan left the tent, walked to the
plate of porridge, took it to the creek, dumped it and
cleaned the plate and then sat down at his place in an
ominous silence. Gartrell took his first spoonful of the
first course and exclaimed: "Why, Ron, this porridge
is quite all right!" To this the knavish cook replied
dubiously: "I must have salted it after aU!" Ron always
finished this story with a good laugh and: "Brooks was
sore as a boil!"
An outstanding Brooks trait of character was his
vast curiosity, the essential of a good naturalist; it drove
him relentlessly. Almost everything interested him,
fish, flesh, or fowl. He even once made a start on a
butterfly collection. He had studied British Columbia
fish a good deal, especially in his younger days, and one
of his earlier sketch books was devoted :to colour drawings of them. He had a sharp eye and nose for plants
also, though I think he never looked into even the rudi·ments of systematic botany. He declared that a woodsman or naturalist should be able to identify a conifer,
blindfold, just by smelling a sprig of it.

W. Havelock Robb contributes two humorous
items: "When the steamboat passed down the placid
lake [Okanagan] it left a peculiar and seemingly endless
wave behind it. This had the rolling and diving effect
of a sea serpent. I let out a cry. 'Aha! That's Ogopogo
or I'm a pie-eyed poet!' Brooks said quietly: 'Yes,
Robb, but don't tell the public. It would be a dirty
trick to play on the C.P.R.'"
"Next day when we were eating the roasted duck:
'Be careful, Robb, and spit out the peilets-I don't
want to lose a good customer, you know' This allusion
to lead poisoning could hardly have been a suggestion
that the poet might have a gizzard!

His interest in plant life was of course kept alive
by its relation to the birds or mammals he painted. He
wanted each creature he depicted to be associated with
the most likely small plant or shrub or tree and landscape. That was to satisfy the demands of truth. He
liked to know the names of his plants and filed away
in his head for future reference the plant-animal ecological details, for he had the memory of an old-time
Chinese laundryman. For a short time in the early
days he tried a camera for this work but it did not suit
his temperament and he decided that that was what his
head was for.

Once in a letter when Brooks complimented me on
an article on "Western Trees" I had published, he
declared: "You said just the right thing about every
one of them and not even once quoted 'Only God could
make a tree'."
Cyril Piercy, old-time postmaster of Comox and
long a good friend of Brooks, is accountable for this
one. Once when he handled some of the Major's bird
skins without the care and respect due to such scientific

Among his intimates, the Brooksian·, dry humour is
history. Of a woman who saw a priori in her birds
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she said: "No one, I'm sure, could ever imagine Allan
Brooks a normal individual!" And he wasn't. That is
why he was A.B. and why he was famous and why we
loved him.

treasures, the skin-maker expostulated: "Piercy! These
birds are not cordwood, you know!"
Brooks, I feel, was old-fashioned by instinct and
of course his early upbringing was distinctly Victorian.
Yet to save time to the goal he sacrificed some of these
deep-rooted leanings. When he cheerfully mounted
the rump of the motorbike it was not to save his legs,
he prowled afoot with the persistence of a coyote, but
to keep up with me and the Duck Hawks. That Peregrine cliff was his secret andl he didn't trust me there
alone! To save time he adopted also the outboard
motor even though he loved rowing. His radio gave
him mainly war news but he spiced it with other things
from a touch of Grand Opera to a hockey match. He
never owned or drove an automobile; he rode in them
gladly to important rendezvous. He had little relish
for the jangling party line telephone which came later
in his home, plainly a concession to his family.

That Allan never drove a car may have had something to do with the tragic death of his friend and
brother artist, Fuertes. Yet I doubt it. For he feared
nothing, was quite the fatalist and would ride with any
driver, even on the unpadded pillion of my two-wheeled
'"Barking Betsy."
It is evident that through his early years at least four
museum jobs were offered Brooks. There is evidence
in the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology files at Berkeley
that in 1916 both Taverner of Ottawa and Dr. Jos.
Grinnell of Be:rkeley were anxious to get Brooks to
work in the Provincial Museum at Victoria, British
Columbia. Such a prospect did not fit at all into Allan's
ideas of the fitness of things. His regard for the then
incumbent of the curatorship was so minus that in 1917
he wrote Grinnell that: "To keep Francis Kermode in
Victoria is almost a crime." On March 17th of the
same year he elaborated, as follows: "I would never
undertake the position at my time of life [plainly a
subterfuge, not an excuse; he was only 48] nor any
other job of a similar nature. Two years of confinement
would kill me. I have my own work and my collection.
If I get through this war I'll devote my whole time to
these." Here we see Brooks expressing his absolute·
independence and devotion to painting and collecting,
both having equal status.

In some respects Brooks was the most unmechanical of men. A modern gas engine must have been a
complete mystery to him. Yet, ever the enigma, he
knew intimately the mechanics of early guns and rifles
of his youth from the various borings of shotguns, the
advantage of side-locks over box-locks, etc. This might
be due to the age in which he was raised when most
men were repairers of the tools they used. Of the buildtrades he must have known little. For example: One
winter evening my wife and I visited the Brooks new
home and a mild southeaster increased to a llusty gale.
Despite Allan's generous feeding of the fireplace, the
living-room was drafty and not too comfortable. His
builder plainly had skimped on insulation about the
window casings and the curtains now were waving in
the breeze. Brooks caught me eyeing this moving
scene and read correctly my disapproval of such carpentry. He jumped up, went to the base:ment and
returned with a hammer and a 4-inch spike, which
last he planted in the middle of the window sill and
vengefully hammered home! His comment was in
keeping:
"There! I hear that R- [the builder] has a addition
to his family. I hope he has another DOZEN of them!"

About 1920 Joseph Grinnell had plans for Allan
as museum staff artist to the Museum of Vertebrate
Zoology. I overheard this when in camp one day in
1922 the artist and Taverner discussed the matter. The
offer had no :appeal. In 1923, available correspondence reveals that E. W. Nelson of the U.S. Biological
Survey offered a "chance of a lifetime" for the artistnaturalist in the State of Georgia. It was refused.
Again in the same year Dr. L. C. Sanford of the American Museum of Natural History in New York wrote to
Brooks a letter I am compelled to quote:
"Dear Brooks:
"Here are: the details of the scheme I wired you
about last night. The Cleveland Museum will finance

At which I could not help think of a one-time
remark of Marjorie when in her southern English way
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Allan inspecting a beached Sleeper Shark, during a prowl on the Comox sandspit
in January, 1934.

"The Cleveland Museum will give the .Allllerican
Museum representative collections of all the material
taken on this trip and will receive representative collections of the South Sea islands at once, giving them rare
island collections. The more I go into island work, the
more fascinating it is, for the island life in many cases
is simply being rapidly wiped away and the present time
is the only time to secure it.

an Expedition that will collect in the Western and
Southern Atlantic Islands making an attempt to get all
local island forms and especially Tubinares. The vessel
will be a fine one, the organization the best; about the
only detail lacking is a suitable head. I have given the
matter careful thought and I believe it would be a
wonderful trip for you and you would be a wonderful
fellow to run it. You of course would have no expenses
while the Expedition was in existence and whatever
you received would be velvet at the end. You would
have unusual chances for photography and your
sketches and paintings would, I suppose, be of value
to yourself and indispensible to the group work that the
Museum will undertake later.

"H by any chance you have received this letter and
you decided adversely, try and reconsider. H there is
a chance of your being interested they will probably
want you to come east in the near future. To me, it is
a remarkable chance.
As always, L. C. Sanford."
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The songs never ceased. [At this late date the height
of the song season should have been passed and this is
borne out by the fact of Wells mentioning that the
Catbird was only "Meowing".] The Vesper Sparrow's.
sweet strains could be heard in the distance; an Oriole
[Bullock's] chatt<:red overhead in the cottonwoods; the
Cedar Waxwings, leaving perches in the willows, were
making short forays out over the water for insects; and
near the lake Yellow Warblers were shrilling insistently
and working through the trees and shrubs on either
sidle. A Kingbird [Eastern] kept his vigil on the dead
limb of a tree top and made regular flights lakeward to
pick off some particularly attractive insect. His little
cousins the Traill's Flycatcher, from cover of the bulrushes ~nd willows along the shore, also made sallies
out over the wat<~r for his prey.
"Goldfinches were busy on their heavy task of
feeding young and, like most other birds in the sanctuary, showed little concern at human approach. Overhead the Tree, and Violet-green Swallows were chattering and swooping and returning to the nest bo~es
around the house or nailed up in the trees. The Catbird
meowed in the thicket, leaving the singing there to the
more ambitious Song Sparrow; and high above them
the Red-eyed Vireo preached with his usual enthusiasm.
The retiring Thrush [Veery] sang unseen from the
depths of the thickets, adding much ~o the whole
chorus. Circling above the lake, a pair of Ospreys
were on patrol, searching the water beneath for an
evening meal.
"Where the sanctuary joined the open range we
found the Lazuli Bunting perched on a post displaying
his red, white, and blue as he sang to his mate. On the
lake a lone grebe swam by and later a flock of 12
mergansers made their regular trip and then moved
along the lakeshore. One of the most pleasing sights
of the evening was the mother California Quail that
brought her brood from the thicket to feed on crumbs
near the side door of the house. In the locust tree
overhead a Mourning Dove pair had built their frail
nest and were rearing their young. Over_ Mrs. Broo~s'
garden, where there were some beautiful pere~mal
flowers, posing on the light wire, was one of the Ma~or's
favorites, the smallest bird that flies: the CalliOpe
Hummingbird.

And Brooks turned it down!
It is probable that in America or ~urope ther~
was not another man with any pretensiOns to ormthology who could have turned his back on such an
offer!
Why then did he refuse? Rather a poser. I can
understand that the remuneration offered by Berkeley
must have been under par. I know he fought shy of
the climate and living conditions of Georgia. But
neither item surely could count when in the: South
Atlantic he was boss of the expedition, captain of the
ship in all but the navigation. But no; he was _the
captain of his soul, instinctively the free lancer; at sight
of a "job," he pulled away like a maverick bronco. at
the first feel of restraint from the hackamore. To him
this expedition, however attractive, was a side issue
from the course he had charted for his life and so
resolutely held to. Besides, how could he tramp his
Commonage, do his gamekeeping, police his bird sanctuary, and get enough shooting while tied to such a job?
As for Brooks the man at home in his sanctuary,
since I never had the good fortune to visit him at _the
height of the bird season, I will call again on the ~Iary
of Oliver Wells: "At 2 p.m. July 19th 1945 we [Oliver,
his wife Sara and two daughters, Betty and Marie]
drove into the Brooks place at the Landing. The Major
was at his desk busily painting. As he caught sight of
the car, he rose quickly, laid aside his brush and came
to meet us. After a hearty welcome he turned his attention to Betty and Marie, took their grip and led them
away under the cottonwoods to their camp on the be_ach
in front of the house. The day was warm and the girls,
appreciating the opportunity to go swimming, were
soon in the water.
"After Mrs. Brooks had served tea and cake on the
cool veranda looking out on the lake, we gladly
accepted the offer of seeing some of the birds of the
Brooks museum. But after examining several trays of
finches and warblers, I suggested that the painting be
resumed and so the artist returned to his picture--making,
a portrait of a Western Meadowlark for a patron in
Saskatchewan who annually placed an order.
"It was in the evening as we wandered the garden
that we realized the significance of the bird sanctuary.
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Allan and Marjorie Brooks at the entrance to the studio containing
the bird colllections, Okanagan Landing, 1941.
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"At 6 p.m. we all joined the Major in an evening
swim and then Mrs. Brooks called us to dinner on
the porch where roast lamb and fresh vegetables were
voted just what was needed. As we rose from our meal
the sun was setting down on the mountain across the
lake. Heavy smoke clouds from fires in Washington
turned old Sol red-faced as he sank, and his rays coming
across the water were a path of living fire.

as far as possible, of the crow, magpie, and raven that
emptied tht: nests of eggs, and the Cooper's Hawk,
Sharp-shinned and Marsh Hawk that were death to
downlings. The Cooper's Hawk, Goshawk, and Redtailed Hawk,·'·also the Great Horned Owl, destroyed
not only the young but took the parent birds as well.
He banned four-footed predators, too: red squirrels,
chipmunks, and weasels and white-footed mice; also
black-listed were snakes and larger ants. Neither garter
snakes nor House Wrens were tolerated and two of the
small owls, Screech and Pygmy, received short shrift.
Some of these predators were a problem of the breeding
ponds of the Commonage, others more particularly of
the home sanctuary.
Coots also were unwelcome on the Commonage
ponds; they were mean neighbours, ever quarrelling
with the ducks; there were too many of them and they
ate available duck food. On the larger, deeper ponds,
loons had been found deadly to ducklings, spearing
them ruthlessly when they could be caught in the deeper
water away from shallows and reedy cover. Brooks
had not formed his duck conservation theories out of a
book or in college but by tramping the Commonage and
observing; and the causes of his beliefs can usually be
found, volume, chapter and verse, somewhere in his
prolific diaries.
To pond after pond, some very small, others large
to the extent of :several acres, Brooks led the way and
Wells was amazed at the detailed knowledge of the
area Allan carried in his head. He usually knew in
advance what to expect. If the duckling count was
low, broods decimated, he could make a shrewd guess
from the nature of the surrounding terrain, and the
available cover of the pond, which predator was most
likely responsible.
They foun.d a few waders: Killdeer and Spotted
Sandpiper, resident breeders; Greater Yellowlegs and
Least Sandpipers, returned migrants. They ate a bite
of lunch at a stone well and Allan described several
other ponds they would not be able to visit. He said:
"Oliver, I would like to show you these ponds in the
spring when they are full of courting ducks. It is a
beautiful sight!"
Allan and Marjorie were the sort of hosts who
know how to keep the party alive. After lunch on the

"We retired early and in our neat little room the
Bluebirds on the wall above the bed, and on a more
distant wall the lone Coyote howling on the cold, barren
prairie, gave us the feeling that even in Slumberland
we would have with us the Brooks interpretation of
Nature's wilds.
"Next morning Brooks was astir early and after a
hasty breakfast said: 'Now, Oliver, I want to show you
our Commonage'. From his gun cabinet he selected
his light 20 bore, then slung a knapsack over his
shoulder, picked up his binoculars and led off with the
enthusiasm of a 12-year-old starting out with his first
gun on a pheasant hunt.
"We took the car and after following the road back
toward Vernon a mile, turned off up toward the Commonage. The road first led up through grainfields,
then over the hill and down into the rolling range
country. The roadside was lined with brush and thorn
thickets and the rangeland rolled out on either side,
showing groves of evergreens, rock bluffs and steep
·r,mocks. Birds were plentiful both about the thickets
and on the more open range.
"Now we reached the first pondhole which was
almost straight above the Sanctuary down by the lake.
Here we left the car and visited the pond."
This prowl of the pondholes today was more than
a sightseeing jaunt for the pleasure of Brooks' guest.
The trip was one of inspection of breeding ducks, a
sort of breeding census, also a chance to talk game protection and vindicate his contention that "practical
protection" meant control-police work; that merely
leaving nature alone meant the minimum crop of young,
whereas control of these small breeding ponds could
produce a heavy crop of waterfowl. He emphasized
the elimination of predators as the key to an abundant
crop, and backed theory with his shotgun, getting rid,
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Downy Woodpeckers, ca. 1935.
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through the gate (that had a bluebird's house on the
post) they took to the road. But shortly they stopped,
as had been suggested, at a favourite pond of Allan's
to see if two sw,ans were still present. They were not;
but other folk were present. To quote: "Grainfields
bordered the ten-acre pond which bad a dense growth
of bullrushes along one side. Hundreds of breeding
Red-winged and Yellow-headed Blackbirds swarmed
over the rushes as we approached. Ducks dotted the
water. By actual count, a hundred ducks, including
young, were visible from the slope. [Here was Oliver
counting broods and making a duck census of his own.
Thus is genuine enthusiasm catching, always!] I dug
a few bulrushes as a memento of the pond and brought
them home to start them in our sanctuary on the Lucka-cuck."

porch, while Marjorie and Sara played Chinese checkers
and Oliver browsed hungrily through the library, "a
treasure house of bird books," the girls took an art
lesson watching Allan add some finishing touches to
his meadowlark. "He explained," says Oliver, "each
addition as he worked; and their eyes opened wide at
the magic of the way in which the artist, 'painting out
of his head' with a few strokes and touches, put a hawk
in the distant sky, moss to the side of the bird's stone
perch, added a prairie flower to the landscape and the
highlight to the eye to bring it to life."
The artist had an uncanny power of concentration,
and control of it. It apparently could be divided, one
half to attend to the painting, the other half to carry on
a conversation. He often did this when visitors were
in the studio. Even when alone his left eye seemed
ever-straying out the window, while his right kept things
under control on the drawing board. This was of course
an acquired habit to ensure that no Sharp-shin or
butcher bird made sneak attack on the sanctuary to dine
on a well-fed Song Sparrow.

At the 1959 meeting of the American Ornithologists' Union held in Regina at the end of August, a
feature of this gathering of birdmen was an exhibition
of Canadian Bird Art. Seventeen Canadian artists
exhibited their work, Canada being singularly rich in
this form of talent, and two non-Canadians also showed
pictures of what they had painted in this country. In
the Norman MacKenzie Art Gallery where the bird art
exhibition was held the centre portion of the main
gallery room was reserved for a special Retrospective
Exhibit of the work of Allan Brooks. Shown also was
the development of a picture from preliminary pencil
sketches to finished painting, an idea conceived by H.
Albert Hochbaum, and of great interest to visitors. It
showed Brooks, the old master, kingpin of the bird
illustrators. And the man who arranged this particular
exhibit, supplying 36 of the 56 pictures in it from his
extensive collection of Brooksiana, was Oliver N. Wells. ·

They had another museum session in the afternoon,
warblers to Sage Grouse, with emphasis on the western
races of birds; and in the evening an art exhibition
showing many of the Brooks illustrations that had been
made for bird books earlier. To quote: "He showed
us originals he had done for one publisher 25 years
previously and which he had been asked to duplicate.
'I'll have to see if I show improvement in my work,' was
his comment." The perfectionist to the last! To do
whatever he did a bit better than the other fellow could!
His son has given us assurance that the one most abiding
precept that was hammered into him by his father was:
"If a thing is worth doing, my boy, it is worth doing
well!"

As for the Brooks philosophy of life, I can but
judge his actions and guess a little. During one of his
last years of life one day he said: "Mack, the longer I
live, the more beauty I see in the world!" Living in it
was a beautiful adventure, but I suspect he was a little
lonely. Yet I am sure he had no hope or desire to live
in another world. There is evidence that even early in
life he felt much beauty in the cosmic scene; but now
with the hou:r-glass of his years running low, he expressed a wistfulness at having to leave it when there
was in it so much he wanted to get done. His love was

In the morning the visitors had a last session in
the museum, studying the swans, geese, and ducks, and
then they took a turn about the sanctuary that Brooks
might demonstrate the relationship of cover and foodbearing shrubbery such as haw, wild cherry, snowberry,
etc., to bird populations. He probably rated this factor
second only to eradication of natural foes.
But now it was time for farewells; and with half a
dozen song birds in the sanctuary piping the visitors
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Virginia Rails, ca. 19 29.

still strong for his own chosen way of living. The old
fire was still burning, never an old man's tired-of-living
thought entered his head. Few men, I judge, ever
feared death less; but still fewer have drunk so deeply
from the cup of enjoyment. He was not one to live in
constant change from height of ecstacy to depth of
despair. His average plane of life was high. He made
so much of his highs that he had no time to even acknowledge the existence of any lows.

bit and pawing, yielding only to the restraints of his 70
years. He lived close to his radio, missed few news
broadcasts, kept working. On the day that the news
of the end of the Graf Spee came over the air, I heard
him mutter to himself: "We'll show them we can still
fight!"
To Brooks, tobacco was a waste of time and pollution of the air, yet he seems never to have offered any
objection to Marjorie's indulgence though she was an
inveterate smoker. But in the matter of intoxicants, he
was no teetotaler and relished the warmth of good

Brooks took the Second World War as seriously as
he had the First, now as an old war horse champing the
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liquor, especially to thaw the pipes of conversation at
meetings of bird men. He seemed to know how to use
it, and when. His son recounts that one day when a
fire threatened the premises, especially the precious
museum that in later years was removed to a special
separate building, his father looked the situation over
calmly, turned away to a cabinet, poured himself a
stiff bracer, then marched to fire-fighting carrying two
water pails with his usual enthusiasm and determination.

Brooks senior must have returned to the attack for
the following spring the irreligious son again countered
with: April 21st 1896: "Before closing, I must say a
word or two on spiritual matters. I am very much
touched to see how worried you are about my future
welfare, and I wish I could set your mind at rest. Would
you want me to take up Christianity and profess interest
I do not feel, simply because I was afraid of the consequences of neglect? I think the keynote of Religion
[Christianity?] is in Christ's words: 'If you seek me
with all your heart, you shall find me.' Until I can do
this I will remain as I am.

As to religion, I think Allan defies classification
except under such general terms as nonconformist. As
far as I know he never subscribed to any religious
faith. In his adult years he never attended church
service, unless sometime during war years he might,
as a commissioned officer, have had to take the church
parade. He often attended the church weddings of his
friends and always the funerals of his close friends.
Allan's father, W.E., was very evidently a churchman,
tight-laced in the forms of worship of the Church of
England, and he expected his son to follow dutifully.
At the Boy's School in England, no doubt, there was
some daily service to which attendance was compulsory.
In young Brooks this seems to have kindled more rebellion than reverence. His Aunt Caroline and Grandmother Brooks used to drag him to long evening services to the local nonconformist chapel. Allan never
forgot this ordeal and it cured him of church going for
life.

"I am not :a scoffer or unbeliever and I am trying
to keep as straight as I can, and when I feel a real
longing for religion you may be sure I will not stifle it.
I am afraid, however, that once I am a religious man
I shall have to give up shooting innocent birds and
putting fish to the torture of the hook, etc., as I could
not reconcile such things with my idea of Christianity.
As it is, my conscience gives me some very hard digs
on these subjects."
How much of these very contradictory statements
were mere tongue-in-cheek verbosity to alloy the fears
of the parent he loved, I leave to the reader. Personally, I feel that Allan Brooks was the perfect pantheist,
that his very nature and early training drove him to
:rebellion against the cramping dictates of ANY religious
~creed; that he had as deep respect for a Brahman or
Moslem as he had for a professed Christian. He treated
his Indian neighbours in British Columbia with kindly
respect. He had made friends with the local natives,
the Chilliwack Indians, in his youth, and later with his
Indian neighbours of the Okanagan. The chief of the
latter often visited him.

Two paragraphs from Allan's letters to his father
are about all we have to elucidate the spiritual side of
his life in his earlier years: September 1st, 1895: "I
read all your sermon and wish I could get interested in
religion, even if it was only for your sake, but the fact
is I cannot feign an interest I do not feel. ][ was systematically brought up to look on all religious topics,
the Bible, and even religious music, with avt:rsion and
I cannot now [at 26 years] change my whole nature.
I will have to forget my dislike before I can take any
interest again.

I recall a story of Allan's concerning one visit when
the old man had come, hoping to get the order to supply
the Brooks winter wood. Something had gone wrong
and Allan gave the old chief a good scolding. The old
man sat and took the verbal work-over stoically and
without offering interruptions, but when it was finished
he smiled and offered: "You live in nice housie!" It
would seem that Allan impressed the old chief about
as far as Brooks senior got with the conversion of his

"I am not an aetheist, however, as you seem to
think, and no one is more sure of a Supreme Power
than I am. In good time, if He sees fit, He will bring
about my conversion; but I cannot now simulate an
interest I do not feel."
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Blackpoll Warblers, ca. 1935
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hard-boiled son who refused to "get religion" that might
spoil good hunting and fishing!

30-odd years that he and Brooks jumped ducks by
canoe at Swan Lake, Noel used a pump gun and Allan
did stay in the canoe!

I never heard Brooks once mention the subject of
religion. Later in life there was no bias or phobia
involved, I am sure. He sent his young son 1!:1Jlan Cecil
to the boys' school in Vernon, under the direction of
the Rev. A. C. Mackie. Brooks and Mackie were good
friends. The latter was a hunter and collector too and
they made trips afield together and Mackie visited once
with the Brooks at Comox. I recall, though, that one
day when I had dropped in on my neighbours, they had
just got the mail with a letter from the boy in which he
mentioned that he had "read the lesson of the: morning."
The father chortled: "Mackie will make a parson of the
boy!" It may have called up something from his own
long past in Boys' School in England. But there was
no rancour.

One of the most Brooksian tools of his trade,
carried while collecting, was his oft-mentioned, longbarreled .22 pistol to be used with or without the
detachable skeleton stock. He was very attached to
this weapon-which I called a gadget!-and with it
undoubtedly he had collected many birds. He had
carried it since his days at Sumas and it was long since
due for pension. He claimed hits quite regularly at
more than 100 yards.
I couldn't see this toy at all. Its short barrel, I
argued, could have little accuracy. The rear sight
(peep) was scientific but the bead on slender shank
out front was, I contended, the worst fraud yet invented
to help steer bullets. There was no arrangement for
elevation. At more than 50 yards you had to hold by

Because he was the very soul of inconsistency in
many things, Allan hedged his hunting with a selfimposed code of regulations far more restxicting than
the printed edict of the Game Act. If the average gun
toter afield could be forced to subscribe to the Brooks
Code, he would feel hobbled and in a straight jacket.
But there would be a lot more game afield!
Despite the splendid game heads on the studio
walls, the hunter of them was old-fashioned with his
weapons and never owned a really modern highpowered sporting rifle. His .22 calibre, a favourite
collecting weapon, was of early type and even in his
last years of impaired vision he would not resort to a
scope mount. To the end of his field care1!r, in order
to get the precise load he desired, he was still reloading
brass shotgun shells, the only man of my generation
I have seen do so.
His shotguns were high-grade custom English 12bores, though for collecting afield he wore out, through
his last 25 years, a cheap American 20-gauge. As for
American pump guns and autoloaders, for a long time
I thought he would have left the field to a user of such,
and I always felt glad that I had dropped my pumps in
favour of doubles before we met. However, I have
learned recently by letter from Noel Lishman, who must
have been his No. 1 shooting pal, that through the

Plain Titmouse, ca. 1935.
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a gun. Even the cheap Ithaca 20 he used to the last,
'till its barrels were worn out so that it had a wild pattern, always was well groomed. According to his
brother Ted, "valeting" guns had been a habit of his
younger brother in his young days and he never
changed. From England after his war service he
brought home two double twelves. One, a used Lang
that became his working game gun to the end, was a
beautiful weapon that despite the 20,000 rounds put
through it by its former owner still, in 1946, had the
youthful appearance, except for some loss of bluing,
of having just come from the maker.

guess and gosh. The only time I saw him use the pet
was in 1922 on an Okanagan pond where his duck
wouldn't leave it and he had three sighting shots before
he nailed the bird.
"Quite simple", said A.B. "At 100 yards hold over
with your bead and aim with the shank."
"Bow and arrow! Hm!"
"I'll show you!" We were on my veranda at
Comox. "See that bit of white clamshell out there on
the off side of the runnel draining the lagoon? Watch
it." I saw, prepared to be put in my place.

I suspect that Brooks, the naturalist, turned the
same discerning eye on his humans at first meeting that
he used on a new bird or mammal, and that he was
swayed for you or against you by trifles. Shortly after
our first meeting in 1922 Allan and I were tramping
in the yellow pines up the slope west of Vaseux Lake
toward a Bald Eagle's nest, when in a narrow cut we
came to a growling little stream. It was too wide to
jump and far too rough to wade, a depth of 4 or 5 feet
of water on the rampage. We hit the stream where
some short, new-sawn timbers had been yarded for
bridge construction, but they appeared to me a very
sketchy culvert. I was leading at the moment but my
Scotch prevailed and I recoiled from the place. Had I
been alone, I probably would have tested those timbers,
carefully cleaned my pockets and tossed the knapsack
with the heavy ammunition across the creek first and
also taken down the gun and given it aerial passage,
too, in halves. My swimming never was a proud
accomplishment.

He put on the stock, aimed carefully over the
veranda rail at the twinkling white shell, a mean target;
it was perhaps a trifle more than 90 yards.
"I'm still watching!" I saw then he had set a trap
for himself; he couldn't see where his sighting shot had
landed. The three more that followed brought no better
result, so to end embarrassment I popped indoors for
my own .22.
But it was no fair contest. I shot an N.R.A. mansized model. There was a vernier on the rear peep and
a rectangular post at the front, the deadliest combination I ever found barring a scope mount. J, too, used
the veranda rail and fired carefully:
"Now where is it?"
There was no answer to that one. As I put away
my rifle I though of an old rhyme and chang,ed only one
word for the occasion:
"A Brooks convinced against his will
Is of the same opinion still."

But Brooks swept by me, hit the timbers two or
three times on the run, and was over.

But I never saw him using the little toy again. He
would have died rather than admit that Anno Domini
might have let him down a bit in trying Ito bash the
clamshell. In one of his last letters he declared he
could shoot as well as ever. But that time he meant
with the shotgun. And he could have been right.

"So that's the way!" I said, and joined him. But
as we continued up the slope I had a distinct feeling of
a coolness in the air that had nothing to do with Okanagan sunshine. I felt I had been weighed in the
balance and was found light-in guts. I had been
"chicken", lost caste, face-about everything but my
trousers.

If a man ever loved firearms, it was Brooks. To
him they were precision instruments and the key to his
mastery of the wild. In his letter of March 6th, 1935,
he said he wanted to get a new collecting gun he could
abuse. He never got it. He wasn't capable of abusing

Next morning when I said I was going to try the
cliff at Okanagan Falls and would he like to ride the
Harley with me, he agreed at once and seemed relieved.
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On reaching the base of the high cliff, that like others
of the valley presented its steep face to the river, Allan
took charge of the expedition and asked me to spot for
him below while he worked from the top along the
brow.

disclosed that the slope above me was not extremely
precipitous. From the gouged out amphitheatre I
noted a Y -shaped lead and one arm seemed easier in
its rise. Some three or four clumps of cyringa and
service berry there suggested useful handholds. I was
going up.

When he had tried this earlier on another cliff at
Osoyoos, with Taverner spotting for him, he lost a
falcon because the spotter fell asleep. So my role then
was to sit down and stay awake and keep an eye on
the cliff skyline as I listened for his gun. I was
reminded, too, that a dead bird coming over might fan
a good distance before I could hear th•~ sound of the
shot. White-throated Swifts and Peregrine Falcons were
the suspected game here. He said it would take him
about an hour to reach the brow by the long way
around on the easy slope of the back.

Perhaps 20 minutes later I gingerly eased my head
over the rim. As I wore on my head only an eye-shade
I did not want my tawny, sun scorched hair to be
mistaken for a coyote or yellow-bellied marmot. About
30 yards off Allan Brooks was sitting perched on the
rim, dangling his legs over two or three hundred feet
of nothing as he mopped his face and bald head. As I
came up, the expression in his face was a joy to behold.
"You came up there?"
"Sure. I had to see what you were doing up here!"

Somewhat more than an hour later, when I couldn't
take inaction longer, I climbed to the head of the
jumbled talus to see about a Canyon Wren singing up
there. And to make a decision. An eye survey upward

"Well, there are no swifts and the peregrines didn't
use the eyrie this year, so we'll go down."
"Like to try my stair?"
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"No; we'll go this way", and he led off the way he
came up.

home, be very sure of it. "See what My Country gave
me," he exclaimed as he exhibited to some nonCanadian friends the gold award of merit he had received for his paintings. He fought for Canada, and
how he did fight! And he was proud of Canadian fighting men-his comrades in arms-and has stated so in
writing. He could not be kept away from Canada and
its young West. In the test for citizenship, can such
attributes be outweighed by the mere geographical
accident of birth over which no man has any choice or
control? I oflfer that he was Canadian in all but the
label and needs a new one: Allan Brooks, Okanagan,
Canada.

I wondered if he knew I was bluffing. A farm
tractor would have had to go into low to drag me into
that descent, always more difficult than the c1imb.
It may be a matter of cause and effect that Allan
Brooks, in the detail of nationality, always maintained
that he was English but Canadian never! There was
of course in his day no Canadian nationality except the
Native Indian. "This is my own, my native land," then
to people of Canada had a hollow ring to it. On immigration and census forms you were English, his.h, Scotch,
Hungarian, or what not. "British, born in India";
Brooks would not satisfy the form fillers. "But where
was your father born?" This was the crux. So all his
life, Brooks was an Englishman and, to prove: it, to the
end of his life retained a trifle of the accent of Northumberland; which I can fully appreciate, for on most
of my earthly way I have been a "Scotchman" born in
Ontario where my mother was born in the same county!

It was the poet Bryant in "Thanatopsis" who said:

"To him who in the love of Nature holds
Communion with her visible forms, she speaks
A various language."
Allan Brooks had held communion on his own way.
Nature, the World, the Universe, was his Deity, a
transcending the primitive idea of a Personal God, a
being in form of man-tall presumption!-somewhere
on high, keeping watch and ward on His creatures
below and noting the sparrow's fall. And because
Brooks had learned so much of the language of nature
and had the genius to translate it with his brush into
visible art, he will be fresh because of his work in the
minds of many generations after he has passed from
the world scene he loved and in which he saw so much
beauty.

But could we not claim Brooks whether he would
or not? From 12 years of age to life's end-65 yearshe was a part of young Canada and fitted into most of
its pioneering traditions. He loved his adopted Mother
Country, never doubt, though sometimes fought shy
of its humanity. From every "foreign strand" visited
he returned with the ardour and homing instinct of a
north-going swallow in the spring. Canada was his
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Chapter XIV
BROOKS THE ARTIST
Here I feel compelled to tread lightly. The story of
the birth and development of the talent that was to
make Brooks famous is too extensive to be contained
in a mere chapter of his history. I find little in his early
diaries to guide me. They give reams of detail on what
he was doing with gun, rifle, knife, and stu:ffing forceps,
but except for occasional thumbnail marginal sketches
in letter or diary, they are almost silent on activity of
the pencil and brush. I did not meet him in the early
years of development. By 1922 he had already
"arrived." His work was in demand.

He who in the world can live on half a loaf,
And shelter himself in any nest; he who is
Neither the master nor the slave of any man,
Tell him his lot is sweet and tranquill and he
Should be content therein.
Rubaiyat
Right above this stated article of faith, looking
down from a knoll, are five Caribou, the centrepiece
a magnificently antlered bull. Even so tiny, the animals
are well drawn though at the time he could never have
seen one alive. There is genius in their grouping. Their
high-headed pose depicts their interest in the camp
below. A mountain peak is on the far skyline.

Someone, sometime, will do the job b<etter. Some
researcher who will find and assemble the early work,
the only source of a true answer, and get a better
perspective on it. Also, the subject is slightly controversial as the career of Brooks parallels the course of
modern art, in which I must confess little interest.

The curving lines around both camp and quote
suggest cumuli clouds, the stuff dreams are made of.
It could be titled the hunter's or trapper's dream. But
the wisdom in the lines is not only from old Omar the
sage, I suggest this is the Rubaiyat of Allan Brooks,
his philosophy of life at the age of 23 years, and the
guiding compass of his life through the next 20.

Yet in the diaries there are hints even in the marginal sketches that are revealing. In the first diary
started February 16th, 1892, on the first page there is
a very small, but complete, pencil sketch of a night
camp, an open shelter such as a trapper or hunter might
erect with axe alone, using poles and boughs. The
figure is rolled in his blankets his head on a dunnage
bag pillow, feet to the fire out in front. A buck's head,
splendidly antlered, of course, graces the ridge pole.
The rifle is slung horizontally above the head of the
sleeper.

Earlier we saw the trend of his youth when he began
sketching and painting scenery at Milton, Ontario. He
was then between 12 and 18 years of age. There are
still some coloured sketches of scenery that he made at
Chilliwack in the late '80s, still in the stage where grass
and fir trees are green and skies are blue. He probably
destroyed many of his early drawings and paintings of
scenery and birds. William Brewster seems to have
been the first to discover talent enough to produce a
bird portrait worthy of payment, and thus was he
launched. About the same time W. B. Mershon's book,

Close above the camp scene which is all in miniature, done with a very finely pointed pencil, are these
lines.
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Allan the artist, at work on a painting of a Golden Eagle, 1939.

When Brooks forsook the sporting angle in his
art and turned to the more serious aspect of bird and
mammal portraiture, his progress was rapid. To quote
Leon Dawson (1913) : "By request of the Provincial
Museum of B.C., Mr. Brooks contributed 9 pieces to
the International Sportsman's Exposition in Vienna in
1911. By the conditions of the loan, the sale of these
paintings was not permitted; but one of the best of
them, a magnificent Golden Eagle, was stolen-stolen,
gossip had it, by one high in official position."

The Passenger Pigeon, 1907, shows an early but creditable colour plate of the Band-tailed Pigeon by Brooks.

Next he tried his hand at fine art as applied to
hunting scenes and he has confessed to being influenced
in such pictures by the work of A. B. Frost. The
Brooks picture: "Too Many Snipe" is the example of
this phase I have seen. It depicts a grassy fiat, two
spaniels, two hunters, and snipe getting up in all directions, confusingly. A short phase, this. Then came
coloured illustrations for Dawson's Birds of Washington, followed by Dawson's Birds of California, and he
was away.

What kind of world was it at the beginning of the
century when Allan Brooks was setting out to win a
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latter did not worry such a hunter 'till he was called a
too close associate of John Barleycorn, which meant a
court case and a lot of folk first heard of mintjuleps.

place in bird illustration? The two first decades and the
last one of the previous century, for ornithology and
wildlife interests generally, were stormy. First I recall
the furore over Wild Animals I Have Known when
Seton Thompson (before reversing himself to Thompson Seton) made Scribner's a hot numb,~r on the newsstand and the author wolf-howled his way on the
Chautauqua Circuit across the continent. For this,
some naturalists said, he was prostituting the sacred
truth of natural history, and some artists said he humanized his animals in his drawings, and, anyhow, no such
rabbit as Raggylug, grizzly as Wahb, or wolf such as
King Lobo, could exist except in the author's imagina··
tion. There could have been some fire below the smoke
of both accusations. Much of this criticism was mere
green-eyed envy. At least the critics could do nothing
about it. That wonderful curl over one eye combined
with the sonorous platform voice, and the wolf howl,
were invincible. Yet no one today could deny the good
influence on the youth of the land of Seton's popular
work, or disparage his serious scientific efforts such as
Lives of Game Animals which came later.

As for wildlife generally, the biggest event of the
half century came in 1916 with the signing of the
Migratory Bird Treaty between the United States and
Canada, when migratory birds were taken under Federal control, market shooting was outlawed and killing
generally was restricted.
Ornithologically the event of the two first decades
was the work on Protective Coloration, Concealing
Colors, and Natural Camouflage, propounded and published by the Thayers, Abbott and Gerald, father and
son. Every naturalist in the world worth his salt knew
in some degree the truth of this principle, but Abbott
Thayer, a skilled painter and naturalist, had spent years
on the study, amassing his material. I well recall about
1911 the exhibit in the American Museum of Natural
History. New York, a lighted niched in the wall showing the Thayer principle. The birds were solid models
with speckled coats placed in front of a speckled background and when the bodies were countershaded to·
flatten them they were practically invisible in a steady
light.

W. J. Long came on the scene a bit later with his
nice little tales of the wildwoods. They were used in
our grade school libraries as supplemental reading. It
was that little thrush, as I recall it, that splinted its
broken leg and sealed the job with clay, that upset the
Long bean pot. Honest John Burroughs just couldn't
take it. Teddy Roosevelt joined Burroughs and they
thumped Mr. Long so heartily that the publisher withdrew these books from the dealers and the Rev. W. J. L.
fell silent.

But Teddy got into the picture again, big stick in
hand, and questioned the validity of the principle, or
if admitting some slight truth, declared it greatly overdone. It didn't work that way in Africa or the Dakotas.
He rather poohooed the idea, showing examples where
the law of camouflage did not work at all-as he
thought. He even took on the artists in their treatment
of light, one of the toughest problems they then had to
worry over. And when he declared that the shadows of
trees on winter's snow could be blue only in the imagination of a painter, he downgraded himself from the
high plane of a discerning naturalist, where he had been
posing, to a niche down among the commonality that
won't see with both eyes and brain and so arrives at
conclusions distinctly foggy. He took a well-deserved
shellacing from Francis Allen and so "now backward
and now forward rocked furiously the fray" and probably is unsettled yet. In fairness to T,eddy, however,
looking back now through the mellowing haze of time,
we must honour him as a founding father of modem

About this time the first warnings of the need to
conserve our natural resources in America came from
Gifford Pinchot, backed by President Theodore Roosevelt; and G. 0. Shields in his new magazine Recreation
created his game-hog pen in which monthly he installed
hunters or fishermen who had given their "porcine
proclivities" a too free rein with gun or rifle or rod.
Roosevelt now went on his big African safari,
donating his plunder to the American Museum and his
story to Scribner's Magazine at an unheard of price per
word. For this he was called "benefactor'" by the many
and "butcher" by a few. But a little criticism like the
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conservation despite his science which at times was not
a match for his enthusiasm.

foliage of the aspen poplar tops of our Manitoba windbreak, where tb_e live bird hung his nest, he was something else again. In the moving greenery against the
sky, his jet black and red-orange and white melted out
of sight. But birds that dissolved into backgrounds
would get short shift from authors of bird books who
wanted illustrations that "looked like birds," or with
publishers who wanted to sell those books, or with
purblind and colour-blind John Public who wouldn't
spend money for birds he couldn't see. And John
wanted lots of colour, his bluebirds to be blue, his
cardinals red, and his swans white.

About the end of the first decade, Modern Art
showed its unprepossessing face and the name-calling
has not died. I recall with a shudder that about 1912,
in company with several art students, I attended the
first public display of the new Cubism in New York,
where I saw the famous "Lady Descending the Staircase" and a plaster cast of a Venus with the neck of a
Trumpeter Swan. I would not sully a fair name by
calling this show an art exhibit. I paid "two bits" to
see it and felt I was terribly swindled at that!

What this wran_gle over protective coloration meant
to Brooks I have no knowledge. He never discussed
it with me, though he may have with. others. There is
nothing of it in my file of more than one hundred of
his letters. That he could have failed to perceive and
study it I refuse to believe. He must have spent far
more time afield than Thayer did; his eye was keen
and memory retentive and perception by no means dull.
It is easier for me to believe that, as he was largely selftaught, he went ahead by trial and error, concentrating
on suitable backgrounds, fitting them by some instinct
to the birds he painted on them. And there is no doubt
he was influenced before World War I by such British
artists as Joseph Wolf, George Lodge, Archibald Thorbum, John G. Millais and the German illustrator
Keulemans who, like Wolf, moved to England.

It was in this exciting and argumentative world that
the two most promising naturalist-artists, Allan Brooks
and Louis Agassiz Fuertes, were to find their place.
In a recent book by Mary Fuertes Boynton, the author
gives, in a short biography of her father (Fuertes),
enough of his letters to show the struggle and heartache he had to adjust his profession as a bird illustrator
to the theories of his very dear friend, Abbott Thayer,
who had been his early guide and counsellor. Fuertes,
as a good naturalist, knew the truth of protective coloration but he laboured under the handicap, as Brooks
did, of having to earn a living.
It is significant here that I .never heard Brooks
suggest that he himself was an "artist." H~ told me
once that when he had to sign on the dotted line for
"occupation" he wrote "illustrator." Whatever Fuertes
signed, he did exactly the same sort of work: bird and
mammal portraiture. The difference between "artist"
and "illustrator" was Abbott Thayer.

To put it crudely, the artist could paint what he
pleased and let his imagination run high. The bird
illustrator was hobbled to the whims of his public.
Abbott Thayer the artist, scientist, naturalist, and realist could paint his birds as nature did, into the landscape
background. The illustrators had to paint their birds
out of that background, paint their birds as they showed
in hand; and no bird in the hand can look more than a
trifle like itself in its natural background.

Brooks was known early for his skill in backgrounds.
I recall a contemporary bird illustrator standing one
spring day in my front yard at Comox, and looking
across the bay to the Beauforts where sky, mountain,
and bay were flowing with colour in the translucent air
of the season. "Now," he said, "I know where Allan
Brooks gets his backgrounds!" Mary Fuertes Boynton
quotes her father expressing a high regard for Brooks'
"Pleasing, restrained landscapes," but Fuertes thought
he himself had been a student longer of anatomy and
appearance. This last may be debatable. But they
were not rivals. · Each held high regard for the talent
of the other and they were best of friends. Says
Fuertes (letter October 30th, 1922):

Very early in life I learned that simple truth. The
brilliant mounted Baltimore Oriole given to me as
a boy by a friend was one thing. In the twinkling

"My dear Major:
"I can't tell you of my disappointment to learn that
you were not coming after all to the A.O.U. [Meeting]
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Calliope Hummingbird - 1905

Ontario scene - 1893

Flammulated Owl - 1913
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Mule Deer in snow- 1917

"Leaving the feeding grounds" - Mallards - 1932

" After the rain"- American Kestrel- undated

Robins and Cedar Waxwing on Vi rginia creeper - undated

Ferruginous Hawk - 1944

Deer Mice, 1929.

and I shall never cease to regret it! It was a wonderful
meeting and the kind you would have revelled in.
Everybody asked for you and when I got home Saturday with the bad news, gloom reigned in our already
somber little house. We had hoped so fervently that
we were going to have you with us over Christmas.

tion been asked: Who was the better painter? It is a
useless question that could never be settled to the satisfaction of all critics, and every individual who likes
birds and bird pictures soon becomes a critic. I heard
P. A. Taverner say one day (and I know he had a high
regard for the ability of both artists) that he often felt
that Fuertes could paint the "feel" of feathers better
than anyone else ever did. He could have been right.
In bibliography today, in the publications devoted to
ornithology, there are several surveys of American bird
art and appraisals of individual artists' work. Two of
these may be mentioned: Fifty Years of Progress in
American Bird Art by Dr. G. M. Sutton (1933); and
Bird Painting in America by Roger T. Peterson (1942)
in Audubon Magazine. In both, Allan Brooks gets

"The two outstanding pictures of the [art] show
were your canvasbacks and Brandreth''s mergansersa picture in much the same spirit. There were many
fine things, besides, there. Yours were all top notch"
-and he rambles on for several pages with the details
of the art works.
They were the two outstanding North American
bird painters of their day; and how often has the qucs11
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more than passing mention. There are also available
opinions of bird artists, from Lodge or Reid-Henry of
England to the modems of America, to show that
Brooks has high rating. If there is some slight critism,
it is of his early draughtsmanship in portraiture; all
agree on his skill in relating bird to background, the
general ensemble of his bird studies.

back almost feather by feather, leaving nothing for the
imagination. And it is as important for an artist to
know what to leave in the tube as for a writer to know
what to leave in the ink pot.
After careful scrutiny at a little distance he went
back at it and, rather to my surprise, wet his brush,
half dried it, then drew it gently across the "shingling"
to pull the values closer. The brush stroke greatly
improved the bird; I was sure then I had done the
correct thing. For had I white-lied to please him, I
knew he would have caught me next day, when with
fresh eye and the picture "cooled" a bit, he would have
mended it by himself, and never trusted me as a critic
again! In later years he achieved a better handling
of feathers.

In earlier years Brooks was inclined to paint too
conscientiously, stiffly, losing what Taverner called the
"feel" of plumage. In this regard I remember very
well a painting Allan made at my table in 1923 or '24.
The subject was plovers, either Black-bellied or Golden,
I have forgotten which. I had liked his preliminary
pencil work, but when he set up the painting for my
approval, he didn't get it unqualified. I found myself
between the devil and Brooks. "I don't like that last
bird," I declared bluntly. "You have shingled its back.
Soften it down, pull it together!" He had built up that

In this he was doubtlessly influenced more by the
English artist, George Lodge, who painted the raptors

Ruffed Grouse, 1929.
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so well, than by anyone else. For in the early days he
was in touch with Lodge by letter, and visited him in
1915 when on leave on war service, and probably as
often as he could later. The two artists once worked
on the same picture in the Lodge studio, and the result
(today in the possession of Allan Brooks (Jr.)) has
the notation written on the back in A.B.'s handwriting:
"This is the only painting on which I ever received any
formal instruction."

with tl1e other men. Yet though Brooks did not meet
Fuertes till 1920, it is almost a certainty that he knew
of his work years before that date. For though Fuertes
was a younger man by five years, his talent was recognized much earlier; he had "arrived" some years before
Brooks did.
On the wall of my den is a 9 by 12-inch painting by
Brooks dated 1917. At that time he was through the
greater part of his war service. He began to write his
diary again in 1917, and I find under date of November
4th of that year: "Left for England; in hospital till Dec.
4th." This was a minor operation and evidently, as
idleness was impossible, he spent his convalescence
painting. Several paintings were donated to the Red
Cross; but one of them that was not sold was brought
home with him and he gave it to me shortly after we
met. It is of black-tailed deer on a hillside and done
in transparent colour. The change to gouache must
have come about shortly after his return home in 1919
or the early '20s. On looking up Fuertes' last field
paintings, in 1926, Artist and Naturalist in Ethiopia
(which have been said by some critics to have been not
only his best, but the best bird portraits ever made).
I find he used opaque colour (Chinese white) very considerably. But who originally influenced whom?

He was probably an apt pupil, for he had a good
foundation to build on. I find in one of the early
diaries a pencil sketch of a male Pine Grosbeak observed
from the window on a cold winter day in the Okanagan,
and the pose and the fluffed plumage are so realistic as
to make the beholder feel sorry for the bird and almost
shiver a bit himself. He got the "feel" of feathers that
day! The date was December 12th, 1910.
In this matter of suggestion of feathers with pigment, no one ever surpassed or even equalled Brooks
in his treatment of fluffy Canada Jays. He has succeeded in telling the story of a winte:r-proof coat. In
his Condor appreciation of Brooks, Dawson ( 1913)
has expressed the matter thus: "Perhaps the chief
distinction of Brooks is a feeling for plumage. Brooks'
birds are clad in feathers, fluffy, fimbriated feathers
which you would like to tousle in your fingers for sake
of seeing them fall back into place with almost sentient
precision. We have all of us seen the other sort--coats
of mail or scales, and we hail with delight a man who
feels a bird's definitive mark, feathers."

As to who was the better painter of bird portraiture,
it is not for me to judge. As to who created the most
exciting pictures, the answer is in what they left for
posterity to judge. But either as illustrators or as
artists the question can scarcely be answered fairly
without consideration of their opportunities. Brooks
began five years earlier than his friend and outlasted
him by 19 years, working to the last and doing his best
work through the late years.

Brooks began his career as an illustrator by dra.wing in black-and-white wash, as in his waterfowl
pictures for Recreation magazine, and in colour by
using transparent water colour when he made the illustrations for Birds of Washington. As late as 1917 he
was still using water colour in this matter. When I met
him in 1922 he was changing over to tempera or
gouache, as it is sometimes called today. I remember
his going to some pains one day to impress on me that
the tempera made easier and bettf:r reproductions.
Was that why he changed? Who inflw~nced him? Was
it Fuertes, as sometimes stated?

Brooks learned the hard way, building from a
grade-school education. Fuertes graduated from Cornell University and through his college years was
coached and coddled by the top ornithologists of the
day. He was the pet of Elliot Coues and Abbott Thayer
and so raised in the lap of the ornithological gods. If
he could have been spoiled, that would have been his
fate. Field parties fell into his lap, expenses paid, and
a modest salary. He went to Alaska with that galaxy
of talent, the famous Harriman Expedition; with Vernon
Bailey to the desert Southwest; several parties with Dr.

"No!" says Allan (jr.) "It was Lodge," basing his
judgment largely on the times of his father's meetings
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Great Rorned Owl, 1936.
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Frank Chapman to the South, to Mexico and to South
America; and his last field expedition was with Dr.
Wilfred H. Osgood to Ethiopia.

tradition founded by that naturalist in his drive and
ambition in invading new fields and solving the ornithology of a new continent. But as for painting dead
birds pinned to the wall when there were living birds to
be portrayed, that was for Audubon's time, not Brooks'.
Brooks usually had a good word to say of contemporary
artists. Of Fripp, who painted British Columbia's
mountain landscapes, he said, "I wish I had every one
of them!" "So and So is doing very good work", was
usually his kindly verdict. If he could be drawn out to
give one, that is.

Against this Brooks, ever the free-lancer and captain
of his soul, paid for his own numerous expeditions,
ending up with a round-the-world trip via New Zealand
that he might study the birds of the Southern Hemisphere. So much for opportunity, and we cannot forget
that some folk succeed because of an early start and
lucky boosts up the hill, while others succeed because
of the handicaps that tried to shove them down. Suffice
to say that these two men were top bird illustrators of
their day. Now, when a new workman shows in the
field of birds, I find myself measuring him not with the
yardstick of John James Audubon, but with that of
Fuertes or Brooks, the two giants who dominated their
generation, but the former through a period pitiably
short.

Only twice can I recall criticism. Once in a letter
after one of his camps had been invaded by a visitor
who considered himself an up-and-coming rival, and
whose head, Allan thought, was far too big for his hat,
he dismissed him with three words: "What a mug!"
Again, one day in a far off retrospective way he remarked while painting: "I once heard Louis Fuertes
say: 'Judging from his work, there is nothing to show
that Audubon ever saw a living bird!' " This pleased

I knew instinctively what Brooks would think of the
paintings of Audubon; also that he would honour the
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Family of Striped Skunks, ca. 1940.
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Bull Moose, ca. 1928.
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next year he was getting orders from Scribner's, and so
Wahb, Raggylugs the Cottontail, and the Sandhill Stag
were born. To young authors then, Scribner's magazine
was what the Saturday Evening Post was to become;
and soon the author, also a platform spellbinder, was
on the Chautauqua Circuit with a weighty salary and
E. T. Seton was sliding down the ways to fame and
fortune. And the editor of Recreation took the credit
for breaking the bottle at the launching!

my ego, for long before I met Brooks I had formed the
opinion from the few Audubon plates I had seen that
those skewered and crucified bird bodies had been
painted with but one aim in view: to explain the details
and beauties of the plumage only, which were well
enough depicted perhaps, but they lacked the element
of LIFE so necessary to portraiture. It is the diJference
of a photo of the death mask of a bird or mammal taken
as an aid to taxidermy, compared to a portrait of the
head of the living. And that quality of life I find even
in the little black-and-white studies that I clipped from
Recreation in the early 1900s signed "A. Brooks," when
I had not the slightest idea who was behind that signature.

Doubtless Brooks, too, had little monetary reward
for his work for Recreation, but it was a start and as he
expressed it in a letter to his father much earlier about
drawing for Williiam Brewster: "It might bring in more
work." Later when he did the Dawson and Bowles
colour work he felt he was at last on his way. This did
lead to other commissions and I heard him once say
that Dawson got him more work than he ever could
have gotten by himself.

"It was about this time ( 1904)" says Marjorie
Brooks in the Condor "that a certain part of his income
was attributable to his brush. Previously his earliest
efforts in illustration could be found in nearly every
number of the magazine Recreation from 1897 on.
It was about 1906 that he illustrated his first large
work: Dawson and Bowles' Birds of Washington."

From the early 1920s when Brooks adopted
gouache his medium of expression, he stayed with it
to the last. About 1938 he tried oils to some small
extent and successfully too, for his opaque water colour
was good training. Also, he did some pen-and-ink line
drawings. But he seemed most at home with a brush
and opaque wash. His son offers that his father never
completely deserted true (transparent) water colour
but used the latter mainly for pictures on order and not
intended to be used in reproduction. An exception
was when he finished a sequence of warbler illustrations
be:gun by Fuertes in pure water colour for the National
Geographic Magazine before World War I.

As for Recreation, the income must have been slight
indeed. The material for the little magazine about hunting and fishing was supplied by amateur writers and
photographers. It was the first magazine to which in
my youth I subscribed and I read it while it lived. I
saw the first of my own writing in type in it. In 1911,
while an art student in Brooklyn, I met its founder
and editor, G. 0. Shields, then retired, and several
times had dinner with the old chap in his ])achelor
apartment in the Bronx. Naturally I discussed the art
work published in Recreation. He said he had paid
very little for anything but cited the rise of E. T. Seton
from a start in his magazine. It was quite a story.

Some of his waterfowl pictures, geese or ducks
over the prairie or marshes, or winging "Loons Before
Storm"-this last portraying an angry sky-show distance, the feeling of the season or the time or mood of
the day, "atmosphere," as well as it could be done with
any medium. He lifts these studies to a plane high
above that of ffil~re bird portraiture or popular illustration. They are pictures, not mere copies of birds'
plumages. They tell a story as high art must ever do.

As Shields told it to me, Seton Thompson, then
unknown, had brought in a story and drawings. The
editor recognized the merits of both drawings and story
but told the artist and author frankly that as regards
remuneration they were out of his depth entirely, but
that if he would leave the story he would publish it and
give him all the complementary copies he wished. So
the author settled for a substantial number of copies
and made such good use of them as advertising that

Though Brooks may not often have called himself
an artist, he distinguished clearly enough between an
illustrative portrait and a picture. When he promised me
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Juvenile Homed Lark, 1931.

a study to fill a place of honour above our fireplace
mantel and I said: "Please make it geese!" he replied:
"This will be a goose picture, not a picture of a bird."
He made good; for it is the story of the morning flight
from a prairie lake, black-necked, grey Canadas and
long lines of shimmering white wavies leaving the
common roosting ground, each kind at break of day
seeking itS' own separate feeding ground, the danishness of the goose species shown very plainly. He told
many such picture stories, but not nearly enough.

I doubt that he ever put brush to paper or board till he
saw the whole ensemble in mind's eye. First he made
pencil drawings of the subject or subjects and arranged
roughly the composition. Then using a black charcoal
pencil he drew into the study the main characters. He
used the charcoal rather than pencil as the latter would
be obliterated completely by the foundation wash,
whereas the former would still show faintly through the
wash and hold the composition. Then he wetted his
paper (usually grey or green) and while it was still
dripping stretched it on his drawing board and glued
its sides to the board with tape. While the paper was
still damp he quickly blocked in the major colours of
background and foreground and when satisfied with
this start he put it by to dry and next day began to

I cannot recall ever sitting down and watching
Allan make either a picture or bird portrait from preliminary plotting to finishing touches, but I saw him at
work so many times that I came to know his methods.
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Townsend's Warblers, ca. 1935.
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paint the subject and details upon the background. As
the first wash changed a little in drying, he sometimes
washed the background off and made a new start.

awkward as though not sure whether to make it a trot,
pace or gallop. I have never seen any artist depict this
till I met the Brooks sketch. In a flash of the eye he
must have caught the action, held it and finished the
details after the big deer was out of sight. For that
buck wasn't posing. In the mountains of the West, I
have never seen, nor has Brooks suggested, the bouncing "sky-hopping" gait of the mule deer that I have
seen in the scrubby bluffs in Manitoba ravines, as was
described in word and sketch by E. T. Seton.

The progress of Brooks' art can be seen in his
diaries. These in early days were really artist's sketch
pads in which he recorded his notes in pencil, evidently
feeling that his opportunity to draw was of as much
importance as to record data. As these pads were
5 1h x 8lh inches he must have sewn an extra large
pocket in his shirt or coat or carried them handy in a
knapsack. Some of his impromptu sketches, as in his
early letters, are not impressive, such as the one of
mountain beaver I pilloried, a thumbnail sketch for his
father. But later some of his pencil sketches, plainly
drawn in the field, or birds such as the courting anti.cs
of ducks or winter sketches of deer in action, are splendid. These are hidden away among his notes.

On his big-game hunts, Allan often carried his
sketch pad afield. As well as loading up his head by
means of his photographic eye and memory applied to
the living animal, he made sketches of the anatomical
details of the death masks, muscles under the skin of
the head, eye structure, nose shape, etc. Some of these
plainly were items for taxidermy, particularly when he
drew size and shape of the ear cartilage when skinnedout and detached.

Though he drew and painted big game and small
mammals to a limited extent, I always felt he did not
handle these subjects with the facility he did birds. A
matter, doubtless, of familiarity. For though he had a
sample of nearly all British Columbia big game on his
walls, he seems to have been content ·with about one of
each. The big-game years covered a comparatively
short period. He began late, and finished the year
before the First World War. So his contacts with goat,
caribou, moose, elk, and grizzly bear were really few.
He drew best mule deer and bighorn sheep because
they were his Okanagan neighbours.

Brooks' painting was founded on knowledge more
than on emotion. Sometimes I felt he was even hampered by his science, that if he had dodged the tiddlywink illustrations of bird portraiture that kept him so
busy, and let his imagination have free rein on a big
canvas, he could have soared to wondrous heights.
Once or twice I made bold to tell him so but my shafts
did not loosen a rivet in his armour.. He painted the
thing as he saw it "for the god of things as they are"
and never deviated far from that line. Had he painted
still-life, his idea of perfection, and he~ would have been
satisfied with nothing less, would hav'e been that of the
early Greek painter who considered it the greatest
compliment that the birds came to peck at his counterfeit grapes!

Particularly mule deer, through long years meat
for his skillet, were subjects for his penciL Some of
these on-the-spot sketches are charming. I have in
mind one study of a little mule doe plainly posing for
him, her head canted from level as a dog sometimes
turns his head in taking an extra hard look at something.
Her one front foot is up, the knee is bent as though she
had stopped in such sudden interest that she "froze"
in her stride. Eyes, ears, foot, pose, every line of her,
denotes curiosity and attention.

To this the modernists reply: "Why waste time
doing what a camera can do better?" But what Brooks
could have done with some of the dramatic things he
saw in his long years afield, for example that scene
from Liumchin Mountain, the cock Blue Grouse hurtling for life down the steep slope with the falling
Golden Eagle almost on his tail and the Red-tailed
Hawk in the rear doing his best to ke(~p in the hunt.
Such scenes, alas, are left to us as only a few pencilled
words in letter or diary!

There is another sketch of a big-antlered mule buck
"on the lam," starting to make himself scarce on a down
slope. A startled mule buck has a gait of his own,
quite unlike that of the nimbler whiite-tail or coast
black-tail. In getting under way he appears strangely
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Audubon with his Gallic imagination would at least
have given us a lurid word picture, even though some
of it were fiction. I am thinking now of that realistic
Audubon story in our old Grade IV Reader: titled:
"The Eagle and the Swan."

like to think of as the Brooks era, conventionalized
leaves, vines and twiggage in backgrounds, botanical
forms that were :never on land or sea, were relegated
forever to,the past. Reality must be served, for truth
is sacred. '-

Of pen-and-ink illustrations Brooks has kft but a
small amount and he could not have been in demand
in this capacity. The illustrations for Ralph Hoffman's
Birds of the Pacific States are doubtless his best known
line work. They show the usual careful workmanship;
the backgrounds of these portraits are often cleverly
suggested with a few cunning touches; but he was not
as thoroughly at home with pen as with brush and he
told me these illustrations were much harder to do than
colour. I find them a bit liney and stiff like oldfashioned woodcuts and I like best his free and easy
pen sketches of his diaries, as when he filled his head
with the antics of courting ducks on the Commonage
ponds and later at home entered them in his diary with
his pen, simplifying them down to only the lines that
counted to express the pose or action.

The products of his brush and pencil are scattered
far and wide across the continent, and already the better studies are beeoming collectors' items. Most of his
work is in the United States, but in Canada three collections of Brooksiana deserve mention. In addition to
the: W. H. Robb collection of Brooks paintings in the
Royal Ontario Museum in Toronto ( 65 items mentioned in the preceding chapter), there is listed there
also 160 coloured drawings of soft parts of birds, of
which L. L. Snyder wrote: "These were painted originallly by Allan Brooks for the late Dr. Jonathan Dwight,
the: collection reaching us through the good offices of
J. H. Fleming from Dr. Dwight's widow."
Then in the Vv"est, at least until recently, there was
the private colleetion of Brooks material of the late
Ohver N. Wells of Sardis, British Columbia. This contained 12 water-colour paintings of birds, 20 watercollour paintings of mammals, 1 oil painting, 4 line
drawings, 6 chalk sketches, 15 pencil sketches.

The influence of Allan Brooks orl the field of his
interests has been more profound, perhaps, than only
these few years after his passing we can realize. It is
at least certain that in honouring the tradition of
Audubon, but greatly improving the earlier naturalist's
techniques, Brooks founded a tradition of his own:
that bird art had best be kept on the good foundation
of common sense, demanding that the "illustration"
must remain at the level of the commonality that insists
the picture must look like the bird it represents, as seen
in hand.

His son now has what is probably the largest collection of his works,.
The second half of the century has started off
bravely with a galaxy of bird-drawing and painting
enthusiasts above the horizon. Will they in this coming
pe:riod be able to make as grand a stride forward
as we have seen in the early half? This question will
be answered by someone who has lived in both halves,
who can look back from the vantage of the century's
end. It will be safe to prophesy that it will be hard for
ev,en the strongest talent not to show indebtedness to
Allan Brooks.

If this be bad art, at least it seems to have h1~ld firm
through more than half of this century while nonscientific art wandered with its changing "isms" in the
wilderness, trying to find a new soul. In this, which I
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Blue Grouse, Okanagan, 1945; Allan Brooks' last painting.
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Chapter XV

CROSSING THE BAR
Allan Brooks died as he had lived, in the midst of
his work and in the fullness of his powers. In the
winter of 1945, he and Marjorie, able now at War's end
to get possession of their winter home again, had come
back to Comox on November 8th, and Allan at once
began renewing acquaintance with his onetime favourite
prowls. When I visited him in his little studio a few
days before Christmas, he was busily plying his brush,
a commission of three paintings for the State University
of Washington. A dozen fresh skins of waders and
waterfow~ were at hand on the drying tray. He was ill
but made light of it.

ture? As for the picture, it rates with his best; no other
such Blue Grouse study was ever so painted. It is
magnificent.

Next day he finished his last painting, a big cock
Interior Blue Grouse with a hen in their native Okanagan setting with Terrace Mountain, oft-mentioned in
his diaries, in the background. Then he went to Comox
hospitaL To show how closely he lived to his work,
when on his way in the driveway he suddenly remembered his neglect in signing the Blue Grouse study, so
he halted the taxi and returned. Could he have had a
premonition of the importance of this, his last signa-

I did not see Allan again. He sank rapidly after
surgery on Christmas Eve, but lived to see the New
Year, to the morning of January 3rd, 1946. Below the
hospital bluff at the time an ebbing tide was warring
with the turbulence of a heavy southeaster driving in
from the channeL Was this struggle of nature not
symbolic of the life that was passing? And it was as
he had always wished, that when he crossed over the
bar it might be quickly.

When I called to see him on the evening of December 23rd he looked well, talked strongly with the old
authority, natural history, every word of it, though he
took time out to "chortle" over some of the juvenile
"howlers" in the book his son, now home from university for the holidays, had brought him. Special mention
went to those with a biological flavour such as "Solomon with his wives and porcupines."
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Hamilton "Mack" Laing was born of ScottishCanadian parents in Oak Ridge, Manitoba, in 1882.
He was raised on a Manitoba farm, then taught school
in that province until World War l. About 1916 he
studied art in New York, then joined the American
Army, serving as a dispatch rider.
Aft,er his discharge, he crossed the United States by
motorcycle, a considerable accomplishment at that
time. Through the 1920's and 1930's he collected birds
and mammals for the Geological Survey of Canada,
working in areas in or near Athabasca, Bella Coola, the
Liumchen Range near Mount Baker, the southern Okanagan and southern Alberta. He took part in the
Mount Logan Expedition, collecting and observing as
the naturalist of the group.
In 1925 he built his house by tidal shores in Comox,
British Columbia, and in the 1930's established a 10acre farm there on which he grew walnuts and filberts.
His marriage in 1928 to Ethel Hart of Portland, Oregon, was childless. Ethel died in 1944.
Through the 1920's and 1930's he was a regular
contributor as a writer to outdoor magazines in both
Canada and the United States.
As this book goes to press, he is 96 years old, and
can look back on a long and active life as a naturalist,
collector of birds, photographer, orchardist, musician
(violin), woodworker, hunter, and soccer player of
international standing.
His detailed diaries will one day reveal the story
of another distinguished Canadian naturalist, and how
the face of western Canada changed in his time.
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